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PREFACE 

In r975 I saw the acropolis of Sparta for the first time, under 
the peerless guidance of Colin Edmonson. Three years afterward, it was 
my great good fortune to join the students under his aegis as a regular 
member of the American School of Oassical Studies at Athens. Colin's 
knowledge and love of Greece, at all periods of its history, made as great 
an impression on me as it did on the other students at Athens in r978/79. 
Many years later, this work now joins the growing shelf of books that 
trace their ultimate origins to his inspiration. I hope he would have found 
something of value here. 

I began the manuscript for this book in the pleasant surroundings of 
the American School of Classical Studies at Athens and finished it at the 
Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, whose research facilities and 
climate of scholarly fellowship are without equal. I would like to thank 
the staff of both institutions for making my work so much easier. Also, I 
thank Glen Bowersock, Bruce Frier, Christopher Jones, Sara Aleshire, 
and Brad Inwood, who all read portions of the manuscript, for greatly im
proving my argument. Paul Cartledge also read what has become Appen
dix 2, and I thank him for his very constructive criticisms, even though he 
may be surprised to see the material appearing in this form. Of course, 
any remaining errors or omissions are to be counted dead against me. 

I gratefully acknowledge the permissions granted by the Antiken
sammlung, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin - Preussischer Kulturbesitz and 
the Ephorate of Antiquities for Laconia and Arcadia to publish photo
graphs of material in their collections. In addition, I thank Peter Ackroyd 
for allowing me to use his version of a passage from Sir Thomas Browne's 
Christian Morals as the epigraph for this book. 

Finally, thanks beyond words go to my wife, Stefanie, whose unflag
ging scrutiny of the manuseript as it haltingly developed has improved it 
beyond measure. Corona meae vitae es. 



To palliate the shortness of our lives, and to compensate 

our brief term in this world, it is fit to have such an under-

standing of times past that we may be considered to have 

dwelled in the same. In such a manner, answering the present 

with the past, we may live from the beginning and in a 

certain sense be as old as our country itself. 

-Peter Ackroyd, English Music 



INTRODUCTION 

Magnum est alumnum virtutis nasci et Laconem. 
-Sen. Suas. 2.. 3 

From antiquity to the present day, the city of Sparta has been 
variously the model of discipline, obedience, and virtue, or of totalitarian
ism, conformity, and tyranny. The words "laconic" and "spartan" in En
glish perpetuate the popular conception of ancient Sparta. Greek and 
Roman authors, followed by the classicists and ancient historians of to
day, invariably consider Sparta at the apogee of its power and prestige (ca. 
5 50-3 70 B.c.) unique among Greek cities for the way the state controlled 
virtually every aspect of a citizen's life from cradle to grave. For modern 
as well as ancient observers, the government-run educational system was 
a cornerstone of the distinctive Spartan way of life. 

Education has always been central to the long-lived image of the an
cient Spartans as a people utterly atypical among Greeks, singular in their 
bravery and obedience to the rule of law, who were continually "training 
up the youth for war," in Milton's fitting words. Although attitudes to 
Spartan education ever since the fifth century B.c. have run the gamut 
from unalloyed admiration to visceral disgust, students of Classical Sparta 
have ·on the whole seen the way in which youths were brought up as a 
primitive relic of earlier times, characterized by practices other Greek city
states had long since abandoned but which survived in Sparta's rigidly 
conservative environment. The extant sources appear to bear this out, 
ostensibly describing a complicated system of grades for boys spanning 
the years from childhood to early adulthood, during which they were 
inculcated with the Spartan virtues of aggression and blind obedience in a 
number of violent contests, with the arts given short shrift except at times 
of festival. 

Despite its prominence, Spartan education has never been the subject 
of an in-depth, book-length examination that marshals and evaluates the 
evidence- epigraphical, literary, and archaeological- in the proper his
torical and cultural contexts. This lack is particularly unfortunate, be
cause much of what has come to be regarded as fact about the early devel
opment of Sparta (ca. 700-500 B.c.) is derived from pieces of evidence 
that, although dating from the late Hellenistic and Roman periods-over 
500 years later than the institutions they are cited for-are held to be 
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survivals. As the great bulk of these survivals is found in inscriptions or 
literary passages concerned with the educational system, the question of 
their validity as witnesses to earlier practice has implications reaching to 
every aspect of Spartan historiography. 

In this book I take a path lying between that of K. M. T. Chrimes, who 
in Ancient Sparta: A Re-examination of the Evidence claimed for Roman 
Sparta an impossibly high degree of institutional continuity with the Clas
sical city, and the one trodden by the authors of the recent Hellenistic and 
Roman Sparta: A Tale of Two Cities, whose title reflects the emphasis 
they place on historical discontinuity. Although Sparta under the Romans 
had certainly undergone massive transformations after the Classical pe
riod, by the same token it can i~ no way be described as a different city. I 
see, rather, a continuum of change, marked by periodic breaks and at
tempts to reforge links with the past, a process that can most easily be 
documented through the city's most famous public institution. 

To understand how Spartan education was altered over time, we must 
be acutely aware of the nature of our evidence. Failure to take the histor
ical and cultural contexts of the sources into account when reconstructing 
Spartan education has resulted in our present picture, a hodgepodge of 
elements wrenched out of their disparate environments and crudely ce
mented together to form an unharmonious, and often quite inconsistent, 
whole. 

In tackling this problem, I have adopted a quasi-arcrhaeological meth
od. As excavators strip away later accretions to discover how a building 
or site developed, so this book begins with the latest, best-attested period 
in the history of Spartan education and then delves down through the 
strata of sources. This stratigraphic approach was chosen for two rea
sons: first, to obtain greater chronological accuracy in the grouping of 
sources and, second, to distinguish genuine tradition from specious con
tinuity. The practical consequence for readers is that they will encounter 
the material in an order the reverse of usual. 

Beyond the primary purpose of presenting what I believe is a more 
accurate representation of Spartan traditional education, I hope this book 
will move ancient historians and philologists to consider at least the pos
sibility that the ancients were just as, likely to reshape their own his
tories in light of their present circumstances as modern societies, and that 
this phenomenon may be much more widespread than has hitherto been 
acknowledged. · 



IN THE TRACK OF THE FAMOUS AGOG£ 

At any time from the first to the third century of our era, 
visitors to the city of Sparta saw a prosperous provincial city of 
the Roman Empire, decked out with all the facilities thought 
necessary for civilized life-gymnasia, baths, shopping ar
cades, theaters, and a good range of public sculpture. A cul
tured tourist would not have been disappointed in his search 
for visible signs of Sparta's ancient heritage, first and foremost, 
in the renowned educational system known as the "rearing" 
(agoge). Since the days of Spartan greatness in the fifth century 
B.c., the city's educational system had lain at the heart of the 
Spartan ideal. In the eyes of writers such as Xenophon, Plato, 
and their many successors over the centuries-philosophers, 
sophists, historians, and biographers-the agoge's harsh disci
pline transformed boys into soldiers who were the embodi
ments of courage, virtue, and obedience. Although Spartan 
military might had long been a matter for history books by the 
Roman period, as a paradigm the agoge still exerted a con
siderable attraction in intellectual circles. None who traveled 
to Sparta could have failed to take in some, at least, of the 
sights associated with the agoge. We have an instance of this in 
the author of the earliest extant guide book, Pausanias, who 
toured Greece in the middle years of the second century A.D., 
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leaving us a priceless snapshot of the city during the last tranquil years 
of the Antonine age.1 Often in his itineraries through Spartan streets, 
squares, and parks he notes monuments and buildings associated with the 
agoge. 2 But the agoge was not a lifeless relic of purely historical interest
it lived on. 

In fact, it flourished in· the fevered air of Greek city life under the 
Romans. Over the years, the agoge had developed into an elaborate and 
highly successful expression of the distinct society that Spartans claimed 
they were. Royals and celebrities lent their support either by enrolling 
their sons or with large benefactions, for which they were rewarded with 
honorary offices in the agoge's administration. Visitors who flocked to the 
festivals of Spartan youth could watch the ancient dances of the Gym
nopaediae performed in front of the newly restored Persian Stoa or, in the 
city's magnificent theater, could enjoy competitions between young ball
players in the game Sparta claimed as its own invention.3 

The best place, however, to experience the agoge's uniqueness and 
antiquity was on the grounds of the temple of Artemis Orthia, situated in 
a reedy hollow between the easternmost hill of the acropolis and the river 
Eurotas. Here was all the proof an antiquarian traveler needed that the 
contemporary Spartans had preserved their customs unsullied by change 
since the days of their legendary lawgiver Lycurgus. Here young Spartans 
vied with one another in competitions whose very names bore witness to 
their centuries-old origin.4 The so-called contest of <;ndurance, the re
nowned ritual flagellation beside Artemis' altar, even more strikingly at
tested to the contemporary agoge's links with the distant, uncivilized past. 
Moreover, all around were erected tangible manifestations of its remark
able survival in the form of dedications by victors of iron sickles mounted 
on stone slabs, many of which were inscribed in the ancient Laconian dia
lect. Faced with this profusion of material evidence, any traveler would 
naturally have agreed with Cicero, himself a visitor to Sparta, who 'de
scribed the Spartans as "the only people in the whole world who have 
lived now for more than seven hundred years with one and the same set of 
customs and unchanging laws."5 

Today few researchers would openly endorse such a view, but it re
mains implicit iri every modern study of the agoge. For, in order to re.
construct the workings of this intriguing institution, scholars have used 
evidence from sources as disparate in genre and date as Xenophon's Con
stitution of the Lacedaemonians, written in the early fourth century B.C., 

and victory dedications from the third century A.D. The pictures of the 
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agoge that result from such a synchronic approach to the evidence are 
valid only if we assume, as Cicero did, that absolutely no change occurred 
for over half a millennium. This notion is prima facie absurd and demon
strably false. On the other hand, by recognizing that historical events had 
an effect on the agoge, as will be shown in this chapter, the evidence can 
be induced to reveal a much more accurate account of its development 
than has hitherto been possible. Such a diachronic approach brings some 
losses in its wake, especially in what is now believed to have been the 
agoge of Classical Sparta. However, in compensation, the later agoge can 
more readily be placed in its social and cultural context. 

For those ancient tourists, dazzled by its monuments and rituals, it may 
have seemed possible to trace the agoge's existence back along an un
broken line into the dawn of history, but for us the line must break 
abruptly in the second century B.c. With Roman victory in a war fought 
against the powerful federation of cities known as the Achaean League, 
ostensibly for Spartan interests, and the establishment of Roman hege
mony over Greece, Sparta after 146 B.c. entered a period of relative 
tranquillity as a so-called free city (civitas libera).6 The peace was un
doubtedly welcome, for the city had just endured its most internally trou
bled period since the days of Lycurgus, who, according to legend, had put 
an end to civil strife in the ninth or eighth century by establishing the 
governmental and social institutions for which the city was later so ad
mired. 7 Several decades of revolutionary reform and reaction in the third 
century had been followed, in the second, by forced incorporation into 
the Achaean. League. As membership in the league was to have a devastat
ing impact on the agoge, the circumstances and chronology of this period 
will repay study.8 

Sparta became a member of the Achaean League in the confusion 
following the assassination of the Spartan leader Nabis in I92. B.c. Nabis 
was the last in a series of reformers and revolutionaries who had tried to 
revive Sparta's faded fortunes by various radical means such as redis
tributing land, strengthening the city's army, and increasing the citizen 
body by the full enfranchisement of public agricultural slaves (heilotai), 
noncitizen residents of Laconia (perioikoi), and foreigners.9 Needless to 
say, these policies and Nabis' aggressive expansionism greatly disturbed 
the propertied classes of neighboring states, who had the ear of the Ro
mans. In I9 5 the Romans defeated Nabis and subsequently stripped Ar
gos and, more dramatically, the coastal cities of Laconia from Spartan 
control, placing the latter under the protection of the Achaeans.10 This 
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severe loss, which the city was never able to make good, precipitated 
Nabis' death and Sparta's entry into the Achaean League. 

In :r93 Nabis attempted to snatch back Gytheum, the most important 
of these cities. After some initial success, he was bested by the formidable 
Achaean general Philopoemen, and a Roman-brokered truce reestablish
ing the terms of :r 9 5 soon followed.11 By showing yet again his willingness 
to come to terms with the Romans, Nabis' usefulness to the Aetolians in 
the anti-Roman coalition they were building was now at an end. On the 
pretext of offering military aid, an Aetolian force came to Sparta and 
murdered Nabis as he was holding joint maneuvers outside the city.12 

In the anarchy that followed, Philopoemen seized his opportunity and 
advanced into the city. Through a combination of persuasion and com
pulsion, he induced the leading men (probably the members of the Ge
rousia, Sparta's supreme legislative body) to accept membership in the 
league.13 Entering states normally signed a treaty of accession, which was 
later inscribed on a stele for public display. Although no such document 
has survived at Sparta, there is no reason to suppose that, at this time, 
Sparta's situation was at all unique. It did enter with all its laws intact, 
including those of Nabis, but member states generally were allowed a 
great deal of internal autonomy.14 Even so, many Spartans mindful of,the 
great days past must have thought that the city's fortunes had reached 
their nadir. They would have been mistaken. 

Sparta was far from docile as an Achaean city. AlmQst immediately, fac
tional strife broke out between supporters and opponents of the Achae
ans. In :r89, after a series of coups and countercoups, an anti-Achaean 
party became dominant. Still irked by the loss of their coastal towns, the 
Spartans could not tolerate the occupation of one of them, Las, by pro
Achaean exiles. When the Achaeans learned of the Spartan attack, they 
immediately voted to regard it as a violation of the treaty of :r9 5, by which 
Nabis had undertaken not to interfere in any of the cities formerly under 
his power. Both sides, as was now the practice, dispatched embassies to 
plead their cases before the Senate at Rome, which declined to intervene in 
what it saw as a purely internal affair of the Achaean League.15 Philopoe
men, justifiably regarding this as a carte blanche, marched into Spartan 
territory in :r88 and, after encamping at Compasium, demanded that the 
Spartans surrender the anti-Achaean leaders in return for a pledge to spare 
the city and to give his prisoners a fair trial. The depth of his sincerity 
became apparent when seventeen of the prisoners were killed in a melee 
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upon their arrival, while the remainder were executed the next day after a 
perfunctory trial.16 

Philopoemen then took his revenge on Sparta, since, as Polybius put it, 
"it was expedient for him to reduce the city of the Lacedaemonians.,,17 He 
ordered the fortifications demolished, mercenaries and helots in the citi
zen body exiled, and the current set of exiles restored.18 Most signifi
cantly, Philopoemen was responsible for a radical alteration of the Spar
tan constitution along Achaean lines. As might be expected, the ancient 
sources emphasize the demise of Sparta's most famous institution. Livy 
writes that Philopoemen commanded the Spartans to abrogate the laws 
and customs of Lycurgus and to become accustomed to Achaean laws and 
institutions; in a summary, he states that none of Philopoemen's actions 
caused as much hardship to the Spartans as the removal of the Lycurgan 
discipline.19 For his part, Paus~nias simply says that Philopoemen de
stroyed the walls of Sparta and forbade the Spartan youth to exercise 
according to the laws of Lycurgus but ordered them to follow the example 
of the Achaeans. 20 Two inscriptions from the years after r 88 confirm that 
the constitution did not survive unscathed. No traditional Spartan offices 
appear in them; instead, we have offices common in cities of the Achaean 
League.21 Most would now accept that all Sparta's laws and institutions, 
not just the agoge, were overturned and replaced by o_thers of a type more 
common in Hellenistic Greece.22 Nevertheless, it can be argued on the 
basis of the traces Philopoemen's settlement left in the later constitution 
that he did not simply wipe the slate clean, but rather adjusted preexisting 
Spartan institutions, except for the agoge, to conform to an Achaean 
model.23 Such an adjustment, with the addition of a few Achaean offices, 
is much more plausible than the wholesale elimination of Spartan organs 
of government and their replacement with alien ones. Understandably, 
ancient writers might have be~n unsure of the extent of Philopoemen's 
constitutional revision, but they would have been certain of one thing
the Spartan agoge, in which Spartans had been trained to excel in military 
virtue fo~, so many centuries, was no more. For it is inconceivable that 
anyone in Philopoemen's position would have tolerated the continued 
existence of such a threat to his new order. 

It is clear that the Spartans lived without their agoge, under an Achae
an constitution, for a considerable length of time, in spite of the modern 
consensus that the traditional constitution had been restored by I 8 3-17 8 
B.c., after a short hiatus lasting five to ten years.24 The complex argu-
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ments for one date or another ultimately depend on Livy's description of 
Sparta at the time of the victorious Roman general Aemilius Paullus' visit 
in 168 as "memorable not for the magnificence of its buildings, but for its 
discipline and institutions. "25 From these words it is assumed that Sparta 
was once again living under the old constitution, but Livy's stock phrase, 
as has been recognized, cannot bear so much weight.26 Since nothing else 
remains to indicate the existence of the old constitution at the time of 
Paullus' visit, the arguments for dating its reintroduction to l83-:r78 fail 
as a consequence. 

The testimony of Plutarch and Pausanias on the circumstances of the 
constitution's readoption provides material for further objections to these 
dates. Plutarch relates that in later times, after obtaining permission from 
the Romans, the Spartans replaced the Achaean constitution with their 
ancestral one, as far as was practical after their misfortunes and so much 
degeneration.27 Pausanias baldly states that the Romans later gave back 
to the Spartans their ancestral constitution.28 One thing is obvious: the 
Romans were instrumental in restoring the ancestral constitution. The 
Roman commission of 184/3 that attempted to reconcile the Achaeans 
and the many Spartan factions did not touch upon this thorny constitu
tional question. 29 The subsequent agreement called for exiles to return to 
Sparta and the city walls to be rebuilt, but Sparta was to remain under 
league control, with the league having jurisdiction over all Spartan law 
cases except those involving capital charges.30 There was no question of 
restori~g the Spartan constitution. Even more significantly, the agreement. 
quickly became a dead letter as the Romans disavowed any interest in 
Spartan affairs, and the Achaeans were confident enough to readmit the 
city as a full member on their own terms.31 In 179, when the Achaean 
general Callicrates restored the final group of Spartan exiles, the Romans 
went no further than encouraging the.Achaeans to take this step.32 Thus, 
the extent of Roman involvement in the disputes of this period lends no 
support to the supposition that the Romans were involved in anything so 
drastic as the reinstatement of Sparta's traditional laws.33 

Rome did take drastic action later in the century when it went to war in 
146 with the Achaean League, nominally to protect Sparta's right to se
cede.34 After their victory, the Romans awarded Sparta reparations from 
the Achaeans and gave it the status of civitas libera.3s Now, when the 
Romans were well disposed and the Achaeans in no position to object, the 
time would have been ripe for the Spartans to seek permission to revive 
the laws of Lycurgus. Roman belief in kinship with the Spartans and the 
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perceived similarity between the Spartan and Roman constitutions can 
only have worked to the Spartans' advantage.36 Moreover, the agoge's 
restoration may have provided an impetus for Jonathan, high priest of the 
Maccabees, to send his famous letter of friendship to the Spartans, usu
ally dated to about I43 B.c.37 

For over a generation Spartans lived under Achaean laws and an 
Achaean educational system. Not surprisingly, Achaean elements turn up 
in the later Spartan constitution, and we should also expect the revived 
agoge to be somewhat different from the agoge as it was before I 88. 38 

This forty-two year interruption was not the only discontinuity in the 
agoge's history; the agoge Philopoemen abolished was itself the result of a 
revival. This revival took place during the reign of Cleomenes III (235-
222 B.c.), the revolutionary king who put the Stoic philosopher Sphaerus 
of Borysthenes in charge of restoring the agoge and the common messes. 39 

Cleomenes styled his reforms as a return to the ways of Lycurgus, though 
many of his changes, such as the abolition of Sparta's unique dyarchy and 
the expansion of the citizen body to include perioeci, were radical depar
tures from established precedent.40 He abolished the ephorate (Sparta's 
ruling committee) on the flimsy pretext that it was post-Lycurgan and 
therefore illegiti:roate; he severely limited the Gerousia's power by reduc
ing tenure from life to a single year and by creating an official called the 
patronomos (guardian of tradition).41 

Whatever the truth in Cleomenes' claims to be returning Sparta to the 
Lycurgan way of life, the agoge would clearly have been the centerpiece of 
his efforts. Accordingly, it is no surprise to find Artemis Orthia, patron 
deity of the agoge, appearing on a series of tetradrachms minted in Cleo
menes' reign, and it has been plausibly suggested that Orthia's temple was 
reconstructed then as another part of the "Lycurgan" revival. 42 Sphaerus' 
role was of some importance, then, and he was indeed the man for the 
job. Apart from being Cleomenes' former philosophy tutor, he shared in 
the widespread fascination with things Spartan, writing two books on the 
subject.43 Only the titles have come down to us, a Laconian Constitution 
and About Lycurgus and Socrates, although a fragment of his historical 
work does exist, appropriately concerned with a custom in the Spartan 
common messes (phiditia). As a veritable new Lycurgus, Sphaerus had the 
opportunity to mold the agoge in a number of ways, provided that he 
remained true to the spirit of the original. He would have needed to select 
"appropriate" traditions and reject others, guided by his philosophical 
and historical acumen. Although the result would not have been a com-
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plete fabrication, neither could anyone, except Cleomenes, claim that it 
was utterly the same as its original."" The full extent to which Sphaerus set 
his seal on the agoge is an issue of the utmost importance, but its resolu
tion is quite impossible in the present state of the evidence. I will later 
suggest, however, some changes that may be attributed to him. 

The agoge must have been restored at some time between 227, when 
Cleomenes launched his reforms with a coup d'etat against the ephors, 
and 225, when Plutarch says the Spartans had already won hegemony in 
the Peloponnese, "although they had only recently taken up the ancestral 
customs and had stepped into the track of the famous agoge."45 Cleo
menes' ascendancy did not last long; in 222 he was defeated at the Battle 
of Sellasia by the Macedonian king Antigonus Doson and went into ex
ile. 46 Doson occupied Sparta, reversed Cleomenes' more extreme mea
sures and left after a few days. The agoge, common messes, and other 
aspects of what have been called Cleomenes' social reforms were allowed 
to remain in place, albeit with some changes, while Doson evidently en
sured that the pre-Cleomenean organs of government, with the notable 
exception of the kingship, were restored- the ephorate in particular-to 
their full vigor.47 Thus, if we take 226 as the first year of operation, the 
revived agoge had been functioning for thirty-nine years when Philopoe
men abolished it in I88. 

That Cleomenes felt it necessary to restore the agoge and common 
messes presupposes an earlier period of discontinuity. The duration of 
this period is difficult to determine precisely. In his short reign (ca. 244-
240), Agis IV had also tried to revive the agoge in a set of reforms that 
foreshadowed Cleomenes', but the intense, indeed murderous opposition 
to his proposals brought them, and him, to nought. 48 Even so, a remark 
made by the Cynic Teles in a speech delivered between 240/39 and 229, 
to the effect that various non-Spartans were routinely accepted into the 
agoge, has been widely believed to refer to Agis' proposed expansion of 
the citizen body."9 If this were the case, then it should follow that the 
agoge was functioning when Teles spoke. However, it has been shown 
that Teles is not referring to any of Agis' reforms, which, in any case, were 
never implemented; rather, the reference is traditional, with little or no 
relevance to contemporary practice. so Under these circumstances, we can 
be reasonably confident that there was no agoge from the time of Agis' 
accession (244) until Cleomenes' coup (227). 

As Agis would not have revived an already functioning agoge, the 
hiatus must have been longer than sixteen years. Even before he came to 
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the throne, Agis, we are told, expressed his intent to use his kingship as a 
means of reviving Spartan customs and the ancestral agoge.s1 From this 
we may infer that the institutions of traditional Spartan education had 
ground to a halt before he was born. Since Plutarch describes Agis in 
language well suited for a young man in his twenties during his brief 
reign, we may put his birth at ca. 264 B.c. and conclude that the agoge 
was not functioning by that period.s2 Ten years before, in contrast, King 
Pyrrhus of Epirus at least affected to believe in its continued existence, 
when in 274 he allayed Spartan fears about his intentions to invade by 
musing that, if nothing prevented him, he would send his younger sons to 
be brought up in the "Laconian customs," that is, in the agoge.s3 Al
though we might reasonably conclude that the agoge met its end at some 
time between 2 7 4 and ca. 264, it is perhaps prudent to extend the margin 
of error ten years further, because the latest person whom we know to 
have gone through the agoge was Xanthippus, a Spartan mercenary who 
arrived in North Africa in 255 and enabled the Carthaginians to defeat 
the Romans. He was, according to Polybius, "a Spartan who had taken 
part in the agoge and had commensurate experience in warfare."s4 Poly
bius derived this part of his work from Philinus of Agrigentum, who was 
probably contemporary with the events he narrates and may be trusted 
on such matters of detail.SS Although the Carthaginians are unlikely, I 
suppose, to have hired a freshly minted graduate of the agoge as the 
commander of their army, we must concede the possibility and fix the 
lowest possible date for the lapse of the agoge at ca. 255 B.c.56 Histor
ically, this would make sense, since Sparta under Areus I and his immedi
ate successors began to be transformed into something resembling a con
temporary Hellenistic state. A theater was built, coinage introduced for 
the first time, and the kingship took on a more absolutist tinge than 
before. 57 Whether or not the kings had any systematic programs of re
form, neglect of the agoge would have been all of a piece with other trends 
in Spartan life. 

The two periods of discontinuity just examined are the only two to 
leave traces in the historical record, so it will be assumed, for argument's 
sake, that there were no others. Two are enough, for in the no years 
256-I46 B.c., the agoge functioned in a revived form for only 39 years, 
while during 7I years of that period the agoge simply did not exist. The 
two hiatuses also break up the agoge's history into three distinct phases: 
the Classical agoge, from its beginnings, perhaps early in the sixth century 
B.c., down to the first lapse (ca. 270-250); the Cleomenean agoge as 
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revived under the guidance of Sphaerus ( :z.:z.6) down to its abolition ( r 8 8 ); 
and the Roman agoge as revived in 146 B.c. down to its last gasp in the 
fourth century A.n.58 

Now that a chronological framework has been established, the sources 
can be assigned their proper places. This procedure will enable us to 
determine more effectively whether discrepancies between accounts are 
due to authorial ignorance, scribal error, or change in the agoge itself. I do 
not intend an exhaustive survey: only the most important testimonia will 
be examined here, while those of lesser importance will be examined in 
the subsequent chapters. 

Herodotus, at the end of his history of the Persian Wars, is the earliest 
author to refer explicitly to an aspect of the agoge. In describing the 
aftermath of the Battle of Plataea, he tells us that the Spartans buried their 
dead in three separate tombs. As the text of most editions now stands, in 
the first tomb they buried the irenes, among whom was the impetuously 
brave division commander, Amompharetus; in the second, they buried 
the other Spartiates; in the third, the heilotai.59 The irenes, or eirenes, 
were about twenty years old, the eldest age grade in the agoge, as later 
sources tell us. 60 But this reading is a modern conjecture; in both places 
where texts read ireneslirenas, the manuscripts unanimously read hirees/ 
hireas (priests).61 All scholars agree that the text of the manuscripts must 
be faulty, since such signal honors as separate burial in a group are un
heard of for priests in Classical Greece. Ancient prie~thood did not have 
the same status as its modern counterpart; it was not a vocation, but 
simply an honorific office.62 Neither was there a priestly caste; any man 
could become a priest. Even so, the "corrected" text has caused almost as 
much difficulty, for few credit that someone holding the rank of com
mander could possibly have been of such tender years as Amomphare
tus.63 All in all, however, the emendation seems assured, since it rests on a 
definition of the word eiren in an ancient glossary of unusual words found 
in Herodotus. 64 

Nonetheless, no reason exists to discard the manuscripts' reading. We 
know virtually nothing about the intricacies of Spartan· society in the 
early fifth century beyond what Herodotus himself reports; even later, 
Thucydides complained about the secrecy surrounding much of Spartan 
life. 65 For a Spartan custom at this time to have been beyond the pale at 
Athens (the only city we know much about) should come as no surprise. 
As for the glossary, years ago it was argued, mostly to deaf ears, that 
many words appearing there are not to be found in Herodotus. 66 In view 
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of such contamination, there is no proof that the eiren gloss belongs with 
any of the words in Herodotus' Histories. 

Positive reasons are available for preferring the manuscripts' testimony. 
The burial in three separate tombs of priests, warrior Spartiates, and 
agricultural slaves matches the ideologie tripartie of early Indo-European 
society. 67 Comparative research into the mythological and social systems 
of the Greeks, Romans, and other peoples who spoke languages derived 
from a common precursor known as proto-Indo-European has shown 
that their early ancestors conceived of society as divided into three distinct 
orders or functions: priests and kings, warriors, and herder-cultivators. 
Given the Spartans' conservatism, they may be expected to have preserved 
some customs of their early Indo-European ancestors down into the fifth 
century, especially in the reafm of battle. Classical Spartan society did 
preserve some unmistakably Indo-European relics. For instance, the sign 
of Spartiate status was long hair, a distinct feature of Indo-European 
societies. 68 The red cloaks Spartiates wore in battle had been a mark of the 
second function in Indo-European society, the warrior."> The heavenly 
protectors of Spartan kings, Castor and Pollux, the Dioscuri, were descen
dants of the Indo-European Divine Twins, gods of the second and third 
functions. 70 

An objection might be made that, as the helots were slaves, they would 
have been outside the community, and, as descendants of the Messenians, 
they had in any case never been a part of Spartan society.71 However, the 
title heilotai (helots) had originally been applied to inhabitants of Laconia 
enslaved during the Dorian invasion.72 Early Spartan history is at best 
legendary, so little credence can be given the ancient evidence on this 
point. Even in antiquity, the origin of the Laconian helots was a vexed 
question, one that inodern scholarship has had no better success at solv
ing. 73 The helots' status was ambiguous too-they were "the most en
slaved" of the Greeks, yet they were able to marry, own boats, and to keep 
50 percent of the fruits of their labor.74 Moreover, the proverbial hatred 
and mistrust between Spartiates and helots has probably been exagger
ated. 75 In the same vein, considering the controversy surrounding the 
identity of the men buried in the first tomb at Plataea, it is remarkable that 
no one has questioned why helots should have been buried in the third 
tomb, at public expense, in a place of honor. · · 

The answer may be that the original helots were not the enslaved pre
Dorian population of Laconia, but the Dorian "third estate," gradually 
degraded and hemmed in by restrictions to the point of serfdom as Spar-
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tan society ossified in the wake of the Messenian Wars: among the ancient 
writers to speculate on the helots' origin, the fifth-century historian Anti
ochus in fact proposed precisely this solution to the problem.76 The Mes
senians, who were enslaved in these wars, were assimilated to the status 
of the original helots, since they were also Dorian. 77 As such, they were 
not truly slaves in the Greek sense but neither were they free, as the 
Spartiates were. 

Accepting the manuscripts' reading in Herodotus means that the ear
liest extant witness to the agoge now becomes the exiled Athenian officer, 
Xenophon, a great admirer of Sparta (too great for his own good), who 
wrote a treatise in the early fourth century B.c. on Spartan society known 
as The Constitution of the Lacedaemonians.78 Xenophon, as well as be
ing the earliest, is also the fullest source for the Classical agoge. Unfortu
nately, he is rather a disappointment, as his overview of the educational 
system (Lac. :z.-4.6) is singularly lacking in the sort of precise informa
tion he enthusiastically provides when describing Spartan military affairs 
(Lac. II-13). This is all the more surprising, since, according to an ad
mittedly late source, Xenophon sent his sons to be educated at Sparta.~ 
In spite of his inability or unwillingness to go into great detail, he does 
furnish us with a very few pegs on which to hang a modest reconstruction 
of the agoge in the earliest recoverable phase of its development. 

To argue now that one of these pegs needs to be pulled out may seem 
perverse. Yet, as in the case of the irenes in Herodotus, ~o Xenophon's two 
references to the age grade eiren are modern conjectures that appear in no 
manuscript.80 In their place, the manuscripts have arren (male). It is con
ceivable that the unusual word was corrupted, in the course of copying, 
into the more familiar one, but the corrections add even more confusion. 
As the edited text now reads, the eiren appears suddenly and without 
warning, at the beginning of a section on ephebic communal meals: "and 
[Lycurgus] enjoined the eiren to contribute ... food"; only later is it made 
clear that some of the eirenes were in charge of troops of boys. 81 We never 
learn who or what the eirenes as a group were. Even with the pamphlet's 
obvious stylistic failings, Xenophon would not have brought in the eirenes 
without introducing them; in the two instances where he provides the 
titles of officials concerned with the agoge, Xenophon's practice is to 
identify at least the essence of their duties. 82 To be sure, there are times 
when Xenophon does not define a specific Spartan term, but these would 
have been so familiar to his reader as to need no explanation -philition 
(common mess), ephors, and gerousia.83 Finally, although Xenophon's 
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description of the Spartan army has failed to impress scholarly opin~on 
with its detail, even the most pacific of readers could appreciate from the 
context how the various elements of the army fitted together. 84 

The manuscripts' reading of arren, then, should be retained in spite of 
a perceived similarity, in the case of the second passage, with a sentence in 
Plutarch's Life of Lycurgus: "and they set in charge of each group [agele] 
the most warlike of the so-called eirenes."85 Now that the breaks between 
various phases of the agoge have been revealed, it is clear that no assump
tions about structural continuity can stand. With the lack of positive 
evidence for this type of continuity, the reading offered by the manu
scripts is to be preferred over modern conjecture. 

The production of Laconian constitutions became something of a cot
tage industry in the fourth century and throughout the Hellenistic period; 
no self-respecting academic went long before putting one under his belt. 86 

All certainly touched on the agoge in one way or another, but not one has 
survived except in the "form of scattered fragments, actually quotations 
and references found in later works. The greatest losses among the earlier 
works of this type are the constitutions by Critias, Socrates' infamous 
pupil, and by Aristotle, who had one compiled as part of a mammoth 
project encompassing the constitutions of I 5 8 cities. Although Critias' 
pamphlet would have been available for consultation, Xenophon fol
lowed him only in beginning his account of th~ Spartan discipline from 
conception. Otherwise, the fragments show a wealth of detail about Spar
tan social life that is sorely lacking in Xenophon. 87 

Aristotle's lost Constitution of the Lacedaemonians bulks large behind 
the works of later writers. Although other works that draw on it, written 
in the intervening centuries, have perished, Plutarch clearly used Aristotle 
as a source for his biography of Lycurgus. 88 From the Constitution's frag
ments preserved there and elsewhere, it should be possible to recover the 
general outline of Aristotle's treatment of the agoge; the harvest of infor
mation, however, is rather meager and, on the whole, surprisingly com
monplace. 89 From the Politics, we learn that the Spartans deserve credit 
for the value they place on children's education; that Spartan education 
emphasizes brutality; that the Spartans claim a nice appreciation of music 
although they do not learn to play.90 On the other hand, the Constitution 
seems to have had a significant ethnographic content, to judge from the 
fragments, but very little specific information on the agoge.91 A very brief 
resume found in the excerpts of Heraclides covers the essential points of 
Aristotle's description: "They rear their children so that they are never 
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full, in order that they become accustomed to hunger. They also accustom 
them to stealing, and punish whoever is caught with blows, so that as a 
result of this they might be able to toil and keep night vigils in wartime. 
Immediately from childhood on they practice speaking tersely, then good
natured bantering back and forth."92 

Thanks to the epitomator's eye for the trifling, this is banal indeed.93 

Any more useful information has been ruthlessly excised, so that what 
remains could just as easily stand as a paraphrase of Xenophon's descrip
tion of the agoge.94 By the end of the third century B.c., when Heraclides 
lived, the traditional picture of the agoge had clearly been stripped to 
the bare essentials: scanty diet, theft of food, and punishment for those 
caught.95 These same elements in the same order make up the bulk of 
Plutarch's description of the agi5ge and likewise are to be found in the 
so-called Laconian Institutions.96 That they also figure prominently in 
Xenophon's Constitution indicates that the tradition had taken shape 
even before his time. Unfortunately, we cannot determine whether Aris
totle was able to progress beyond these chestnuts; on the whole, it seems 
unlikely. Even if Aristotle or a student had traveled to Sparta, the Spartans 
would have been unwilling to provide much help to people so obviously 
associated with the city's foremost enemy, Macedon.97 

The most important body of work from the fourth century to touch 
upon the Classical agoge is, of course, Plato's, situated chronologically 
between Xenophon and Aristotle. The evolution of his attitude to Sparta 
and the changing use he made of Spartan exempla have been subjects of 
countless studies, while Sparta's place in the Platonic conception of the 
ideal city-state has exercised philosophers for centuries.98 However, I will 
take a more down-to-earth approach here. Plato's attitude to Sparta is of 
no concern except insofar as it colors the information he imparts concern
ing contemporary practice. Unlike his pupil Aristotle, Plato was more 
interested in perfecting his philosophical ideas than in collecting infor
mation on the world around him, so he cannot be expected to have 
concerned himself with the precise functioning of Sparta's educational 
system. Although much of Plato's educational theory is temptingly remi
niscent of the modern picture of the agoge, no information will be used 
unless it can be shown to be relevant to the Classical agoge. For there is a 
likelihood that elements _of the later agoge which remind us of Platonic 
theory were in fact invented to conform to the master's ideas, since any 
philosopher called in to work on a city's educational system would natu
rally have had copies of the Republic and the Laws in his reference Ii-
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brary.99 Nonetheless, scattered throughout the Platonic corpus are snip
pets of useful information. 

Of the lost works on Classical Sparta's constitution, the one with the 
oddest later history is the Constitution of the Spartiates by Aristotle's 
pupil Dicaearchus, who flourished in about 3 3 6 B.c.100 Evidently, Spartan 
authorities were so impressed by this work that they adopted it as an 
official text and had it read annually to the youths assembled in the offices 
of the ephors: a tradition, we are told, that was observed for a long 
time.101 Despite arguments that this long-standing custom belongs to the 
fourth century or the Hellenistic period, it must have begun after 146 
B.c., as part of the Roman agi5ge.102 A fourth-century date is impossible, 
because there would not have been enough time between the work's com
position, its adoption by the Spartans, and the Classical agoge's demise 
for the recitation to be considered an enduring tradition. The Hellenistic 
phase of the agoge, the Cleomenean phase, lasted only thirty-nine years. 
Since Cleomenes would hardly have drawn attention every year to his 
murder of ephors by gathering the city's youth in their empty offices, it 
must be assumed that the custom arose after his defeat at Sellasia and 
subsequent exile. At the most, then, a Hellenistic recitation would have 
continued for thirty-four years, hardly long enough to be considered a 
venerable tradition. A Roman date is to be preferred: the period r46 to 
the fourth century A.D. allows the practice of recitation to become long
standing. The venue is suitable as well, for in the Roman age the ephors' 
old offices became a sort of cultural center, where dignitaries were enter
tained and artifacts displayed.103 The objection that a work on the Classi
cal constitution would have been irrelevant to an audience in the Roman 
period misses the point. Spartans at that time prided themselves on the 
ideal of their unchanging public institutions, whatever the reality. The 
recitation "proved" that very little had changed. Besides, it is unlikely that 
Dicaearchus went into any great detail; he was read for his generally 
edifying tone. Indeed, even Xenophon's constitution could have been 
read quite comfortably instead, had the final chapters been suppressed. 

A fourth-century work on something called the Spartiate constitution, 
inevitably dealing with the agi5ge through which all Spartiates had to pass, 
was read publicly in the Roman period. This implies that enough common 
ground existed between Dicaearchus' description and the contemporary 
situation for the work to have some significance for its audience. The task 
at hand is to identify those common elements and, at the same time, 
distinguish them from innovations of the second and third phases. 
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Due to the woeful survival rate of literature from the Hellenistic pe
riod, almost nothing has come down to us about the Cleomenean phase 
of the agoge. The most important exceptions are two glosses setting out 
the ages and names of the Spartan age grades.104 One concerns the pas
sage in Herodotus just discussed, the other is a scholion in a manuscript of 
the geographer Strabo. Their contents will be examined in due course; for 
now, it is sufficient to note that they both are considered to be derived 
from the Alexandrian scholar Aristophanes of Byzantium, who compiled 
a vast and influential lexicon, some of whose entries circulated under the 
title, On the Naming of Age Groups.105 Starved for precise information, 
students of Spartan life have seized upon these glosses as evidence for the 
names of Classical age grades. Now that the corroborating literary refer
ences to age-grade names in Herodotus and Xenophon have been shown 
to be unfounded modern conjectures, however, nothing compels us to 
assume that the age grades in the glosses were those of the Classical 
agoge. 

Aristophanes lived from about 257 until :r8o B.c., with his career 
reaching its peak in :r9 5 when he became head of the Library at Alexan
dria.106 His working life neatly brackets the duration of the Cleomenean 
agoge (226-:r88) and, as a consequence, the Spartan age grades in his 
lexicon are most probably those of the agoge in his own time. Taking into 
account the historical evidence for the failure and revival of the agoge, we 
cannot blithely assume that the same names wer~ used in the Classical 
phase as well, and there is actually some epigraphical evidence from the 
late fifth century s.c. for a different age-grade name.107 The implications 
for our conception of the earlier agoge will become clear in later chapters. 

From the Roman phase of the agoge, sources both epigraphical and 
literary are relatively abundant, enabling us to reconstruct the educa
tional system as it existed during the so-called Greek renaissance of the 
second century A.D. In order to do this, however, we must determine 
whether a source provides historical information relevant only to one or 
the other of the earlier phases, or is describing simply the last phase. The 
inscriptions reflect current practice and may be used with confidence as 
regards the later agoge; most of Pausanias' descriptions are likewise eye
witness accounts. But in the case of some other authors, such as Plutarch, 
the line is much harder to draw. 

Probably the earliest of these sources are the so-called Laconian In
stitutions. These are small notices, thought to have been extracted ul
timately from a book on the Spartan constitution, that form part of a 
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mass of improving anecdotes and sayings known as the Laconian Apoph
thegmata. They have come down to us as part of the Plutarchan corpus, 
since Plutarch had collected them as part of the research for his Spartan 
Lives.108 The Institutions themselves, or the work they were taken from, 
are posterior to the Achaean War because the last entry mentions Roman 
hegemony over Greece.109 Most scholars hold that the Institutions are 
extracts from a lengthier but ill-organized work on the Spartan constitu
tion written sometime after 146 B.c.110 Even so, they are of little help for 
the agoge's last phase, as the material they contain can be shown to have 
come from the period before the middle of the second century B.c. 

Knowing the precise nature of the Institutions will enable us to evalu
ate the evidence they do provide. First of all, we must look at the final 
apophthegm. It is too lengthy to quote in full here, so the less relevant 
passages are summarized parenthetically: 

It was forbidden for them to be sailors and to fight naval battles. 
However, later they did fight naval battles and, upon becoming mas
ters of the sea, stopped again, observing that the citizens' morals were 
being corrupted. But they changed again, just as in everything else. 
(Money-making was formerly punishable by death and an oracle had 
foretold Sparta's ruin through greed. But Lysander introduced wealth 
and was honored for it.) When the city abided by the laws of Lycurgus 
and kept to its oaths, it was supreme in Greece for good government 
and reputation for 500 years. But little by little, when these were con
travened and greed and avarice crept in, the elements c;if their power 
began to weaken, and their allies were ill-disposed to them on this 
account. (Even so, in the time of Philip and, later, Alexander, only the 
Spartans kept themselves aloof, even with all their deficiencies. Spar
tans were allies to no Successor, neither sending representatives to 
common councils nor paying tribute.) Until the time when, having 
completely abandoned Lycurgus' constitution, they were tyrannized 
over by their own citizens and preserved nothing of the ancestral ago
ge. And becoming just like other peoples, they gave up their earlier 
renown and freedom of speech and went into bondage, and now they 
were under the Romans just like the other Greeks.111 

Apophthegm 42 is by far the lengthiest of all the Institutions and the 
only one even to hint that Spartans no longer followed the ways of Lycur
gus. Indeed, it provides a history of Sparta in capsule form from the end of 
the Peloponnesian War to the middle of the second century, with allusions 
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to Lysander, Philip, Alexander, the Epigoni, the Spartan tyrants Machani
das and Nabis, and Philopoemen's settlement of 188 (the Achaean bond
age).112 But most notable is that the apophthegm as a whole has only the 
most tenuous of logical connections with the topic of the first sentence. 
Originally, the entry must have simply recorded Lycurgus' prohibition 
against seafaring. Who, then, added the mournful notice about Sparta's 
decline? Its pessimistic tone and startling admission that the Spartans are 
now like everybody else excludes from consideration Plutarch and other 
authors from the later first and second centuries A.D. when, as I have 
mentioned already, the Spartans vigorously promoted themselves as liv
ing exemplars of the Lycurgan ideal. Others have remarked on the awk
wardness of the last sentence, especially the words translated as "and now 
they were" (kai nun . .. egenonto ).113 They propose that it preserves some 
of the original's wording imperfectly altered when the work was copied 
for Plutarch's use, as he could hardly have harbored such sentiments 
himself. Most probably, then, the author of the notice attached to Laco
nian Institutions 42 lived in the later second or first centuries B.c., while 
the postscript itself was perhaps composed fairly soon after 146, since 
there is no mention of the agoge's reestablishment. The author may well 
have been a Spartan himself, if the bitterness he exhibits is that of a 
disappointed patriot. Beyond this we cannot go. 

That the last part of the final apophthegm was written by the epitoma
tor means that the Institutions' source must have been composed before 

I 

his time, perhaps even before 146. Although it is generally agreed that the 
Institutions derive from a single, fuller original, the disarray of the entries 
speaks against it.114 They start out logically enough, with the first seven
teen chapters devoted to the common messes and the agoge, but then 
lurch from topic to topic in no apparent order.11s Rather than coming 
from a single source of astonishing carelessness, the Institutions should be 
regarded as a compilation of Spartan material collected after 146 by 
someone who then added a postscript. Thus, the Institutions, as we have 
them, are not Plutarch's copy of an epitome of an original, but his copy of 
an original compilation of apophthegmatic material of a kind very com-
mon in the Hellenistic period.116 . 

When the original collection was copied for Plutarch's use, it was al
tered, a process apparent from a number of grammatical anomalies in the 
text, one of which has already been mentioned. Two of the three evidently 
resulted from changing verbs originally in the present to a suitable past 
tense.117 This pattern of alteration, together with the other six entries that 
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retain their verbs in the present tense, naturally leads to the conclusion 
that all the Institutions were originally written in the present tense.118 It 
follows that the compiler copied his entries down verbatim without even 
bothering to adjust the tenses; only later was the change attempted. If the 
entries of the original collection were all copied unaltered, then their 
sources must have been composed in the present tense as well. Therefore, 
the sources for the Institutions were contemporary with the practices they 
recorded and, consequently, date from before 188 at the very latest. So, 
although the Institutions were compiled in the Roman period, the infor
mation they contain is relevant only to the agoge in its first or second 
phase. 

From Plutarch's notes we turn to Plutarch himself. Of the biographies 
he wrote at the turn of the first to the second centuries A.D., the most 
pertinent is his Life of Lycurgus, which we have already had occasion to 
note. The Lycurgus contains a sizable section on the reforms attributed to 
Sparta's legendary lawgiver, which effectively constitutes an overview of 
traditional Spartan manners and customs.119 Several chapters in the mid
dle are taken up by an account of the agoge; Plutarch's treatment is the 
fullest available, affording us a wealth of picturesque detail and telling 
incident. Divining all the sources for this is a hopeless task, given Plu
tarch's breadth of reading and citation style.120 Luckily, for the most part 
it is unnecessary as well, since his depiction conforms very much to the 
tried-and-true approach of his predecessors. 

As we should expect, Plutarch begins at birth, soon proceeding to a 
survey of the agoge's various stages. He touches on the ephebes' meager 
diet, their recourse to theft, and the punishment they could expect if 
caught. He enumerates the reasons for treating the ephebes in this way 
and, after trotting out the famous story of the boy and the fox, attests to 
the Spartan ephebes' fortitude in his own day, for he himself has seen 
them expiring under the lash at the altar of Artemis Orthia.121 Then 
follow notices on the questioning of ephebes after dinner and their mini
mal clothing and primitive sleeping arrangements. Plutarch concludes 
with an outline of their rhetorical and musical education. 

Of the major sources, only the Lycurgus furnishes so many details, 
some of which occur nowhere else. For this reason, Plutarch has become 
the fundamental authority on the Spartan agoge for modern scholars, 
even though he was writing almost four centuries after the demise of the 
Classical agoge. The question that therefore needs to be asked is, Which 
phase or phases of the agoge is Plutarch describing? A real answer may 
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seem unlikely, as virtually none of the earlier literature on Sparta,s educa
tional system has survived. In some cases, we will have to admit defeat 
and resort, reluctantly, to speculation. But, at other times, Plutarch him
self comes to our aid. 

Appropriately for a narrative concerning a historical figure, Plutarch 
usually put his verbs into past tenses.122 On occasion, he uses the present 
tense when editorializing, citing scholarly opinion, or referring to a cus
tom or phenomenon that still occurred in his own day.123 As expected, 
verbs in the present are infrequent and are scattered fairly evenly through
out the work, with one salient exception. Plutarch's description of the 
ephebes' stealing of food and their punishment, which concludes with his 
eyewitness testimony concerning the endurance contest is written com
pletely in the present tense.124 Since Plutarch did not slavishly copy his 
sources, as we know by comparing some of his raw material (Laconian 
Institutions) with the finished product, he did not here unthinkingly trans
fer the tense used by his sources;m although some of his sources were in 
fact written in the present tense.126 However, Plutarch did have a reason 
for writing this passage in the present tense, whatever the tenses used by 
his sources. Dramatic vividness could hardly have been the motive, be
cause the first present occurs in an explanation of age-grade terminol
ogy.127 Since the words Plutarch clarifies, eiren and melleiren, are known 
from the Roman agoge, his use of the present tense here and in the entire 
passage conforms to his practice when describing ~omething he had rea
son to believe still held true in his own time.12s 

Plutarch had visited Sparta and been a spectator at the endurance 
contest, but he was not just another tourist: he was there to conduct 
research in the public archives for his Spartan biographies.129 Given the 
prominence of the agoge and the claims made for its authenticity, as well 
as Plutarch's own interests, it is more than likely that he also saw a re
enactment of the ancient food-stealing ritual. Plutarch wrote this section 
using the present tense because he knew that this particular custom was 
still in existence. There is every reason to believe, therefore, that the 
ephebic practice of stealing food survived in some form down into the 
agoge's final phase, which itself is not very much, we must admit. How
ever, the general principle behind Plutarch's use of the present tense can 
help somewhat to determine which customs were still vital in the Roman 
period. If Plutarch does not use the present, then in the absence of solid 
evidence to the contrary we must assume that the particular tradition 
described has died out. 
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For example, Plutarch states that the Spartans "used to cast" weak 
infants into the Apothetae pit, at the command of tribal elders.130 The use 
of the imperfect entitles us to infer that this gruesome practice no longer 
took place in the Roman period. Corroboration comes i~ a letter of Pliny 
the Younger to the emperor Trajan, in which he mentions previous com
munications to the Spartans from Vespasian, Titus, and Domitian con
cerning threptoi.131 Many were foundlings who had been brought up 
in households as slaves; complications about their status often arose.132 

That abandoned children were to be found at Sparta, as everywhere else, 
means that the decision to rear an infant now rested with the individual 
family, and that the Apothetae had ceased to be the official repository for 
unwanted babies. 

Next to Plutarch, the most informative source on the Roman agoge is 
Pausanias. While Plutarch supplies a plausible narrative, Pausanias excels 
at individual details. His descriptions of the endurance contest and the 
mock battle of ephebes at the Platanistas grove are invaluable for their 
wealth of specific information.133 The allure of his vignettes notwith
standing, Pausanias went to Sparta when the archaistic revival was at its 
height, so what he has to say about the antiquity of any aspect of the 
agoge is suspect. For instance, he says that the endurance contest came 
about as a result of Lycurgus' mitigation of ritual human sacrifice de
manded by Artemis to stop a plague.134 Although most historians have 
tried to extract a kernel of useful information about archaic Sparta from 
this explanation, Pausanias' story is inherently unhistorical. And it does 
not stand alone: two other earlier, completely different accounts of the 
contest's origin are also extant, one by the Augustan mythographer Hygi
nus, the other by Plutarch in his Life of Aristides.135 Pausanias is the only 
one to credit Lycurgus with the ritual's invention, undoubtedly because, 
just as his contemporaries did, he had allowed himself to be convinced 
that Sparta really had preserved its cultural heritage unchanged since the 
earliest times. 

No other surviving writers devote as much space to the agoge. What 
references there are usually take the form of rhetorical tropes, with more 
library dust clinging to them tlian sand from the Eurotas. Many allude to 
the whipping contest, which enjoys a long life as a convenient image of 
Spartan toughness and obedience.136 · 

The satirist Lucian, who lived at about the same time as Pausanias, 
proves an exception to the generally laudatory tone of notices about the 
agoge.137 In the comic dialogue Anacharsis, the Scythian wise man views 
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the endurance contest in much the same way moderns would, as a ridicu
lous and rather distasteful waste of time.138 After Solon, his interlocutor, 
delivers a panegyric on the contest, Anacharsis simply asks if Lycurgus 
hihtself had ever endured a flogging. "He was too old,'' is the reply. Then 
the Scythian asks why Athenian youths are not flogged as well, to which 
Solon "replies that Athenians don't go in much for foreign customs. Ana
charsis punctures this by acutely observing that the reason is really be
cause ~hey know how useless it is to be whipped for no public or private 
advantage. He continues, "Their city simply seems to me to need psychi
atric help because of the ridiculous things it's doing to itself." To this 
Solon has no rejoinder except to assure him limply that someone in Sparta 
will explain it all. m 

For all his mockery, Lucian may well have seen the contest himself. His 
account is unlike all others in conveying a sense of how the audience 
behaved and supplies some extra details.140 In addition, his brief descrip
tion, so similar to Pausanias' longer one, also bears the mark of autopsy, 
while his erroneous explanation of why statues were erected to certain 
participants in the contest seems to stem from an understandable misin
terpretation of the inscriptions on their bases.141 

After Lucian, little on the agoge appears beyond an unappetizing array 
of regurgitated rhetorical scraps. In the early third century, Philostratus, 
in his biography of the traveling wonder-worker Apollonius of Tyana, has 
his hero deliver an impassioned defense of the whipping contest. The 
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speech has little to offer save the only literary occurrence of the contest's 
proper title, the contest of endurance (ho tes karterias agon).142 

Finally come the lexica put together in Byzantine times to provide 
readers of classical texts with keys to understanding words and expres
sions no longer in current use. The three most often cited today are the 
volumes written by Hesychius the grammarian in the fifth or sixth cen
turies A.D.; by Photius, a ninth-century Patriarch of Constantinople; and a 
work known as the Suda (or Suidas), compiled in the tenth century. These 
compilers lived after antiquity's end, but they had access to the multitude 
of classical texts still surviving in the East and could thus draw on their 
accumulated store of ancient literature and scholarship. Although they 
stood beyond the boundary of ancient literature, their own labors pre
served information from all periods of antiquity. For the agoge, they can 
be quite useful, since many glosses confirm or clarify what was known 
from ~ther sources. At other times, they mystify by providing terms said to 
be related to the agoge but which appear nowhere else and often seem to 
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contradict what is known from other sources.143 Tempting as it has been 
to emend or ignore these entries, I will endeavor to account for as many as 
possible with the least possible textual change. 

Without a doubt, the texts most useful for a reconstruction of the 
agoge are the inscriptions. Over I,ooo Spartan inscriptions have been 
found and published, the great majority from the British excavations in 
the first decades of this century.144 The focus here will necessarily be on 
those stones that have some connection with the agoge-victory dedica
tions, statue bases, lists of ephebes, and of ephebic officials. These, like the 
other Spartan inscriptions, come almost exclusively from the Roman pe
riod. Nonetheless, there are a very few (they could hardly be ·fewer) rele
vant stones from the fifth and fourth centuries B.C. that can yield a modi
cum of information, if squeezed correctly.145 

As the evidence -literary, epigraphical, and archaeological- has more 
to say about the agoge's last phase than any other and since Roman 
Sparta's invented tradition has shaped modern as well as ancient concep
tions of the agoge, we turn first to the agoge in its most familiar form, the 
Roman phase.146 
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It would be no exaggeration to say that only during the third 
phase of the agoge's development is there enough evidence 
to attempt a detailed reconstruction of its organization and 
operation: during the Roman period, the sources are relatively 
plentiful and parallels ready to hand. That no one has both
ered to attempt one until now is indicative also of a certain bias 
inherent in classical scholarship. Instead, we have the irony 
that the literary and epigraphical evidence, virtually all dating 
to the period of Roman rule, is used to elucidate the agoge of 
some five hundred years earlier. The chapters that follow are 
an attempt to correct this misguided approach and to present 
in the greatest detail possible a picture of Sparta's preeminent 
institution at its most brilliant stage. 

Epigraphy is the most help in this task. The texts from the 
sanctuary of Artemis Orthia constitute an archive of docu
ments that can be used to reveal the later agoge's inner work
ings to a surprising amount. The first and largest category of 
inscriptions to be considered comprises stelai with iron sickles 
affixed to them, ranging in date from the fourth century B.c. to 
the third century A.D., with the vast preponderance of them 
from the first two centuries of our era. The texts, one of which 
actually identifies its sickle as the prize in a contest, are almost 
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all in prose and provide the same essential information: the victor's name, 
the date (by Sparta's annual eponymous magistrate), and the dedication 
to the goddess; they often record the specific event or events won and 
sometimes the victor's age as well (Plate I). A second, much smaller group 
comprises a few statue bases and one dedication commemorating the 
endurance of youths at the goddess's altar. All of the sickle dedications 
and most of the second class of inscriptions were found at the sanctuary 
of Artemis Orthia or were built into the third-century A.D. theater there. 
However, none of the dedications set up by teams called sphaireis, who 
had been victorious in a ball game, were found at the sanctuary; rather, 
they came to light at many locations in and around the city. These dedica
tions are dated by eponymous magistrate and two other officials and 
contain the names of the members of the winning teams.1 

In those inscriptions of the first category that record it, the victor's age is 
not expressed in terms of years, but as a name. These names were given to 
Spartan youths of the same age who were grouped together at the same 
level of the agoge, much as the terms "freshman," "sophomore," "junior," 
and "senior" are given to undergraduate students at American universities 
today; in anthropological terms, such groups are called "age grades. "2 The 
ages of youths in each of the Spartan age grades have been renowned 
subjects of controversy for many years. However, progress has been se
riously hampered here too by the generally accepted synchronic approach 
to the problem, which assumes the evidence from all periods can be recon
ciled to produce a single set of age-grade names. 

Since the evidence has been used so indiscriminately, recovering infor
mation on the age grades of the Roman era will inevitably entail some 
technical discussion of the earlier age grades as well. First, though, the an
cient evidence needs to be set out. The victory dedications from Orthia 's 
sanctuary provide us with the names, but not the ages, of the grades 
current in the Roman period: mikkichizomenos (spelled various ways), 
pratopampais, hatropampais, melleiren, and eiren. Plutarch mentions the 
last two in his Life of Lycurgus and gives an indication of the ages of 
melleirenes and eirenes in a passage that, unfortunately, has been roundly 
misinterpreted by modern historians. 3 

As I mentioned in Chapter I, the two glosses ultimately derived from 
Aristophanes of Byzantium provide the names of the age grades from the 
Hellenistic agoge. The first explains the spurious reference to eirenes in 
Herodotus: "Eiren. Among the Spartans, in the first year a child is called a 
rhobidas, in the second promikizomenos, in the third mikizomenos, in the 
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PLATE x. Sickle dedication (courtesy of the Ephor of Antiquities for Laconia 
and Arcadia) 
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fourth propais, in the fifth pais, in the sixth meleiren [sic]. He is an ephebe 
among them from fourteen until twenty."4 The other, written in the mar
gin of a manuscript of Strabo's Geography, contains the following notice: 
"Biren, melleiren, among the Spartans someone about to be an eiren. For 
among_the Spartans a child is an ephebe from I4 years until 20. He is 
called in the first year rhobidas, in the second promikizomenos, in the 
third mikizomenos, in the 4th propais, in the 5th pais, in the 6th melleiren, 
in the 7th eiren."S 

Evidence for age grades in the Classical agoge would be nonexistent 
were it not for a single epigraphical reference to trietires. 6 The question of 
age grades in the earliest phase of the agoge will be examined in a later 
chapter, for now our attention will be directed to the agoge in its more 
visibly articulated form. 

Before proceeding further, we can already see that the number and 
nomenclature of the age grades changed from the second to the third 
phases. The Roman agoge lost the first two grades, rhobidas and promiki
zomenos. The mikizomenos of the second phase assumed the more elabo
rate form mikkichizomenos, while the grades propais and pais underwent 
a similar metamorphosis into the colorful pratopampais and hatropam
pais. The reasons for the changes will be dealt with later, along with the 
agoge's place in the culture of the Roman Empire. 

Over the years, discussion of the age grades has gradually attained a 
degree of complexity denied all but the most intractable problems in 
classical studies. Once excised from their historical contexts, the various 
chunks of information appear so fetchingly contradictory that their rec
onciliation has come to be regarded as a stern test of philological acumen. 
Details are fussed over without regard for the larger methodological issue 
of the relationship between sources of such widely varying date and the 
long-lasting institution they ostensibly describe. Moreover, even within 
the confines of the synchronic approach, not all types of evidence are 
deemed to be equal. The privileged status of literary sources in classical 
studies has led to a dismissal of the epigraphic evidence because it reflects 
only the agoge in its late and debased form, whereas Plutarch, who ex
plicitly describes the age grades of his own time (contemporary with the 
inscriptions), is regarded as the single most important witness to the age-
grade structure in the Classical period. · 

The pitfalls of this selective, synchronic use of the evidence should be 
obvious. A sobering recent example can be found in the most densely 
written synchronic attempt to expose the organization of the agoge's age 
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grades. 7 After a survey of all the evidence from Xenophon to Plutarch, it 
was demonstrated through rigorously logical argument that a Spartan 
youth must have entered the agoge at seven years of age, become a rhobi
das at twelve, a promikizomenos at thirteen, and so on up to the mellei
roneia at age eighteen. Then followed a period of up to two years of 
service as a noncombatant in the army, which ended precisely on the 
twentieth birthday when the youth became an eiren and was put in charge 
of a band of boys still in the agoge. 8 As the author of the study pointed 
out, a consequence of this argument is that eirenes were "adult •.. in the 
legal .•. sense," that is, they had already left the agoge.9 Unfortunately, 
epigraphical evidence shows decisively that eirenes were still enrolled in 
the agoge, at least in the Roman period.10 The weakness of the synchronic 
approach is again manifest: evidence is always available to refute any 
single aspect of the reconstructions generated by this method because the 
evidence is contradictory. It reflects three different age-grade systems, not 
one. No amount of logic when applied to this evidence used synchroni
cally will yield satisfactory results. 

In fact, to tackle the contradictory nature of the sources, historians 
have often implicitly adopted a quasi-paleographical approach, using one 
source as a touchstone against which to test the others' veracity. The 
accepted standard is Plutarch's Life of Lycurgus, even though it was com
posed centuries after the Classical agoge. And Plutarch's authority is such 
that the evidence provided by the glosses and by Xepophon in his Consti
tution of the Lacedaemonians is shaped to conform to the picture of the 
agoge as presented in the Lycurgus. 

Valid information is sometimes distorted or even abandoned in the 
process. Once again, the aforementioned study provides a dear example, 
this time as part of the discussion of the age of a rhobidas, the youngest 
age grade according to the scholia.11 Apart from the glosses, which say 
that a boy entered this grade at age fourteen, there are references to ages 
approximate to this in Xenophon and Plutarch. According to Xenophon, 
"when [Spartans] turn from boys into youths," at an age when other cities 
relaxed the constraints on their young considerably, Lycurgus intensified 
the training.12 The lower age limit for a youth (meirakion) was usually 
fourteen or fifteen: since this depended upon local usage, greater precision 
is impossible.13 Plutarch says that when the boys were twelve years old 
they went year round without a tunic (chiton) and were only allowed a 
single cloak (himation).14 Scholars have assumed, without explicit justifi-
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cation, that this clothing restriction marked a boy's entrance into the 
rhobidas grade.15 The rigor mentioned by Xenophon is associated with 
Plutarch's reference to becoming twelve. Since Plutarch is the preferred 
authority, Xenophon's implicit allusion to the ages fourteen or fifteen 
must be erroneous, and doubt h·as even been cast on whether Greek 
youths of that age were actually freed from most restraints.16 As a conse
quence, Xenophon's text has been thought faulty, with the most popular 
solution being the deletion, first proposed by a nineteenth-century editor, 
of the offending words "into youths" (eis to meirakiousthai), which puts 
all to rights.17 The Xenophon passage now describes a young Spartan's 
legal coming of age (ek paidon ekbainosi) as an adult and his first taste of 
the demands of life as a noncombatant in the army. 

Of course, Xenophon and Plutarch would only be in conflict if they 
were describing the same agoge, which they are patently not doing. Fur
thermore, it is wrong to doubt Xenophon's testimony that the reins were 
loosened appreciably on Greek teenagers. The author of the pseudo
Plutarchan treatise On the Education of Children, among others, be
moaned this very practice: "I have often condemned those who were 
responsible for introducing depraved habits-people who, it is true, put 
attendants and instructors in charge of their children, but allow the im
pulsiveness of youth [meirakia] free rein, even though they should on the 
contrary have been more watchful and careful of them as youths [mei
rakia] than as children."18 To associate the passage in Plutarch with any 
change from one age grade to another is hardly a self-evident move. The 
restriction on clothing is not explicitly linked to any transition in status 
or any significant single escalation in the discipline's severity; it is cited 
merely as an instance of the gradually increasing strictness of the training 
as the boys grew older.19 

Doubt even in the authenticity of Plutarch's reference here to a specific 
age is well founded. As I have mentioned, among Plutarch's sources for 
the Lycurgus was the collection of anecdotal material called the Laconian 
Institutions.20 A comparison of one of these with the passage under dis
cussion shows how Plutarch used and adapted his material. 

Institutions 
They went without even a chiton, 
wearing one himation for the year, 
with their bodies dirty and, for the 

Lycurgus 
Upon becoming twelve, they now 
went without a chiton, wearing 
one himation for the year, with 
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most part, they were kept from 
baths or massages.21 
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their bodies dirty; and they did not 
experience baths or massages, 
except for a few days a year when 
they partook of this sort of 
amenity.22 

Plutarch did not merely copy his material unchanged. As a literary 
artist, he made it his own by sharpening and elaborating the wording. 
Here, for instance, "for the most part" becomes "except for a few days a 
year." In characterizing baths and massages, the most popular of the 
pleasures of the gymnasium, as a sort of amenity, Plutarch draws directly 
from the lexicon of civic praise: inscriptions of his time extol the provi
sion of this and other kinds of philanthropia by generous notables. 23 

In the same way that he altered and added to the end of the passage, 
Plutarch reworked its beginning as well. The reference to the boys becom
ing twelve years old probably came from his own pen, since he is unlikely 
to have derived it from another source; the traditional picture of the 
agoge is, after all, remarkably consistent in shape and emphasis.24 Given 
that writers on the agoge worked within an area circumscribed for us in 
its essentials by Xenophon, we can trace the reference's development 
from when it first appears in his Constitution of the Lacedaemonians to 
Plutarch's Lycurgus. As part of his general introduction to the agoge, 
Xenophon states that Lycurgus, instead of indulgi?g boys with himatia, 
thought they should wear only one for the year.25 This part of the Consti
tution is arranged as a set of corresponding opposites: whatever all other 
Greeks' (bad) practices are, the Spartans' (good) practices are the polar 
opposites.26 Thus, while Spartan boys have to make do with one outer 
garment, other parents "pamper [their children's] bodies with changes of 
himatia."27 Xenophon was not claiming that Spartan boys were naked 
except for their one himation, only that they were not allowed a ward
robe of appropriate himatia for different seasons or occasions.28 Yet the 
Laconian Institutions imply precisely this. 

Either the boys of Hellenistic Sparta were a hardier breed than those of 
the fifth and fourth centuries or, more likely, the author of the or:iginal 
version of this Institution exaggerated the severity of the discipline for his 
own purposes. 29 In turn, Plutarch elaborated still further by providing the 
boys with an age at which to begin their ascetic life. He chose the age of 
twelve years because of the passage's context, which is approximately the 
same in both Xenophon and the Institutions. In the Constitution, it oc-
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curs just before Xenophon's reluctant concession that pederasty existed 
at Sparta, which itself is the last subject discussed before the section 
dealing with Spartans who have just become meirakia. Similarly, excerpts 
covering strictures on clothing and pederasty occur close together in the 
Institutions as weJl.30 

As Plutarch had also read Xenophon, he might well have felt justified 
in determining a proper age.31 The age of twelve fitted perfectly, situated 
near the beginning of puberty and the youngest age sanctioned by society 
for a pederastic relationship; in addition, twelve was the lower limit for 
competition, in the nude, in athletic festivals.32 Plutarch was hardly a 
stranger to this sort of invention, quite often supplying missing details or 
even whole speeches and characters to flesh out his biographies when the 
situation warranted.33 He would have had no qualms about embellishing 
the historical record with a conjecture that would meet with approval 
even today for the methods employed to obtain it. 

The aim of this rather lengthy digression has been to cast substantial 
doubt on the notion that Plutarch's reference to boys aged twelve has any 
relevance whatsoever to the age grades of the agoge in any phase. Conse
quently, the text of Xenophon can remain unchanged on this point, and 
there is no need to try and reconcile the two testimonia.34 

The age and status of those in the two eldest grades, the melleirenes and 
the eirenes, have attracted the most debate because we have 'Plutarch's 
testimony in addition to the Herodotus and Strabo scholia.35 One aspect 
of this problem, the matter of whether Plutarch and the scholiasts calcu
late ages in the same way, was put to rest some years ago.36 Plutarch says 
that an eiren was twenty, and so, apparently, do the two scholia. 37 Unfor
tunately, these statements are not as straightforward as they appear, be
cause ancient methods of reckoning age, and indeed of calculating the 
duration of time in general, could be frustratingly inconsistent. Two meth
ods were in general use-inclusive reckoning, which included the starting 
point (day, month, year) in calculating time, and the exclusive method, 
used today, which did not. Ages or periods of time calculated inclusively 
will always be, in modern terms, one unit too long. For example, a rem
nant of inclusive reckoning that has survived into modern times can be 
seen in Easter Sunday, which is counted as the third day after Good Friday. 
Thus, an eiren who was twenty years old might be either in his tWentieth 
year, if his age was calculated inclusively, or in his twenty-first year, ac
cording to exclusive reckoning. Luckily, it has been demonstrated con
clusively that Plutarch and the scholiasts consistently express ages for the 
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various grades in terms of exclusive reckoning. As a result, Plutarch's eiren 
who "has become twenty" (eikosin ete gegonos) is twenty years old in 
modern as well as in ancient terms. · 

The crux of the problem, however, lies in the relative ages of mellei
renes and eirenes. Although the inscriptions and the scholiasts let drop no 
hint of any discontinuity between the two grades, Plutarch seems to be the 
exception. In a passage whose syntax at a crudal point has long resisted 
easy comprehension, he explicitly sets forth the relationship of the one 
grade to the other. Translations of the passage commonly sacrifice ele
gance at the altar of what is held to be accuracy: for example, "They call 
eirens [sic] those who are not children any longer in the second year, and 
the oldest of the boys/children are called melleirens [sic]" (dp£vac; 0£ 
x:aA.o-Uat 'touc; l'toc; il&rt Oro'tepov Etc Jtaiorov 'Y£'YOVo'tac;, µ£AA.£ipevac; 0£ 'trov 
naiomv 'touc; 7tpeapu'ta'tO'uc;).38 The gap of one to two years between leav
ing the melleiren grade and entering the eirenes that Plutarch seems to 
imply in this sentence has exercised the ingenuity of many historians for 
several decades. 39 

Despite its claims for accuracy, this translation and the argument 
derived from it, like almost all earlier reconstructions, is nonetheless 
founded upon a misconception. The crucial words in the passage from 
Plutarch, l'toc; il&rt 0£U't£pov Etc naiomv, are usually taken together and 
construed as "the second year after [the class of] boys. "40 But these words 
do not form a single syntactical unit: Etc na{omv instead qualifies the 
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participle y£yov6'tac;. The phrases Etc naiomv (ek paidon) and E~ E<pfipmv 
(ex ephebon) appear by themselves or with the verb "to be" in both in
scriptions and literary sources to denote persons who have just left these 
age grades, in other words "ex-children" and "ex-ephebes."41 Moreover, 
l'toc; 'f1011 Oro'tEpov (etos ede deuteron), as it occurs here with a perfect 
participle, does not signify "the second yeaf after" but "the second year 
before"; it looks back to the end of the melleironeia from the eirenes' 
point of view. The phrase is ambiguous because the same ordinal could be 
used for expressing past, as well as future, time.42 In other instances when 
the temporal accusative is used in this way, the method of reckoning 
includes the current day or year, and in all likelihood the same inclusive 
style figures here as well.43 In this case, the "second year before" in inclu
sive reckoning becomes "the year before" in exclusive reckoning. Now I 
can propose a translation of the Plutarchan passage: "Eirenes they call 
those who left the boys' class the year before and melleirenes the eldest of 
the boys."44 
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Now that the break between the two senior grades has been elimi
nated, the period of military service that has been posited to bridge the 
gap is no longer needed.45 Nor need we share the unusual conviction that 
Spartan youths entered the eiren grade precisely on their twentieth birth
days since, without a gap in their training, melleirenes surely moved more 
or less as a group to the next grade.4' Most important, there is now no 
doubt that the eirenes' were twenty years old and the melleirenes were 
nineteen. 

One last point remains to be clarified. The scholia state that Spartan 
youths spent the years from fourteen until twenty as ephebes and list 
seven age grades for this span. The problem is that there are only six years 
between the ages of fourteen and twenty. Scholars have attempted, with 
scant success, to squeeze the seven names into six years by indiscrimi
nately using inclusive and exclusive reckoning.47 As I mentioned, the 
solution now current is to argue that eirenes had already graduated from 
the agoge, thus leaving the remaining six grades listed by the scholia 
(rhobidas to melleiren) to fit nicely into the six-year span allotted them. 

The intense focus on the precise connotations of the various age refer
en~es in these few sources has caused an important and relevant word to 
be overlooked. It has been universally ·assumed that "until" (mechri), as 
used in the two scholia to establish the duration of the agoge, signifies 
"up to but not including." Thus, "from fourteen years old until [mechrt] 
twenty years old" includes the age of nineteen, but not twenty. However, 
the word is used much less precisely; at times mechri may include the 
terminal word, at other times it may not.48 Usage is so inconsistent that 
mechri can be used both inclusively and exclusively even within the same 
work. 

Plato, for instance, uses the word in both ways in the Laws. When 
discussing the proper time for marriage, he says that a man should marry 
at any time from when he is thirty years old until (mechri) he is thirty
five. 49 That Plato intends "until" to be taken exclusively is proven by his 
provision that any man who is thirty-five years old and still unmarried 
should pay a fine. so Exclusive usage also figures in his regulation that girls 
might take part in racing from the age of thirteen until (mechri) mar
riage. 51 But on other occasions he clearly intends the word to have an 
inclusive meaning, as when he sets the number of citizens in his city at 
5,040: "quite correctly," because that number "is divisible by every num
ber from one to [mechrt] twelve, with the exception of eleven."52 Plato 
also uses the word inclusively when referring to ages; since games are 
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required to form children's characters at the ages of three, four, five, and 
even six, he would allow children of both sexes to play together from age 
three until (mechri) six. After the age of six, though, they would begin 
their separate but equal educations.s3 True to his conservative inclina
tions, Plato merely codified in his ideal city what was customary at Athens 
and elsewhere-that education commenced at the age of seven.s4 The 
communis opinio among students of Plato appears to be that, in the 
Laws, schooling began at age six.ss Since it has been shown, however, 
that references to age are usually expressed exclusively, children in the 
Platonic city would have entered school a year later.s6 

In view of mechri's inherent ambiguity, we are perfectly entitled to 
construe the word in its inclusive sense when it occurs in the scholia. This 
allows the seven age grades to be placed comfortably into the seven years 
from fourteen years old through twenty and shows that the scholia and 
Plutarch in fact concur when they overlap. Since the scholia relate to the 
Hellenistic agoge and Plutarch's testimony reflects its Roman phase, this 
agreement shows the extent to which the two phases shared the same age
grade structure. The correlation demonstrated is of vital importance in 
that it also makes possible a reconstruction of the agoge's age schemata in 
the Hellenistic and Roman periods (Table 1).s1 

The result of this reconstruction is that we can now state with some 
confidence that Spartans during the Roman period were enrolled in the 
agoge from sixteen through twenty years old.58 But a~e was not the only 
criterion of organization, as the ephebes of each grade were also divided 
into several smaller groups called bouai, a word from the same semantic 
field as bous/boes (bull/cattle).59 Pastoral imagery continues in the title of 
a boua's leader-the bouagos (cattle leader)-which is tempting to re
gard as a vestige of the agoge's prehistoric origin. 60 Recently, though, it 
was pointed out that the earliest epigraphical evidence for the term boua
gos comes from the late first century A.D., making an early date for either 
word highly unlikely.61 Like so much else from the later agoge, these two 
terms were coined to evoke a sense of antiquity.62 
· The team competitions that have left the most epigraphical evidence 
are the ball games. Their victory inscriptions give an inkling of the roles 
some officials played, as well as provide the key to the riddle of the agoge's 
overall structure. This utilization is only possible, however, if we start 
with a clear conception of the relationship of the sphaireis to the other 
participants in the agoge. 63 What little is known about the sphaireis never
theless contributes substantially to our understanding of them. Unlike the 
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TABLE I. Age Grades of the Later Agoge 

Age Hellenistic Phase Roman Phase 

I4 rhobidas 
IS promikizomenos 
I6 mikizomenos mikichizomenos 
I7 propais pratopampais 
I8 pais hatropampais 
I9 melleiren melleiren 
2.0 eiren eiren 

other ephebic contests, the ball games took place in the city's theater. 154 

The .find spots for the victory dedications maintain the contrast: whereas 
the sickle dedications come almost exclusively from the area around the 
temple of Artemis Orthia, the sphaireis inscriptions were discovered in 
many places, even as far away as the slopes of Mount Taygetus.65 These 
different locations point to the ball games possessing a significance dif
ferent from the other ephebic contests. Pausanias provides a clue when he 
describes a particular statue of Heracles as the one "to whom the 
sphaireis sacrifice; they are former ephebes [hoi ek ton ephebon] who are 
beginning to be counted as adults."1515 

The sphaireis were not simply eirenes under another name; rather, they 
were "ex-ephebes. "157 But if the sphaireis were no longer ephebes enrolled 
in the city's educational system, why were their victory inscriptions dated 
by the chairman of the board of overseers (biduoi), who are known to 
have administered the ephebic contests?158 Lucian helps confuse things 
further merely by including the Spartan ball games in the discussion of 
ephebic athletic training in his Anacharsis.69 No contradiction arises, 
however, between the sphaireis' nonephebic status and the obvious ephe
bic associations of the ball game itself if we understand Pausanias to be 
referring to a sacrifice that took place after the competition, not before. 
The young Spartans would then have been called "ballplayers" because 
they had already competed in the ball game, not because they were about 
to compete in this annual tournament. 70 

An important gain in understanding results. The Spartan youths who 
were former ephebes after the ball tournament was over must have still 
been considered ephebes during the tournament, since it was organized 
under the aegis of the top ephebic officials. The sphaireis game was thus 
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a type of graduation ceremony, marking the transition from ephebe to 
adult. In ancient terms, it was similar to the exhibitions (apodeixeis) 
held regularly in other cities to test the accomplishments of boys and 
ephebes.71 

With the sphaireis inscriptions in their proper place as the last docu
ments young Spartans dedicated as ephebes, we can now explore their 
implications for the structure of the Roman agoge as a whole. First, 
the victorious sphaireis teams billed themselves as "having defeated the 
obai," indicating that, during the tournament, the ephebes were divided 
into groups called obai.72 The obai had names that recalled the ancient 
constituent communities of archaic Sparta. The first four are found in 
inscriptions-Limnaeis, Pitanatae, Cynooureis, and Neopolitae; Pausa
nias provides the fifth- Mesoatae. 73 Of these, Limnaeis and Cynooureis 
also appear as tribes (phulai) in two inscriptions, prompting some to 
lump the tribes and the obai togeth~r as Sparta's version of the so-called 
civic tribes, by which citizens in Greek cities were organized. 74 If this is the 
case, the Spartan civic tribes were remarkably quiescent, for there is no 
evidence of them except in ephebic and athletic contexts. 75 Even in the 
inscribed careers these names only appear in conjunction with the post of 
diabetes, the sphaireis' team manager. 76 And it has long been recognized 
that the size of the boards of Spartan magistrates can have had no connec
tion with the number of these tribes.n The evidence does not allow any 
definite statements at present; all that can be said is thlj.t the Spartan civic 
tribes of the Roman period, if indeed they existed, seem to have been of 
significance only in terms of the agoge in particular and athletic activity in 
general. 

The oba's relationship to the tribe in terms of the agoge, however, can 
be defined with greater precision. Obai occur only in the sphaireis inscrip
tions, which never mention phulai.78 A tribe was not, accordingly, the 
same as an oba, in spite of bearing the same name. The only other ephebic 
event for which these names are attested is the endurance contest. When 
Pausanias tells of the contest's ultimate origins in a bloody altercation 
among the inhabitants of Pitane, Llmnae, Mesoa, and Cynooura in the 
years before Lycurgus, he is actually echoing the participation in the 
contest, in his own day, of ephebes divided into these groups.79 His ver
sion of the origin story is an etiological fantasy, more than likely con
cocted in the Roman period to furnish a Lycurgan pedigree for a contest 
that dated only from the Hellenistic period. 80 While of no use to histo-
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TABLE 2.. The Roman Agoge 

Tribes 

Team Type Pitanatae Mesoatae Limnaeis Cynooureis Neopolitae 

Boua mikkichi- mikkichi- mikkichi- mikkichi- mikkichi-
' zomenoi zomeno1 zomenoi zomenoi zomen01 

Boua pratopam- pratopam- pratopam- pratopam- pratopam-
paides paid es paides paides paid es 

Boua hatropam- hatropam- hatropam- hatropam- hatropam-
paides paides paides pa ides paides 

Bou a melleirenes melleirenes melleirenes melleirenes melleirenes 
Boua/oba eirenes/ eirenes/ eirenes/ eirenes/ eirenes/ 

sphaireis sphaireis sphaireis sphaireis sphaireis 

rians of Archaic Sparta, this tale tells us that other ephebes of Pausanias' 
time were divided into groups with the same names as the sphaireis. 

I suggest that these groups were the phulai, each of which contained a 
boua from each of the grades from mikkichizomenos to eiren. For the ball 
tournament marking the end of their time in the agoge, the eirenes of each 
tribe were counted as that tribe's oba. The framework of the agoge, as 
envisioned here, can best be presented in tabular form (Table 2). 

The ephebes· in these ranks were not, of course, left to their own de
vices. Close supervision had been fundamental to the Classical agoge, and 
the situation was no different during the Roman period.81 We have al
ready met the Spartan equivalents of the monitors and prefects of twen
tieth-century schools-the bouagoi, who led the members of the bouai 
under them. That there were more than one boua for each age grade is 
proved by a sickle dedication erected by two bouagoi of the mikkichizo
menoi, who had been victorious in the same year. 82 The age of the boua
goi has been controversial for many years, with one party asserting that 
bouagoi were older than their charges, the other that they were coevals. 83 

Recently, an argument has been cogently advanced that the other mem
bers of a boua were the same age as their bouagos, largely on the ~trength 
of their styling themselves his fellow ephebes (sunepheboi), a term charac
terized elsewhere as "surely diagnostic" for the Roman phase. 84 Although 
I think that this argument is almost certainly correct, the fact remains that 
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Plutarch clearly and unequivocally states, in the section of the Lycurgus 
reflecting his own eyewitness experience of the agoge's ceremonies, that 
the eirenes commanded the ephebes: "So this eiren, who is twenty, com
mands those arrayed under him in the fights and, at home, uses them as 
servants at dinner. He orders the big boys to bring wood and the smaller 
ones to bring vegetables."85 If this eiren was not a bouagos, then what 
was he? 

Plutarch's words cannot be explained away, so they must be accounted 
for. Notable are the different tasks assigned the "big boys" (tois hadrois) 
and the "smaller ones" (tois mikroterois). We might perhaps be dealing 
with boys of the same age but at different levels of physical development, 
if such a division of labor among coevals were not inconceivable for the 
Spartan agoge, especially when, in its mannered, self-consciously "Lycur
gan" phase, emphasis on at least an outward display of egalitarianism 
would have been heavy indeed. Boys in the same age grade must have 
been expected to perform tasks of similar strenuousness; in the endurance 
contest, for instance, the priestess of Artemis ensured that all the ephebes 
undergoing the trial were treated equally. 86 Collecting wood and gather
ing vegetables can by no stretch of the imagination be thought to require 
the same degree of exertion; thus, the distinction in assigning the jobs to 
the big boys and the smaller ones was one of age, not simply size. 87 The 
boys were not the same age and therefore could not belong to the same 
age grade or boua. 

The tribe (phule) was the only ephebic grouping to span more than one 
age grade. Plutarch's eiren, who commands boys of differing ages, is 
therefore not the leader of the pack ( boua) but of the tribe (phule). 88 The 
eiren who bore this responsibility was known as the tribe's "senior" (pres
bus), a title known from a statue base and from the sphaireis dedications, 
where the senior appears as the team captain. 89 If we accept the idea that 
the boua of the eirenes grade in each ephebic tribe transformed itself into 
an oba of sphaireis for the ball tournament, then the oba's captain would 
have been none other than the bouagos of the boua, who also acted, ex 
officio, as head of the entire ephebic tribe.90 

We can now sketch the outlines of the agoge's structure in the Roman 
period. All boys belonged to one of five age grades and were also enrolled 
in one of five tribes, with each tribe containing members from all the 
grades. In each grade, the boys formed bouai, probably one for each tribe, 
under the leadership of one of their number, who served as bouagos. The 
post was, as a rule, an annual one, for we know of a boy who was the 
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fellow ephebe of two different bouagoi.91 During their years in the agoge, 
the ephebes contended in the various competitions, festivals, and mock 
battles either individually or as members of a boua or phule until, in the 
eiren year, the boua turned into the tribe's team for the ball tournament, 
while their bouagos became the team's captain and the ephebic tribe's 
leader. After completing the game, the youths officially left the agoge and 
performed their first public act as young adults (sphaireis), a sacrifice to 
Heracles, god of physical endurance and success in the face of adversity. 

The relationships that developed among ephebes in the agoge had 
a semiofficial character that lasted a lifetime. Returning to the fellow 
ephebes noted earlier, we find a large number of adult Spartan notables 
identifying themselves as fellow ephebes (sunepheboi) of particular men 
who had been bouagoi. The title sunephebos appears in catalogs of mag
istrates as well as individual careers from the Flavian period onward and 
is perhaps to be associated with the first epigraphical attestation of the 
bouagos at this time. The relationship appears to have had overtones of 
patronage and dependency: bouagoi (or their parents) sometimes paid the 
expenses for erecting honorific stelai the city had voted for their fellow 
ephebes, and one year a bouagos and four of his sunepheboi had the good 
fortune to form the board of keepers of the laws (nomophulakes).92 We 
should perhaps envision the bouagos acting as a sponsor of sorts for the 
members of his boua, with duties and responsibilities loosely analogous 
to those of a young Athenian sustremmatarches, who was expected to 
help support the ephebes under his command.93 · 

The other connection some of the ephebes entered into is of an al
together more mysterious nature; unfortunately, the evidence is not such 
that we can penetrate the surrounding fog. A large number of Spartans 
called themselves "kasen to" someone else. Much is unknown about ka
sens, including.the word's meaning and etymology. The most recent opin
ion has it that "kasen-ship" was a mechanism that enabled poorer Spar
tans to pass through the agoge by establishing a form of foster tie with 
wealthier contemporaries. 94 The need for such a relationship can easily be 
imagined. In fact, as early as the fourth century B.c., Xenophon had 
already recognized the financial burden such a lengthy education could 
impose.95 As well, the kasen is first attested, along with so many other 
prominent elements of the Roman agoge, only from the second haif of the 
first century A.D., virtually guaranteeing that it was an archaizing creation 
rather than a true relic of archaic times. 

The titles of several officials involved in the agoge's administration 
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have come down to us but in virtually no instance are their duties ex
plicitly described. In spite of this handicap, it is still possible to get a 
sense of their general competencies, uncommunicative though the evi
dence is. Foremost was the patronomos, who also acted as the city's epon
ymous magistrate, in a striking indication of the agoge's prestige. Even 
though we can only glimpse the duties of the patronomos and his junior 
colleagues (sunarchoilsumpatronomoi), the evidence is consistent.96 The 
patronomos was praised for his presidency of the "Lycurgan customs," as 
the agoge was often called in the later period.97 Such presidencies, like the 
post of gymnasiarch, with which the patronomate was sometimes com
bined, would have entailed large benefactions in cash and kind for the 
upkeep of facilities and ephebic training.98 As a gymnasiarch was ex
pected to pay for a lavish supply of oil at the city's gymnasia, so the 
patronomos probably had a similar obligation in the sphere of the ago
ge.99 Their jurisdictions sometimes overlapped: a certain M. Aureli~s 
Chrysogonus was praised for his activities while gymnasiarch at the same 
time as for his benefactions to the agoge, and another gymnasiarch had 
his statue erected at the expense of the assistants to the patronomos. 100 

Nonetheless, the post was not exclusively a financial liturgy, which re
quired deep pockets but not a great expenditure of time. On the contrary, 
the patronomos had some actual duties to perform as the existence of 
deputy patronomoi makes evident. These came in two categories: proxies 
(epimeletai) of the god Lycurgus and men who acted a~ patronomos on a 
mortal incumbent's behalf when he was incapacitated. Almost all of the 
inscriptions mentioning such deputies are connected in some way ~ith 
the agoge, as either sickle dedications, sphaireis dedications, or inscrip
tions erected by officials of the agoge.101 Conversely, patronomoi whose 
deputies appear in agogic texts appear by themselves in the dating for
mulas of ordinary public documents, a phenomenon well exemplified by 
the patronomates of the god Lycurgus: texts relating to the ag6ge refer 
to his mortal .proxies, whereas documents emanating from other public 
bodies do not.102 The appearance of these deputy patronomoi almost 
exclusively in texts connected with the agoge suggests that the recording 
of patronomoi in civic inscriptions as a whole was for dating purposes 
only, whereas in the agoge it was thought necessary to commemorate who 
had actually fulfilled the patronomos' obligations.103 What these obliga
tions were precisely is impossible to determine, but it is not unreasonable 
to speculate that the patronomos regularly performed some sort of public 
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ceremony, possibly a sacrifice, to inaugurate the contests at the sanctuary 
of Orthia and the theater. 

The patronomos and his colleagues may also have been required to 
resolve the disp~tes that would inevitably have arisen over such matters 
as victories in the contests or eligibility for the agoge. At any rate, we find 
a committee of former patronomoi being called on to hear appeals of 
fines levied on athletes who had misbehaved in the Leonidea games, per
haps because of the expertise the ex-patronomoi would have gained from 
similar situations while in office.104 A role above and beyond the purely 
ceremonial is also intimated by·a fragmentary inscription containing a 
joint catalog of members of the patronomate and the biduoi, whose func
tion, alone of all the ephebic officials at Sparta, we know something 
about.105 The board of biduoi was.charged with the organization of the 
mock battle at Platanistas grove and the other ephebic contests, according 
to Pausanias.106 Thus, the appearance of the patronomos and his assis
tants together with the biduoi suggests that he, or his representative, was 
more involved in the day-to-day administration of the agoge than at first 
appears.107 

The companions of the patronomos in this list, the biduoi (overseers), 
are the only other public officials known to have been involved in the over
all running of the agoge. They were magistrates similar to the Athenian 
kosmetai or Rhodian epistatai of children.108 Like other important civic 
magistracies of Roman Sparta, the six biduoi were organized into a board 
headed by a chairman.109 The office had its own measure of prestige: only 
the Gerousia and joint committee (sunarchia), the city's top magistracies, 
are mentioned more often in careers of Spartan notables and, apart from 
the lists of those same offices, catalogs of biduoi are the most numerous in 
the city.110 The organizational duties must have entailed some paperwork 
and record keeping, since a secretary is attested.111 We know that on at 
least one occasion the secretary of Sparta's ruling council (boule) sat in on 
the combined sessions of the biduoi, patronomos, and sunarchoi, from 
which we can infer that the chief organs of government kept a close eye on 
the biduoi's activities.112 

Probably the most shocking aspect of Classical Sparta's educational 
system, to contemporaries at least, was that girls trained and competed in 
contests similar to those of their brothers and cousins. A frustratingly 
fragmentary allusion to "the daughters of Dionysus" in a list of biduoi 
and a reference by Pausanias to a ritual race they ran shows that in this, 
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too, the traditions of the past were still carefully cultivated.113 Clearly, 
biduoi administered contests for girls as well as for youths, indicating that 
girls were -considered to be just as much members of the agoge as the 
ephebes. Regrettably, apart from this and what has justly been called "a 
scatter of evidence" for the physical training of girls in the Roman period, 
nothing survives that might enable us to venture any guesses whatsoever 
about the organizational framework of the female version of the agoge.114 

Despite this ignorance, we can assume that Spartan girls had training that 
mirrored to some extent that of the ephebes during every phase of the 
agoge's history. 

The last ephebic official whose title we know is the diabetes. The diabe
tes differed from the patronomos and the biduoi in two respects: he was 
of junior rank and did not exercise jurisdiction over the entire agoge. 
Diabetai were, on the other hand, attached to each of the sphaireis teams 
representing the ephebic tribes in the ball tournament.115 Some were vol
unteers, implying that, as with other liturgies involving considerable per
sonal expense, a notable willingness to shoulder the burden redounded to 
one's credit.116 The impulse to spend lavishly, as with similar offices in 
other cities, was overwhelming and led to at least one incumbent's father 
underwriting the expenses himself.117 What exactly the money was spent 
on is impossible to tell, but it certainly would have had to do with training 
the teams for the tournament. How seriously people took this task and 
the post itself, junior though it was, is clear from 1the loyalty felt by 
Spartans for their old teams, an affection at times approaching that of 
American alumni for their old college football teams. One Spartan, whose 
distinguished career included an embassy to the emperor Hadrian, duti
fully recorded his time as diabetes of the Cynooureis when they won for 
the first time in forty years.118 

Not only did the agoge require elected magistrates and officials to 
function effectively, but also trained faculty and staff. A few of these 
functionaries appear on inscriptions: teachers concerned with the Lycur
gan customs to instruct the youths in their heritage, drill instructors to 
teach them the martial arts, and physical trainers to keep them fit. 119 The 
curriculum surely had some rhetorical and philosophical content as well 
but, unsurprisingly, given the primacy of athletics in later Greek educa
tion generally and its overwhelming predominance in the traditions of 
education at Sparta, nothing explicit has survived.120 This does not mean 
that Sparta was an intellectual backwater; in fact, a recent study has 
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shown that from the late Hellenistic age onward Sparta had an intelli
gentsia of its own and drew thinkers from all over the Greek world.121 

We must also keep in mind that the ephebes, drawn up by boua and 
tribe, commanded by their bouagoi and presbeis, disciplined by their 
teachers, and guided by the senior magistrates of the agoge, were merely 
part of a larger picture. Greek urban culture had been dominated by the 
gymnasium for centuries. As the centers of physical and literary training, 
the gymnasia assumed an importance visible even today in the immensity 
of their ruins.122 Sparta did not stand apart from this trend: the city 
was studded with gymnasia, which had to be maintained and staffed.123 

Ephebes would have made up only a portion of their clientele; the rest 
were professional athletes and local enthusiasts who could not bear to 
forsake the camaraderie of ephebic life. Elsewhere in Greece, such people 
formed organizations of young men (neoi) who met together and kept up 
with the old exercises.124 At Sparta, those past ephebic age belonged to an 
association of neaniskoi, headed by a neaniskarches.125 The sphaireis, as 
ex-ephebes, would have formed a contingent within the neaniskoi, since 
neoi were usually young men older than twenty, but younger than thirty 
years old, the age at which they would normally assume the respon
sibilities and privileges of full citizenship.126 

Attached to the neaniskoi were several officials, most notable of whom 
was the cavalry commander (hipparches).127 It was a junior post, held 
early in a Spartan's career, with a distinctly liturgical tinge. One man 
was both hipparch and games president at the same time, while another 
held the title "eternal hipparch."128 Simultaneous tenure of two offices 
was usually a sign that an incumbent's money was more important than 
his personal involvement, and an "eternal" magistracy was commonly 
granted persons who had endowed their city with a sum of money, the 
interest from which could be used in the future to defray the expenses 
associated with the office. m Although the hipparch may have been ex
pected to lead the neaniskoi in procession with the ephebes, as was the 
custom elsewhere, his main duty was assuredly to supply oil and maintain 
the building used by the neaniskoi.130 

Lastly, there are the three lochagoi attested in the Roman period. What 
functions they actually performed we can only guess.131 In the Classical 
period the lochagos had been the commander of a company (lochos) in the 
army.132 Since the Spartan army no longer existed, they could not have 
been true army officers. On the other hand, given the militaristic cast of 
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Spartan and indeed Greek ephebic training even in the later period, the 
lochagos might have been an ephebic official or, more likely, a subordinate 
of the hipparch in command of neoi drawn from one of the ephebic tribes. 
This explanation gains some confirmation from that group of Spartan 
youths who, as the rather self-consciously named lochos of Pitane, accom
panied the emperor Caracalla on his desultory eastern campaign. 133 

Thus far, the agoge in its Roman phase has been presented only as a 
static theoretical framework. To Spartans, it was, of course, far more than 
that, for the Lycurgan customs were a vital source of pride and the foun
dation of their civic identity. Through all the cataclysmic changes the city 
had suffered, the agoge had been preserved as a link with Sparta's heri
tage. How the agoge's structures and traditions, invented or not, were 
manifested and incorporated into the continually evolving dialogue Spar
tans conducted with their past will form the subject of the next chapter. 
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For centuries, Sparta had been renowned for its festivals, whose 
choruses and dances, especially at the Hyacinthia and Gymno
paediae, drew visitors from all over the civilized world.1 Just as 
popular were the more rigorous spectacles-the battle of the 
ephebes, the ball tournament, and the endurance contest. Spar
tans and foreigners alike, the spectators at these events would 
have witnessed a visible, living expression of the city's culture 
and heritage. During the festivals, Sparta's most ancient history 
was articulated in the agoge: ephebes grouped according to the 
ancestral divisions of the city's earliest inhabitants took part in 
competitions that, everyone knew, had been established by 
Lycurgus himself. The ephebes would also have attended other 
spectacles in organized groups, perhaps sitting in an area spe
cially reserved for them.2 At one particular festival, the public 
reading of a flattering account of the Classical Spartan consti
tution further strengthened the sense of civic continuity and 
stability. "The world may have changed, but we have remained 
the same" was the message relentlessly promulgated through 
the media of ephebic festivals and contests.3 This chapter 
focuses on these contests, since the agoge manifested itself 
through them as the preeminent instrument for asserting Spar
tan identity. 
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PLATE 2. General view of the Orthia sanctuary from the east 

The center of ephebic activity was the sanctuary of the goddess Artemis 
Orthia, situated on the west bank of the river Eurotas, just below the 
easternmost height of a series of hills that terminates in the west with the 
city's acropolis (Plate 2). The area's ancient name, Limnae (Marshes) is as 
suitable now as in antiquity. The temple, of modest proportions, is ori
ented on the usual east-west axis and, to the end of the Roman period, 
seems to have preserved the aspect of its Hellenistic rebuilding, assigned 
by the excavators to 178 B.c. but probably better associated with Cleo
menes III.4 As we would expect, the edifice was built in the Doric style, 
lacking a surrounding colonnade but with two columns in the east porch. 
To the east, at an angle to the temple's facade, are the foundations of a 
long, low altar of Roman date, constructed over the remains of an Ar
chaic predecessor. In the reign of Augustus, stone seats were provided for 
dignitaries, while in the third century A.D. the temple and altar were 
incorporated into a large circular complex, which accommodated the 
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P LATE 3 . Foundations of the seating complex at the Orthia sanctuary 

growing audience (Plate 3 ). The building's design and method of con
struction are Roman rather than Greek, giving it an amphitheatral air.5 

The sanctuary's grounds in the Roman period were thickly forested 
with stelai cut from the variegated local marbles; to them were fastened 
iron sickles to commemorate victories in the ephebic contests. The com
petitions most often mentioned are moa, keloia, and kaththeratorion (or 
kunagetas), all of which can more or less be identified, even allowing for 
the constraints of the evidence. But the other two, the eubalkes and the 
deros, still remain inscrutable. 6 

The most transparent of the boys' contests, as they should be called, is 
the moa. 7 The name is clearly to be linked with the Laconian word for 
Muse, moha, and is glossed by the lexicographer Hesychius as "a ~ind of 
song."8 The keloia is more difficult to explain, although we have an allu
sion to the technique needed to win. In a verse inscription, Timocrates, 
son of Aristoteles, claims to have "won this propitious prize for a nim-
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ble tongue," indicating that the keloia was also a competition in vocal 
prowess.9 

A nimble tongue would have been an asset in any sort of vocal compe
tition, from singing to recitation. Even so, despite the doubts some have 
expressed, clues can be found to the essential nature of the contest.10 

Keloia fits neatly into a group of words denoting noise, song, or exhorta
tion that have at their root kel-, "call, cry, clamor, sound."11 The same 
root also underlies words connected with the onset of motion.12 Some 
words share characteristics of both groups, such as kelomai, "launch a 
ship, invite, call upon"; kelados, "rushing sound, commotion"; and kela
deo, "sound like rushing water, celebrate loudly." I take keloia to be the 
nominative feminine singular form of keloios, an adjective derived from a 
lost word, • kelos. Keloios was probably formed in the same way as the 
analogous adjective homoios, "similar," was from homos, "single," and is 
related to kelados and keladeo as homoios is to homados, "din of voices," 
and homadeo, "make a noise."13 Although keloia always appears used 
substantively on the dedications, it would originally have qualified a noun 
such as "call" (hoe), or "song" (ode). 

Artemis herself is keladeine ("rushing with cries"), "because of the 
shouting in the hunt," we are told, and because of "the tumult she makes 
throughout the countryside."14 The human voice was a significant ele
ment in that clamor. Xenophon advises: "If [the hounds] are on the scent, 
Jet [the hunter] stand near and urge them on, going ~rough each hound's 
name, producing all the tones of voice he possibly can, high, low, soft, 
loud."15 Beyond Artemis' general association with the hunt, the chase 
had particular importance in the ideology of the agoge. This was neatly 
summed up in the rule that only those who had just hunted might with 
impunity enjoy the ritual banquet at the festival of Artemis.16 To bring all 
three threads together, I propose that keloia means "like a hunting call" 
and was the name given to a competition in singing hymns that invoked 
Artemis, which took the form of hunting cries.1' From what Xenophon 
tells us, speed and clarity of enunciation would have been essential for 
victory in such a contest.18 

The last of this triad of contests is the kaththeratorion, another contest 
connected with hunting. A rough-and-tumble hunting game, an actual 
beast fight, and a dance in imitation of hunting have all been suggested to 
account for the name, patently derived from thera, "hunt."19 More pre
cisely, kaththeratorion has as its central element therator, the doric.ized 
form of the unique Homeric word for "hunter," theretor.20 This core is 
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followed by the diminutive suffix -ion and introduced by the intensifying 
prefix kata-.21 The kaththeratorion was therefore the "little hunter" con
test, and so we are undoubtedly dealing here with a danced or mimed 
hunt rather than with the real thing. 

The name's outlandishness should not blind us to its dubious pedigree. 
It was noticed some time ago that kaththeratorion and kunagetas ("the 
hunter"), the name of a similar contest, never appear together on the same 
stone and that no inscription later than the first century B.C. mentions 
kunagetas. Kaththeratorion, on the other hand, is not attested in any 
dedications earlier than the Flavian period. The economical solution is 
simply to assume that kaththeratorion was the later name for a hunting 
dance that had at first been called kunagetas, the change having taken 
place at some point prior to the later first century A.D.22 Even though we 
unfortunately cannot establish the date of the contest's renaming as kath
theratorion, this deliciously archaistic coinage, with its suitably epic allu
sion, would certainly fit the cultural climate in late Sparta.23 The agoge 
shares this prominence of hunting with other late Hellenistic ephebates, 
where it is often portrayed as a quintessential ephebic activity.24 

The last two contests mentioned in the sickle dedications remain al
most completely mysterious. Unlike the kunagetas, the eubalkes and de
ros cannot be associated with any other contest, nor do we know any
thing about them beyond their names, "the valiant one" and "the shield," 
although they too may have been mimetic dances or recitations.25 Like 
the kunagetas, the two events disappear from the epigraphical record 
after the first century B.c., suggesting that they fell into desuetude soon 
after. 

However imbalanced the available evidence, I believe it useful to set 
out what can be said about the antiquity of each contest. The moa goes 
back as far as the late second century B.c., and the keloia is attested 
almost as early, so they seem the best contests with which to begin.26 

Of the two words, moa, as I have shown, is at least consistent in its 
phonology with Classical Laconian, although it appears as the name of an 
ephebic contest only in the agoge's last phase.27 Keloia is unique and 
unattested outside the sickle dedications; only its occurrence in an agogic 
document from the Classical or Hellenistic period would prove that a 
contest of that name existed at Spar.ta before the Roman period. Kath
theratorion had its origins in a Homeric hapax legomenon and was prob
ably devised quite late to replace the earlier kunagetas. 

Was the kunagetas itself a true survival from the earlier phases of the 
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agoge? Probably not, because the word, kunagetas, was a late-Hellenistic 
coinage. At that time, the regularization of dialectal divergences in Greek 
was proceeding apace. While Attic usually swept aside less robust re
gional dialects, in the sphere of hunting, perhaps fittingly, the Attic forms 
kunegeto, "I hunt," and kunegetes, "hunter," lost out to the correspond
ing Doric forms kunago and kunagos, which, in their atticized guises 
kunego and kunegos, were the terms normally used in later Greek.28 The 
Spartan hunting contest's name results from a reversal of this process: 
here, an Attic form has been doricized. The name of the hunting contest in 
the Doric dialect should have been kunagos, but the word was evidently 
not recondite enough. Instead, the earlier, obsolete Attic form kunegetes 
was adopted and made to appear properly Laconian by means of a few 
Doric alphas. The laconizing kunagetas seemed more appealingly arcane 
to later taste than the tediously familiar kunagos, even though this was 
the authentic Spartan term. _ 

If the kunagetas/kaththeratorion was completely an invention of the 
agoge's·final phase, then the claims to authenticity of the other boys' 
contests (moa, keloia, deros, and eubalkes) are considerably weakened. If 
one of these contests can be shown to have been devised after the agoge 
had been revived for a second time, other contests might quite possibly be 
later products too. I have no positive proof for this hypothesis, but neither 
is there any evidence for the existence of these particular contests before 
the late second century B.c. With the repeated disruption of Sparta's civic 
life during the Hellenistic period, .it would be surprising if the ephebic 
contests had escaped unscathed.29 

Although, for Sparta, the epigraphical record of the boys' contests is 
rather full, it still leaves important questions unanswered. For instance, it 
is not at all clear that the contests even took place at the same time and the 
same festival, although a connection has recently been postulated with a 
mysterious "festival of Artemis Orthia. "30 This uncertainty means that 
we do not know whether the contests marked the end, the beginning, or 
some other point in the ephebic year. While the dedications are of no help 
in the larger problem of situating the competitions within the Spartan 
festival calendar, a few grains of information can nevertheless still be 
panned out from these rather barren documents. 

The well-nigh invariable order in which the contests are recorded by 
ephebes who had won two or more events in a single year makes it clear 
from the start that they competed in the kaththeratorion first, then in the 
moa, and finally in the keloia. 31 The three other contests appear so seldom 
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that even their place in the sequence cannot be determined. Furthermore, 
it appears that ephebes in fact competed in these contests as individuals, 
not grouped into bouai or phulai, in spite of a preponderance of dedicants 
who were bouagoi.32 The bouagoi did not, as once thought, make their 
dedications on behalf of the boys under their command, but rather to 
commemorate their own victories.33 Proof comes in the form of separate 
dedications in the same year by M. Ulpius Aristocrates and his bouagos, 
C. Julius Eurycles, victors in the keloia and kaththeratorion respectively. 34 

The inscriptions also point to the existence of more than one level of 
competition in each event. The contests appearing on the stones can be 
classified into three groups: contests unqualified by any adjective or noun; 
contests qualified by the name of an age grade in the genitive plural, for 
example "keloia of the mikichizomenoi"; and contests described as to 
paidikon, "the children's."35 Those contests qualified by an age-grade 
name make the best sense as involving competition among boys of the 
same age; examples survive for four of the five age grades. Since no victor 
of a contest in the first two categories ever appears to have won a contest 
in the third, we may conclude that winning a contest to paidikon was 
considerably more prestigious. Indeed, it was recognized some time ago 
that the phrase was meant to refer to contests between ephebes of all the 
age grades. 36 A similar sort of contest is known from numerous agonistic 
inscriptions from all over the Greek East; the agon dia panton, "contest of 
champions," was a fixture of musical festivals during the Roman pe
riod. 37 In the final event of the program, victors in every event would 
compete for overall victory at the festival. 

No single individual could achieve such prominence at Sparta as an 
overall champion, but he could be victorious over ephebes from all five 
age gracles in a single event: as one young Spartan put it, "From all my 
fellow ephebes, I myself took the prize. "38 Because the glory of a victory in 
the open competition eclipsed that of merely defeating one's age mates, 
we should not be surprised if these victors passed over their lesser victo
ries. Conversely, because a victor to paidikon would hardly have hidden 
his light under a bushel by failing to draw attention to this distinction in 
his dedication, those ephebes who did not claim to have won an event to 
paidikon must have won only in the events for each age grade and failed 
in the open competition. · 

To examine the next contest I must move away from the certainties, 
however slight, that the sanctuary of Artemis Orthia provides. Much 
remains unknown about the ephebic "battle" at the so-called Plane-Tree 
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Grove (Platanistas), notwithstanding picturesque accounts by Pausanias, 
Lucian, and Cicero.39 We have not a scrap of epigraphical evidence, nei
ther implicit nor explicit, on the Platanistas fight that might shed some 
light on its many mysteries, including, predictably, when it was held. 

First, however, I want to survey what the literary evidence has to offer. 
On a particular night, outside the city at a shrine called the Phoebeum, 
two bands of ephebes who were to compete against each other the follow
ing day each sacrificed a black puppy to the war god Enyalius.40 After
ward, the ephebes set two boars to .fight each other, with the victorious 
boar usually belonging to the team that would win the next day.41 A 
second set of rituals also occurred, presumably in the morning before the 
battle, when the ephebes about to fight sacrificed to the hero Achilles.42 

Pausanias describes the site of the contest, the Plane-Tree Grove, with fair 
precision: "There is a place, Platanistas, named from the trees, plane 
trees, which grow high and unbroken around it. A channel surrounds in a 
circle the place, where it is customary for the ephebes to fight, in the very 
same way as the sea does an island; entrance is by bridges. On one of the 
bridges is a statue of Heracles, on the other an image of Lycurgus. "43 

Lucian confirms that the place was "outlined with water" and adds that, 
the night before, both bands had drawn lots to determine by which bridge 
they would enter the island and consequently under whose patronage 
they would fight the next day, Lycurgus' or Heracles'.44 Once on the 
island, the ephebes laid into one another with a v~ngeance: "they fight 
hand to hand and with jump kicks; they bite and gouge out eyes. Man 
against man, they fight in the way I've described; they attack violently en 
masse and push one other into the water."4S Cicero hit the nail on the 
head when he called it "that incredible conflict."46 Victory came to the 
team that pushed all its opponents into the water, "after which there was 
peace and no one let fly any more."47 The proceedings ended with choral 
dances and songs, both warlike and festive, to the accompaniment of a 
flute.48 

What we must first ask is, Where did this contest take place? Our only 
guide is Pausanias, who comes upon the Platanistas just after leaving the 
race course (dromos) area where the city's main athletic facilities were 
located.49 The dromos was located near the city's theater, perhaps slightly 
to the west.so The Platanistas was situated between there and the city 
wall, in a spot northwest of the acropolis. st Eagerness to identify features 
visible ii;i modern times with the complex described by Pausanias has 
misled nineteenth- and twentieth-century topographers into identifying a 
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millstream as the water system for the Platanistas' moat.s2 Even though 
there are no signs of any such system at all in the area today, I am still 
loath to postulate that Pausanias made "an unheralded leap" in his narra
tive eastward to the banks of the Eurotas just before he describes the 
Platanistas and an equally silent jump back to the west a little later, purely 
on the grounds that his description pres~pposes a natural abundance of 
water.53 

In its actual details, Pausanias' account shows the Platanistas with 
some conspicuously man-made elements: the plane trees can only have 
been planted intentionally in order to grow in an unbroken circle and the 
circular moat itself (euripos) is unlikely to have formed in a natural way. 
The Platanistas fits the type of an artificial landscape, enhanced through a 
combination of shade trees and water courses, that was commonly associ
ated with gymnasia! areas in the Hellenistic period. s4 The statues marking 
the two bridges onto the island were probably Hellenistic creations as 
well, since a statue of a semihistorical figure such as Lycurgus would be 
most appropriate to that period, and, without it, a statue of Heracles 
becomes inexplicable, given the tradition of each team fighting under the 
protection of either divinity. ss Moreover, these self-conscious references 
in the ceremonies of the contest to the Spartans' two great ancestors, to 
the Homeric hero Achilles, and to Apollo smack of a studied antiquari
anism typical of Greek civic culture during the Hellenistic and Roman 
periods.s6 

Without having any tangible remains at our disposal, the extent to 
which the area of the Platanistas was artificially enhanced can be an 
object of enjoyable speculation for the foreseeable future. Working from 
the assumption that the locality was almost completely artificial in the 
Roman period, a recent proposal to identify the ruins of an Antonine bath 
and gymnasium complex in an area to the west of the acropolis as part of 
the Platanistas is quite seductive, since the remains include part of a large 
curved wall that may well have surrounded an island and moat (Plate 
4).s1 But I would hesitate to go so far as to claim that this very fragmen
tary and ambiguous structure has a "perfect identity" with the so-called 
Teatro Marfrtimo of Hadrian's villa at Tivoli.58 All the same, it is quite 
within the realm of possibility that the Teatro Marittimo was at least 
inspired by, and perhaps was even a copy of, the Spartan Platanistas 
complex. The similarities between the two are certainly suggestive-a 
circular island surrounded by a moat that can be crossed on two foot
bridges - and such an imitation would conform to what we are told of 
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PLATE 4. Roman ruins northwest of the acropolis 

' 
Hadrian's intentions in building the villa.59 Unfortunately, only in the 
unlikely event of a resumption of full-scale excavations in the area could 
this intriguing hypothesis be tested. 

The board of biduoi administered the Platanistas battle but, as usual, 
we have no idea of what this entailed. 60 Although Pausanias devotes even 
more space to the Platanistas than he does to the whipping contest, much 
less information about how it was organized can be wrung out of his and 
other accounts. However, we can embark on the modest assertion that we 
do know that the battle was between two groups of ephebes, most proba-
bly ephebic tribes under the command of presbeis. 61 • 

Once this general statement regarding the participants has been made, 
another problem arises in its turn. All accounts of the fight mention only 
two groups of combatants, but there were definitely five ephebic tribes 
at this time-Limnaeis, Cynooureis, Pitanatae, Mesoatae, and Neopoli
tae. 62 The anomaly may be explained in one of two ways. We may either 
assume that the Platanistas battle was a single annual event, in which the 
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P LATE 5 • Theater below the acropolis 

two contending tribes would probably have been selected by lot, or sup
pose that there were preliminary heats, from which the victorious teams 
advanced to the final match that was the violent public spectacle our 
sources describe. This arrangement would at least have guaranteed the 
participation of all ephebes in the competition even if they did not pro
ceed to the final round. In addition, the complexities of such a system and 
its potential for provoking dispute would have required close supervision 
by the biduoi, who would have had experience in such matters from their 
administration of the one ephebic contest that undoubtedly had prelimi
nary rounds, the ball tournament. 

As the discussion has already touched on the sphaireis and their tour
nament, I should summarize what has been established before proceeding 
further. Sphaireis were eirenes who had just passed out of the agoge, after 
having competed in a ball tournament at the city's theater on the south
west slope of the acropolis (Plate 5 ). In this tournament, each ephebic 
tribe was represented by the boua of its eldest grade, which competed as 
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an oba. The oba's bouagos, who was also tribal commander, acted as the 
team's captain. 

The biduoi were the most important magistrates in the contest's admin
istration; their chairman appears in the dating formulas of the victory 
dedications. There were also junior officials called diabetai, each of whom 
seems to have been responsible for financing his team's training. Sporadic 
references to "voluntary'' diabetai (diabetai autepangeltoi) indicate that 
tenure of this office was usually by appointment or election.6~ Two volun
teers are also styled aristindes. But this was not an honorific title given to 
the diabetes, from which it is distinguished in the sphaireis dedications. 
They refer to the "voluntary diabetes and aristindes" or to the "aristindes 
and voluntary diabetes,'' and the word appears by itself at the beginning 
of the career of one Julius Arion.64 It was probably an office of some 
kind, with its name related to the adverb aristinden, "according to rank, 
merit. "65 An obscure Hesychian gloss confirms the derivation: "Aristin
des: he who has been selected from the best."66 In terms of the sphaireis 
dedications, "the best" would have been the Spartan youths who had 
distinguished themselves in the agoge, perhaps as members of victorious 
sphaireis teams. While we can know nothing about what duties the post 
involved, two of the three attested aristindai also volunteered to be diabe
tai, which may indicate that young Spartans selected for this honor were 
expected to give some financial support to their successors as sphaireis. 

The ball contest was a tournament of several rou.nds. Teams that had 
won without the advantage of sitting out a round were not coy about 
advertising their accomplishment and boasted of gaining their victories 
"without a bye" (anephedroi).61 This is enough to refute the contention 
once advanced that only the four epigraphically attested tribes (Limnaeis, 
Cynooureis, Pitanatae, and Neopolitae) survived into the Roman period. 
An odd number is needed for byes to be necessary, and Pausanias conve
niently provides a fifth name (Mesoatae) when recounting the origin of 
the endurance contest.68 . 

From all accounts, the matches themselves were rough-and-tumble 
affairs, as we should expect. Lucian describes the sphaireis "falling on 
balls in the theater and striking one another."69 Although the Spartan 
evidence is, as usual, uncommunicative, it is nevertheless possible to iden
tify precisely the game played: it was called "on the lime" (episkuros) or 
"battle ball" (sphairomachia) and was known to have been a local tradi
tion at Sparta, which incidentally claimed to have invented the sport of 
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ball playing.70 The second-century lexicographer Pollux has left us a de
tailed description of the game's rules: 

The names of the ball games were "on the lime," "feigning," "drib
bling," and "sky high." "On the lime" is also called the "ephebic game" 
and the "all-in game"; it is played in a crowd which has split into two 
equal sides. Then with white lime they draw a line down the middle 
which they call "the lime," and onto which they place the ball. After 
drawing another two lines behind each team, preselected team mem
bers throw the ball over the other team, whose job it was to catch hold 
of the moving ball and throw it back until one side pushes the other 
over the back line.7t 

A better candidate for the game played by the sphaireis could not be 
hoped for, especially in view of its association with ephebes. Episkuros 
would have seemed to our modern eyes like a hybrid of North American 
football, rugby, and a sort of netless volleyball. Wmning teams would 
have had to rely on a combination of individual agility (to catch and 
return the ball) and cooperative mass strength (to push the opposing team 
back). For spectators, the sport must have been quite gripping, which 
would explain the intensity of feeling some Spartans had for their old 
teams.72 

The sphaireis tournament marked an important transition in the lives 
of young Spartans, as the end of their time as ephebes and the beginning 
of adulthood. In most communities, ancient and modern, such changes in 
societal status are usually expressed in symbols of remarkable consis
tency, which mark what are called rites of passage. 73 To a greater or lesser 
extent, all Greek ephebates incorporated elements of rites of passage. 
While in transition between the two stages, people are considered to be in 
what is called a liminal state, possessing neither their former nor their 
future status. During this time, they are taught the traditions and duties of 
the group to which they will belong and are excluded from society, either 
symbolically or physically; in general, Greek ephebes were surrounded by 
signs of their liminal status. 74 

This symbolism has left a few traces in Sparta's city plan. The move in 
social status from ephebe to adult that competition in the ball tournament 
represented was mirrored in a spatial movement from the literal lim
inality of the Orthia sanctuary, in the area called Limnae right beside the 
city's late Hellenistic walls, to a theater located at the city's center, built 
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into the very side of the acropolis, where the ephebic competitors came 
face to face with tangible emblems of Spartan civic pride in the form of 
lists of magistrates and their individual careers carved into the blocks of 
the east retaining wall. Even with the little that is known of the city's 
layout, we can observe that other elements of what might be called Spar
ta's ephebic topography conform to this dichotomy as well. The Phoe
beum and the shrine of Achilles, where combatants in the Platanistas 
contest performed sacrifices, were both extraurban sanctuaries, and the 
Platanistas itself, like the sanctuary of Orthia, ·was not far inside the 
walls.75 

The pairing of Lycurgus and Heracles, so conspicuous at the Plata
nistas, may also have recurred in the ball tournament. After the tour
nament had concluded, the victorious teams sacrificed to Heracles and 
erected commemorative stelai. Furthermore, it has been argued that some 
pilasters carved in the shape of her~s of Heracles originally decorated the 
stage of the theater; thus, the divinity may himself have overseen the 
competitions. 76 As for Lycurgus, his statue was placed before the catalogs 
of magistrates and individual careers that had been inscribed on the the
ater's east parodos wall. Although the statue no longer exists, and Pau
sanias neglected to mention it in his description of the venue, there is cast
iron evidence for it in the form of an honorific statue base still in situ 
bearing the provision that it be erected besid~ Lycurgus and two other 
bases found in the theater, one to be erected near :Lycurgus, the other 
styling its honorand the "new Lycurgus."77 A statue of Lycurgus in a 
theater appears utterly inappropriate at first, but the presence there of the. 
other statues and the magistrate lists indicates the theater was thought a 
suitable place to advertise one's involvement in local government and 
display one's civic pride. The reason for this intersection of politics and 
public entertainment is surely that, at Sparta as at many other places in 
the Roman age, the theater also functioned as an occasional meeting 
place for the city's assembly. 78 

If this hypothesis is correct, and in view of the parallels it is more than 
probable, then the sphaireis competed not only in the geographical center 
of the city but at its legislative and constitutional heart as well. From 
being ephebes whose activities seem to have been focused almost exclu
sively around the edges of the city, they moved to Sparta's heart to become 
full citizens. To symbolize their passage out of the agoge, the ballplayers 
alone of the ephebes were permitted to erect memorials 'of their victories 
outside the ephebic precinct, in the city at large. Sparta was probably not 
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the only city where a change in spatial location visibly manifested a move
ment in societal status. A similar, but less obvious, correlation between 
social movement and the location of ephebic rituals can be seen at Athens, 
where the ephebic entrance rites took place at the prytaneum, while the 
graduation sacrifices were performed on the Acropolis.79 

The sphaireis dedications are also useful for another important pur
pose: their lists provide the means to determine approximately the num
ber of youths enrolled in the agoge in a year. A single dedication has 
enough of its team catalog preserved to show that it contained a total of 
fourteen names. 80 As the sphaireis team was essentially a boua, calculat
ing the total number of ephebes is quite simple. Multiplying that number 
by the number of tribes (five) and by the number of age grades (five) we 
arrive at a total of 3 50. 

We should bear in mind that this figure can only be considered an 
extremely rough estimate, since the strength of each boua undoubtedly 
fluctuated over time. Nonetheless, it does indicate that the ephebic popu
lation at Sparta was extremely large in comparison with other cities. Even 
at Athens, the number of ephebes in years from which we have complete 
lists rarely rose above two hundred. 81 With the Spartan ephebes so nu
merous, the cost of administration must have been enormous, which 
makes the praise accorded benefactors of the agoge all the more under
standable. 82 Still, in assessing the sizes of the agoge and other ephebates, 
we should bear in mind that the agoge, at least theoretically, lasted five 
years in the Roman period, whereas most other contemporary ephebates 
were of one year's duration. 83 A single Spartan age grade would not, in a 
good year, have contained much more than seventy ephebes, a number 
congr)lentwith the size of late Sparta's population as a whole. 

In those years when the number of boys in the agoge was not large, the 
bouai might not have contained their full complement of members, which 
may be the reason behind a puzzling characteristic of the sickle dedica
tions: the later dedicants who mention their age are all mikichizomenoi. 84 

Victors were once thought more likely to record their age if they had 
defeated boys from all age grades when they were among the youngest 
than if they won in an older grade. 85 Against this supposition, I should 
point out that the qualifying phrase to paidikon does not appear on any of 
the dedications later than that of an unknown sunephebos in the patrono
mate of Timomenes. 86 In accordance with the use of that phrase in the 
sickle dedications, it follows that the dedicants of the later inscriptions 
mu~t have won in the contests among those boys of their own age grades; 
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in other words, all were mikichizomenoi who had won contests of the 
mikichizomenoi. 87 This preponderance of ephebes from the earliest class 
might imply that only one year was spent in ephebic training in the late 
second century, and it would certainly explain why none of the victories 
was won to paidikon; if the ephebes were from only one age grade, there 
would have been no call for another contest involving boys of different 
ages. 88 The eiren grade must nevertheless have continued to exist in order 
to account for the sphaireis teams. If this suggestion is correct, it means 
that even within the final phase of the agoge, the inscriptions hint at a far
reaching reorganization in the late second century A.D., reform perhaps 
compelled by the unwieldiness of the earlier system and the difficulty of 
enrolling enough boys to make it work properly. 

The contests discussed in the preceding pages were restricted to ephebes 
and were the Spartan equivalent of the Schulagone or exhibitions (apo
deixeis) put on by other cities to ~how off the training of their youth.89 

Apart from them, Spartan ephebes could also compete in one of the vari
ous sets of civic games Sparta held in the Roman period, such as the 
Urania, Euryclea, Commodea, or Leonidea.90 Here, the limits of the ago
ge's influence on life and institutions outside its confines are clear. The 
evidence unequivocally shows that ephebes never entered any athletic 
festival, not even the Leonidea, which was restricted to Spartans, as mem
bers of agogic age grades.91 Instead, the age categories are the same as 
those at any other Greek agonistic festival: boys (paides), youths (age
neioi), and men (andres).92 An ephebe of the Pitanatae who won in the 
Euryclea identified his agonistic class as "of the youths" (ageneion) with
out mentioning his Spartan age grade.93 Another exulted in a string of 
victories in the boys' wrestling at festivals of Poseidon and Athena stretch
ing from his year as mikichizomenos until his melleironeia; although be 
progressed through ·four different age grades in terms of the agoge, his 
agonistic age class remained the same. 94 As a nineteen-year-old melleiren, 
he might seem rather old to be called "boy" (pais), but the criteria for 
agonistic age categories were based on bodily development rather than 
chronological age alone: for example, a pais of eighteen is attested for the 
Isthmian games.95 Since many of the games at Spartan festivals were also 
open to foreigners, they would, of course, have had to conform to interna
tional standards for athletic age divisions to avoid confusion among the 
younger competitors. This must be the reason why no Spartan athletic fes
tival shows any trace of peculiarly Spartan elements in its organization.96 

The three most famous festivals at Sparta were dedicated to the god 
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Apollo-the Gymnopaediae, Hyacinthia, and Carnea. Two, the Hya
cinthia and Carnea, also included games, as we know from an Augustan 
list containing a "victor in the Carnea" and a pair of inscriptions from 
the late second century A.n. referring to "the most reverend contest of 
the Hyacinthia."97 The Carnean games could claim an authentic ancient 
foundation: Sosibius, a Spartan antiquarian of the second century B.c., 
wrote that they had been founded in the twenty-sixth Olympiad (676-
673 B.c.), and Hellanicus attributed the first victory to the poet Terpander 
of Lesbos in his chronology of winners in the Carnea.98 From this semi
legendary precedent, it can be affirmed that the Carnean games comprised 
musical competitions, if nothing else, and were open to non-Spartans. 
Consequently, in the Roman period their age categories would have been 
the normal Hellenic triad of boys, youths, and men.99 

Evidence for the antiquity of the Hyacinthian games at the shrine 
of Apollo Amyclaeus is less straightforward. A fragmentary inscription 
found at Amyclae, perhaps from the late fourth century B.c., may be a 
victory dedication, while the choral and equestrian spectacles described 
by a little-known late Hellenistic writer, Polycrates, might also have been 
agonistic.100 We are on somewhat firmer ground with a fragment from the 
fifth-century historian Antiochus concerning the foundation of Taras, in 
which he describes the eighth-century conspiracy of the Partheniae as 
taking place "at the Hyacinthia in the Amyclaeum when the games were 
being held."101 Although the existence of the games at such an early date 
can be doubted, that they were believed to have been held in that era 
indicates that games at the Hyacinthia were not a novelty in the Classical 
period.102 Music was probably preeminent in the Roman period too, 
perhaps still performed by choruses, but, as a recent study has conceded, 
equestrian and gymnastic events cannot be ruled out, particularly since a 
votive discus was found at the Amyclaeum.103 In the absence of evidence 
to the contrary, we should assume that, in later centuries, the Hyacinthian 
games' age categories were also the same three common to all other 
Spartan competitions in which participation was not restricted exclu
sively to ephebes. 

The participation of Spartan ephebes, most notably in the Gymno
paediae, was and remains these festivals' most celebrated feature. But the 
precise nature of that participation in terms of the qgoge is a knotty 
problem in view of the thin sprinkling of evidence available to us.104 At 
the Hyacinthia in the late Hellenistic period, boys are attested singing, 
accompanied by the flute and cithara, as are choruses of young men 
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(neaniskoi) singing traditional songs; for the early fourth century we also 
have evidence for choruses of men.105 The boys' chorus, we may infer, 
was drawn from those enrolled in the agoge, but how or even whether it 
reflected the agoge's organization cannot be determined.106 On the other 
hand, the word neaniskos has such a protean range of meanings that it 
might include boys from the agoge or, just as likely, might not.101 

In addition, the principles by which chorus members were selected 
varied from festival to festival, even in the same city: at Athens, for exam
ple, membership in some choruses depended upon tribal allegiance, while 
in others it was open to all.108 In Classical Sparta, each chorus had its own 
director, who chose the choristers and assigned them their places, and 
whose moral suasion could bring a campaigning king home to sing.109 
Since similar systems existed at other cities during antiquity, festival cho
ruses at Sparta were also probably recruited by individuals who were 
more concerned with finding vocal talent from as large a pool as possible 
than with conforming to the later agoge's elaborate age structure.110 To 
see how this might have worked, we should look to a torch race at the city 
of Oenoanda under the Antonine emperors.111 Two boys were appointed 

·as leaders of teams for the boys' torch race; each was instructed to pick 
twenty runners, "whomever they judged suitable." As no other restric
tions are placed on them, the composition of the teams they picked can in 
no way have been determined by the constitutional or internal ephebic 
organization of the city. A similar procedure must be ll;dmitted at least as a 
possibility for the Spartan festival choruses of the Roman period. 

The Carnea, according to the well-known description by Demetrius of 
Scepsis preserved in Athenaeus, was celebrated for nine days in imitation 
of the military way of life (mimema • •• stratiotikes agoges); nine tentlike 
structures were erected for the festival, in each of which groups of nine 
men representing three clans dined together.112 It has long been recog
nized that this part of the festival has no link with the agoge or even the 
traditional Lycurgan constitutional settlement of Sparta; the recurrence 
of the number three and its multiples has been reasonably thought to 
derive instead from the three original Dorian tribes.113 Apart from this 
phenomenon, however, there is one event that involved the young specifi
cally and may thus have had some connection with the agoge. The "grape 
runners" (staphulodromoi) were young men (neoi) who pursued a man 
decked out in fillets; if they caught him, good fortune was supposed to 
come to the city, but if they did not, the opposite would come to pass.114 

The religious significance of this rite is outside the compass of my 
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investigation, but the identity of the staphulodromoi is not.115 Knowing 
that they were neoi does not really advance our knowledge because neos 
could be applied to as broad an age range as neaniskos.116 Nor can epig
raphy provide much guidance, even though we have the texts of two 
inscriptions presumably erected by staphulodromoi: they read "Mene
stratus staphulodromas, Hippodamus priest" and "Aristander staphulo
dromas. "117 Their typical inscrutability is enhanced by the fact that they 
are known today only from the notes of an eighteenth-century scholar, 
the abbe Fourmont.118 

Although the evidence for their status is ludicrously meager, some 
plausible suggestions about the staphulodromoi may still be ventured, if 
we make one assumption - that the inscriptions are contemporary with 
the agoge's final phase. This proposal is not as insupportable as it may 
seem, because all but one of the agogic inscriptions and the vast majority 
of Spartan agonistic inscriptions postdate the late second century B.c. In 
every extant dedication by an ephebe during the Roman period, there is 
always a reference either to an age grade, a rank or relationship (bouagos, 
sunephebos, kasen), or even a tribe, when, as we have seen, a victory was 
won in a festival that was certainly not associated with the agoge. 119 If 
the dedications had been erected in the Roman period, the absence of 
any such indication to distinguish Menestratus out as an ephebe would 
strongly suggest that he was instead one of the neoi who had recently 
graduated from the agoge.120 Two glosses by Hesychius, when read in 
tandem, are compatible with this hypothesis: in the first we learn that the 
staphulodromoi were drawn from the Carneatae, while the second ex
plains that the Carneatae were financially responsible for the festival for a 
period of four years and were unmarried.121 It follows that the staphulo
dromoi were themselves unmarried. Since Greek ephebes were, by defini
tion, unmarried, this restriction would have been otiose if the runners had 
been drawn exclusively from Sparta's ephebic population.122 The neoi 
who ran in the Carnea were consequently either a mixture of ephebes and 
young adults or, more likely, young adults alone. Because of this, the 
ceremony itself probably had no direct structural connection with the 
agoge in the Roman period. 

To a greater or lesser degree, ephebes might have been involved in the 
Carnea and the Hyacinthia, but those festivals were not themselves part 
of the agoge's institutional framework. On the other hand, the Gymno
paediae present a much better prima fade case for being associated with 
the Spartan ephebate. The Gymnopaediae, which we may translate as 
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"The Naked Games," were to all intents and purposes an agonistic fes
tival, with choruses competing against one another.123 Although the 
composition of these choruses during the earlier phases of the agoge is 
problematic, our sources from the Roman period and beyond consis
tently mention only choruses of youths, called either children (paides) or 
ephebes (epheboi).124 As a festival involving only ephebes, the Gymno
paediae would naturally have been closely linked with the agoge if it 
was not in fact an ephebic festival per se. How the Gymnopaediae were 
organized-whether the choruses were formed from age grades, ephebic 
tribes, or bouai-we cannot know, although it seems altogether likely 
that one or another of these principles was followed. 125 

We have enough evidence from most of the span of the Gymnopae
diae's existence to detect some changes in the festival. The most obvious 
shift is in its location. Pausanias tells us that the Gymnopaediae were cele
brated in a part of the agora called the dancing place (choros), whereas 
the choruses had previously performed in a location called the theater 
(theatron) that was probably a rudimentary precursor of the magnificent 
marble theater built under Augustus.126 The other change is the more 
significant one, an almost textbook example of a phenomenon we will 
meet again in the following chapters-the codification and segregation of 
the "traditional" Spartan way of life in the later agoge. 

As I have just mentioned, the composition of the Gymnopaediae's cho
ruses is problematic before the Roman period. In particular, a fragment 
from Sosibius that is our most important evidence o~ this matter is tex
tually defective at the crucial point when the ages of chorus members are 
being discussed.127 Despite its disarray, the passage appears to refer to 
one chorus of children and another of men, who sang traditional songs 
by Thales, Aleman, and a Spartan songwriter. Some editors add a third 
chorus made up of ephebes because of the passage's similarity to a de
scription by Plutarch of the trichoria, a set of three choruses, one com
posed of old men, one of mature males (akmazontes), and one of boys, 
who each sang ritual boasts of their age group's prowess.128 

For my part, I would prefer to keep the two sets of choruses separate 
and not identify the trichoria with the choruses of the Gymnopaediae, 
since Plutarch, for one, suggests that they were not associated exclusively 
with a single festival (sunistamenon en tais heortais). On this point, Plu
tarch's testimony is vital because he follows closely the wording of Sosi
bius himself, who wrote about the trichoria in his book On Customs. 129 

Sosibius' descriptions of the two choruses differ so markedly from each 
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other that it impossible to believe that they had to do with the same thing. 
In any case, the trichoria did not survive into the Roman period, as Plu
tarch's use of a past tense in his description indicates.130 

Luckily, we are not altogether dependent on Sosibius' scrambled frag
ment for every bit of information on the choruses at the Gymnopaediae. 
In the Hellenica, Xenophon recounts that news of the crippling defeat at 
Leuctra in 37I B.c. came to Sparta "on the final day of the Gymno
paediae, when the men's chorus was on," thus implying that choruses 
made up of other age groups also performed. m Since the later Gym
nopaediae were celebrated by ephebes, a chorus of youths (perhaps a 
paidikos choros) must have figured in the earlier festival as well. 

In the Classical period, consequently, the choruses at the original 
Gymnopaediae had been composed of men and youths, whereas only 
ephebic choruses performed in the festival during the Roman period. The 
process this illuminates is a significant part of the agoge's development as 
it was revived in the Hellenistic period and later. A ceremony that had 
originally been an integral part of the fabric of life at Sparta, celebrated by 
adult citizens and youths alike, was transformed over time into a cultural 
artifact preserved as if under glass in the living museum that the later 
agoge came to be.132 

As we shall see, the Gymnopaediae were far from unique in suffering 
this fate. In the next chapter, I examine how one of the most ubiquitous 
intellectual and cultural trends of the Greek East during the Roman Em
pire affected the agoge and was manifested in it. Part of this inquiry will 
concern itself with how the Spartans of the Roman period constructed 
this tremendously effective vehicle for representing their distinctive self
image. Here the work of excavation will begin, and the different layers of 
development and change in the institutions of the agoge will begin to 
come to light. 
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The most famous and notorious of the spectacles held at the 
sanctuary of Artemis Orthia during the Roman period is un
doubtedly the endurance contest (ho tes karterias agon). This 
sanguinary test of fortitude, at wflich ephebes were flogged 
beside the goddess's altar, remained a popular attraction all 
throughout the Roman period; even after ,the turmoil of the 
third century A.D., spectators were so numerous that a new, 
permanent seating complex was constructed to accommodate 
them.1 Incorporated into its foundations were the now ob
solete sickle dedications from the musical contests, which had 
not been hardy enough to survive the changed climate.2 But 
the endurance contest apparently prospered, attracting visi
tors well into the fourth cenriiry. Among them was the young 
orator Libanius, who took time off from his studies at Athens 
(336-40°A.D.) to go see "the Whips," thus becoming the last 
eyewitness to the contest's continued existence (T34).3 

To the intelligentsia of the Roman Empire, the contest was 
the quintessence of all things Spartan. An obvious relic of the 
primitive past, it made strikingly visible the traditional virtues 
of courage and obedience, and served as a touchstone against 
which all other claims of endurance were tested. As Cicero put 
it, "And you, although you have seen boys at Sparta ••• taking 
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the harshest blows and bearing them silently, if by chance some pain 
should pinch you, will you cry out like a woman, and not endure it 
steadily and calmly?" (T2). Beyond this, the contest and the city were 
inseparably linked in the popular mind: for Horace, Sparta was simply 
"enduring Lacedaemon" (patiens Lacedaemon) (T 4). 

Naturally, the endurance contest became part of the rhetoricians' stock 
in trade, to be trotted out as a fitting exemplum of outstanding fortitude 
(T7, T8, TI4, TI5). From there it was only a short step to Christian 
apologists such as Tertullian, who compared the false prize, glory, for 
which Spartans and other pagans died, to the true prize that Christians 
should lay down their lives for (T24, T25).4 Later Christian writers as
sumed a more adversarial stance: Gregory Nazianzus, for example, saw 
the contest as a manifestation of traditional religion's depravity (T37-
40). At last, when the old gods and their rituals no longer presented an 
imminent threat to the new order, allusions to the endurance contest, as 
one among the multiplicity of elements in the classical heritage belonging 
to all cultivated people, served to reveal the depths of one's education. A 
bishop might now liken a tyrannical governor's oppression to the blood
shed at the flogging in Sparta (T 42). 

Before it became a literary topos, the endurance contest had a physical 
existence as well. During the agoge's Roman phase, the sources are so 
abundant, despite the surprising paucity of epigraphical evidence at the 
site, that a reconstruction of the ritual in its most developed form is 
possible.5 

On a day in late May or June, ephebes and onlookers, women as well 
as men (TI9), would gather at the sanctuary of Artemis Orthia.6 The 
ephebes had just completed a period of seclusion in the country, the "fox 
time" (phouaxir) (T 5 I), whose name recalls the shadowy Alopecus ("Mr. 
Fox"), one of the mythological codiscoverers of Orthia's cult image.7 
During the fox time, the young Spartans had to live by their wits, sleeping 
rough by day and venturing out only at night to steal their food.8 Now, 
with one sort of ordeal behind them, they faced another. 

The audience sat wherever the view was best; before the construction 
of the permanent seating, people would have taken their places on the 
ground around the altar or even on the nearby heights overloo~ing the 
sanctuary. For dignitaries, stone seats had been provided, one set at least 
by private dedication.9 After preliminary rituals, prayer, and sacrifice, the 
ephebes presented themselves at the altar, the remains of whose foun
dations are visible even today (Plate 6). They were grouped according 
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P LATE 6 . Foundations of the Roman altar at the Orthia sanctuary 

to ephebic tribe: Limnaeis, Cynooureis, Mesoatae, Pitanatae, and Neo
politae (T22). How many ephebes entered the contest? If we assume, as I 
think is reasonable, that Spartan youths endured the whips only once in 
their ephebic years, then the number of flogged youths will be equal to the 
number of ephebes in a single age grade. This number can easily be calcu
lated, making the largest number of ephebes whipped at the altar ap
proximately seventy.10 

One source claims that the contest lasted "the whole day" (T18). Al
though this is probably an exaggeration, the ephebes can quite reasonably 
be supposed to have entered the contest in heats. The Roman altar was, as 
the excavators measured it, 2..60 meters wide and more than 8.20 meters 
long.11 It cannot have been longer than 10 meters because, at that size, the 
clearance between the altar's northeast corner and the northern part of 
the seating complex's foundations is already just 2 meters, which does not 
leave enough space at the altar, even along the east and west sides, for 
seventy ephebes to stand side by side, with their hands on their heads 
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(Tr9) and still be close enough to the altar for their blood to drip onto its 
surface.12 That, after all, was the ostensible point of the exercise (T 6, T 22, 
Tz.6, T3:z., T37, T39). The Spartan ephebes must have approached the 
altar in heats, most likely in groups of fourteen or fifteen, boua by boua, 
as representatives of their ancestral tribes.13 

The men who actually held the whips we know only as "the floggers" 
(hoi mastigountes: T22). Unlikely to have been ephebes themselves, they 
were perhaps ephebic officials or members of the public deputed for the 
occasion. A curious piece of business was enacted during the ceremony: 
Pausanias (T22; cf. T 46) relates that the priestess of Artemis stood by the 
altar holding a small image of the goddess which grew oppressively heavy, 
she would claim, if ever one of the floggers whipped a youth sparingly 
because of his attractiveness or social standing. 

The ephebes themselves were supposed to maintain a Spartan silence 
throughout the ordeal (Tr-3), but the sanctuary still resounded with 
clamoring. The scene must have resembled today's midget hockey or 
little-league baseball games, with fathers (and mothers) sitting in the 
stands shouting at their sons to bear up and endure the pain, threatening 
them if they seemed likely to weaken (Tr 9). Astonishingly, the sources tell 
us that youths often died under the whips rather than fail this test in front 
of their parents (Tr, T9, Tr6, Tr9, T22, T25, T3:z., T43). Even allowing 
for the inevitable cultural differences, the idea that mothers and fathers 
sat by and, with rollicking enthusiasm, watched their sons being flogged 
to death is repugnant to our modern sensibilities. However, upon further 
examination, the foundations for this oft-repeated notion are seen, in 
fact, to be rather shaky. 

If we exclude from consideration all the obviously derivative testi
monia, five firsthand accounts remain-those of Cicero (Tr), Plutarch 
(Tr6), Lucian (Tr9), Pausanias (T22), and Philostratus (T32).14 Of these, 
Pausanias says nothing about death in the endurance contest, and Lu
cian's information is so garbled that he plainly did not witness any deaths 
himself. Cicero, in a laudable display of candor, confesses he only heard 
that ephebes died by the altar. The two remaining accounts appear to be 
diametrically opposed to each other. Philostratus explicitly states that the 
ritual did not entail the deaths of ephebes, whereas Plutarch says he has 
seen many youths dying from the blows of the whips. But apothneskon
tas, the word he uses, can sometimes denote "being on the point of perish
ing" rather than actually "dying."15 Indeed, second-century Sparta could 
hardly have afforded to place the lives of all potential members of its 
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governing class at such risk. Plutarch has either been misinterpreted on 
this point or else was himself misled by tales of Spartan courage circulat
ing during his visit. No doubt, a few ephebes did die on rare occasions 
during the contest, their demises providing rich material for the Spartan 
legend as it was evolving in Plutarch's time. Although death was not 
common, its mere possibility added a tangible element of risk for the 
ephebes to confront. 

The emphasis the ancient authors place on deaths during the flogging is 
due to the endurance contest's function as a ritual of initiation. For a 
century, the contest has been recognized as belonging to a class of these 
rituals known as rites de passage, which are enacted whenever people 
move from one important stage in life- birth, puberty, marriage, death, 
for example -to another.16 

Initiation rituals comprise three distinct phases. First comes separation 
from t'1e original group or status, which often takes the form of a literal 
withdrawal from society: at Sparta, the ephebes were separated from 
society at the commencement of the phouaxir. The next stage is the limi
nal phase, so called because the' initiands are considered to be on the 
threshold between states, neither what they have been nor what they will 
become. During this interstitial existence, they are often represented as if 
they were among the dead: the ephebes acted like ghosts in the fox time, 
appearing only after dark and spiriting food away when no one was 
looking. The liminal phase is also a time of education, when the elders 
reveal the community's secrets and train the initiands in the duties at
tached to their new station. Of course, the agoge as an institution was 
concerned with education, and itself represented the liminal period in a 
long, multifaceted transition from child to adult, which renders an educa
tional function less necessary for the phouaxir, since it was a liminal 
period in a rite of passage contained within the agoge. 

In order that the transition to the next stage be irrevocable, the liminal 
phase often closes 'with the initiand's symbolic death and rebirth.17 The 
nexus of symbols characteristic of this moment usually appears in the 
initiation rituals themselves or in the myths surrounding them. For those 
members of the audience unable to appreciate the underlying significance 
of the endurance contest's flogging, there was always the myth. Pausanias 
recorded the version current in the middle .of the second century A.D. 

(Tu): "On the other hand, the Spartan Limnatae and Cynosures, and 
those from Mesoa and Pitane, while sacrificing to Artemis, were drawn 
into hostilities and from there to homicide. Many were killed on the altar, 
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and a plague wiped out the rest. After this, an oracle was conveyed to 
them to stain the altar with the blood of men. Though the victim was 
whomsoever the lottery chose, Lycurgus converted it into a flagellation 
for the youths, and thus the altar is satiated with the blood of men." 

The myth that the contest originated in veritable human sacrifice, later 
"mitigated" into flagellation, was necessitated by its function in the initia
tory process of representing the final transition.18 In the eyes of the au
dience and of the ephebes themselves, the participants were reenacting 
the myth of the rite's origin, sacrificing themselves to Artemis, dying as 
immature boys to be reborn at a higher level. Rumors that ephebes actu
ally did die would have served to strengthen the symbolism by blurring 
the distinction between ritual and reality. 

Since the initiands in the liminal period do not belong to any proper 
category of human existence, like the dead they may not communicate 
with the living. During the fox time, young Spartans avoided human 
contact, and even under the lash were required to keep silent (T:r-3).19 

Shared hardship and complete equality among those undergoing initia
tion ~re other common features of rites of passage.20 At Sparta, such 
evenhandedness was encouraged by divine sanction, for, as we have seen, 
Artemis made her displeasure at favoritism felt by weighing down her 
image held by the priestess beside the altar.21 

The third and final stage of a rite of passage involves the integration of 
the recently initiated individuals back into the community. Ritual cloth
ing highlights their new status. The endurance contest ended with a "pa
rade of Lydians," when the ephebes, arrayed in oriental finery, walked in 
procession around the altar. 22 

As the endurance contest was an initiation rite, our next problem is to 
fix the age at which the ephebes passed through it. The ancient sources are 
a babel of confusion on this point: according to one authority or another, 
Spartans of any age from children to adults endured the whips at Artemis' 
altar.23 Even so, the majority of sources are split between boys (paides) 
and ephebes (epheboi), two words by no means mutually exclusive in 
antiquity and often plainly overlapping in meaning. We have already 
come across a good example of this in the form of the marginal note to 
Strabo on the Spartan age grades, whose second sentence reads, "For 
among the Spartans a child [pais] is an ephebe [ephebeuet] from :r4 years 
until 20."24 Likewise, the boua members who praised their leader in verse 
saw no contradiction in calling themselves both boys (paides) and fellow 
ephebes (sunepheboi) at the same time.25 
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Nonetheless, for Spartans the two words ephebos and pais were not 
completely synonymous. The agoge was, in effect, an ephebeia, and so all 
those enrolled in it could legitimately be termed ephebes, but they were 
not all "boys." Plutarch tells us that "Eirenes they call those who left the 
boys' class the year before and melleirenes the eldest of the boys."26 We 
have seen that the eirenes' most important activity, the sphaireis tourna
ment, took place in the city's main theater, not at Artemis Orthia's temple, 
and that, unlike the bases for altar victors, the sphaireis' victory dedica
tions were erected outside her sanctuary as well.27 The eirenes were also 
distinguished in the Roman agoge by being the only age grade whose 
preceding grade was explicitly a preparatory one: the melleirenes were 
"those about to be eirenes." 

All these elements point to a difference in status between the eirenes 
and the younger age grades. Artemis was the patron of children for much 
of the Greek world,28 The eirenes, however, were considered children no 
longer and in consequence the focus of their activity shifted from the 
sanctuary of Orthia at the city's edge to the theater at the city's center. 29 

But the eirenes had not, of course, left the agoge yet; they still participated 
in the contests at the sanctuary, and from their nuinber were chosen the 
leaders of the ephebic tribes.30 The whipping contest, it follows, took 
place during the melleiren year. The confusion in age terminology for the 
participants was due to the ritual marking the theoretical transition from 
boyhood to the true ephebate: Spartans began the contest as boys, but 
ended it as ephebes. 31 

Finally, the festival concluded with a banquet (deipnon). Having suc
cessfully reenacted what amounted to a foundation myth for the agoge, 
the new eirenes, resplendent in barbarian robes, reentered society by par
ticipating in a community's essential activity, sharing food. As the agoge 
was traditionally concerned with a male child's development into an 
adult warrior-citizen, females had no place in this celebration, but males 
of every age were admitted, including boys (paides) in the younger age 
grades, so that all could witness the eirenes' assumption of their new 
status. 

Here too hunting, which was so prevalent in the boys' contests, makes 
an appearance: "It is customary for [the Spartans] in the festival of Arte
mis that anyone who comes to the banquet without having hunted is 
deemed to be doing wrong and that he pay a forfeit. This is the penalty: 
someone brings a jug of water and pours it over the boy's head, if the 
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culprit be a boy, while if it is a man, then the finger of his hand is subject to 
this punishment. And at Sparta, this water is a dishonor."32 

On most occasions, a hunter did not incur the ritual pollution which 
would disqualify him from taking part in sacrifices or any other associ
ated activity, but at the festival of Artemis, hunting was a far from neutral 
act: it was the prerequisite for participation.33 Failure to hunt in this 
situation became a source of impurity, since everyone at the banquet was 
expected to have paid the goddess her due. The shedding of an animal's 
blood by a hunter was analogous to the blood drawn from the backs of 
the ephebes by the floggers' whips; men or boys who had not hunted left 
the sacral act incomplete. 

The penalty they suffered thus represented a proceeding of the follow
ing sort. A sacrifice normally began with attendants sprinkling water on 
the hands of participants and on the victim's head. 34 In the transference of 
this action to the banquet, the boy (pais), who has yet to suffer his own 
mock sacrifice, be~omes the potential victim; the man, whose representa
tives "sacrifice" the boys at the altar, becomes a sacrificer himself. The 
two roles, "victim" and "sacrificer," need not occur in conjunction for 
their symbols to have value; by its very nature, this "sacrifice" is in
complete, fragmentary, reflecting the imperfection of the culprit's own 
(in)action. The water, anomalously,. does not purify, instead intensifying 
and emphasizing the omission that has rendered him unfit. 

A close link between hunting and men's communal meals can be seen 
elsewhere; Athenaeus says that no young man in Macedonia might recline 
at table with other men until he had killed a wild boar without using 
nets. 35 In Classical Sparta, members of the common messes contributed 
either a portion of a sacrificial victim or part of their catch to the pot. 36 A 
famous study has established the importance of hunting in the training of 
young men as warriors during the Archaic and Classical periods, while 
Libanius and the inscriptions show unam~iguously that, in the context of 
the agoge, the chase retained its sacred, initiatory aspect throughout later 
antiquity.37 

The ephebe who had held out the longest in the endurance contest won 
the title bomonikes, "altar-victor," which he retained for life (T6; Plate 
7).38 The city voted him permission to erect a statue in the sanctuary as a 
memorial of his prowess, while runners-up also received public recog
nition for "having endured conspicuously" (epiphanor karterehanta).3!1 

Successful participants thus enjoyed a measure of prestige denied the 
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P LATE 7 • Base for a statue of an altar-victor (courtesy of the Ephor of 
Antiquities for Laconia and Arcadia) 

winners in any of the other ephebic contests, even in the ball tournament. 
The reason for the endurance contest's prominence, even though it did 
not mark the passage from the agoge into manhood, is interwoven with 
the question of the eirenes' anomalous position as quasi adults still in the 
agoge, the answers to which lie in changes that transformed the agoge be
tween the Classical and Roman periods. As will be subsequently shown, 
the endurance contest's predecessor indeed marked a very significant 
change in status. 40 

The endurance contest of the Antonine period stood forth as a fully 
articulated ephebic ceremony, religiously and culturally meaningful, 
equipped with a foundation myth that furnished a link with the city's 
earliest days and the totemic figure of Lycurgus. Yet it was wholly an 
invention, so well conceived and perfected over the years that it misleads 
even today in one very important way. 

We begin with Pausanias. As we have seen, he assigns the endurance 
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contest's foundation to the time of Lycurgus, in other words, the Dark 
Ages or early Archaic period (T22). Although Pausanias certainly re
garded the contest as inextricably linked to the early years of the Orthia 
sanctuary, we must draw a clear distinction between contest and cult. 
Archaeology and epigraphy have shown that Orthia was worshiped at 
this location at least as far back as the Archaic period; the antiquity of 
the endurance contest, however, is not nearly so certain.41 The earliest 
reference to a ritual identifiable as the endurance contest comes in reality 
from the agoge's Hellenistic phase, after its first revival.42 From then on, 
through the Roman period, sources consistently depict the ceremony as a 
test of endurance, but if we take Pausanias' account at face value, we must 
then assume, although the ritual had been long established and regularly 
performed, that no extant writer of either pro- or anti-Spartan sympa
thies mentioned the contest at all before the late third or early second 
century B.c. Considering the wealth of allusions to the endurance contest 
in the later authors and the agoge's lasting prominence in literature, this 
would at the very least have been a remarkable omission. 

For the Classical period, what we have instead is Xenophon's descrip
tion of a violent cheese-stealing ritual, which took place beside Orthia's 
altar: "And upon ordaining it a good thing that they snatch as many 
cheeses as possible from Orthia, [Lycurgus] ordered others to whip them, 
wishing to show herein too that it is possible after having suffered for a 
short time to rejoice in being honored for a long time."43 

Xenophon is not the only source for this ritual; Plato has the Spartan 
Megillus allude to the battle in his Laws, and Plutarch, relying on a fifth
or fourth-century writer, mentions it in his biogi;aphy of Aristides.44 The 
ceremony they describe superficially resembles the endurance contest in 
its location and in the use of whips. However, absolutely none of the later 
sources mentions cheese, and what appears in Xenophon to have in
volved youths trying to take objects from an altar defended by other 
youths bearing whips cannot be reconciled with the later ritual of passive 
endurance alone.45 Consequently, Xenophon's mock battle was not the 
endurance contest and the claims made for the contest's pristine antiquity 
were bogus.46 In its familiar form, the whipping contest was a studied 
creation of the Hellenistic period, instituted as part of the philosophical 
revival of Spartan traditions under Cleomenes III.47 

The dichotomy between the endurance contest's historical foundation 
and its mythical origin has important implications for the study of early 
Spartan history. Because there is virtually no contemporary or near con-
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temporary source for Sparta's internal development during the Archaic 
period, historians are in the habit of mining the Roman agoge for nuggets 
of relevant information, a practice currently so entrenched that the ques
tion of what effects the agoge's two revivals had on the later evidence 
never arises at all.48 While regularly excoriating the endurance contest as 
a bloodthirsty sham, symptomatic of Sparta's later decadence, classical 
historians do not scruple to pluck from the unseemly assemblage a single 
nugget especially pertinent to the city's earliest history. 49 Ever since it was 
argued that the original constituent communities ( obai) of archaic Sparta 
were the four groups Pausanias mentioned in his account of the endur
ance contest's origin, historians have cited that passage, endowing it in 
the process with the handsome patina of fact.so Even an argument for the 
existence of a community of child-sacrificing Phoenicians in the suburbs 
of the Dark Age city has made use of it. s1 

For historians today, as for the ancient Spartans, Lycurgus is a talis
man; here, his presence guarantees the quality and antiquity of the evi
dence.s2 They have accepted without question that a kernel of accurate 
information on archaic Sparta nestles at the story's heart, a notion depen
dent on the essentials of Pausanias' account having survived from the 
earliest history of the city. s3 Their confidence is misplaced, for quite a part 
from the fact that the tale is manifestly an aition for the endurance contest 
as Pausanias saw it, not for the battle over cheese known from the Classi
cal agoge, the story in Pausanias forms only one among three widely 
differing accounts of the endurance contest's foundation and is moreover 
the only one to mention Lycurgus. 

The earliest version appears in the Fabulae of Hyginus, an epitomized 
collection of potted myths, whose original author is probably to be identi
fied with C. Julius Hyginus, prefect of the Palatine library under Augustus 
and an authority on Italian antiquities.s4 After telling of Orestes' and 
Iphigeneia's escape from the clutches of Thoas, king of the Taurians, 
Hyginus describes how Orestes first brought Artemis' cult statue to Aricia 
in Latium (T6): "[Orestes] made off with the image ... and brought it 
to Aricia. But since the cult's cruelty subsequently displeased the Ro
mans, although slaves were sacrificed, Diana was transferred to the Spar
tans, where the custom of sacrifice was maintained in the whipping of 
the youths, who were called Bomonicae because they contended, placed 
above the altar, as to who could endure more blows." 

Although at first glance a rather strained instance of interpretatio 
Graeca, here employed to provide a proper Hellenic lineage for the cult of 
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Diana at Nemi, the story is no mere random development. Nor was its 
choice of Sparta as the statue's final destination fortuitous; rather, it was 
rooted in a debate current in the second and first centuries e.c. over 
Rome's debt to Sparta.ss Ever since and probably even before Polybius' 
famous comparison of the Spartan and Roman constitutions, their simi
larities provoked interest. S6 Sparta had two kings, Rome two consuls; 
Sparta's Gerousia had thirty members, the Senate of Rome three hundred; 
there were five Spartan ephors and twice five Roman tribunes-the list 
continues. Beyond this were the less tangible parallels in character
piety, conservatism, militarism, and so on.s7 There were of course those 
proud Roman nationalists, Cato the Elder foremost among them, who 
denied any connection between the two syste~s and affirmed the Roman 
constitution's innate superiority.s8 Some argued that the similarities were 
due to deliberate borrowing on the Romans' part: Posidonius wrote that 
the Romans "imitated the constitution of the Lacedaemonians in every 
way and preserved it better than they have. "5~ Others asserted Sparta had 
influenced Rome through the Sabines: Dionysius of Halicarnassus conjec
tured the existence of a colony of Spartans among the Sabines before their 
incorporation into the Roman people.60 The controversy was sufficiently 
well known to inspire even a writer of erotic verse. In elegiac couplets, 
Propertius mocked the serious tone of the debate by enumerating the 
wa'ys in which Rome should imitate Sparta, among other things suggest
ing mixed nude wrestling and freer access to married women. 61 

Hyginus' contribution seems to have been to attribute Spartan ances
try to the Sabines in his work On the Origin and Situation of Italian 
Cities, a notion soon accepted as fact and alluded to in Ovid's Fasti.62 

With this background, Hyginus' version of the endurance contest's origin 
in the Fabulae can easily be seen as an attempt at furthering the discussion 
by showing that the current of influence between Rome and Sparta did 
not always run in the same direction. 

Plutarch gives us another version in the course of describing an inci
dent at the Battle of Plataea involving the notorious Spartan general Pau
sanias (T17): "Some say that, as Pausanias was sacrificing and praying a 
short distance outside the barricade, some Lydians suddenly attacked, 
seizing and scattering the sacrificial equipment, and that Pausanias and 
his companions, having no weapons, struck them with staffs and whips. 
Therefore, even now, the blows of the ephebes around the altar at Sparta 
and the subsequent parade of the Lydians are performed in imitation of 
this assault." 
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No mention of Lycurgus or the Dark Ages here; instead, Plutarch pre
fers a historical origin, but what he describes does not jibe with any other 
later description of the contest. We are not dealing here with ephebes who 
endured a flogging in silence. Rather, we see a mock battle between two 
teams, one attacking, the other defending an altar - in other words, the 
cheese-stealing ritual of Xenophon and Plato. Plutarch confused an ac
count of this earlier ephebic. ceremony with the endurance contest he 
himself saw, which had enough features in common (whips, parade, loca
tion) with the ritual described in his source for him to conflate the two.63 

·Plutarch's muddle is useful for us because it reveals something of the 
contemporary Spartan attitude toward the question of the endurance 
contest's origin. The confusion would never have arisen in the first place 
had Plutarch already been aware that Lycurgus was supposed to be the 
contest's founder. Neither here, however, in this passage from the Aris
tides, nor in his earlier biography of.Lycurgus, where he drew on his own 
personal impressions of the contest, did Plutarch betray any cognizance 
of a link between the ritual and the lawgiver. Considering his own re
searches at Sparta and his acquaintances from among the city's elite, he 
would certainly have mentioned Lycurgus as the founder of the whipping 
contest had it been part of the received tradition of his time. 

The revitalization of Sparta's cultural institutions, which had lan
guished under the dead hand of the Euryclid dynasty, the city's de facto 
rulers for most of the previous one hundred years, was in its initial stages 
during Plutarch's lifetime. For the Spartans, as for other Greeks of the 
period, the Persian Wars provided inspiration for this revival.64 Under 
Trajan we first hear of the Leonidea, a festival commemorating the hero 
of Thermopylae, which featured speeches delivered at his and Pausanias' 
graves.65 The Eleutheria games, held every four years at Plataea to cele
brate the Greek victory, included Athenian and Spartan orators contend
ing over which city was entitled to lead the festival procession; Pausanias' 
role in defeating the Persians would have undoubtedly formed a theme of 
the Spartan's declamation.&& For Plutarch to credit him with the endur
ance contest's foundation is, as a result, far from aberrant, and indeed a 
view with which many Spartans may well have concurred. 

The situation had changed considerably by the time Pausanias the 
periegete came to the city, about fifty years later, and his text reflects how 
the agoge had come to dominate Spartan cultural life. Of the sixty-nine 
paragraphs devoted to the city's antiquities, he spends fifteen on the ago-
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ge's ceremonies, buildings, and officials. Other evidence shows a similar 
preponderance: there are more sickle dedications, complete or fragmen
tary, from the second century A.D. than any other single type of inscrip
tion -decree, statue base, even funerary stele-from the entire span of 
Spartan history.67 

The agoge's preeminence entailed a renewed interest in Lycurgus. His 
presence was ubiquitous: his altar stood in the same quarter of the city as 
Orthia's sanctuary and he presided over both the battle at the Platanistas 
and the sphaireis' ball tournament. 68 By the middle of the second century, 
the agoge had become (officially, it appears) "the Lycurgan customs" (ta 
Lukourgeia ethe). 69 The change from earlier names such as "the ancestral 
agoge" or even "the Lacedaemonian ~ustoms" was more than window 
dressing, and it was no coincidence that, almost simultaneously, ancient 
"Laconian" was being adopted as the agoge's official language.70 The 
Spartans, consciously or unconsciously, were pressing their claim to be the 
direct heirs of a preclassical tradition embodied by Lycurgus. As Athens, 
with its philosophical and artistic heritage from the Classical period, 
formed one pole of Hellenic culture, so the people of Sparta, through the 
agoge's patently archaic emphasis on physical conditioning, endurance, 
and obedience, now represented themselves as the other. 

In this atmosphere, the karterias agon, centerpiece of the Lycurgan 
customs, could only have had Lycurgus. as its founder, whatever people 
had formerly thought. The story Pausanias heard from his guides was no 
unchanged relic of an oral culture almost a millennium old, but a recent 
product of Sparta's archaistic cultural climate, completely lacking in rele
vance to the history of early Sparta.71 

The transformations of the endurance contest's foundation myth show 
the tendency of later Spartans, like other peoples throughout the ages, to 
view their past through the lens of the present and to effect any changes 
required to ensure it conformed to the idealized picture they held of their 
early history. The endurance contest and the agoge are particularly sig
nificant because, through these institutions, Roman Sparta enabled its 
ephebes to experience that ideal past to a greater extent than any other 
ancient city. 

Archaism, as I have used the term here, can best be defined as a self
conscious attempt to live the present in terms of the past. Sometimes 
societies bring this about by reviving obsolete traditions or by adopting 
out-of-date modes of behavior and dress; architecture and even govern-
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mental institutions can be pressed into service as media of this phenome
non. Spartan archaism has left its greatest impression on the historical 
record, but it was far from unique. 

More than any other societies, with the possible exception of our own, 
the urban populations of the cities of the Roman Empire embraced and 
encouraged an insistent sense of the past. Particularly in the Greek East, 
this phenomenon of archaism manifested itself in art, literature, religion, 
athletics, architecture, and other aspects of public activity. The civic elites 
looked to their own histories as one means of establishing their own 
legitimacy in a much changed world and of framing their contemporary 
lives. As a result, scholarship of all degrees flourished, from the itinerant 
sophist who praised the antique foundation and glorious deeds of his host 
city to the nationalist savant from the East who proved his birthplace's 
authentic Hellenic pedigree.72 For their part, writers such as Pausanias 
and Plutarch, one illuminating the myths, traditions, and antiquities that 
suffused the land, the other commemorating the great men of history, con
tributed substantially to embellishing the common culture of all Greeks. 

The Spartans were enthusiastic players in this multifarious and cultur
ally vital game. Their city had powerful allies: raising Sparta's status was 
dearly of concern to the emperor Hadrian, who first tried to include it in a 
renovated Amphictyonic Council but later had more success with his 
foundation in A.D. 131h of the Greek cultural league known as the Pan
hellenion.73 Headquartered at Athens, the Panhellenion was an inter
provincial organization designed to function as a unifying force in Greek 
intercity relations. It made dedications, erected buildings, dispatched em
bassies to the emperor, even functioning at times, through its council, as a 
court of appeal in disputes concerning the league itself, and, in one re
corded instance, adjudicating in a city's internal crisis.74 The Panhellenion 
also gave a boost to the antiquarianism evident in scholarship since the 
Hellenistic period, for cities became eligible for membership only by prov
ing their foundation by Greek colonists. 7s Thus, this requirement codified 
and regularized the claims of kinship (sungeneia) made by many cities, 
which for centuries had provided a fertile field of endeavor for interested 
scholars. 
' Sparta, of course, did not lack its own measure of these so-called "colo

nies," as befitted its renewed standing.76 With their claims to Spartan 
lineage ranging from the almost plausible to the brazenly concocted, cities 
such as Cibyra, Selge, Amblada, and Synnada celebrated their ties to the 
metropolis on coins, on city walls, and in official civic nomenclature. 77 
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From the agoge's obvious importance to the Spartan sense of identity, one 
would expect to find some evidence of its influence on these cities' public 
education systems, but that is unfortunately not the case. On the one 
hand, the evidence for ephebic activity in Sparta's "colonies" is meager, 
even speaking optimistically, while, on the other, what has survived re
veals ephebates that conform to a model common in the late Hellenistic 
and Roman periods.78 

A faint whisper of Sparta's effect on ephebic culture has been heard 
recently at Oenoanda, a city with close connections, both cultural and 
political, with Cibyra. In its agora is preserved the facade of a building 
whose inscribed architrave identifies it as the city's boukonisterion. The 
latest study to concern itself with this structure argues that it was an 
athletic facility for the use of Oenoanda's ephebes, deriving its ungainly 
name from a combination of the Spartan word, boua, and konisterion, 
wrestling hall.79 The building's appellation thus reflected a laconizing 
sentiment among the city's leading families, one of whom did trace its 
genealogy back to Lacedaemonian heroes. so 

Elsewhere in Asia Minor, at Tralles, a city whose relations with Sparta 
are securely.attested, two inscriptions record victories in "the sacred con
test of the Spartiatai. "81 Despite assumptions that it was a local festival, it 
surely belongs at Spana. 82 A contest of sacred status with this name is 
inexplicable at Tralles even if part of the population did, as was once 
suggested, claim Spartan ancestry. A "Spartan" festival of purely local 
interest that these people either competed in or administered might per
haps be conceivable, but not a sacred festival, for the title, "sacred" (hie
ros) put an agonistic festival in the top rank of international events. Only 
the emperor could bestow it, and victors (hieronikai) qualified for exten
sive privileges and exemptions from dutie~ in their home cities. 83 I suggest 
instead that the "sacred contest of the Spartiates" was, in fact, the Olym
pia Commodea, the only Spartan festival known to have been of sacred 
rank and which attracted competitors from as far away as Asia Minor.84 

Use of the anachronistic term "Spartiate" in referring to this festival may 
have served to evoke Tralles' link with Spartan antiquity and dignity. 85 

We are on a still sounder footing with Cyrene in North Africa. The 
city's primordially Spartan credentials are beyond dispute, as are its con
tinuing relations with the metropolis in the Roman period. Hadrian, at 
some point in the x3os, in several communications perhaps to be associ
ated with constitutional reform, alluded to the Cyreneans' Dorian ances
try and Spartan heritage.86 With greater precision, as has been plausibly 
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suggested, an unpublished fragment shows Hadrian's interest in reform
ing Cyrene's educational system using Sparta as a model. 87 This sugges
tion is certainly correct, since the third document, a compilation of ex
tracts from a speech or edict, explicitly mentions the rearing of children 
and refers to "Laconian decorum and exercise" (Lakonike sophrosune 
kai askesis), both terms intimately associated with ephebic training.88 

Assessing the extent to which the new ephebic system at Cyrene paral
leled that of Sparta, however, is quite another matter. Like Sparta, Cyrene 
had a proud and ancient ephebic tradition, which would have influenced 
any changes immensely. 89 That changes did take place is clear: an ephebic 
catalog from A.D. 161 shows a different institutional structure from those 
from the first century B.C. and earlier.90 But the differences are indicative 
more of assimilation to the norms of Roman-age ephebates than a laco
nization of the Cyrenean system.91 If Hadrian was serious in putting 
Sparta forward as a paradigm, then the influence it exerted was perhaps 
felt in the style of Cyrene's ephebic training, rather than in its structure. 

Although Sparta's influence cannot readily be detected in the cultural 
institutions of other Greek cities, its attraction for cultivated travelers 
can. Ever since the fifth century B.c., scholars and dilettantes had come to 
visit despite the city's fearsome reputation for expelling foreigners.92 A 
good assessment of the broad cultural crosscurrents that impelled such 
travel and of the personalities involved is available elsewhere.93. Here, I 
would again emphasize the importance of the agoge in drawing travelers 
of the Roman period, from Cicero to Libanius, to see its "authentic" 
reenactments of ancient Spartan traditions. 

Foreigners could express their affinity with the Spartan way of life by 
enrolling their sons in the agoge. The lasting effect this sometimes had can 
best be gauged from the case of the sophist Herodes Atticus, who, like his 
father before him, was brought up in the agoge and whose literary style 
emulated that of Critias, the foremost Athenian laconizer of the late fifth 
century B.c.94 A less dramatic means of expressing admiration for the 
agoge was to hold the patronomate, whose connection with the agoge has 
already been remarked on.95 Apart from the emperor Hadrian, who was 
patronomos in the 120s, we know of four non-Spartan eponymous magis
trates - Tiberius Claudius Atticus from Athens, D. Cascellius Aristoteles 
of Cyrene, C. Claudius Demostratus of Pergamum, and the Ephesian A. 
Claudius Charax.96 The group has something of an academic aura about 
it: Atticus was the father of Herodes, while Charax was a well-known 
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historian in his own right.97 In a world so concerned with establishing 
and legitimating links with the distant past, the patronomate's attraction 
could not have lain in its antiquity since, unlike the eponymous archon
ship at Athens, whose incumbents could envision themselves as continu
ing a tradition that stretched back beyond recorded history, the patrono
mate was known to have been founded as part of Cleomenes' reforms of 
the third century e.c.98 Rather, in occupying the post, a non-Spartan could 
display his reverence for the Spartan ideal by becoming nominally respon
sible for the agoge for a year. As tenure of the Athenian archonship 
attested to an individual's participation in the culture of one of Greece's 
two major cities, so serving as patronomos showed his support for the 
most obviously ancient aspects of the other.99 

I have already had occasion to remark on some ways in which the 
agoge's antiquity was emphasized. Now is the time for a more com
prehensive examination. In the eyes of visitors to Roman Sparta, the most 
conspicuous testament to the age of the agoge would have been the use of 
the ancient Laconian dialect in prominently displayed inscriptions (Plate 
8). Modern scholars have certainly been impressed; many of them have 
seen it as evidence for a wholesale readoption of Lycurgan practices or for 
a revival of Laconian in daily speech under the Romans.100 Neither con
tention can stand today. Studies have shown incontrovertibly that the 
public institutions of Roman Sparta, allowing for inevitable variations in 
local practice, were essentially the same as those of any other provincial 
city in the eastern part of the Roman Empire, and inspection of the epi
graphical evidence disposes of the idea that Spartans had begun to speak 
like Leonidas' contemporaries again.101 

Over a thousand published Spartan inscriptions survive from the Ro
man period; for our purposes, they can be divided into two basic groups. 
The first embraces decrees of the city, letters to and from the city, bases 
honoring individuals for their services to the city, inscribed careers of 
noble Spartans, catalogs of city magistrates, and similar texts to a total of 
approximately nine hundred stones: these are the civic inscriptions. The 
second group contains the sickle dedications and bases for the bomonikai 
erected at the sanctuary of Artemis Orthia, as well as the stelai set up by 
victorious sphaireis teams, all in all, rs r inscriptions: these constitute the 
agogic inscriptions. In the civic inscriptions, koine forms predominate, 
apart from the occasional use of a Doric alpha. Distinctly Laconian dialec
tal forms appear in only three inscriptions.102 But the agogic inscriptions 
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PLATE 8 • Archaizing sickle dedication (courtesy of the Ephor of Antiquities 
for Laconia and Arcadia) 
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present a different picture. Archaizing forms are present on bomonikai 
bases, on sickle dedications, and in the dedications by teams of ball
players. In fact, out of the total number of Spartan inscriptions from the 
Roman period, only forty-six contain archaisms, of which forty-three are 
agogic inscriptions.103 In short, linguistic archaism was not particularly 
widespread and was confined almost exclusively to inscriptions associ
ated with the agoge. 

As linguistic archaism was limited to a single type of inscription, so it 
was also restricted to a narrow span of time. Evidence for the use of 
Laconian forms begins in the i:3os and peters out, to all appearances, by 
the middle of the third ce~tury. 104 It is highly unlikely, then, that these 
few inscriptions represent a reflorescence of spoken Laconian among the 
Spartan population as a whole. 

The most noticeable deviation from standard orthography in the archa
izing inscriptions is the use of the letter rho in place of final sigmas, a 
phenomenon known as rhotacism, which is considered to be a defining 
characteristic of what has come to be called "late Laconian."105 Rhota
cism is completely absent from Spartan inscriptions of the fifth and fourth 
centuries B.c. but is ubiquitous in the lexicographers' Laconian glosses.106 

Since Hesychius and his colleagues were ultimately dependent on Aris-, 
tophanes of Byzantium's massive compendium of Greek words, which 
contained a section on Laconian terms, there is some justification in think
ing that the Laconian spoken in the Hellenistic period was distinguished 
by rhotacism.101 These factors led linguists to conclude that the "late 
Laconian" in inscriptions had its origins in a peasant patois that preserved 
with minimal change much of the dialect spoken in the Classical period.101 

The survival into the twentieth century of Tsakonian, a Greek dialect, 
spoken by the inhabitants of northeastern Laconia, in which rhotacism 
and other elements of later Laconian have been discerned, lends support to 
this view.109 

If Laconian were actually spoken as a matter of course by a significant 
proportion of Sparta's population, however, we would expect the same to 
be true of the other inhabitants of Laconia. The inscriptions from the 
other Laconian cities, which together formed the League of Free Laco
nians, would then have reflected this linguistic usage as well. But they 
do not: all extant inscriptions from Gytheum, Geronthrae, and other 
member cities are in an unexceptional Doricizing koine with no discern
ible laconizing tendencies.11° Forty-six inscriptions out of a corpus of 
over two thousand are a thin thread from which to hang a linguistic 
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revival. Even though some form of Laconian might have survived in more 
remote areas, the version found on stone in Roman Sparta was not an 
ennobled patois or a living language: the consistent use of koine in other 
inscribed documents at Roman Sparta attests to that.111 On the contrary, 
its appearance in agogic inscriptions at Sparta is obviously motivated by 
ideology. · 

Laconian forms were used on these particular stones, as I have already 
mentioned, in order to envelop the later agoge with an aura of antiquity. 
Hadrian's foundation of the Panhellenion and the resulting elevation of 
Sparta to one of the most sought-after mother cities in Greece more than 
likely provided the impetus. That the earliest extant archaizing sickle 
dedication was erected just two years after the Panhellenion was created 
is scarcely coincidental.11.2 

Even the idea of a revival of the Laconian dialect per se in the epi
graphical documents of the agoge is essentially misle?-ding. What we have 
here instead is the conversion of koine into laconizing forms. The influ
ence of koine orthography (if that is not an oxymoron) on archaizing 
inscriptions is profound; hardly a single document is free from misspell
ings due to koine.113 The laconizing forms are far from representing "a 
peasant language which . • . changed little . . . , developed less, and 
.Preserved archaisms. "114 

Beyond the usual Doric preference for alpha over eta, the rules.for 
conversion were simple: rhotacism of final sigmas, the substitution of 
sigma for theta, the elimination of intervocal sigmas to represent the 
original Laconian aspirate, the substitution of omega for the diphthong 
omicron-upsilon, and the representation of zeta by double delta. In addi
tion, Artemis' title was commonly spelled with an introductory beta, to 
approximate the early digamma. 

These six principles are the keys to deciphering what at first seems 
rather odd Greek, as we can see in the following examples: 

ra(top) 'fouA.tp Cl>tAox<XpEivop Pouayop µuac-
1x1SSoµtv(l)V tn;i n;atpovoµ(I) 'APtB\co 
BiaSa vetKaap to 7taiSucov Kaoo11pat6pw Kai 
µmav 'Aptiµtlit B(l)p9i~ 

UVtoTllCE.115 

Gains Julius Philocharinus, bouagos of the mikkichizomenoi, in the 
patronomate of Avidius Biadas, after winning to paidikon the kath
theratorion and the moa, made the dedication to Artemis Orthia. 
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['Aya9ft Tu]xn 
cl>iA.11top 
cl>1A.Titro 
E7tl 7tatpo
v6µro rop-
yt7t7t0> tro (fo pyt7t7tro) 
ve11caap Ke(A.}ua.v 

'Apteµm Bropae~ 
aVE<JTIKE. 116 

To Good Fortune. Philetus, son of Philetus, in the patronomate of 
Gorgippus, son of Gorgippus, after winning the keloia, made the dedi
cation to Artemis Orthia. 

The orthographical oddities not accounted for by the rules outlined 
here are the result of an unlikely alliance between koine and Laconian: for 
example, ve1Kaa.p (neikaar) for v1Ki)c:mc; (nikesas), and KeAua.v (keluan) 
for KeAo\a.v (keloian). The most striking instances of this occur in the 
words 'IouA.1p (Ioulir) and Ka.aa11pa.t6ptv (kasseratorin), which represent 
'IouA.1oc; (Ioulios =Julius) and Ka.9911pm6p1ov (kaththeratorion) respec
tively. The strange appearance of these words, and others like them, is due 
to a combination of laconization and a tendency in koine to omit the omi
cron in the final syllables of words ending in-toe; (-ios) or -iov (-ion).117 1£ 
koine influenced a _word after it had undergone laconization, then bizarre 
formations might result, such as TI67tATIP (Popler) in place of TI67tA.ioc; 
(Poplios = Publius) and the genitive singular 'Ap1atottA.11p (Aristoteler) 
for the regular form, 'AptatoteAo'llc; (Aristotelous).118 Other peculiarities 
among the archaizing inscriptions can be attributed to this process as 
well: µtKK1Xt~6µevoc; (mikkichizomenos) could become µtKK1Xt.t6µevoc; 
(mikkichitomenos) and the genitive autou (autou) could change to ciYCro 
(oto).119 Koine so deeply affected the orthography of these inscriptions 
that Ka9911pa.t6ptv/Kaaa11pat6ptv (kaththeratorin/kasseratorin) was the. 
preferred spelling for the kaththeratorion contest, while the title of an 
ephebic team leader is spelled either (3o'\la.y6p (bouagor) or (3oa.y6p (boa
gor) indiscriminately.120 When all these elements are taken into account, 
the language of the archaizing inscriptions turns out to be surprisingly 
banal. The words themselves are merely ordinary koine forms tricked out 
with laconizing ornament, not true dialectal variations. This is quite clear 
in several cases where a genuine Laconian form is known to have existed: 
for example, in the agogic inscriptions lepeuc; (hiereus) is rendered lepeup 
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(hiereur), but the proper form is laptui; (hiareus); and the genitive singu
lar of0e6i; (theos), appearing as at& (seo) in the inscriptions, was properly 
at& (sio).121 

In all forty-six archaizing documents, there occurs only a single exam
ple of a proper Laconian dialectal variant-7t0Mt~aµ£v0>v (poddexame
non) for 7tpoal>t~aµ£v0>v (prosdexamenon). 122 All other instances result 
from the mere substitution of letters to create "Laconian" forms. In con
trast, the author of a counterfeit decree condemning the fifth-century poet 
Timotheus, which also dates from the second century of our era, con
cocted his Laconian forms with slightly more verve and imagination. m 

The archaizing inscriptions from the sanctuary of Artemis Orthia are, 
then, a conundrum. The use of Laconian is clearly artificial and reflects a 
desire to present the agoge in a particular light, while the orthography of 
the words themselves results from strong tendencies in contemporary oral 
usage. But if the archaisms do reflect actual speech, then why are the 
inscriptions containing them so few and so concentrated in one area? 
Although the problem seems circular, a solution is available that accounts 
for both the revival's artificiality and its oral characteristics. 

One situation meets the criteria both of artificiality and of orality: the 
ceremonial occasion. I suggest that the laconisms on the ephebic dedica
tions reflect the formal language used in the ceremonies of the agoge. The 
rituals and public announcements, as well as, without a doubt, the songs 
of the moa and keloia, were presented in archaizing language that was 
supposed to be ancient Laconian. Spectators and participants would have 
been profoundly impressed by this quasi-hieratic form of speaking; it is 
no wonder, then, that many ephebes attempted to reproduce it in their 
dedications, for we should remember that the sickle dedications were 
erected by private individuals, usually the victors, who surely composed 
the texts themselves. The individualized nature of this enterprise would 
certainly account for the startling variations in orthography the inscrip
tions exhibit. Although there is no means to determine when "Laconian" 
began to be spoken in public ceremonies of the agoge, I would hazard a 
guess that it was more or less contemporary with the first appearance of 
laconizing forms on the dedications. 

Spartan archaism or, more accurately, laconism, was rooted in a desire 
to recreate the city's famous traditions in a vision that nonetheless con
formed to contemporary cultural notions. This vision encompassed all 
aspects of the ephebic system. The agoge's archaism was not simply a 
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matter of the contest names and a few dedications; laconisms were em
bedded in its very structure, even in the age grades themselves. 

We have already seen that some of the names known from the Hellenis
tic period were dropped and others altered at the beginning of the Roman 
phase.124 The two youngest age grades of the Hellenistic agoge, rhobidiis 
and promikizomenos, were abandoned; why, exactly, we cannot know. 
But their abandonment was probably one of the compromises the Spar
tans had to make after the Achaean War, when they attempted to restore 
their traditional public institutions following forty years of foreign tinker
ing with the constitution.12s 

The two eldest age grades, melleiren and eiren, retained their names in 
the Roman period. Of the five surviving names, only the names of the 
three younger grades changed, from mikizomenos, propais, and pais to 
mikkichizomenos, pratopampais, hatropampais, alterations amounting, 
in effect, to a laconization of the Hellenistic names. The colorless propais 
and pais were transformed into the flamboyantly Laconian prato- and 
hatropampais to denote the "first and second years of full boyhood."126 

Although the prefixes were coined from Laconian dialectal variants for 
the words "first" (protos) and "other, second" (heteros), pampais itself 
was not peculiarly Laconian, also occurring as the name of a subdivision 
of the boys' class (paides) at agonistic festivals in Boeotia and Euboea 
during the second century B.c.127 When the agoge underwent its second 
revival, this name was most likely drawn from a common stock of Helle
nistic age-class names and made to appear more authentically Spartan by 
the addition of Laconian-style prefixes. 

Mikkichizomenos is unparalleled, but appears to be an intensified ver
sion of the Hellenistic mikizomenos. The root of both words is mikkos, 
Laconian for mikros, ("small"). In the Roman period, a diminutive suffix, 
-ichos was added to produce a word that can be roughly translated "being 
very small. "128 For' want of a better explanation, the change may have 
been intended to accentuate its new status as the agoge's youngest age 
grade. 

In examining the agoge during its last phase we have seen how every 
contest and ritual, even the names of the age grades themselves, were 
intended to engender in both spectators and participants alike the belief 
that the ephebes were reenacting the customs of Sparta as they ·had ex
isted during Lycurgus' lifetime. Official announcements in ancient Laco
nian would have contributed greatly to this intended effect, lending the 
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same air of impenetrable antiquity to the agoge that Latin does to college 
graduation ceremonies today. 

The late agoge affords the researcher an unparalleled opportunity to 
trace the effects of cultural archaism on a critically important social in
stitution in a major city of Roman Greece. But why did the Spartans 
choose the seventh and sixth centuries B.c. as the epoch to emulate, rather 
than the fifth and fourth? 

Sparta's harking back to the Archaic period may be unusual, but is at 
bottom quite understandable. In the great wave of cultural archaism that 
crested during the second century A.D., the period from the Persian Wars 
to the death of Alexander was the preferred frame of reference.129 Ora tors 
had a repertory of topics for declamations that consistently drew on 
famous incidents from the fifth or fourth century B.C. - "Themistocles, 
after persuading the Athenians to leave, proposes that they burn the city"; 
"Xenophon refuses to survive Socrates"; or "the Athenians wounded in 
Sicily beg their fellows to kill them. "130 Plots of novels might be set in an 
anachronistic Athens somewhat reminiscent of P. G. Wodehouse's En
gland, frozen in time and decked out with the requisite allusions to the 
Peloponnesian War and the administrative machinery of democracy for ·a 
touch of historical color.131 Reproductions and pastiches of works by such 
long-dead masters as Phidias, Polyclitus, and Myron competed for space 
in public areas and private retreats; even architecture was not immune.132 

The Greeks' pride in their successes against the Persians in the fifth 
century and under Alexander could now be marshaled against the new 
eastern enemy, the Parthians. Once again, Greeks were united in a single 
pan-Hellenic league, the Panhellenion, which might also be viewed as the 
belated realization of the universal congress Pericles had attempted to 
convene after the final settlement of the Persian war.133 Spartans did 
not hold themselves completely aloof from this phenomenon. They cele
brated the exploits of Leonidas regularly, and refurbished the monumen
tal Persian Stoa, built from the spoils of the wars, whose roof was sup
ported by marble statues representing noble Persians.134 

Antiquarianism and the real world overlapped for Sparta later on, 
when Spartan soldiers served in Marcus Aurelius' Parthian campaigns of 
A.D. 163-66, and again in the early third century, when a contingent 
joined Caracalla in his inconclusive eastern campaign.135 Following a 
long tradition, Caracalla depicted himself as the new Alexander, rallying 
the Greeks to fight the heirs of the Persians. He commissioned statues of 
himself in the likeness of Alexander, dressed in Macedonian costume, and 
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drafted a Macedonian phalanx whose unfortunate commanders were 
required to answer to the names of Alexander's generals.136 The Spartans 
called up for his army served as "the Laconian and Pitanate lochos," at 
once an allusion to the famous disagreement between Herodotus and 
Thucydides over the existence of a "lochos of Pitane" in the Classical 
Spartan army and a posthumous snub to Alexander.137 For that earlier 
expedition, despite its pan-Hellenic propaganda, had lacked Spartan par
ticipation, a historical detail the ·inscription over the spoils from Granicus 
made notorious: "Alexander, son of Philip, and the Greeks, except the 
Lacedaemonians, from the barbarians who dwell in Asia. "138 

Here lies the explanation for Roman Sparta's peculiar brand of non
classical archaism. Spartans simply could not use the history of the Classi~ 
cal period as a model, for the triumph of the Athenocentric view of the 
fifth and fourth centuries meant a Sparta usually relegated to the role of 
villain, as exemplified in declamatory rhetoric, when it was not ignored 
altogether.139 And even Spartans would have conceded that, after the 
Persian Wars, the city had done little to promote the cause of pan-Hellenic 
unity, an ideal that bound together many different manifestations of cul
tural archaism in the second century A.o.140 

What Spartan rhetor would have declaimed on Sparta's victory in the 
Peloponnesian War when he knew that his audience expected him to pre
sent it as a catastrophe? "Dismantle the war trophies! Greek should never 
have fought Greek" was the proper opening for that theme.141 Sparta's 
conquering general, Lysander, only merited a grudging "He started out 
well," and that as a concession at the start of a speech of accusation.142 

Typical is Philostratus' extended invective against Critias for using Lysan
der to destroy Athens' walls and Pausanias' opinion that Lysander did 
Lacedaemon more harm than good.143 The fourth century offered no bet
ter material. The battles of Leuctra and Mantinea had been catastrophic, 
and Sparta's apathy in the face of the crises besetting the Greek cities as 
Macedonian power grew deprived later Spartans of a share in most of the 
great historical themes that fueled rhetorical discourse.144 · 

The period ending with the Persian Wars was a different matter. Spar
ta's record was without blemish, its hegemony over the Greeks uncor
rupted by dealings with a foreign power, and all could agree that it had 
been the time when the traditional Spartan way of life was ai: its ap
ogee.145 Corroborative evidence abounded. The Battle of the Champions, 
for example, fought ca. 5 4 5 B.c. against Argos over possession of the 
Thyreatis plain, furnished Sparta with a hero in Othryadas, the last re-
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maining champion on the field, who erected a trophy to assert Sparta's 
victory, inscribing it in his own blood before he died.146 Othryadas' cour
age foreshadowed that of Leonidas at Thermopylae, with whom Othry
adas was often paired as one of the two paramount exempla of the Laco
nian ethos.147 In fact, Lucian once inadvertently included Othryadas' 
story in a set of hackneyed topoi from the Persian Wars, so accustomed 
was he to hearing Leonidas and Othryadas mentioned together.148 

Another instance of a later revaluation of Sparta's Archaic history was 
the city's public seal, which bore the likeness of an early king of Sparta, 
Polydorus.14' Along with his colleague Theopompus, Polydorus was rep
uted to have added an amendment to the famous Great Rhetra, brought 
by Lycurgus himself from Delphi as the foundation charter for Sparta's 
legislative institutions.150 In the third century B.c., Polydorus seems to 
have been transformed into a forerunner of the revolutionary kings, and 
his likeness (assuredly fictitious) fi!st depicted on the public seal.151 The 
reinterpretation was so persuasive that even in Pausanias' day, when the 
radical forces that had called it into being were long forgotten, Polydorus 
was "in the opinion of the Spartans, extremely partial to the people, for he 
did violence to no one, nor spoke a haughty word but, with humanity, 
kept justice in his judgments."152 The tangible artifact that was Poly
dorus' seal further evoked Sparta's early history by bringing later Spar
tans in virtual contact with Lycurgus and his reforms. 

The sort of Sparta that l<?cal and visiting orators articulated in their 
speeches must remain unknowable in any but the broadest outlines. We 
may suppose, from the very few Spartan subjects that made their way into 
the rhetorical canon, that the approach was predominantly ethical. Othry
adas and Leonidas, for instance, received praise for acting in accordance 
with Spartan traditional ideals, whereas Lysander was chastised for failing 
to uphold them.153 Another subject, albeit taken from the Peloponnesian 
War, turned on a similar ethical point, that it would not be fitting for the 
city to receive back those Spartiates who had been so remiss as to sur
render themselves to the Athenians at Sphacteria.154 Indeed, the most 
popular Spartan theme best represents the tendency to treat the city as an 
ideal entity rather than a historically conditioned one because the situa
tion it envisions, a debate over whether to build a wall around Sparta, 
derives from no specific historical incident.155 The subject afforded the 
orator, who naturally opposed this pernicious proposal, an unparalleled 
opportunity to praise the Lycurgan system and its values- "Sparta's own 
soldier-citizens are its walls; the city could have none better." 
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In the Roman period, especially during the second century A.o., the 
agoge purported to be the last surviving repository of Sparta's Archaic 
warrior traditions. That the contemporary agoge was almqst completely a 
product of the last three centuries or so did not matter, because it gave 
Spartans a sense of continuity within a living tradition whose antiquity 
surpassed even the Classical heritage of Athens. All aspects of the ephebic 
system, from the crude battles at the Platanistas and the harsh floggings of 
the endurance contest to its organizational structure and use of ancient 
Laconian as the ephebic language, were knit together to project a seamless 
and seductive vision of a Sparta that never was, when the "Lycurgan sys
tem" had functioned flawlessly and so made Sparta the dominant power 
in Greece. 
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In the years following the Achaean War, when the Spartans 
had successfully petitioned the Romans for permission to re
store their ancestral constitution, they looked to the most re
cent phase of the agoge as a model for reviving their educa
tional system. Unlike the Classical phase, which had come to 
an end over a century before, Cleomenes' agoge had func
tioned within living memory. Elderly Spartans could remem
ber their time as ephebes, forty-two or more years previously, 
even if many had not been able to complete their terms. Thus, 
a living oral tradition was availabl~ to supplement the written 
record, which consisted in large part of Sphaerus the Borysthe
nite's works on Spartan constitutional antiquities. Other rele
vant studies, such as those by the local scholar Sosibius, would 
have been among the resource materials the Spartans con
sulted to ensure that the new agoge conformed as much as 
possible to the old. Even so, change was inevitable, for in
stance, in the number and names of the age grades. But the 
Roman phase of the. agoge rose principally upon the founda
tions of its Hellenistic phase. 

The studies that provided the information necessary for 
rebuilding the agoge were originally intended to describe a 
preexisting institution, not to serve as blueprints for a new ver-
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sion. Sphaerus' works, On the Laconian Constitution and About Lycur
gus and Socrates, were the exceptions that proved this rule. Whatever 
these two books' precise chronological and conceptual relationship to 
Sphaerus' task at Sparta, they must have reflected the same Stoic philoso
phy he brought to his reform of the agoge.1 

Unfortunately, but not unsurprisingly, an evaluation of Sphaerus' own 
views on education, morality, and other matters relevant to his role under 
Cleomenes soon meets that tiresomely familiar obstacle, an almost total 
lack of direct evidence. Of his thirty-one treatises, only one direct quota
tion survives, a description of a tradition in the Spartan sussitia preserved 
by Athenaeus.2 Nonetheless, if a mere dearth of evidence had daunted 
ancient historians, they would long ago have abandoned the study of 
Sparta, to say nothing of Sphaerus himself. Instead, they have variously 
dated his Spartan books before, during, or after his sojourn with Cleo
menes, considering them either a manifesto for or a justification of the 
reform program. Although the evidence does not permit us to choose one 
explanation over the other, just enough material does exist to situate 
Sphaerus in his cultural context and to permit some suggestions as to how 
Stoicism shaped the institutions of the agoge in the third century B.c. 

Sphaerus' first teacher was the founder of Stoicism himself, Zeno of 
Citium.3 Like many of his early followers, Zeno was among those from 
the fringes of the Greek world who were attracted to Athens, the capital 
of Hellenism, in the last years of the fourth century B.c. Zeno set himself 
up in the Painted Stoa on the north side of the marketplace and taught a 
radical philosophy that would eventually have a profound influence on 
the world through its Roman and subsequent Christian adherents.4 Sto
icism owed its longevity to the ability of its teachings to evolve from calls 
for the abolition of such hallowed institutions as temples, gymnasia, law
courts, and even money to become the main philosophical prop for Ro
man imperialism. Not surprisingly, later, more conservative Stoics tried, 
with some success, to belittle or whitewash much of Zeno's and his imme
diate successors' less comfortable writings. 

No works by Zeno are extant, except in fragments, including what 
may have been his first, an account of the perfect society called The 
Republic (He Politeia), which produced such arresting proposals as the 
sharing of wives and legalization of incest. s So little is known about this 
work beyond its Cynic orientation, a result of his early association with 
the Cynic Crates, that there is not even a consensus as to whether his ideal 
society was localized along the lines of a Greek city-state or meant to be a 
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worldwide community of the wise. 6 The loss of The Republic is par
ticularly regrettable because Zeno devoted a prominent part of it to edu
cation. The book began with a negative assessment of the cultural curric
ulum usually taught as a preparation for the study of philosophy.7 This 
particular subject interested Zeno sufficiently for him to expand and re
fine his theories in a work titled On Greek Education, in which he no 
doubt also proposed a program of reform. 8 

The idea that familiarity with, if not mastery of, certain branches of 
learning should be the common stock of all educated people even if they 
did not proceed to philosophy, later embodied in the concept known as 
general education (enkuklios paideia), was perhaps the defining intellec
tual characteristic of the Hellenistic period.9 Always a vague and loosely 
delimited concept, general education had as its essence the seven liberal 
arts: grammar, rhetoric, dialectic, geometry, arithmetic, astronomy, and 
musical theory.1° From the set of subjects taught aspiring philosophers, 
Zeno would retain only those disciplines he thought conducive to an 
education in virtue (arete), which the Stoics, along with other philoso
phers, held as the sole means of attaining true happiness (eudaimonia). 
His desire for reform does not mean that Zeno held the same position as 
Epicurus, whose infamous dictum "Hoist your sail, sir, and flee all educa
tion!" he would have found far too extreme.11 After all, Zeno wrote one 
work on the meanings of words and two on literary subjects, Problems in 
Homer (in five books) and Listening to Poetry, although he probably 
took a philosophical rather than a philological approach.12 

Any discussion of education in the Hellenistic age would inevitably 
have touched on the advantages and disadvantages of the Spartan system 
as portrayed in academic works on the city's constitution. Zeno's book 
would have been no exception. On a related subject, pederasty's value as 
a pedagogical tool, the views he expressed were congruent with the atti
tudes ascribed to the Spartans.13 Moreover, although early Stoics were 
accused of despising respected lawgivers like Lycurgus, Zeno used Lycur
gan Sparta as an approximate basis for his Republic, which strongly 
implies he devised its educational system with an eye to the agoge.14 

Although we should not press the exiguous evidence for Zeno's attitude 
toward Sparta too hard, a recent study has emphasized the debt Zeno's 
state owed to the traditional picture of Sparta and there are signs that the 
city was as important a societal paradigm for the philosophical school of 
the early Stoics as it was for the Cynics before them. ts Zeno's student, 
Persaeus, wrote a Laconian Constitution, while another, Herillus, pub-
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lished The Lawgiver (Nomothetes), in which Lycurgus is almost certain to 
have figured.16 Closely allied to the Stoic reverence for Sparta was respect 
for Xenophon. Zeno, it was said, took up philosophy upon hearing a 
portion of the Memorabilia being read aloud, and Persaeus apparently 
patterned his life after that of the Athenian soldier and litterateur.17 Cour
tier to Antigonus Gonatas and commander of the Macedonian garrison at 
Corinth, Persaeus realized the Stoic goal of political engagement as well as 
following in Xenophon's footsteps as a philosophic man of action and 
friend to princes.18 In addition to his Laconian Constitution, Persaeus 
paid his model literary tribute in the form of a Memorabilia (Apom
nemoneumata) and a study of ideal kingship (Peri Basileias) recalling 
Xenophon's Cyropaedia.19 

Sphaerus' work or, more precisely, what little we know of it can only be 
properly assessed in this intellectual milieu. Born in what is now the 
Crimea, either at Borysthenes (Olbia) or Panticapaeum, early in the third 
century, Sphaerus became Zeno's pupil, enjoying an outstanding aca
demic career as one of his star students until Zeno's death in 264/ 3 B.C. 20 

He was constant in his intellectual loyalty to the Stoics' second head, 
Cleanthes of Assos, as well, gaining such a reputation for subtle philo
sophical definition that he could be mentioned in the same breath as 
Stoicism's second father, Chrysippus.21 The list of Sphaerus' books in 
Diogenes Laertius shows him covering.his discipline's usual bases-logic, 
physics, and ethics, including political theory.22 He conformed to the 
Stoic model in his admiration for Sparta's constitution and traditions and 
in his attendance on two monarchs, Cleomenes and Ptolemy.23 

In one important respect, though, he was unusual: by accepting King 
Cleomenes' invitation to assist in reviving the moribund agoge and sus
sitia, he made the most of an opportunity to realize his Stoic principles. 
Plutarch, who, however unfairly, mocked Stoicism's great lights for the 
contradiction between their teaching of a perfect society's tenets and their 
reluctance to test them in the arena of everyday politics, could not have 
made such a charge against Sphaerus.24 Sphaerus stands apart from all 
other ancient philosophers for this single reason: the resounding success 
of his attempt to make a vital cultural institution in a historically signifi
cant Greek city conform to certain philosophical doctrines. Sphaerus' 
revamped agoge functioned for thirty-seven years before Philopoemen 
suspended its operations and subsequently formed the core of the Roman 
agoge for its four and a half centuries of existence. Since our picture of 
Sparta's educational system today is drawn almost completely from the 
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later stages of its development, for us Sphaerus is, in a very real sense, the 
inventor of the agoge. 

Cleomenes' invitation did not come to the philosopher as a bolt from 
the blue. Years before, Sphaerus had lectured extensively at Sparta on edu
cation, making a great impression on the young heir apparent.25 Sphae
rus' and Stoicism's pro-Spartan, anti-Macedonian bias were compelling 
enough reasons for Cleomenes to choose him for the task of revitalizing 
Sparta's traditions, but the philosopher may have had motives of his own 
for accepting the offer. The Stoic school at Athens had a new head in Chry
sippus, who had assumed the post not long before Cleomenes launched 
his coup at Sparta.26 Chrysippus brought a new intellectual rigor to the 
school, which had drifted somewhat under his predecessor, Cleanthes. 
The new scholarch's influence on Stoicism was profound and enduring: 
"No Chrysippus, no Stoa" ran the popular tag.27 What Sphaerus felt 
about his new leader we cannot of course know. However, the two think
ers were at variance on at least one philosophical point, the validity of 
Arcesilaus the Skeptic's methodion, which Chrysippus attacked in his 
Against the Methodion of Arcesilaus, a Rejoinder to Sphaerus.28 Of more 
importance here, Chrysippus also reversed Zeno's stance on the value of 
normal Greek education, maintaining it was quite serviceable. 29 Sphae
rus, whose attachment to Sparta has been characterized as Zenonian, may 
well have taken the opportunity Cleomenes presented to show the via
bility of Zeno's reformist approach to education as a counter to Chry-
sippus' acceptance of the status quo. 30 , 

The evidence for Sphaerus' reform activity is scanty even for Spartan 
history and has been unrecognized until now. First come the glosses to 
Herodotus and Strabo, discussed in Chapter 2, that enable us to recon
struct the essentials of the age-grade structure in ·sphaerus' agoge.31 To 
flesh them out, we have the relevant sections of Plutarch's Life of Lycur
gus and the Laconian Institutions, which, I have argued, were originally 
compiled in the middle of the second century B.C. from books written 
before the Hellenistic agoge's demise in 188.32 The Institutions' value as 
an independent primary source has long been unrecognized. Far from 
being extracted from Plutarch or even deriving from nameless Hellenistic 
originals, the first seventeen apophthegms are fragments from a work of 
utmost importance in understanding the later agoge. 

Institutions 1-17 form a discrete thematic unit, moving logically from 
the sussitia (1-3) to education (4-13) and concluding with notices on 
Spartan music (14-17), but the remaining apophthegms career wildly 
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from topic to topic with no discernible guiding principle. They differ in 
another way, cruder but just as significant: the first seventeen are, on 
average, almost twice the length of Institutions 18-41.33 The two sets of 
apophthegms are also markedly different in quality of material and style 
of presentation. The first seventeen are all lucid and complete, their con
tents nicely reflecting characteristic peculiarities in the Spartan way of 
life; while some of the remaining Institutions meet this standard, many 
fall far short in their simplemindedness or obscurity.34 All these diver
gences indicate that the epitomator initially used a single work as the 
source for his material but, in time, abandoned it to dip into several other 
sources on Spartan customs. A rather disorganized compiler, he simply 
entered into the collection what he read in the order he read it, without 
bothering to group his notes according to topic. Thus, notices that should 
properly have been put in the section on the upbringing of Spartan chil
dren occur at random throughout the last half of the Institutions.~5 

The logical cohesion of the first seventeen Institutions, their relatively 
greater length, and the quality of their content and analysis all distinguish 
them from what follows and point to a common origin in a single work. 
But why should the epitomator have abandoned such a sound source so 
early? Leaving aside the possibility that he had to return a borrowed 
papyrus before he had finished copying out the information he needed, a 
soberer conjecture would be that the compass of the work he consulted 
for Institutions l-17 was not broad enough for his needs. He intended his 
epitome to cover all Spartan customs, not merely education and the sus
sitia; once his first source was exhausted, he was obliged to pad out the 
rest with excerpts from a range of other, inferior, accounts. 

Institutions l-17 not only reveal something about the contents of their 
original source but can also aid us in determining its possible title and 
author. Literary theory and common sense indicate that genre to a large 
extent determines vocabulary: prose employs a different lexicon from 
poetry; comedy uses words that are inappropriate in tragedy; novels and 
history describe the same objects or· events in different ways. Beyond 
being specific to a genre, word use can also depend on the practical con
siderations of subject matter: authors must use different ranges of terms 
when writing about Athenian democracy, Neoplatonism, Roma~ law, or 
lyric poetry, for instance. Similarly, the Spartan educational system had its 
own necessary vocabulary. Because accounts of the agoge tended to con
centrate on the same few elements-hardship, theft of food, and disci
pline-we can be quite confident about the word fields they will have in 
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common.36 Apart from specific Spartan terms, words denoting boyhood, 
youth, age, food, toil, endurance, and theft will invariably appear in de
scriptions of the ag6ge. On the other hand, there are words that are not 
required for the depiction of a given subject but reflect an author's own 
approach to style and result from his personality and education. This 
second set, once identified, is the key to determining the authorship of a 
book. 

Although epitomization of the first seventeen apophthegms has 
stripped away most of their original author's stylistic quirks, enough dis
tinctive examples survive to show that his approach to the subject was 
inherently philosophical. One of the longer notices concerns diet in the 
ag6ge. After running through the usual reasons for not giving ephebes 
enough to eat, it concludes with another motive, physical development: 
"They think that ... thin and spare constitutions [ischnas kai diakenous 
hexeis] are apt to be supple in articulation [diarthrosis], whereas over
fed ones resist due to their heaviness."37 Much the same reasoning had 
been put forward earlier by Xenophon, though he phrased it quite differ
ently: "[Lycurgus] considered thatnourishfog bodies to keep them slender 
would be more conducive to height than distending them with food."38 

His plain speaking contrasts with the jargon of the later notice, which 
drew upon specialized medical vocabulary for the words, "thin" (isch
nos), "spare" (diakenos), "constitution" (hexis), and "articulation" (di
arthrosis). 39 

Since medicine, like philosophy, concerned itself with the precise work
ings of the body as well as with the means to correct its malfunctions, 
doctors were generally held to be philosophers, and terminology tended 
to drift easily from the one discipline to the other. Galen well exemplifies 
this phenomenon, as much of his medical writing was taken up with 
philosophical critique while philosophical concepts, particularly those of 
the Stoics, underlay his practical teachings. In the passage under consider
ation, the twin orbits of medicine and philosophy meet in the word hexis, 
"constitution," which Galen defined as "breath [pneuma] holding to
gether and controlling bodily parts," grounding his explanation in the 
Stoic concept that constitution (hexis) was that part of the breath or soul 
(pneuma) passing through bones and sinew which was responsible for the 
body's form.40 Hexis, in the sense of bodily constitution, had been a 
commonly used philosophical term since the days of Plato.41 With its ap
pearance here in the company of other technical terms, hexis points to an 
author who was familiar with the vocabularies of both healers and sages. 
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Another example of philosophical coloring comes early in the set of 
notices devoted to education: "Literacy they learned for its utility [heneka 
tes chreias], but expelled the other subjects [ton d' allon paideumaton], 
teachers no less than lessons."42 The concept of "usefulness," chreia, in
troduced to philosophy by Plato and commonly used in post-Socratic 
circles, and the phrase ton d'allon paideumaton, which its definite article 
indicates should be construed as referring to the other subjects of the 
enkuklios paideia, put the discussion squarely into the context of Helle
nistic educational theory. Spartan traditional educational practice is pre
sented as a deliberate spurning of most of the general curriculum along 
the lines of Zeno's similar rejection in the Republic. Like Zeno, Spartans 
were pragmatic in their approach to education. As he had denounced the 
enkuklios paideia as useless (achresta) for attaining virtue, so they learned 
only what was of use (chreia) to them as future Spartiates. 

"Utility" was given a precise philosophical meaning by the Stoics, 
whose fundamental ethical doctrine rested on the absolute, unbridgeable 
chasm between moral worth, that which they defined as morally good or 
evil, and everything else. The wise man should only pursue morally good 
things such as wisdom, virtue, and courage, and should avoid only moral 
evils such as vice, ignorance, and cowardice. All other qualities, even 
those normally considered desirable (health, wealth, and fame, for exam
ple) are morally indifferent and of no consequence to a life of virtue. The 
staggeringly immense class of indifferent things was subdivided according 
to whether they helped or hindered the leading of a life in accordance with 
nature. The natural life stands in the same relation to the virtuous life as 
membership in the Freemasons does to becoming a Shriner; the two are 
completely separate, independent, and incomparable, but the first is a 
prerequisite for the second. 

Indifferent things are either conducive to the natural life, "serviceable" 
(euchresta), or unconducive, "unserviceable" (duschresta). 43 The best ser
viceable things have "value" (axia), which the Stoics defined as "some 
intermediate power or utility [chreia] contributing to the natural life."44 

"Utility" or "usefulness" is a quality peculiar to one class of serviceable 
things that are preferred not because they are themselves in accord with 
nature, but because through them many utilities for attaining the ~atural 
life may be secured. 45 

Foremost among the providers of utilities is education, for without 
learning about the virtuous, or the natural, life, one can attain neither. 
When Zeno chastised the general curriculum of Hellenistic education as 
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useless (achresta) foe a life of virtue, he was effectively dismissing it as 
irrelevant, a charge familiar to most classicists. In common with his con
temporaries, Zeno held usefulness to be of prime importance in his educa
tional philosophy, as utility was the true object of learning: "[He said] that 
one should not exercise the mind to remember sounds and words, but 
should train it in disposing them for use fperi diathesin chreias], instead of 
learning them by rote as if they were something precooked or prepared. "46 

From the general curriculum, in Zeno's view, the only useful preparatory 
subjects were those concerned in one way or another with words and their 
uses - grammar, dialectic, and rhetoric- and which comprised the first 
grouping in his famous tripartite division of philosophy into logic, phys
ics, and ethics. 47 

The Spartans of the Institutions have a markedly utilitarian approach 
to education. Although they go well beyond Zeno in the exclusivity of 
their curriculum, he and they concur on what aspects are useful, "letters" 
in a broad or narrow sense, and on the rejection of "the other subjects" (ta 
alla paideumata) usually taught in Greek schools. The author of Institu
tions l-17, in effect, viewed Spartan educational practice as reifying and 
justifying Zeno's radical pedagogical theories. 

The influence of Stoicism is unmistakable in Institution I4, which de
scribes the effect traditional tunes had on the well-trained ears of Spartan 
youth: "they had a stimulating quality, which stirred courage and pride 
and which created a propensity for an enthusiastic impulse to act. "48 The 
philosophical underpinnings for this are most apparent in the technical 
terms "creating a propensity for" (parastatikos) and "impulse to act" 
(horme praktike)-hacdly commonplaces in accounts of the agoge. The 
idea of "impulse" recurs in another musical context, where Spartan mili
tary marches are described as "engendering an impulse fparormetikoi] 
toward courage, boldness, and contempt for death."49 

"Impulse" (horme) was an essential link in the chain of elements needed 
for a rational act to occur, according to the Stoic psychology of action. 
First, a "presentation" or phantasia of an environmental stimulus comes 
to the mind; reason then provides assent, sunkatathesis, which in its turn 
generates an impulse or horme praktike to impel the corresponding ac
tion. 50 Music is an effective source of presentations, as a fragment from 
the Stoic Diogenes of Babylon illustrates, in language strikingly similar to 
that of the Institutions: "Song naturally has a moving quality that creates 
a propensity for action [kinetikon ti kai parastatikon pros tas praxeis]."51 

Although it was by no means a philosophical tract, the source for 
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Institutions I-I7 presented its material from a philosophical point of 
view. Its author's sure command of technical terminology, indicative of a 
philosophical training that involved exposure to Stoic doctrines, together 
with his use of the word agoge for Spartan traditional education, argues 
for a date no earlier than the third century B.C.52 His favorable attitude to 
Spartap. customs in general and education in particular disposes me to the 
belief that the author was a Stoic, probably a follower of Zeno himself. 
Among the early Stoics, descriptive constitutional-cum-ethnographical 
scholarship along Peripatetic lines was not exactly popular; the only such 
works on record were all written by Zeno's students.53 Out of these au
thors, only Persaeus and Sphaerus are known to have written mono
graphs on Sparta. A fragment from each work survives, unfortunately on 
precisely the same topic, a tradition of the sussitia.54 Even so, the subject 
matter of Institutions I-I7 tips the scale in Sphaerus' favor, since his role 
in reviving the common messes and agoge would have led him to place 
disproportionate emphasis on the two Spartan institutions he knew best. 
Furthermore, Persaeus' known Macedonian connections would have ren
dered his scholarship uncongenial to the Institutions' epitomator, keenly 
aware as he was of each blow fortune had ever struck against Sparta.ss 

The scraps from this Laconian Constitution, coming as I believe they 
do from Sphaerus' lost work, afford us an excellent insight into the Helle
nistic agoge. The greatest gain comes in the organizational sphere, since it 
now becomes clear that the Hellenistic agoge had a framework virtually 
identical to its Roman successor. Institution 6 describes ephebic sleeping 
arrangements: "the youths used to sleep on straw beds, grouped by com
pany [ileJ and by herd [agele]."56 Here, ile and agele stand for ephebic 
tribe (phule) and boua-respectively. The Laconian glosses in Hesychius, 
who like the other lexicographers depends in the last analysis on Aris
tophanes of Byzantium, attest to the existence of both bouai and bouagoi 
in the Hellenistic period. s7 As for ile, Xenophon had already used it as the 
Attic equivalent for the official groupings of ephebes at Sparta.s• A visitor 
from Roman Sparta would have been at ease with the Hellenistic agoge's 
organization: the familiarity of the yearly age grades divided into bouai, 
commanded by bouagoi and grouped into ephebic tribes, each under the 
direction of an eiren. 

If this restoration of the basic framework of the agoge's later phases is 
correct, then what is to be done with Plutarch's well-known remark in the 
Lycurgus that the eirenes were in charge of agelai?59 Since most scholars 
take agele to be the equivalent of boua, he would in effect be saying that 
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bouagoi were eirenes and older than their teammates, which would call 
into question the entire relationship of boua to phule. Plutarch's apparent 
contradiction of the epigraphical evidence has long proved an intractable 
problem, made the more acute by the nearly universal assumption that he 
accurately reflects authentic agogic terminology. His authority alone has 
caused the word agele to slip into academic usage as the preferred name 
for Spartan ephebic teams even though there is no epigraphic evidence for 
this designation and, outside the Lycurgus and Agesilaus, it only appears 
with this meaning in Institution 6, cited previously. 60 

When describing these ephebic teams, Plutarch did not use their proper 
Spartan name, preferring instead a word he thought would be more fa
miliar to his audience. His attempt to clarify matters for ancient readers 
has had the unfortunate side effect of thoroughly misleading his modern 
ones, many of whom still believe that Spartan ephebic teams were called, 
at one time or another, agelai. But there is no evidence that the word was 
ever a distinctly Spartan term. It appears in glosses of the Byzantine lexi
cographer Hesychius either as a Cretan term or in the definitions of the 
words boua and bouagos.61 Epigraphically, agele had wide currency as 
the standard term for a group of ephebes: references to ephebic "herds" 
can be found in cities on Crete, where it was the traditional designation, 
and throughout Asia Minor. 62 They were organized for team sports, very 
often specifically to run the torch race at a civic festival, under the leader
ship of their "herd leader" or agelarches, a word that also appears in 
Hesychius as part of his definition for the Spartan bouagos.63 Plutarch 
thus had every reason to expect that agele would be comprehensible in 
itself and that he did not have to bother explaining it as he had the 
unusual Spartan terms appearing in the Lycurgus.64 Many problems that 
have plagued historians for years disappear when agele is removed from 
the lexicon of Spartan words for the agoge. 65 

The substitution of Attic equivalents for the words used at Sp~rta to 
designate the ephebic teams may be traced back to Xenophon, who, as 
we have already seen, employed the military term ile. The Institutions' 
source, probably Sphaerus, had used both ile and agele for the two types 
of grouping in his revived agoge. He knew what he meant by these words, 
but it is far from clear that Plutarch did. For one thing, the meanings of ile 
and agele were so close as to be all but synonymous in everyday usage. 66 

In chapter I6 of the Lycurgus, Plutarch describes the selection of leaders 
for the agelai: "they used to set above themselves as leader of the agele the 
one who excelled in understanding and was the most spirited in fight-
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ing."67 In the chapter immediately following, he appears to repeat him
self: "and agele by agele, they themselves appointed as leader invariably 
the most sensible and warlike of the so-called eirenes."68 The second sort 
of agele, the type Plutarch saw gathering provisions under the command 
of an eiren, comprised boys of different ages and, consequently, cannot 
have been a boua; as I have argued already, it must have been an ephebic 
tribe. 69 Plutarch mistakenly uses the same word to signify two different 
types of ephebic teams-bouai, whose members picked their own boua
gos, and phulai, who selected their captains from among the most tal
ented eirenes. 

Now that Plutarch's inconsistency has been dealt with, we can proceed 
to a closer examination of the Hellenistic agoge. There were seven age 
grades, spanning the years from fourteen to twenty: rhobidas, promikizo
menos, mikizomenos, propais, pais, melleiren, and eiren.70 They were 
introduced as part of Sphaerus' reform of the ag6ge and show by their 
very existence that he converted what had been a set of traditional initia
tory customs into a Spartan version of a Hellenistic ephebate.71 

The educational systems of the Hellenistic period had a marked ten
dency to divide students.up into age grades of increasing precision. This 
process can be detected in agonistic festivals as well, where competitors in 
the Classical period were classed as either boys (paides) or men (andres). 
A third division was soon added, and with the third century came further 
subdivision of the boys' class.72 Only the local festivals put on for mem
bers of a city's gymnasia, however, can match Sparta in the complexity of 
their age categories. For instance, youths in ephebates lasting more than 
one year, like those at Chios and Teos, were classed either as "younger" 
and "elder" or as "younger," "middle," and "elder," as appropriate.73 The 
best-known example of this sort of subdivision is to be found at Athens, 
where boys entered the Thesea divided into three classes, but similar 
practices are attested elsewhere. 74 

Of interest in this context is the division of the boys' class at Lebadea 
and Chalcis into paides and pampaides, which recalls the prato- and 
hatropampaides of the Roman ag6ge and shows the two cities drawing 
from a common linguistic stock for their age-grade names. 75 A somewhat 
similar process can, I think, be detected lying behind the names Sphaerus 
devised for the age grades of ~e Cleomenean ag6ge. Their names indicate 
that, after the introductory rhobidas year, the Spartan grades formed 
three pairs, each of which having the first year serve as preparation for the 
one to follow (for example, promikizomenos before mikizomenos and so 
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on). The reason for this remains obscure, though there are examples 
elsewhere of youths in the year before their entry into the ephebate having 
a formal, corporate identity under a title such as the pallekes at Samos or 
the better-known mellepheboi ("future ephebes") at Athens.76 Both these 
words were also in general use for referring to the age between childhood 
and the ephebate, so it is attractive to suppose that Sphaerus coined the 
name for the revived agoge's final preparatory grade, melleiren ("future 
eiren"), to parallel mellephebos. 77 

No great chasm separated the Spartan from other Hellenistic ephe
bates, except in duration, for the agoge lasted more than twice as long as 
the three years usual elsewhere, and, as a result, Spartans attained legal 
maturity somewhat later than most other Greeks, who became citizens at 
age eighteen. 78 For the most part, though, if one looks beyond its archaiz
ing facade, nothing about the Hellenistic agoge would have appeared ir
regular in any other contemporary ephebate. As in other cities during the 
Hellenistic period, those enrolled in the ephebate could take part in Spar
ta's civic festivals a~ members of well-defined groups that corresponded to 
their level in the educational system.79 Furthermore, all available evidence 
indicates that Spartan boys entered the agoge at fourteen, the usual age 
for boys in other cities, with the age grades of the agoge then taking up the 
next seven years, the third heptad of their lives in Hippocratean terms. 80 

The boys' younger years were doubtless now spent under the supervision 
of hired tutors, a decidedly un-Spartan custom that would have infiltrated 
the city in the decades after the Classical agoge's demise.81 

The Spartan curriculum was heavily weighted toward physical edu
cation and military exercises, but so were those of most other ephebic 
systems. Apart from the overwhelming prestige of athletics in Greek cul
ture since the time of Homer, military preparedness was required of all 
ephebes everywhere because they formed the military reserve force for 
their cities. Music's pride of place in Spartan life and education is well 
known; as Sphaerus put it, "no one was more devoted to music and 
song. "82 Spartan devotion, however, was far from unique, as music re
mained central to Greek education, with cities from southern France to 
the Syrian desert boasting festivals and musical competitions closely akin 
to the Spartan boys' contests. 83 

Despite a dispiriting though ever familiar lack of evidence, we have 
good reason to presume the boys' contests existed in some form or an
other in the Hellenistic agoge because of the testimony for them from the 
Classical and Roman periods.84 For the same reason, a sphaireis tourna-
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ment was also probable, though whether it was a purely ephebic event 
like its Roman-age successor cannot be determined.85 The clustering of 
evidence in the Roman period means that we also have no confirmation 
that teams of ephebes fought at the Platanistas in the Hellenistic agoge, 
even though Plato alludes to massed ephebic battles in the Laws. 86 As I 
have already pointed out, the battle's venue according_to Pausanias' de
scription shows every sign of a substantial renovation under the influence 
of certain Hellenistic cultural trends; the vitality of these trends, however, 
continued to be as strong in the second century A.D. as it had in the third 
century B.c., so rendering them devoid of chronological value. 87 

Cicero's eyewitness account of the flogging used to be thought the ear
liest testimony foi:~the endurance contest in the fully fledged form familiar 
from the accounts of Plutarch, Pausanias, and other later writers. 88 But 
now we have evidence for the contest in the Cleomenean agoge. Reda ting 
the redaction of the Laconian Institutions to the middle of the second 
century B.c. has changed the situation, because one of the later apoph
thegms describes a whipping ceremony in honor of Artemis Orthia. All 
the characteristics of the endurance contest are present: "Among them, 
the boys, lacerated by whips all day long at the altar of Artemis Orthia, 
often until death, bear it cheerfully and proudly, contending over victory 
with one another as to who of them will endure being beaten the most. 
And the one remaining wins extraordinary renown among them. The 
competition is called 'The Flagellation'; it happens every year. "89 

A consequence of this redating of the collection is that the transforma
tion of the cheese-stealing ritual described by Xenophon into the whip
ping contest can now be securely assigned to the Hellenistic phase of the 
agoge.90 Furthermore, the likelihood that Sphaerus was responsible for 
this change, as some have already speculated, becomes much greater, 
even to the point of inevitability.91 

That much is relatively straightforward. Reconstituting a precise moti
vation for Sphaerus' action from the evanescent shreds of second- or 
thirdhand evidence available to us is another matter entirely, and I shall 
not attempt it. Even so, the invention of the endurance contest, when 
linked to a Stoic philosopher, indeed seems to represent an intriguing 
confluence of themes from Stoic, ephebic, and Spartan ideologies. The 
most achingly obvious is, of course, the quality of endurance itself. Al
though endurance was certainly one of the qualities needed in the earlier 
ritual, agility and aggression were just as important. By suppressing the 
theft of cheese, Sphaerus changed the entire character of the contest. No 
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longer did two teams need to battle over the altar; instead, paramount 
stress was placed on endurance of pain. Even apart from the literary 
evidence, inscriptions make it absolutely clear that the contest was noth
ing more than a test of endurance: participants are praised solely for their 
fortitude.92 

Endurance, of course, has long been considered a characteristic of 
Stoics: Diogenes Laertius says of the Socratic Antisthenes that he was the 
forerunner of Diogenes in impassivity, of Crates in self-control, and of 
Zeno in endurance.93 For their part, the Stoics assigned endurance a posi
tion subordinate _to courage in their scale of virtues. The four primary 
virtues were wisdom, prudence, courage, and justice; attached to each of 
these was a number of lesser virtues that manifested aspects of their 
corresponding primary virtue.94 For example, courage might be defined 
as "a disposition of the soul that conforms to the supreme law when 
undergoing suffering" or "keeping a level head in undergoing and repel
ling those things which appear fearsome" or even as "a knowledge of 
things fearsome and hostile, or altogether negligible, and one that keeps a 
level head c6ncerning them."95 Endurance (karteria) lies at the heart of 
courage, since Stoics held that it was the ability to perceive what must be 
endured and was the virtue that enabled people to surmount circum
stances that seemed hard to withstand.96 

The Stoic ideal of courage seems to have owed something to Sphaerus' 
work in ethical theory, particularly his treatise On Terms, an influential 
book in which he set out the various explanations of the Stoic virtues as a 
way of bringing out their common denominators and which earned him 
the reputation among his fellow Stoics for being first-rate at definitions (in 
primis bene definientis); ironically, the only surviving fragment from this 
work appears in Cicero's translation of his definitions for courage, which 
I used in the previous paragraph.97 Sphaerus must therefore have defined 
courage's subordinate virtues as well, endurance among them, and conse
quently the definitions by later Stoic thinkers of that concept should also 
reflect Sphaerus' contributions.98 

The inculcation of courage and endurance had been one of the primary 
goals of Spartan traditional education for as long as we have evidence; 
Xenophon clearly saw its purpose as the training of hardy, brave, and 
obedient soldiers.99 Outside Sparta, the two virtues were associated with 
the physical prowess of athletes, usually in combat sports, and, from 
the Hellenistic period on, with ephebes.100 The ideology behind ephebic 
training was sometimes expressed in language that derived ultimately 
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from philosophy: at Sestos, for instance, on the Thracian Chersonese, a 
late Hellenistic inscription praised one Menas for causing the the city's 
youth to turn to exercise and diligence, "as a result of which the souls of 
youth, vying for courage, are well led by force of habit toward virtue. "101 

The preponderant emphasis Spartans placed on physical training even in 
the later agoge finds expression in a number of inscriptions honoring 
ephebes for their courage, a particular attribute of victors in the endur
ance contest.102 

The triad of physical training, endurance, and courage makes a sugges
tive appearance in Plato's Laws. In discussing the factors that contributed 
to Spartan courage, the Athenian helps Megillus to name four: the com
mon messes, the gymnasia, hunting, and "endurances of pain" (karte
reseis algedonon). These last are manifested in hand-to-hand combat 
among the youths, during "certain thefts amid blows," in the hardships 
encountered during the krupteia, when the ephebes must live in the wil
derness unshod and without servants, and in putting up with the blazing 
heat during the Gymnopaediae.103 Then the Athenian broadens the focus 
by suggesting that true courage is not just an ability to withstand physical 
and spiritual afflictions alone, but to conquer pleasures as well. 

Sphaerus was no doubt aware that Plato had characterized Spartan 
education in his own day as a series of endurance tests, one of which 
involved a ritual around Orthia's altar. Whether he actually took it into 
account in molding his version of the agoge must remain a matter for 
speculation. However, the various threads I have attempted to pick out 
from Stoicism, the ideology of physical culture in Hellenistic ephebates 
and the later agoge, and the Platonic view of Sparta appear to form a 
loose pattern that suggests the invention of the endurance contest was 
very much the product of a particular time and place, imbued with Helle
nistic sensibilities that had taken on a distinctly Spartan form. 

The agoge as an institution owes another even more significant debt to 
the Hellenistic period- its name. Although interest in the connection 
between Spartan upbringing and the city's military success had a long 
history, the word agoge is never used in extant texts to denote traditional 
Spartan.education until the Hellenistic age. Writers of the fifth and fourth 
centuries B.c. rightly presented the rituals of initiation and acculturation 
as wholly integrated into the unique Spartan way of life, but never at
tached to it any particular name. The word agoge first occurs applied 
specifically to the Spartan educational system among the Laconian apoph
thegms, in one whose dramatic date is 3 3 I B.c. but which attained its final 
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shape only in the third century.104 In it, the ephor Eteocles angrily refuses 
Anti pater's demand that the Spartans surrender fifty children as hostages 
after his defeat of King Agis ill, on the grounds that they would be unedu
cated and disqualified from full citizenship were they denied passage 
through the ancestral agoge (patrios agoge).105 Apart from this occur
rence, the earliest author to call Spartan traditional education the agoge is 
Teles the Cynic, whose diatr_ibe on exile was probably delivered someti,me 
between 2.40/39 and 2.2.9 B.c.106 

"Ancestral" (patrios) was a popular catchword in the turbulent politics 
of third-century Greece. At Sparta, it was prominent in the propaganda of 
Agis and Cleomenes, both of whom claimed to be restoring the ancestral 
constitution of Lycurgus.107 Phylarchus, the revolution's apologist, whose 
writings Plutarch used for his biographies of the two kings, has a young 
Agis vowing to have nothing to do with the throne unless he can use it to 
restore the laws and the ancestral agoge, while the same theme, the revival 
of ancestral mores, runs through his depiction of Cleomenes' program.108 

Later references to an "ancestral" Spartan agoge are the fading echoes of 
the institution's importa,nce to Agis and Cleomenes' reforms. "Ancestral" 
and other similar epithets such as "Lycurgan" or "Laconian" indicate a 
certain self-consciousness about the agoge that would certainly fit the 
ambience of the third century and afterward, at the same time commu
nicating the yearning for the past that such nostalgic terminology often 
entails.109 

Spartan traditional education apparently received a distinguishing 
name only in the period of its first decline. We cannot, of course, give 
Sphaerus the credit for this, since the title was in circulation several de
cades before his work at Sparta. But it was Sphaerus who gave that title 
substance by devising an elaborate version of a Hellenistic ephebate that 
incorporated enough of Sparta's ancient practices, in however changed a 
form, for his (re-)invented agoge to survive the downfall of its sponsor 
and to serve as the model for its Roman-age successor, which, through 
Plutarch's vivid description, has shaped the attitude of countless later 
generations towards ancient Sparta. 
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Anyone who has ever stood at the edge of an excavation, guide
book in hand, gazing down at a maze of superimposed walls 
and floors, will appreciate how difficult it is to distinguish the 
earliest, deepest levels of occupation. Often only a few roughly 
aligned stones remain as testimony to human activity. Later 
constructions mostly obscure, with dimensions that recall but 
do not precisely match their predecessors. So it is with Spartan 
education; the later agoge, particularly during the Roman as
cendancy, was so well designed to imitate the original that its 
outlines have long been mistaken for the real thing, rather than 
recognized as the elaborate reconstruction they actually were. 
To uncover even a partial picture of the Spartan upbringing 
during the fifth and fourth centuries B.c., we must disregard 
developments in the Hellenistic and Roman agoge that are not 
solidly attested earlier, just as one blocks out the later accre

. tions on an archaeological site to see, in the mind's eye, the thin 
tracery of rubble marking its first phase. 

Among the many assumptions that have to be jettisoned, 
perhaps the most wrenching loss will be that of the educational 
system's familiar name. In fact, the Spartan agoge per se did 
not exist in the Classical period. To forestall the sharpening of 
pencils for indignant marginalia, I should explain precisely 
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what I mean. The word agoge itself was not particularly Laconian. Com
monly used to signify "education," its basic meaning is "a leading," and 
it can be used just as easily in connection with horses, ships, or water 
as with children. Since, as I have already mentioned, no author earlier 
than the third century s.c., not even Xenophon himself, ever uses agoge 
to denote the Spartan educational system, there is no solid evidence from 
the Classical period that the Spartans, or anyone else, had a particular 
name for the round of initiatory rituals and contests that later became 
known as the agoge. When people thought of it at all, it was as an indis
pensable aspect of the Spart~n way of life (diaita). Only after its demise in 
the early years of the third century did Spartan education come to be 
viewed as a single, discrete institution and receive a name. Once this 
happened, as I have noted, references to the Spartan agoge appear with 
relative frequency: 

Naming the agoge made it a thing apart, to be added or taken away as 
circumstances demanded. In the Classical period, the upbringing of the 
youth could not have functioned without the rest of the Spartan way of 
life to support it, any more than the diaita itself was possible without the 
traditional rites of education. By the Roman period this fruitful link had 
long been severed, and the agoge served as a sort of tableau vivant of 
Spartan culture in the midst of a society little different from those of its 
neighbors. · · 

That we cannot date this use of agoge earlier than the third century has 
serious implications for our view of this earliest phase of traditional edu
cation at Sparta. The delineation between ephebate and adult life was not 
as sharp, nor were the transitions within the ephebate as abrupt as in the 
mannered, somewhat artificial creations of Sphaerus and his Spartan suc
cessors. Unlike the later agoge, which alone carried the cultural baggage 
of the city's collective identity, the traditional educational system of the 
Classical age formed an organic part of the web of life at Sparta. . 

Xenophon presents it as such in a sketchy but useful description of 
Spartan education that has not received the attention it deserves from 
scholars dazzled by Plutarch's more plausible account.1 Avoiding any 
reference to precise ages, Xenophon provides a cogent and consistent 
sequence of grades covering the interval during which Spartan boys were 
educated together. He briefly notes the activities of each age group, taking 
care to emphasize, often without any justification, that Spartan habits 
were antithetical and, of course, superior to those of his fellow Athenians 
and other Greeks. His reluctance to be explicit about the age of transition 
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from one stage to another probably reflects an imprecision inherent in the 
age-group succession itself, which was so familiar to Xenophon from his 
own experience that even in his utopian novel, the Cyropaedia, he pre
scribed no hard-and-fast rules for the ages of graduation through the 
stages of education in Persia. 2 

According to his scheme, Spartans passed through three stages in their 
education: children (paides), teenagers {paidiskot1, and young men (he
bontes).3 He mentions the same three stages in his book on contemporary 
Greek history, but he did not devise the names himself.4 Thucydides, for 
example, refers to Spartan hebontes, and the famous Laconian inscrip
tion erected by Damonon in the fifth century probably contained a refer
ence to his son winning an athletic event while still in the hebon class. 5 

Nor did these names in any way represent officially sanctioned nomen
clature: paidiskoi could also be called sideuna!, and hebontes might be 
kursanioi.' 

Maddeningly, Xenophon obscures the age at which education began. 
To compound the confusion, he exaggerates the haste with which Greek 
parents normally divested themselves of their children by packing them 
off to tutor and palaestra. He gives the impression that the poor things 
were ba~ely out of swaddling clothes, rather than seven years old, the 
usual age at which education began.7 That Xenophon avoided drawing 
any attention to this point, which would have been the first example of 
Lacedaemonian uniqueness, strongly indicates that young Spartans be
gan their education at the same age as children of other cities - a surmise 
supported by Plutarch's later testimony.8 

He is just as allusive about the transition to the paidiskos stage. Even 
so, from his remarks about youngsters of the same age in other cities 
running wild with no teachers to control them, we may suppose that the 
change occurred at about fourteen or fifteen years of age.9 There was, 
then, a rough equivalency between the age of entry into the Classical 
paidiskoi and the youngest grade of the later agoge, the rhobidai. 

Xenophon manages to skip nimbly over the detail of when boys en
tered the hebontes class, but other evidence comes to our aid. The he
bontes were anomalous because they were adult eµough to fight in the 
army yet still considered junior to the extent that the magistrate in charge 
of education, the paidonomos, retained coercive power over the~:10 We 
know that Spartans were obligated to serve in the military for a span of 
forty years, after which they were eligible for election to the Gerousia, the 
city's ruling council, at the age of sixty.11 Accordingly, the youngest he-
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bontes were about twenty years old. They apparently became full citizens, 
or "in their prime" (akmazontes) as Xenophon says, at about thirty, when 
they might wear their hair long in the time-honored fashion, engage in 
economic and political activity, hold office, and marry.12 

Anomalous as the hebontes' status may have been at Sparta, they were 
certainly not unique in Greek society. Even in democratic Athens, young 
men who had left the ephebate but not yet reached the age of thirty were 
expected to be the very model of soldierly punctilio, while having yet t~ en
joy untrammeled rights of citizenship.13 Teles the Cynic pithily summed 
up how these years were spent and what waited on the horizon: "He is an 
ex-ephebe and already twenty. Still he fearfully awaits orders from the 
gymnasiarch and the general: if a watch must be kept, they keep it; if a 
night vigil, they stand guard at night; if an embarkation is needed, they 
board ship. He has become a man in his prime [akmazeil: he campaigns 
and serves on embassies for his city; he holds offices, generalships, and 
pays for choruses and games."14 The rhythm of such a life would have 
been as familiar to a Spartan as to any other Greek. 

We meet here a second correspondence, this time between the eirenes 
age grade of the later agoge and the first year spent as a hebOn. This 
equation, along with evidence for another alternative name for the he
bontes, is suggestive of the method Sphaerus used to codify the age-grade 
names for his restored ephebate. The evidence is unique - a single stone of 
fifth-century date found southeast of Sparta at Geronthrae (modern Ge
raki) preserving a fragmentary list of athletic victories at various local 
Laconian festivals, one of which the dedicant won when he was a trie
tires.15 The editor of the inscription's best text considered this form as the 
singular of tritirenes, an age-grade name in an ephebic list from Messenian 
Thuria dating from the second century B.c.16 He supported this with 
lexicographical glosses on the word proteirai, which is usually emended to 
proteirenes.17 In an interpretation that has stood for over thirty years, he 
considered a trietires to be a third-year eiren, just as a proteiren was in his 
first year. 

Due to the disarray of scholarship on Spartan education, no challenge 
to this reconstruction. has been mounted because it caters to the widely 
held belief in the antiquity of yearly age grades. I, however, am not so 
confident in the association of tritiren with trietires. Although the simplex 
forms ires and irenes are parts of the same word, and are almost certainly 
precursors of the word eiren; the suffix trit- cannot be a syncopated vari
ant of triet-. The ordinal tritos, "third," has no dialectal forms remotely 
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similar to the •trietos needed here. On the other hand, the adjective 
trietes, "for three years," fits comfortably, making a trietires "an ires for 
three years." The distinction is an important one, for it shows we are not 
dealing with a year-by-year subdivision of a longer period along the lines 
of Sphaerus' later restructuring of the paidiskos stage. Rather, as used in 
this inscription, trietires refers to the three years since an individual had 
begun to be an ires. 

The ordinals in tritirenes and proteirenes, "third" and "first," would 
invalidate this hypothesis only if all three terms were products of exactly 
the same cultural and historical circumstances, which, however, is far 
from being the case. Thuria, the source of tritirenes, had been a commu
nity of perioeci under Spartan control during the Classical period, but 
was politically part of Messenia in the second century B.C. Although the 
city undoubtedly still felt the cultural influence of its old ruling power, it 
requires a big leap to assume that Thuria's educational system reflected 
the Spartan system of some two centuries earlier without any change or 
distortion. But if the focus is widened to take in evidence from beyond the 
Thuria-Sparta axis, parallels for Thurian practice come readily into view. 
In the previous chapter, we noted the Hellenistic phenomenon of youths 
in ephebates that lasted two or three years being divided up into catego
ries according to their ephebic year.18 Thuria's ephebate was more than 
likely of this type - a three-year ephebeia whose incumbents were collec
tively called (e)irenes, subdivided into groups recalling the younger, mid
dle, and elder ephebes or the children of the first, second, and third age 
classes known from other Greek cities. The cumbersome Spartan system's 
influence can only be detected in, and was probably confined to, the name 
of Thuria's ephebes. 

As for proteiren, properly protires, its closest parallel is the poetical 
word prothebes, "at the height of youth," which suggests that it too was 
applied to young men in early adulthood rather than being the title of a 
specific annual age grade.19 In their glosses, Hesychius calls protires "the 
name of an age group [helikia] among the Lacedaemonians," and Photius 
says they were "about twenty years old."20 Neither scholar is more spe
cific. A protires was just a young man who had recently become liable for 
military service. . 

Like ephebos at Athens, the word eiren/ires originally.had no institu
tional significance for Spartans. In the earliest securely attested literary 
reference to eiren, Callimachus treats it as merely one among several 
words indicating a time of life, no different from "infant" or "old man."21 
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In the Classical period, a young Spartan who had begun to serve as a 
soldier, but who had yet to enjoy the full rights and privileges of a Sparti
ate, was known as an ires (genitive irenos), a Laconian variant of arses 
(genitive arsenos), "male."22 The word, more or less synonymous with 
kouros, "youth," was not the name of a specific age grade.23 Only later, 
when Sphaerus sought suitably Spartan appellations for the yearly grades 
of his reconstituted agoge, did it become the collective designation for 
those enrolled in the last year of the ephebate. Such sensitivity to Spartan 
tradition as Sphaerus showed here in recasting the ancient educational 
system was surely a major factor in its longevity. 

Before going on to an examination of each age group's activities, a few 
scraps of information concerning the organization and administration, 
such as there was, of the entire system can be extracted from Xenophon. 
The boys were organized into companies, ilai.24 He mentions no other 
grouping, smaller or larger than this, so the temptation to identify these 
bands with the later ilai found in Plutarch and the Laconian Institutions 
and, on this basis, to postulate the existence of agelai/bouai in the Classi
cal period, overwhelming though many historians have found it, must be 
resisted. While the earlier and later ilai were not identical, they were 
similar enough for us to think that, in this instance as well, Sphaerus later 
adapted an institution that was already in existence. There were probably 
four ilai, one for each of the four constituent communities (obai) of Clas
sical Sparta, each under the command of "the sharpest of the males."25 

Xenophon stresses their disciplinary function above all else: in the ab
sence of adults, they were to.maintain good order.26 

The boys were also in the charge of a magistrate known as the paido
nomos, a Spartiate who had to be older than thirty to qualify for this and 
the other highest offices.27 Endowed with wide disciplinary powers, the 
paidonomos' main duties, the only ones Xenophon actually sees fit to 
mention, were to muster boys for exercise and to chastise them vigorously 
for any transgression. The punishments he decreed were effected by the 
whips of his assistants, the mastigophoroi, who were drawn from the 
hebontes and acted as prefects or trustees over the younger boys. 28 With 
his entourage of whip bearers, the paidonomos would have cut an impos
ing public figure, much like the Hellanodikai, who presided over the 
Olympic games, or the agonothetai in charge of games in other cities. The 
similarities were not merely superficial, for all three sorts of official were 
concerned with athletics, maintaining discipline and good conduct among 
their charges with the assistance of men carrying whips (mastigophoroi) 
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or rods (rhabdouchoi). 29 However, the Spartan paidonomos' powers were 
much wider ranging. His authority was not restricted to a particular 
festival or to any one place; all immature Spartans were under his author
ity, in varying degrees, at all times, everywhere. The single most unusual 
aspect of the Classical educational system at Sparta was the state's direct 
involvement in the daily activities of the young. No other Classical city 
had a magistrate like the paidonomos, which is probably the reason why 
Aristotle commended the Spartans for taking the education of their chil
dren so seriously that it was a communal concern. 30 

As I hinted just now, the authority of the paidonomos was not absolute 
over all young Spartans. Because hebontes were now on probation serving 
in the army, he shared jurisdiction over them with the board of ephors. 
The paidonomos had the power to arrest disorderly hebantes, but only the 
ephors might judge and punish them.31 The ephors also carried out daily 
examinations of the new soldiers' clothes and bedding, periodically sup
plemented by inspection parades. 32 They appointed three adults as hippa
gretai, who picked three hundred hebontes to serve as hippeis, the crack 
royal bodyguard.33 But their authority did not extend to those in the 
younger age groups; if a paidiskos misbehaved, the ephors penalized his 
adult lover, not the boy himself.34 Any punishment inflicted on the boy 
would have come from his erastes, his father, the leader of his ila, or the 
paidonomos. The ephors regulated the lives of adult Spartiates and their 
relations with the young, while the paidonomos had the same respon
sibility for those who had not yet reached maturity. His role in determin
ing blame and administering punishment may be behind the revival of an 
obsolete word for "judges," biduoi, as the title of the board of magistrates 
who supplanted the paidonomos in the later phases of the agoge.35 

We first meet the paidonomos in Xenophon's account of the activities 
of the paides, but this does not mean that he thought the magistrate's 
powers were restricted to the youngest age group. Most of the informa
tion on the organization and administration of the boys that Xenophon 
presents under this rubric would have applied to those in the next stage as 
well. Here we come upon the earliest extant traces of those elements no 
later account of Spartan education could do without: scanty clothing, 
communal meals, and theft of food. . 

Unlike their mollycoddled coevals elsewhere in Greece, Spartan boys 
went barefoot and wore only one outer garment all year round. They 
worked and slept together in groups, learning to feel comfortable as small 
cogs in a big machine. In a much-garbled passage, but one whose general 
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meaning is clear enough, Xenophon informs us that Lycurgus established 
that each boy contribute only so much food as he had so that he would 
never be oppressed by overindulgence and would know what it was like 
to go hungry.36 Their frugal communal rations could be supplemented, 
but only by theft, so that the boys learned to cooperate with one another 
and gained the skills essential for survival as Spartan warriors. 37 

This custom gave rise to what is still probably the best known anecdote 
about Spartan education, the story of the boy and the fox, found in the 
Laconian Apophthegmata. So familiar is the tale to everyone, classicist 
and nonclassicist alike, that what it actually has to tell us is resolutely 
ignored:38 

When the time came for free children, according to custom, to steal 
whatever they could and being caught was considered disgraceful, an
other young boy was guarding a live fox cub his companions had 
stolen and given to him, when the owners appeared looking for it. Just 
then, he thrust it under his himation and, even though the animal was 
devouring his side through to his entrails, kept quiet so that he would 
not be discovered. Later, when they had gone away, the boys saw what 
had happened and criticized him, saying that it was better to show the 
fox cub than to hide it until death. "No way!" he said, "It's better to die 
without giving in to pain than to be·caught out because I was soft and 
put a shamefully high value on living." 

Doubt has been cast on the anecdote's originality, mainly because fox 
could not possibly have figured in the Spartan diet.39 This observation is 
undoubtedly correct but is no warrant for rejecting the anecdote out of 
hand. In fact, the fox cub is its best guarantor of authenticity. Fox imagery 
popped up at several points in Spartan education: the hero Alopecus, "Mr. 
Fox," had discovered the cult image of Artemis Orthia; the ephebes' 
sojourn in the wilds was called phouaxir, "the fox time"; and the word 
used to describe training was phouaddei, "he plays the fox. "40 Youngsters 
were supposed to emulate the fox's cunning and become tricksters (pla
giaddonter), while their parents' admiration for the animal's qualities was 
so well known that Aristophanes twice calls attention to Spartan foxi
ness. 41 In short, the appearance of a fox cub in this situation is too unusual 
to have come from a non-Spartan source, but is completely consistent 
with the symbolic representation of Spartan youths. The story's origins 
must remain shrouded in mystery; I wonder, however, whether it did not 
start out as an exemplary tale that used to be told to ephebes at Sparta.42 
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Whatever its precise nature, the passage contains a valuable drop of 
information. We are told that, on a specific occasion (kairos), it was the 
custom (nenomisto) for ephebes to steal whatever they could without 
getting caught. The implication could not be clearer; contrary to the 
canonical interpretation, Spartan boys only stole at particular times es
tablished by custom. In his account, Xenophon rationalized this ritual 
theft into a regular activity intended to augment the ephebes' provisions. 
Other commentators, ancient and modern, have understood him to mean 
that the ephebes stole food daily, without taking into account the con
sequences such continual thievery by all the younger male population 
would have had on a rigidly structured society such as Sparta. 43 Either the 
city would have degenerated into anarchy or the act of stealing would 
have become a counterfeit, with food set aside especially for boys to filch. 
Instead of an everyday occurrence, then, theft was only sanctioned in 
particular circumstances, as part of larger religious festivals during which 
the conventional norms of society were periodically overturned.44 Xeno
phon himself alludes to one form of ritual theft at Sparta when he ends his 
discussion of larceny's pedagogical value with the cheese-stealing contest 
at Artemis' altar. 4S 

If the ephebes' stealing was essentially a ritual activity, we should next 
question how much other religiously motivated action Xenophon's ex
ceedingly rationalistic, down-to-earth account of Spartan education has 
disguised. For instance, he claims that the boys were required to go with
out sandals so that they would become surer-footed in climbing and able 
to run and jump more swiftly.46 But, as was long ago rec~gnized, bare feet 
have a religious, not a military, significance, and the closest parallels are 
to be found in festivals and rites of passage; participants in the Andanian 
mysteries and worshipers at the sanctuary of Despoina at Lycosura were 
unshod.47 

Seen in this light, the meager rations allowed the youths have little to 
do with training for the harsh life of a soldier and everything in common 
with periods of fasting endured by those undergoing rites of passage.48 

The single himation worn year-round set its owner apart from the rest of 
society, identifying him as one of a group whose transitory status lent it an 
air of sanctity much as the black cloak served as the uniform of an Athe
nian ephebe or, at a further remove, pure white robes often distinguished 
initiates from the masses.49 Unlike Spartan boys, Greek youths on the 
whole lived their lives as individuals except on special occasions like civic 
festivals, when they participated en masse. At such times, even demo-
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cratic Athens presented itself as a composite of blocs defined by status, 
kinship, or age, rather than as a community of individual people. One of 
the purposes of the Parthenon's Panathenaic frieze is to show all the 
corporate entities of Athenian society jointly worshiping the city's patron, 
but when the celebration was over, these bodies dissolved back into the 
welter of daily life. At Sparta, in contrast, the youths displayed and em
phasized their collective identity and separateness from the community 
not just during religious festivals, but at every moment of the day, waking 
or sleeping. 

Indeed, the primitive beds (stibades) they slept on had to be made from 
rushes they themselves collected, without knives, from the banks of the 
Eurotas.50 Stibades made of twigs or sticks were a common feature of 
ceremonies involving withdrawal to suburban sanctuaries for banquets 
and celebrations, such as when Athenian women abandoned their house
holds to gather on the Anodos slope for the Thesmophoria. 51 This form of 
sleeping arrangement, like much else associated with Greek ritual activity, 
recalls a prehistoric way of life; for the same reason, household fires were 
sometimes extinguished, a potent symbol of reversion to a time before 
civilization, or stone axes used for sacrifice instead of metal ones. In a like 
manner, the Spartan ephebes who tore the reeds up with their bare hands 
were reliving the brutish life of long ago, before the gods broµght civiliza
tion and technology. The other sacrifices, banquets, or withdrawals were 
soon over; the Spartan ephebes, however, remained beyond the pale, 
living neither with their families nor participating in the world of adults 
for many years. Their separateness may explain why, as I have noted, 
Spartan civil authorities, in the form of the ephors, had no jurisdiction 
over them: they were literally outside society. 

Their segregation was for the most part symbolic, not physical, and 
was reinforced by the heavy emphasis Sparta placed on their identity as a 
group. But there were other societal currents flowing in the opposite 
direction for, as they grew up, the boys entered into relationships as 
individuals with older men who introduced them into the world of adults. 
Xenophon's squeamishness about this aspect of Spartan education led 
him to deny categorically that it had a sexual component.52 No one be
lieves him. On the contrary, homosexual connections of this sort had a 
pronounced initiatory element and can be found in other warrior so
cieties, most notably in the cities of Crete, whose customs so resembled 
Sparta's that Lycurgus was supposed to have used them as a model.53 
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A boy was ready to become a man's eromenos just as he outgrew the 
paides and entered the paidiskoi.54 Xenophon does not spend much time 
on this second age group, no doubt because there was little to differentiate 
the activities of paidiskoi from those ~f paides: apart from the intensifica
tion of drills and exercises Xenophon briefly mentions, I assume that life 
for a paidiskos hardly changed from the one he already knew.ss But there 
was an important exception to this continuity; his relationship with an 
adult meant that the boy could now enter the male world of the common 
messes (phiditia), where, in a sort of catechism, he answered questions 
put to him. S6 Here there arises a tension between the youths' liminal 
status outside society and their gradual acculturation to the communal 
life of adult Spartiates. A boy's guide and teacher in this whole process 
was surely his erastes, who introduced him to the ways of a young Spar
tan gentleman: to keep his hands inside his robe while in public, to walk 
without talking, to keep his eyes always on the ground, and never to 
stare.57 The ferocity that life with his age mates had inculcated in the 
youth was reined in and contained by the standards of civil behavior he 
learned as a paidiskos. While still outside the mainstream, Spartan teen
agers were observing the life they would enter and learning its rules. 

Apart from these lessons in etiquette, a young Spartan would have 
assimilated the general moral and ethical instruction his erastes provided 
alone or through visits to the phidition. We are completely in the dark, 
however, about the acquisition of practical skills such as literacy. Spartans 
were, of course, notoriously ignorant of letters in Athenian eyes, but that 
picture must be modified in light of the evidence, epigraphical and liter
ary, for a certain degree of literacy in Classical Sparta. ss Most, if not all, of 
the Equals must have been able to read military dispatches, at the very 
least, and someone had to have composed the texts for official inscrip
tions, few as they were. But who taught them? 

That Sparta had anything like a state system of schools seems highly 
unlikely. Such a regime would run counter to the entire tenor of Xeno
phon's description of childrearing at Sparta and would undercut Aris
totle's famous criticism that the Spartans emphasized courage in training 
their young to the exclusion of all other virtues.s9 Fifth-century Athens 
cannot provide a model for Spartan practice. In the Archaic period, on the 
other hand, we do find parallels for the sort of aristocratic education that 
had been institutionalized in Classical Sparta. At that time, instruction 
was an individual affair, with youths getting their educations from older 
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men, fathers or lovers, who taught their charges practical skills as well as 
ethical conduct. 60 At Sparta, this duty would have fallen on the erastai, 
who were also known, appropriately, as "inspirers" (eispneleis). 

At the end of their peri?d as paidiskoz; boys participated in the ritual 
theft of cheeses that would become the whipping contest, but Xenophon, 
having a different notion of how to organize his material, alludes to this 
problematic ceremonial battle about halfway through his general descrip
tion of the highlights of Spartan education with which he begins his ac
count. 61 As I mentioned previously, the fight described by Xenophon and 
Plutarch was between two bands, one trying to take cheeses placed on 
Orthia's altar, the other warding them off.62 We can know nothing of the 
particulars. Did the ephebes fight by ila? If so, were there heats? Or were 
they all divided into two groups, regardless of their usual affiliation? 
None of these questions can be answered. 

It is possible, however, to solve the question of when Spartan youths 
took part in the ritual, even though our single piece of evidence for this 
particular ceremony pales beside the richness of testimony for its later 
avatar, the endurance contest. To do this involves drawing on a combina
tion of parallels with other cults of Artemis and cautious extrapolation 
backward from what is known about the place of the whipping contest in 
the Roman agoge. 

The centrality of Artemis Orthia to the youngsters in the Spartan ephe
bate can hardly be denied; the epigraphical and archaeological records 
show that her sanctuary was not simply the site for a single odd ceremony 
but a focus of their activity. The existence of ephebic contests in the 
Classical period, happily, does not need to be inferred or supposed. There 
is epigraphical evidence for them- a single dedication of five sickles bear
ing the verse inscription, "Victorious Arexippus dedicated these to Orthia, 
manifest for all to see in the gatherings of boys" (Plate 9 ). 63 Arexippus' 
gatherings of boys (sunodoi paidon) do not mean that the contests were 
restricted to members of the youngest age group. Rather, the term paides 
could be applied to all youths below the age of ires, as the following 
observations indicate. I have already explained that paides proper and 
paidiskoi were both organized into ilai and were both under the jurisdic
tion of the paidonomos. 64 In the agoge of Plutarch's time, all the age 
grades, up to and including the melleirenes, were considered to be pai
des. 65 We have noted the difference in status between the eirenes of the 
later agoge and the younger grades and that the endurance contest marked 
the transition to the senior grade. 66 All of this fits what is knoWn of 
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p LATE 9 . Sickle dedication of Arexippus (courtesy of the Ephor of Antiquities 
for Laconia and Arcadia) 

Artemis' role as protectress of the young: when her charges grew up, the 
girls getting married and the boys enrolling in the army, they passed out of 
her protection. 67 

In spite of the fact that, as I have repeatedly stressed, such later evi
dence often has no relation at all to the situation in Classical Sparta, a 
slender thread of continuity does run through the history of Artemis 
Orthia's relationship to the educational system. For their later versions of 
the ag6ge, Sphaerus and his successors reused and adapted materials 
already in place: Artemis remained the younger boys' patron goddess, 
while the eldest youths, the eirenes, straddled the world of child and adult 
much like their forebears the irenes. 68 That the age grades from mikkichi
zomenoi to melleirenes were considered to be paides is, consequently, a 
remnant from the Classical period, when the two groups below military 
age were also lumped together as "children." 

In the Classical period, as in later ages, a ritual at Artemis' altar marked 
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the children's transition to the threshold of manhood at the conclusion of 
their years as paidiskoi just before they became young warriors (irenes). 
Plato alludes to the battle as "certain snatchings among many blows" 
(harpagais tisin dia pol/on plegon) and has his Spartan interlocutor in
clude it among the tests of endurance youngsters must undergo to prove 
their worth. 69 A religious- ceremony involving cheese may seem rather 
risible to modern sensib)llties, but dairy products were quite often offered 
to the gods, and in this instance the cheese the youths fought over may 
have represented in some way the cheese Artemis made from lionesses' 
milk on Mount Taygetus.70 Shocking rather than laughable is that some 
participants in the ritual forcibly diverted these offerings from their in
tended purpose as sacrificial offerings. Other rites of stealing are known, 
but none seem to have been as violent as the Spartan.71 

Although the later endurance contest can quite readily be explained as 
a straightforward ritual of initiation into an all-male society (by the Ro
man period more ideal than real), a sacralized version of today's fraternity 
hazing or the devilment of West Point plebes in the nineteenth century, its 
predecessor, while clearly a rite of passage as well, presents more complex 
and disturbing features. Sacred precincts were havens of peace and quiet 
where violence was expressly forbidden. 72 The on"ly blood normally shed 
belonged to sacrificial victims, and even then everything was done to 
conceal and mitigate the killing act.73 The blade used to slit the victim's 
throat lay doubly concealed in a covered basket beneath a layer of barley, 
while water sprinkled on the animal's head caused it to shake and thus 
nod assent to its own death; at the culminating moment, the women's cry 
of triumph drowned out the victim's cries of pain and terror.74 

Such lace-curtain gentility is completely absent from the Spartan ritual. 
The battle's violence is not hidden or redirected, as it would later be, but 
instead celebrated, which creates a paradox, for no participant or specta
tor could have been unaware that in any other sanctuary or at any other 
time such behavior would have been considered sacrilegious. But here the 
crime itself becomes sacred; by virtue of its origin, as an act of worship 
within the sanctuary, the violence is holy, completely different in nature 
from a street brawl. Even so, the battle overturns the right order of things; 
offerings are not made to the gods, but snatched by mortals, and action 
that is usually the antithesis of piety becomes its expression. Thus, the 
ephebes fighting over the cheeses prec;ipitate and participate in the dis
solution of Greek civilization's fundamental tenets: respect and venera
tion for the gods. 
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The final dissolution came upon the youths at the end of years spent 
outside society during which they had been surrounded by images of 
precivilized life. Now for some, if not to a certain extent for all, their very 
Greekness was forfeit, and they became no better than the barbarous 
Lydians who disrupted the sacrifice in Plutarch's story and whose robes 
they did indeed wear after the ritual concluded. The ephebes' temporary 
loss of status was intensified by the whips wielded by the defenders of the 
altar, for flogging was the punishment of slaves, not free men. 75 Dissolu
tion of this kind, often expressed in images of violence and death, com
monly preceded renewal and rebirth in rites of passage for individuals as 
well as in civic festivals marking the new year.76 At Sparta, after they had 
passed through a period of utter, yet contained, depravity, the boys be
came young men and could begin to take their place among other mem
bers of their society. 

Xenophon concludes his overview of Spartan education with a brief 
discussion of the hebontes, whose choruses and gymnastic competitions 
he thought were really worth hearing and seeing (axiakroatotatous ... 
kai . .. axiotheatotatous). 77 The competitiveness drilled into them over the 
years was now given free rein. The three hundred· hebontes with the best 
records were chosen to become hippeis, while the unlucky majority were 
encouraged to extremes of jealous surveillance over their every move, in 
eager anticipation of catching them acting in ways unbefitting Spartan 
gentlemen. If Xenophon is to be credited, the two sets of hebontes could 
barely stand the sight of each other and came to blows "wherever they 
met" (hopou an sumbalosi). 78 With no lack of eager aspirants to fill vacan
cies from death, disgrace, or aging, the corps of hippeis would have been 
kept at full strength quite easily.79 

Without becoming entangled in the obdurate organizational complex
ities of the Spartan army during the years of its slow decline, I can state 
that a few details of the hippeis' military life are relatively straightforward 
and can be summed up briefly. For one, the hippeis actually fought on 
foot in the Classical period in spite of being called "horsemen. "80 And it 
appears that ordinary hebontes were brigaded indiscriminately into the 
normal army units, whereas the hippeis had the extraordinary privilege of 
forming a separate corps outside the army's command structure. 81 Be
cause the ephors directly chose the commanders assigned them, the hip
pagretai, they could count on the hippeis' absolute loyalty and discretion 
in carrying out such sensitive assignments as the apprehension of the 
dangerously disgruntled would-be Spartiate, Cinadon, whose attempted 
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insurrection shook the authorities out of any complacency they might 
have felt after the defeat of Athens. 82 The five eldest men passing out of 
this elite corps each year served as special agents (agathoergoi) for the 
state, liable to be sent anywhere on government business. s3 

In becoming hebontes, young Spartans took their most significant step 
toward attaining the exalted status of Equals. Along with being afforded 
the opportunity to fight with honor for their city, they could now join the 
common messes, called phiditia, membership in which was essential for 
all Spartiates. 84 Dining clubs had been a common phenomenon in aristo
cratic circles throughout Greece during the Archaic period, when they 
had played important roles in politics and culture. However, only in 
Sparta and on the island of Crete were they officially incorporated into 
the machinery of the state, becoming at Sparta the preeminent medium 
for reinforcement of Sparta's aristocratic warrior ethic. 85 

Each new hebon applied for membership in a common mess himself, 
and it is not hard to imagine that family and social ties were significant 
factors in his choice of a mess to join and in the mess members' decision to 
accept or reject his application. 86 The voting procedure was extremely 
strict, as even a single negative vote was sufficient to cause a candidature 
to .fail, virtually assuring that there was a good deal of canvassing among 
the approximately fifteen members before a vote to ensure a favorable 
outcome.87 

In the phidition, where he was expected to eat daily while in the city, a 
young Spartan began his final journey toward integration.88 No longer 
segregated with his coevals, he dined among men of all ages, drawing on 
the experiences of his elders to mold himself into an exemplary Spartiate 
who was ready to die rather than live ignobly. 89 Even the food carried a 
message: all members of the phidition were equal in every way. Each was 
obliged to contribute the same amount of unprepared food to the com
mon larder, which the kitchen staff then transformed into the notoriously 
unappetizing black broth (zomos) and barley bread served at each meal.90 

Despite this emphasis on uniformity, an unusually perceptive young 
Spartan might have seen that his phidition also provided a forum for the 
typically Greek propensity for competitive displays of generosity. For, 
once the prescribed rations had been consumed, members were allow:ed, 
or more probably expected, to treat their messmates to tidbits they had 
brought with them. These ranged from humble concoctions of barley 
fried in olive oil, called "after-dinner cakes" (epaikla), to game or even 
that delightful extravagance, wheat bread.91 Nothing could be brought in 
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from·a stand in the market; ~e only suitable gifts were products of the 
hunt or one's own estates, with magnificence, not taste, the motivating 
factor. Before serving, the c.ooks announced the name of the day's donor 
to his grateful companions so that they might appreciate his hunting 
prowess and diligence for them.92 

Beyond what little is known of the hebontes' military life and what can 
be surmised about their membership in the phiditia lurks a mass of as
sumptions about their place in Spartan society as a whole. An unknown, 
but surely small, number of hebontes maintained a close association with 
boys in the younger age groups by serving as the paidonomos' assistants, 
the mastigophoroi.93 Xenophon, as I have mentioned, praises the he
bontes' conte~ts and choruses, probably at festivals like the Carnea, where 
they would have provided the ceremonial runners called staphulodromoi; 
the Hyacinthia, at which a chorus of young men performed; or, less cer
tainly, the Gymnopaediae.94 

I assume that hebontes might also join the teams picked to compete in 
ball games. The prominence of the sphaireis teams in the agoge of the 
Roman period has tended to overwhelm the evidence, slight as it is, for 
the existence of ball games in the Classical period. Xenophon clearly 
alludes to them, however, when describing the treatment meted out to 
cowards (tresantes, literally, "tremblers"): "Often this sort of man does 
not get a place when they are choosing ball teams."95 Although only 
graduating ephebes formed teams in the later agoge, Xenophon does not 
even hint that only hebontes played ball in his time; in fact, he mentions 
the teams in the part of the Constitution where he sets out to describe the 
way of life·of all Spartans.96 The transformation of these ball games from 
an activity open to all adult male Spartans into a solely ephebic institution 
is a familiar one and should be viewed as yet another consequence of the 
later agoge's role as the preeminent repository of Spartan culture. 

The marginal status of young Spartans diminished significantly on en
tering the hebontes, but it still remained. In fact, the symbolic isolation of 
previous years became a reality.97 For one year they were required to live 
in the mountains unarmed, without servants, to keep themselves hidden 
from view, and live off the land without being caught. Many societies 
have a tradition of sending their young men off into the wilderness for 
periods of time as part of the initiatory process, and ancient historians 
have profitably adduced ethnographic parallels. Unfortunately, as a per
spicacious recent article has made clear, they have also confused two 
quite separate practices-a traditional withdrawal from society that all 
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youths underwent and a period of police duty that was open only to the 
best of them.'8 In contrast to the solitude of those undergoing the krup
teia, the name properly applied only to the period of isolation, groups of 
hebontes with the most nous also went out into the countryside, this time 
to terrorize the subject helot population, armed with daggers and a li
cense to kill potential troublemakers." While not so prestigious as the 
hippeis, these commando units were another expression of the striving for 
status and honor that formed the basis of Spartan education and society 
asa whole. 

Young men in the last stage before full citizenship may have been ex
pected to become lovers (erastai) of boys just leaving the paides phase, al
though that is far from definite, given that hebontes themselves had older 
lovers who were expected to carry out financial dealings for them until 
they were thirty years old.100 Hebontes certainly could not marry. Early 
on, Xenophon takes pains to distinguish Spartan marriage custom from 
what other Greeks thought acceptable: "In addition, [Lycurgus] even 
stopped everyone from taking a wife whenever he wanted, laying down 
the rule that marriages be undertaken in the prime of bodily vigor [en 
akmais somaton], because he thought this was advantageous for healthy 
offspring."101 The phrase en akmais somaton foreshadows Xenophon's 
use of "those in their prime" (hoi akmazontes) for adult male citizens who 
had completed their terms as hebontes (he hebetike helikia) and who were 
then eligible for the city's highest offices, including the post of paido
nomos.102 However, Sparta brought enormous social and legal pressures 
on young men to marry as soon as they were of eligible age. Later sources 
describe a series of humiliating penalties confirmed bachelors suffered: in 
winter they had to traipse naked around the agora in a circle singing that 
they were getting their just deserts for breaking the law; they were barred 
from participating in the Gymnopaediae; and younger men did not feel 
obliged to pay them the respect usually due their elders.103 

The final assimilation of a Spartan to his new status as a Spartiate Equal 
with no legal or social disabilities began with his becoming a full citizen at 
about thirty. Although marriage was expected to follow promptly, he did 
not yet leave behind the barracks in which he had lived for most of his life. 
A Spartan groom was expected to return every night to his barracks and 
often did not live at home until the birth of a child.104 Only then, I believe, 
did a Spartan male finally shed the last vestige of his marginal status. 

Not all who began this long journey were able to complete it. The risk 
of failure was ever present and had~ disastrous consequence-exclusion 
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from the ranks of the Spartiate elite, the Homoioi (Equals).105 Of the 
forms failure might take for young Spartans we are ignorant except on 
two counts, homicide and financial embarrassment. Among the motley 
band of mercenaries Xenophon assembled for his expedition in support 
of Cyrus, pretender to the Persian throne, was one Dracontius, a Spartan 
from a good family who had been exiled as a boy for accidentally killing 
another boy with his sickle.106 Sophisticated Greeks of Xenophon's time 
might have thought the punishment a trifle Homeric for their taste, but 
they would have understood that the Spartans' motivation for excluding 
Dracontius from the ranks of the Equals and banishing him lay in their 
fear of pollution.107 The other reason for failure might likewise be viewed 
as a typically unforgiving Spartan version of a property qualification. 
Boys were required, like their elders, to make regular contributions of 
food to their bands' common messes; of adult mess contributions, Aris
totle says, "This is their traditional definition of citizenship: that he who 
cannot make this contribution does not share in it. " 108 We can assume the 
same was true for boys as well. 

One might easily get the impression from Xenophon's Constitution of 
the Lacedaemonians that all Spartans began their schooling at seven and 
virtually all of them completed it successfully. Neither was exactly the 
case. Xenophon hurriedly alludes to the possibility of failure and its con
sequences -disqualification from all the rights and privileges of Spartiate 
status - but stresses the incentive for success it provided.109 And although 
all boys of Spartiate parents, that is, from the top echelons of society, were 
theoretically eligible to join their fathers as Equals after passing through 
the rigors of the initiation process, most of the nonservile population was 
barred from enrolling in the ilai because of their status as Inferiors (hupo
meiones).110 Like Orwell'~ pigs, the Equals were quite a bit more equal· 
than other Spartans, with one admittedly tendentious account giving a 
ratio of one Spartiate for every one hundred Inferiors.111 

Ironically, in the aristocratic educational system Xenophon devised as 
part of his utopian fantasy on the life of Cyrus the Great of Persia, he 
unflinchingly confronts harsh realities downplayed in his account of the 
real situation at Sparta. The two institutions, as he describes them, share 
so many similarities in structure and philosophy that it is generally, and 
correctly, held that Xenophon must have based his version of Persian 
education upon what he knew of Spartan practice.112 Thus, what Xeno
phon has to say about eligibility for his Persian system can apply also, 
mutatis mutandis, to the Spartan: 
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All Persians may send their children to the community schools of jus
tice. But only those who can afford to raise nonproducing children 
send them; those who cannot afford to do not. Children who have been 
taught by the public teachers can join the ephebes, but it is not possible 
for those who do not have this sort of education. Furthermore, those 
who complete their time in the ephebes by carrying out their tradi
tional duties may be counted as full citizens and partake of their offices 
and honors, but those who do not complete the period as ephebes may 
not enter the full-citizen class.113 

Essential for this system, as for the Spartan, was wealth. A regular, and 
quite substantial, source of income was needed to free young men from all 
financial encumbrances so they might learn justice, archery, and the hunt. 
At Sparta, real wealth naturally took the form of land, with only the 
propertied families having the resources to allow their sons to join the ilai 
and contribute food. 114 But ability was severely tested too, and at'every 
stage the numbers were thinned out so that only the best of the best could 
attain the reward of honor and privilege that was their due as full citizens. 

We have no idea what the rate of failure at Sparta was, although schol
ars have pondered the deleterious effects on Spartan society of a grow
ing number of disenfranchised Spartiates.11s It certainly would not have 
alleviated the city's chronic manpower shortage (oliganthropia), which 
reached dire proportions in the fourth century B.c. 11'i The ruthless and 
ultimately self-defeating ethos of Spartan education allowed for no defi
ciencies and would have inevitably grown more and more exclusionary as 
time passed had the tendency not been mitigated in several ways. For
eigners, for instance, who wished to taste the delights of ephebic life at 
Sparta could enroll in the ilai as "foster sons" (trophimoi), with the chance 
of eventually having a limited form of citizenship.117 Boys from Spartiate 
families who could not, for some reason, qualify financially were spon
sored by more fortunate families, it appears, becoming what the Spartans 
called mothakes to their sons.118 No permanent stigma seems to have 
attached to the label, since the great Lysander, victor of Aegispotami, 
spent his youth as a mothax.119 

As far as we can tell, the custom of allowing impoverished Spartans to 
be educated as mothakes was revived in the later phases of the agoge, 
when they were called kasens instead.120 The suntrophoi of Cleomenes m 
who helped in his coup against the ephors were not, of course, mothakes, 
despite Plutarch's (or even Phylarchus') testimony to the contrary.121 Tra-
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ditional education had collapsed before Cleomenes was even born, and 
the heir to the throne was traditionally exempt from it anyway.122 Rather, 
they were true suntrophoi, noble children raised at Hellenistic courts 
with the royal heir, who would usually go on to great power and influence 
with him as king and were thus yet another example of the degree to 
which the third-century Spartan kings adopted the customs of Hellenistic 
monarchs.123 

I have relied on Xenophon to provide a sound framework for the 
preceding sketch of the young Spartan age groups and their activities, but 
his view of Spartan education was inevitably conditioned by his own 
experiences on the fringes of the intellectual avant-garde at Athens. This 
limitation needs to be addressed, due to the marked influence his work 
had on the shape and tenor oflater descriptions; even today, his rationalis
tic interpretation has found almost universal favor among historians.124 

Although scholars of ancient religion have justly noted the ritual and 
ceremonial aspects of Spartan education, the view prevails that it was "a 
mainly secular educational cycle with important religious elements. "US 

This does justice to the agoge of the later phases, which had been devised 
under the influence of Hellenistic educational practice, but it denies what I 
believe was the fundamentally religious, initiatory character of the Classi
cal phase, as well as drawing an anachronistic division between the sacred 
and the profane. 

Unfortunately, no authentic Spartan voices have survived to tell us how 
they themselves viewed what we call their educational system, and Xeno
phon's Constitution, our only testament, has a palpably nostalgic, uto
pian air about it. Despite this, there is no reason to think that any of these 
practices had lost their sacred significance for the Spartans of Xenophon's 
age. Indeed, from what we are repeatedly told of Spartans' piety, they are 
unlikely to have regarded the round of ephebic festivals and ritual actions 
as a system whose sole purpose was to produce adult male warriors. 
Notwithstanding the interpretations of Xenophon and his successors, 
everything we know about the upbringing in its early phase shows that it 
was an agglomeration of activities with fundamentally religious founda
tions, not merely a Lacedaemonian Sandhurst or West Point. 

I have already called attention to the initiatory motifs ubiquitous in 
Xenophon's account. But there are also the gods of Spartan youth to 
consider, whose importance was far greater than either Xenophon or 
Plutarch intimates. Naturally, Artemis Orthia was paramount. Although 
she was the patron of Spartan youth from the earliest period for which 
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there is evidence, her identification with Artemis is often argued to have 
come very late indeed.126 The argument appears clear-cut, since the first 
dedication to Artemis Orthia rather than to Orthia alone comes from the 
late first century A.D.127 Other evidence, however, suggests that the two 
deities were assimilated long before then. Tetradrachms issued by Cleo
menes ill bear a picture of Orthia's cult statue, a pillarlike image of the 
goddess wearing a helmet and carrying a bow and lance.12a Iconographi
cally speaking, a deity with such attributes could only have been Ar
temis.129 This is, in fact, the name of the goddess of the endurance contest 
as recorded in the Laconian Institutions, whose original sources were 
written no later than the beginning of the second century B.c.130 The 
identification of Orthia with Artemis probably happened much earlier, 
since sixth-century le~d figurines from her sanctuary depict a goddess 
with a bow or a deer, which a recent study has pointed out were attributes 
of Artemis, not Orthia. m 

The sixth century B.C. was a watershed in the history of Orthia's sanc
tuary as it was of Sparta as a whole. For it was then that the so-called 
Spartan revolution took place, which transformed Sparta from a ordinary 
Greek state, not really any different in its customs from any other city of 
the time, into an armed camp, with a supposedly totalitarian way of life 
that ordered a citizen's life from cradle to grave.132 Early in the century, the 
area of the sanctuary was completely remodeled and a new temple con
structed; the precise date is an object of lively debate among archaeolo
gists but need not concern us.133 Following the renovation, the cult's 
popularity, as reflected in the artifactual evidence, soared. Of the stagger
ing number of votive lead figurines unearthed, some Ioo,ooo, the over
whelming majority comes from the sixth century; the number drops sig
nificantly in the following years, reflecting a general decline in the quantity 
and quality of archaeological evidence in Laconia as a whole during the 
Classical period.134 A similar preponderance is evident in the number of 
terra-cotta masks found in the sanctuary.135 

The sixth-century votive offerings, particularly the lead figurines, are 
not only far more numerous than the earlier ones but also show a marked 
shift in subject matter. Most suggestive is the great increase in the number 
of lead figurines depicting hoplites.136 Hoplite figurines would have made 
appropriate dedications for those who had endured or were about to 
endure the rites of passage that would transform them into warriors and, 
in a general sense, can be taken to reflect a desire on the part of Spartans 
to be represented in this manner.13' The votive masks, by turns grotesque 
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or alluring, were the Spartan version of the terrifying and dreadful things 
shown to initiates into mystery cults.138 Masks with the features of hand
some young men represented the ideals for which the ephebes should 
strive, while monstrous gorgons and ugly, wrinkled, skull-like visages 
were images of what lurks, incomplete and ill-matched, beyond the 
bounds of society. The ephebes probably wore linen or wooden versions 
during the dances and other events that foreshadowed the boys' contests 
known from Roman times.139 

Although the sort of archaeological evidence found at Artemis Orthia's 
shrine allows only tentative interpretation, her increased prosperity in the 
sixth century was surely a result of the changes being wrought on Spartan 
society. The cult practices that later came to be called the agoge may 
possibly have been, if not instituted, at least adapted and rearranged at 
the same time that Orthia was transformed into a significant state deity.140 

While the Sparta of a century later was a highly regimented, backward
looking society, recent studies have tended to the opinion that, in spite of 
itself ushering in an age of austerity and militarism, the sixth century was 
a time of prosperity, with Spartan living standards, as far as we can tell, 
not significantly inferior to anywhere else.141 Whatever was happening to 
Spartan society seems to have been beneficial, at least in the short run. 
With the final subjugation of the fertile lands of neighboring Messenia, 
Sparta embarked on an aggressively interventionist foreign policy in sup
port of governments sympathetic to Spartan interests and against those 
whom it found uncongenial.142 Sparta's success in pursuing this drive 
toward hegemony was surely due in part to the incessant training of the 
young to become citizen-soldiers. But military exercises are only part of 
the story and, as we have seen, not one that has left many traces in the 
literary or archaeological record. 

Instead, ritual and cult dominate the evidence, which is as it should be, 
because training a boy to fight is useless without inculcating in him the 
desire to fight for his city. The initiatory ceremonies of Artemis Orthia 
cemented a bond between the youths that underwent them and Spartan 
society as a whole, while the use of certain Spartan mythical exempla, as I 
will argue next, provided these aspiring warriors with models for their 
own behavior. 

At the edge of town, Artemis presided over the border dividing the life 
of the city, with its familiar institutions and rituals, from the untamed 
savagery of the world outside; in the decade and a half they spent under 
her protection, ephebes crossed and recrossed this line many times as 
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they learned what civic virtues to emulate and which antisocial vices to 
avoid.143 The terrors and obscene parodies horrifyingly represented at her 
sanctuary remain nameless, but the values of courage, obedience, and 
self-sacrifice exemplified by the masks of the handsome youth and the 
warrior were embodied in figures whose links to Spartan education have 
only just begun to be appreciated-the Dioscuri.144 

Hometown heroes, with their birthplace just outside the city at The
rapne, Castor and Pollux were major Spartan divinities. The Dioscuri, or 
their symbols, appear on a. number of well-known Archaic reliefs and, 
much later, on coins.1"5 Pindar calls them "stewards of spacious Sparta," 
grouping them with Heracles and Hermes as gods of the games.146 At 
Sparta there were statues of the Dioscuri as Starters of the Race (Aphe
terioi) at the entrance to the ephebic exercise ground, the dromos, while 
nearby stood a trophy commemorating Pollux's defeat of Lynceus and 
further away was an altar to the Dioscuri as Amboulioi.147 In Pausanias' 
time, ephebes would sacrifice a puppy to the war god Enyalius at the 
temple of the Dioscuri on the night before the Platanistas battle.148 

Appropriately for divinities who were usually depicted as young men, 
the Dioscuri were also great hunters, especially Castor, who was reputed 
to have originated one of the two great Spartan breeds of hound, the 
Castorian.1" 9 They invented the armed dances for which Spartan ephebes 
were renowned and, according to Theognis, they enforced fairness be
tween friends.150 In contrast to Artemis' place on the edges of civilization, 
where the wilderness abutted the orderly fields of culture, they were gods 
of the community, epitomizing the place and activities of young men as 
a group within society. The Di~scuri were, above all, warriors, protect
ing and encouraging their mortal counterparts in the din of battle; Spar
tan soldiers, for instance, marched to war to the strains of Castor's air 
(kastoreion melos).151 In sum, they represented all the qualities Spar
tans would have found congenial: piety, justice, military prowess, and 
courage.152 

Their relationship with Sparta encompassed more than just a con
gruence of values. Castor and Pollux were the divine counterparts and 
guarantors of the city's double kingship.153 Until a dispute between kings 
Cleomenes and Demaratus in the late sixth century, both divine brothers 
used to accompany the. two monarchs on campaign; afterward, when 
only one king at a time was permitted to lead an army out of the country, 
the twins took turns.154 Indeed, Spartan kings could count themselves dis-
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tant successors of their fellow citizens Castor and Pollux through Mene
laus, husband of Helen.155 

The Dioscuri thus stood at the very center of the Spartan polity, at once 
the legitimators of its royal houses and the embodiments of the ideal 
ephebe. From his first year as a pais until he left the hebontes, a young 
Spartan was led to shun the monstrous and uncivilized that lurked out
side and to model himself after the Dioscuri so that he might incarnate the 
virtues they represented. This is no rhetorical exaggeration because, in a 
very real sense, the best young Spartans were in fact associated with the 
Tyndaridae. 

The best young Spartans were, without a doubt, the three hundred 
hippeis, also known as the koroi (youths). 156 This alternative title appears 
on one of the so-called Spartan hero reliefs, whose dedicatory inscription 
reads "[The] koroi [dedicate this image of] Theodes son of Nam[-]" 
(Plate :ro ).157 The relief is from a group that was probably erected some
time between 556 and 5:z.o B.c.m Snakes and other chthonic symbols 
appear on the reliefs along with representations of the dead themselves, 
all of which points to the effective existence of a cult of the dead at 
Sparta.159 The great honors given those who died in battle included vener
ation as a hero; as one scholar put it, "In Laconia every dead man turned 
into a hero. "160 The heroes on the reliefs are shown either singly or in 
pairs, standing or seated on chairs, but always making an offering . 
. . The Theodes relief is one of several that show single standing figures, 

but is otherwise unique.161 The relief, the bottom half of which is missing, 
shows a beardless youth with short hair in pro.file facing right, nude 
except for a folded traveling cloak (chlamus) on his right shoulder. In his 
right hand, which is slightly extended from his body, he holds a round 
offering, either a cake or a fruit, perhaps a pomegranate; to his right, a 
snake sinuously rises to the height of his chest. Cradled in the youth's left 
arm (invisible to the viewer) is a long, sticklike object that is undoubtedly 
a spear. It rises at a sharp angle from the middle of his back and breaks 
through the field of the dedicatory inscription, which runs vertically be
hind him. The visible portion of the spear lacks a blade, indicating it was 
held point downward even though the rest of the object has been lost. 

The relief is incongruous. The koroil hippeis fought as hoplites, but the 
figure on this relief does not have the characteristic equipment of this type 
of soldier.162 Enough examples survive to indicate that Spartan art fol
lowed Greek iconographic conventions in depicting hoplites, who are 
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PLATE Io. Theoc/es' stele (courtesy of the Antikensammlung, Staat/iche 
Museen zu Berlin, Preussischer Ku/turbesitz) 

shown, at the very least, with either a helmet or the huge shield (hop/on) 
that gave hoplites their name.163 In fact, one of the hero reliefs shows a 
young hoplite standing in front of his shield, with his helmet on the 
ground before him.164 His short hair and beardless state indicate that, like 
Theocles, he did not live to maturity. But, although both young men were 
hebontes, the Theocles relief does not show its subject as a hoplite be
cause, in iconographic and symbolic terms, Theocles and his grieving 
friends were not hoplites, but horsemen (hippeis). 

The Dioscuri were horsemen par excellence: "breakers of swift colts, 
wise riders," in Alcman's words.165 Images of them on horseback abound, 
from the frieze around the Sicyonian Treasury at Delphi to pots from 
workshops in the Athenian Ceramicus. 166 Their association with horses 
was close and ancient, stretching back to their origins in the Indo-Euro-
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pean pantheon and linking them to the Divine Twins of Vedic myth, the 
aivins.167 The two sets of brothers were saviors of men, bright deities 
whose epiphanies brought hope in the midst of despair; as Theocritus put 
it when addressing Castor and Pollux, "Aidbringers to mortals both of 
you, friends, horsemen, harpers, athletes, bards."168 

On their horses or off, the brothers wore the same conical felt caps 
(piloi) as Spartan warriors; over their shoulders were traveling cloaks 
(chlamudes), and in their hands one or two spears.169 Every Spartan knew 
how to identify the Dioscuri from these accoutrements, but even this 
sometimes failed to help. Pausanias relates the tale of Panormus and 
Gonippus, two likely lads from Andania in Messenia who, dressed up in 
white chi tons and purple chlamudes, astride two white horses and clutch
ing spears, rode into the Spartan camp in the middle of a festival to the 
Dioscuri. Completely flummoxing their enemies, who thought they were 
witnessing a divine epiphany, the Messenian youths tore through the 
camp, slaughtering everyone they met.17o 

The heroized Theocles also wears a prominent chlamus and carries a 
spear. On his head is a tight-fitting cap that covers the back of his neck; it 
is not an exact copy of a pilos, but neither is it the crested helmet of a 
hoplite. Within the bounds of propriety, he is attired as one of the Dio
scuri. His pose is almost precisely paralleled by a Roman relief that shows 
Castor and Pollux standing on either side of Helen, their spears pointing 
to the ground.171 The koroiwere, to all appearances, the mortal counter
parts of the Dioskoroi.172 Before Sparta devoted its resources to the infan
try, they might have ridden horses, making their identification with the 
Tyndaridae all the closer. The association with the divine horsemen also 
explains why the corps retained the title hippeis into the Classical period 
even though it fought on foot. Like Castor and his brother, who were the 
immortal protectors of Spartan royalty, the koroi accompanied the kings 
into battle.173 

The Dioscuri were not just vaguely related to the rites of initiation that 
a young Spartan went through, but were the very focus of his aspirations. 
For the most capable graduates from the paidiskoi, there was an oppor
tunity to become, in a sense, visible reflections of the Dioscuri. As the 
mythical hero Theseus was the quintessential youthful warrior fo~ Athe
nians and the archetype of aristocratic education in that city, so Castor 
and Pollux epitomized young manhood in Spartan eyes.174 The analogy 
also has a mythological resonance, which some surely felt during the 
Peloponnesian War: the first conflict between Spartans and Athenians 
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was supposed to have resulted from Theseus' capture of Helen and her 
subsequent rescue at the hands of her brothers, the Dioscuri.175 

Through their function as horsemen, the Dioscuri had a connection 
with Artemis Orthia. The representations of horses and horsemen found 
at her sanctuary are more numerous than those of all other animals put 
together, suggesting that they were considered particularly appropriate 
dedications to the Spartan goddess.176 A fragmentary vessel also found 
there provides a tantalizing hint of a ritual function for mounted riders, as 
it shows a priestess figure holding a floral emblem, flanked by two nude 
young men on horseback who are clutching spears.177 The involvement of 
young horsemen in Orthia's cult can certainly be entertained, since this 
would indicate that the hebontes, like their successors, the eirenes, still 
enjoyed her protection to a certain extent. Furthermore, we may have 
here the key to understanding an enigmatic series of pots from the middle 
of the sixth century B.c. painted with what is known as the "Laconian 
rider motif," a single mounted youth, naked and armed with a spear.178 A 
recent study has suggested an iconographical link with Artemis Orthia, 
which would be all the closer if the rider is to be seen as a literal horseman 
(hippeus), one of the elite products of her tutelage.m 

In conceptual terms, the ephebes moved from the periphery of Spartan 
society to its center, with the most able of them becoming living reminders 
of their most important deities. From being "antihoplites" armed with 
sickles, the weaponry of barbarians and criminals, as emblems of their 
marginality, they were transformed into true hoplites and citizens, trained 
to fight in a body, shield pressed on shield, for the glory of Sparta.180 

The agglomeration of initiatory rituals and contests that produced 
citizen-warriors was, fundamentally, no less religious than the retreats of 
upper-class Athenian girls to the sanctuary of Artemis at Brauron.181 The 
Attic bears and Spartan foxes were, in fact, cognate; in the same way that 
Athenian girls assumed the tide of Artemis' arktoi (bears) in preparation 
for their future as wives and mothers, so Spartan youths were readied 
under Artemis Orthia for the military life awaiting them. Warrior initia
tion at Classical Sparta, besides producing first-class soldiers for the state, 
was fully as divine an institution as the polis itself and the diaita, with 
which it was intimately associated.182 
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The story of Spartan education is far more complex than has 
hitherto been appreciated. Its single constant was change, as the system 
adapted to meet different historical situations. We must abandon the 
simplistic view that has the Spartan discipline at its height during the 
Classical period and in gradual but inexorable decline thereafter. Rather, 
boys' training was transformed, revived, revised, and reinvented as cir
cumstances demanded. As revealed here, the complexities of this process 
render it impossible to use the extant evidence as a basis for .,reconstruct
ing Spartan educational rituals in the Archaic period, since changing his
torical circumstances must inevitably have had their impact on the system 
well before Xenophon's time.1 

Nonetheless, ancient historians have rushed into other fields in their 
quest for useful information to fill the gaps in the Greek evidence. They 
carry with them on these treks abroad those elements of Spartan boys' 
initiation that have been deemed "primitive survivals" -the age grades 
with their archaic-sounding names, the theriomorphic titles for ephebic 
groups, the mock battles, and so on. A favorite destination is anthropol
ogy, which bulks large in the modern scholarship on Sparta and Spartan 
education. Early in this century, an influential book drew attention to 
quite intriguing similarities between certain Spartan initiatory practices 
and those of African tribes. 2 Government officials, missionaries, and aca
demics in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries observed Afri
can tribes practicing lengthy initiations of boys divided among age grades 
with theriomorphic names, ritual battles between bands of youths, milita
ristic training, and other customs that uncannily recall ancient accounts 
of the Spartan way of life. Here were detailed reliable eyewitness accounts 
of age-old living traditions from cultures at a primitive level long since 
surpassed in Europe. Their usefulness in elucidating the arcana of Spartan 
life was inestimable. The pioneer in deploying this material put it in the 
following way: "in regard to the backward cultures of Southern Africa, 
we have spoken of fossilized cultures and, concerning the entire African 
continent, we could say that it stands as the most remarkable colle~tion of 
fossils of ancient historical civilizations that it is possible to study."3 These 
fossilized societies therefore afforded scholars a glimpse into the past that 
the pitiful scraps of ancient learning denied them. 

In the years since the first flush of excitement about the utility of such 
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ethnographic data for the study of Spartan traditions, our understanding 
of the relationship between the two types of material has grown more 
subtle. Rather than providing a guide to the traditional ritual institu
tions of fifth- and fourth-century Sparta, the African customs are now 
regarded as belonging to cultures in earlier stages of development than 
the poleis of Classical Greece.4 Thus, historians may use the ethnological 
evidence, tentatively, to illuminate "the hypothetical or hidden origins of 
certain historical Spartan customs," but the difference between Sparta 
and African tribal societies "in evolutionary perspective" precludes any
thing more.s 

Such reasoning can most k.i~dly be described as Eurocentric. Other 
disciplines long ago abandoned the evolutionary paradigm as a means of 
understanding cultural development because the scales derived from it 
always seemed to end with modem Western civilization at their summit. 
Moreover, classicists' attitudes to the African evidence are founded on the 
assumption, explicit in earlier studies but still implicit in more recent 
ones, that the ceremonies recorded by European observers were archaic 
products of completely static, unchanging societies. 6 As historians of Af
rica have shown in recent decades, the reality is far different-one of 
constant, often deeply jarring change and discontinuity marked by des
perate attempts to assert or invent cultural identities in the face of en
croaching colonial and postcolonial powers. 

Long-cherished notions about the characteristics of African cultures, 
such as the predominance of "tribes," have been shown to lack founda
tion. In much of southern Africa tribalism was a colonial construct, inven
ted and fostered by European administrators in the first decades of this 
century as a means of indirect government. 7 Group identity seems to have 
been much more complex and fluid in the precolonial period, with people 
employing a range of allegiances (as members of clans, cults, professional 
guilds, or kingdoms) to identify themselves.8 In the twentieth century, 
however, the colonial powers introduced indirect government, whereby 
the local population was divided into groups identified as "tribes" and 
ruled by means of proxies, who were appointed as "chiefs."9 Even more 
dismaying is the opinion voiced by one scholar of African history that the 
creation of tribes "doubtless owed much to the Old Testament, to Tacitus 
and Caesar. "10 The pool of evidence is muddied indeed. 

Granted that African p~litical institutions did experience change over 
time, we might still expect ritual practices to remain relatively static, 
given religion's natural conservatism. But this notion is as fallacious in 
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terms of African traditions as it is for Spartan, and even Greek, customs 
generally. Just as Plutarch was taken in by the spectacle of youths enacting 
what appeared to be customs dating from the dawn of Sparta's history, so 
also European witnesses of African ceremonies often failed to compre
hend the extent to which traditions could be manipulated or invented by 
the Africans themselves, seeing in them instead manifestations of an eter
nal and unchanging African "world view."11 The consequences of this 
realization are profound for the study of African traditional religion and 
have no little relevance for ancient historians, dependent as we are on late 
sources for so much of our information about cult and ritual. What has 
recently been said about a well-documented ceremony marking the pass
ing of seniority from one corporate generation among the Em bu people of 
East Africa to another could apply, with very few alterations, to the situa
tion at Sparta: "All of the surviving accounts-written' and oral, local 
and alien-betray an assumption that the rituals of the i:932 nduiko 
represented ard~aic relics of 'traditional' Embu society. In fact these cere
monies, with all their seemingly anachronistic elements, could scarcely 
have been more contemporary. "12 

Far from being fossils from a past stage in the evolution of society, 
African rituals and ceremonies were outgrowths of mutable, living tradi
tions that were just as affected by the universal desire to construct a past 
that answers the needs of the present as those of any other culture.13 

These practices simply cannot be wrenched out of their own historical 
contexts and fashioned into instruments for exposing the prehistoric un
derpinnings of Classical Greek society because they are by no means 
products of inert "prehistoric" or "primitive" societies. While I do not 
deny that Spartan and African initiation rituals are analogous cultural 
phenomena, the analogy cannot be extended to yield any historical points 
about Spartan or African society. In other words, ancient historians have 
no .warrant for reconstructing early Greek initiation rites from African 
"parallels" that grew out of historical situations utterly dissimilar to those 
of prehistoric Greece. 

Once we resist the temptation to view certain elements in Spartan 
education as anachronistic relics merely because they bear a superficial 
resemblance to rituals anthropologists once dubbed "primitive,''. it be
comes evident that nothing in the way that youths were brought up at 
Sparta is of demonstrably greater antiquity than anywhere else in Greece. 
With this in mind, I have tried to show that the cycle of initiation cere
monies that came to be the Spartan agoge was not so very unusual. Other 
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Greek cities had similar rituals of acculturation and appear to have di
vided their youth up into age divisions of varying precision as well. In 
fact, the grading of a population by relative age has been called probably 
one of the basic modes of social categorization.14 Moreover, there is noth
ing at all "prehistoric" about the names devised for the Spartan age grades 
in the Hellenistic period; American street gangs (whose most active mem
bers are approximately the same ages as Spartan ephebes) divide their 
membership into age grades whose names sometimes uncannily recall 
those of the Spartans: for example, Seniors (eighteen years old or older), 
Juniors (sixteen to seventeen years old), Midgets (twelve to fifteen), and 
Pee Wees (younger than twelve).15 Of course, Spartan ephebes were not 
just undisciplined, lawless young thugs; their activities had been under the 
control of the civic authorities for as long as we have evidence. 

Here indeed may lie the key to appreciating Sparta's unique contribu
tion to the development of public education in Greece. I believe that the 
foundation of what became the agoge should be linked to the renovation 
of Orthia's sanctuary in the early sixth century, when preexisting rites of 
passage held there and at other spots in the region came under the control 
of the Spartan authorities. This was a period in Greek history character
ized by innovation and reform at several important festival sites, Delphi, 
Isthmia, Nemea, and Olympia among them. If this hypothesis is correct, 
then Sparta was by far the earliest city to make this form of education a 
community concern, a quality that to Aristotle was the system's one dis
tinction.16 But we must be careful not to make the mistake of seeing in 
Spartan initiatory practice the forerunner of the Athenian system of com
pulsory military service for the young (ephebeia) that is first solidly at
tested in the fourth century B .c.17 The Athenian institution has long been 
recognized as originating in a set of traditional rites of passage marking 
the transition from childhood to adulthood similar to those at Sparta, and 
which existed in most, if not all, Greek communities. Sparta was first to 
bring the rituals under government control, but the Athenians, typically, 
transformed their rites of passage into a "secular" military and educa
tional institution long before the Spartans. In Lacedaemon, this meta
morphosis had to wait until the restoration work of Sphaerus in the third 
century. 

From this perspective we can see that Spartan education was just as 
affected by political and cultural currents throughout its history as were 
similar institutions in other cities for which more evidence is available. In 
the first stage, Spartan youths underwent a lengthy initiatory process that 
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began at age seven and ended with marriage at approximately thirty. 
Within these limits, the boys were divided into three large age groups in 
accordance with the traditional age divisions of childhood, puberty, and 
youth. During this time they played cult games and fought battles among 
themselves while under the protection of Artemis Orthia, whose temple 
was and always remained central to Spartan education. Their liminal 
status, emphasized through their dress and sleeping arrangements, had 
constitutional implications as well, in that they were exempt from the 
jurisdiction of most civic magistrates. 

The fourth century took its toll on Sparta's traditional institutions; the 
city's military decline and rapid depopulation, especially after the defeat 
at Leuctra and the subsequent loss of helot-tilled land in Messenia, de
stroyed the mainstays of the Spartiate way of life. As the third century 
opened, the entire diaita was gradually abandoned as Sparta began to 
transform itself into a Hellenistic state with all the modern cultural conve
niences. With this modernization policy's signal lack of success at recover
ing much of Sparta's former glory, the way opened for attempts at re
gaining military and political power through cultural revival. As regards 
education, King Cleomenes ill had the greatest success, even though his 
aspirations to dominate Greece militarily came to nought. Under the 
guise of a revival, Cleomenes' culture minister Sphaerus remade the tradi
tional coming-of-age rituals into the Spartan version of a contemporary 
Hellenistic ephebate. He dropped the first and last age groups of the 
Classical period, concentrating instead on the seven middle years from 
fourteen to twenty. These he divided into year classes, with names he 
devised on the basis of customary Spartan age designations. Sphaerus' 
impact on ephebic activity remains beyond our ken, except possibly for 
the ritual fight at Artemis' altar that used to mark the attainment of 
military age; he may have transformed this battle into a trial of endurance 
for those about to enter the most senior grade. 

The agoge of Cleomenes and Sphaerus was the foundation upon which 
Spartans reconstructed their traditional customs after seceding from the 
defeated Achaean League in i:46 B.C. For the next five hundred years the 
agoge seems to have functioned more or less continuously until its de
mise, probably in the later fourth century A.D. At first, only a few changes 
seem to have been made to the agoge of the previous phase: the length of 
time spent within the system was further shortened with the elimination 
of the two youngest age grades, and some grades were given names with a 
more heavily Laconian emphasis than before. With a few adjustments, 
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the agoge survived as long as it did because it answered to the Spartans' 
need for a distinctive cultural identity and because, in its revived form, 
Spartan education corresponded so perfectly to the picture of the city that 
contemporaries carried around with them. Although we can perceive very 
few of the details of how this was accomplished, some few fragments of 
evidence hint at a gradual process of laconization throughout the final 
phase of the agoge, shaping its institutions little by little to appear more 
unique, anachronistic, and Spartan than they had before. 

Because the agoge was central to Spartan identity, it had to be distinctly 
Spartan. Unlike Athens and other major cities that possessed a wealth of 
traditions in arts, philosophy, architecture, and the like, which they might 
draw on to assert their place and uniqueness, an accident of history had 
endowed the Spartans with only one -their famous way of life. Through 
the agoge alone were they able to define themselves in contrast to other 
Greek cities and the Romans. From the other Greeks, they kept them
selves somewhat aloof; to the Romans, they were linked by putative ties 
of kinship. Such adept employment of the past, as I have endeavored to 
show lies behind our picture of the agoge, was not confined to Sparta. A 
stimulating recent study has revealed the processes behind an Ephesian 
festival by which the inhabitants of that city negotiated a place for them
selves within the wider contexts of Roman power and the increasing 
homogenization of Greek culture in the second century A.o.18 I suggest 
that the Spartan agoge represents for us the epitome of this phenomenon. 

This account must remain only an extremely tenuous outline, since 
evidence is so patchy, scattered, and obscure that virtually all subtlety and 
nuance have faded from our picture of traditional Spartan education. 
Still, enough remains to document what may justifiably be called one of 
the most successful and influential manipulations of the past in history. 
From a set of initiatory rituals and customs little different from those 
anywhere else in Greece, Spartans in the Hellenistic and Roman periods 
constructed a unique institution, the agoge, through whose powerful re
enactments of an idealized cultural legacy they claimed for themselves a 
lasting place in Greek culture and projected an image of Sparta that has 
endured for almost two millennia. 



APPENDIX 1 
Testimonia on the Whipping Contest 

1. Cic. Tusc. 2..34 
Spartae vero pueri ad aram sic verberibus accipiuntur, "ut multus e 
visceribus sanguis exeat," non numquam etiam, ut, cum ibi essem, 
audiebam, ad necem; quorum non modo nemo exclamavit umquam, 
sed ne ingemuit quidem. 

At Sparta, in fact, the boys at the altar are so received with whips, "that 
much blood flows out from their flesh," sometimes even, as I kept hearing 
when I was there, to the point of death; not only has none of them ever 
cried out, but none has even groaned. · 

2. Cic. Tusc. 2.46 
Tune, cum pueros Lacedaemone, adulescentis Olympiae, barbaros in harena 
videris excipientis gravissimas plagas et ferentis silentio, site forte dolor 
aliquis pervellerit, exclamabis ut mulier, non constanter et sedate feres? 

And you, although you have seen boys at Sparta, youths at Olympia, and 
barbarians in the arena taking the harshest blows and bearing them silently, 
if by chance some pain should pinch you, will you cry out like a woman, 
and not e~dure it steadily and calmly? 

3. Cic. Tusc. 5.77 
Pueri Spartiatae non ingemescunt verberum dolore laniati. 

Spartan boys do not groan when they have been cut up by the pain of the 
whips. · 

4. Hor. Carm. 1.7.10-11 
Me nee tam patiens Lacedaemon I ••• percussit. 

Nor has Lacedaemon so long-suffering struck me. 

S· Nie. Dam. FGrHist. 90 F103 (Z.11) 
ot Se xa\Sec; voµiµmc; 1tepi nva PmµOv xepuoviec; µa.cmyoiiviat, ~me; liv d)..iyot 
A£t<p0£viec; aieq>avmO&tv. 

The boys are ritually whipped as they are going around an altar, until the 
few remaining receive crowns. 

6. Hyg. Fab. 261 
[sc. Orestes] qui accepto oraculo carendi sororis causa, cum amico Pylade 
Colchos petierat, et cum occiso Thoante simulacrum sustulit, absconditum 
fasce lignorum •.• et Ariciam detulit. Sed cum postea Romanis sacrorum 
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crudelitas displiceret. quanquam servi immolarentur. ad Laconas Diana 
translata est, ubi sacrificii consuetudo adolescentum verberibus servabatur. 
qui vocabantur Bomonicae, quia aris superpositi contendebant, qui plura 
posset verbera sustinere. ' 

Upon obtaining an oracle because he had lost his sister, [Orestes] had 
sought Colchis with his friend Pylades and, following the killing of Thoas, 
made off with the image, hidden in a bundle of wood, ••. and brought it to 
Aricia. But since the cult's cruelty subsequently displeased the Romans, 
although slaves were sacrificed, Diana was transferred to the Spartans, 
where the custom of sacrifice was maintained in the whipping of the youths, 
who were called Bomonicae because they contended, placed above the altar, 
as to who could endure more blows. 

7. Petron. Sat. 105 
Et ego quidem tres plagas Spartana nobilitate concoxi. 

And I for my part digested three blows with Spartan excellence. 

8. Sen. Prov. 4.u 
Numquid tu invisos esse Lacedaemoniis liberos suos credis, quorum 
experiuntur indolem publice verberibus admotisf Ipsi illos patres 
adhortantur ut ictus flagellorum fortiter perferant, et laceros ac 
semianimes rogant perseverent vulnera praebere vulneribus. 

Or do you believe that the Spartans .find their children hateful because they 
test their character publicly by applying whips? Their own fathers encourage 
them to endure the blows of the whips bravely and ask them, when they are 
mangled and fainting, to persist in submitting their wounds to further blows. 

9. Stat. Theb. 4.131-33. 
Gaudent natorum fata parentes I hortanturque mori, deflet iamque omnis 
ephebum I turba, coronato contenta est funere mater. 

Parents rejoice in the fates of their offspring I and exhort them to die, and 
already the whole crowd of youths I is weeping, the mother is satisfied by a 
garlanded corpse. 

10. Stat. Theb. 8.436-37 
dilecta genis morientis obe"ant /Taygeta et pugnae laudataque verbera 
matri. 

Before the dying man's eyes float beloved /Taygetus and the fights and the 
lashes praised by his mother. 

II. Musonius (Hense) pp. 51-53 
cbc; 8£ o<XE aiaxpov oiStE u~ptcmicov l!xouow oo8iv. 811Aoiiv AaicESatµovfow 
7tawac; 811µoa~ µacmyouµivouc; ical ~JC· autcp toutcp ayalloµi!vouc;. 
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Because [lashes] are neither intrinsically shameful nor insulting, he points 
out that Spartan boys are whipped publicly and rejoice in this very thing. 

u.. Martial Epig. 7.80.:io 
vel non caesus adhuc matre iubente Lacon. 

Or a Spartan, not yet whipped at his mother's behest. 

:i3. Dio Chrys. Or. 2.5.3 
t1Cdvou yap ictA.ci>aavwc; f't1 viiv µaa't1yoiiv'tll1 A111CtS111µ6v101 icai. 
0upauA.oiia1 icai. yuµV'll'ttUouai ical liUa 1tolla icai. XaA£1ta oosav'ta dv 
t't£po1c; av£xov'tllt. 

For at his command, even today Lacedaemonians are being whipped and 
living in the wild and going naked and enduring many other things others 
would find disagreeable. 

:i4. Favorinus De Exilio (Barigazzi) n col. 2.0 
[ica{, tclv 't1c;]/ µaa't1yoiia0111 ictA.tun. µaa't1yroa6µe0[a t]1ti. 'ttP Pro/µ4> 'tiiiv 
'EUfivrov OpWV'tOOV µ11S£v ts[iii]¥.:~ ~[o1Coii]y/'ttc;, 1t1a't£UoVt£c; llU'tOV tic; 'tO 
icowft qu[µ]~<ppo[v (sic) icai. A.]v/a1ttA.oiiv voµo0tti;a111 'taaSt 'tac; 1tATl'Yac;. 

And, if someone should order us to be whipped, we'll be whipped at the 
altar with the Greeks looking on and know that it is nothing pernicious, 
trusting that he ordained these strokes for the advantage and profit of the 
community. 

Is. Epictetus :i. 2..'2 
- "1tA11yai. OUK'. tiai.v a<pop11'to1 'tft <pU0£1 ... 
- "T{va tpoxov;" 
- ""Opa niiic; · AaictS111µ6v101 µaa't1yoiiv't111 µa06v'ttc; lSn tiSAoyov tanv." 

- "Blows are not unbearable for the soul." 
-"In what way?" 
- "Look; Spartans who are whipped learn that it is reasonable." 

:i6. Plut. Lye. :i8.2 
icai. 'tOUto µ£v ouS' <i.1to 'tWV viiv t<pfiprov lima'tOV fot1v, rov 1tOAAouc; tni. 'tOU 
pc.oµoii 'ti;c; 'Op0iac; tc.opa1Caµ£V ano0vna1COV'tac; ta\c; 1tA1lyalc;. 

This, too, can be believed of present-day ephebes, many of whom I have 
seen expiring from the blows at the altar of Orthia. 

17. Plut. Arist. :i7.:io 
fv101 S£ <paa1 tt'i> Ilauaav{~ µiicpov fscq 'ti;c; napa'tastc.oc; 0\iovn 1Cai. 
1CllttuXoµ£vcp 'tWV AuSiiiv nvac; li<pvc.o itpoantaov'tac; apita~t1V 'Kilt 

S1appln't£1V 'ta !ttpi. tTiv 0uaiav. tOV S£ Ilauaav{av icai. 'touc; 7ttpi. autov OU'IC 
fxovtac; lSnA.a ~aPS01c; ical. µaans1 nal£1v · S10 ical. viiv t1Cdv11c; 'ti;c; tmSpoµiic; 
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µ{µ11µa tac; 7tEpi. tov pooµov t.v Inap'tll nA.mac; t&v t.<pfipoov Kai. tfiv µEta 
taiita t&v A'llOc'i>v noµniiv a'llV'tEAEta0m. 

Some say that, as Pausanias was sacrificing and praying a short distance 
outside the barricade, some Lydians suddenly attacked, seizing and 
scattering the sacrificial equipment, and that Pausanias and his companions, 
having no weapons, struck them with staffs and whips. Therefore, even 
now, the blows of the ephebes around the altar at Sparta and the subsequent 
parade of the Lydians are performed in imitation of this assault. 

18. [Plut.] Inst. Lac. 40.239C-D 
Ol naiOEc; nap' auto~ l;awoµEVot µaattl;t 01' lSA.11c; 'tfic; 'l'}µepac; t.nl. toil pooµoii 
'tfjc; 'Op0{ac; 'Apteµiooc; µexpt 0avato'll noA.Mnc; otaKaptEpoilcnv l.Aapot Kat 
')'aiipot, .XµtllroµEVot nepl. v{KTJc; 7tpoc; tiUfiA.ouc; Banc; au'tc'i>v t.nl. n'A.iov 'tE 
Kai µ<iA.Aov KaptepfiaEt 't'll7t'tOµEVoc;. Kai. 6 1tEPl'YEVOµEVoc; t.v 'tote; µaA.ta'ta 
t.7t{oo1;6c; fon. KaA.eitm OE 1'} lfµtA.A.a 01aµaat{')'oxnc;· ')'tVE'tat OE Ka0' ~Kaatov 
~toe;. 

Among them, the boys, lacerated by whips all day long at the altar of Artemis 
Orthia, often until death, bear it cheerfully and proudly, contending over 
victory with one another as to who of them will endure being beaten the 
most. And the one remaining wins extraordinary renown among them. The 
competition is called "The Flagellation"; it happens every year. 

19. LucianAnach. 38-39 
IOAQN · µaA.tata OE ijv op~c; µaanyo'llµevo'llc; autouc; t.7tl. tip pooµip Kai a'(µan 
peoµevo'llc;, 7tatepac; OE Kai. µ11'tepac; napeatroaac; O-Ux lS7tooc; dv100µ£vac; t.7tl 
tote; ')'lyvoµ£vo1c; dlla Kai ane1Aol>aac;, d µfi dvt£xo1EV 7tpoc; tac; nA.11yac;, Kai. 
lKE'tE'lloiiaac; t.nl µfiKta'tov 01apKeam npoc; 'tov novov Kal t.yKap"tepilam tote; 
OElVOtc;. 7tOAAOt yoUV Ka\ t.va7tt0CXVOV 'tip dycOVl µfi cil;tcOOCXV'tE<; d7tayopEUOat 
~OOV'tEc; ~'tl ~V ocp0aJ..µotc; 'tcOV OiKetOOV µTJOE Eil;m 'tOt<; aroµmnv · IDV Kai. 'tOU<; 
dvBp1avtac; llvei tiµooµevo'llc; 011µoai.~ ilno 'tile; I7tap'tTJc; civaata0£vtac;. 

"O'tav 'tOtV'llV 6p~c; 1Cd1C£tva, µftte µai.vea0m {>noMPnc; autouc; µfit£ 
Ernuc;. ouoeµ1ac; ~veKa aMac; dva'YJCa\ac; 'taA.at7toopoiiat, µfttE wpavvo'll 
Pta~oµevo'll µfite 7tol..Eµ{oov 01at10£vtoov. efoot ')'ap dv aot Kal·il7tEp t.Kei.voov 
A'\llCOUpyoc; 6 voµo0e'tTJc; aU'tcOV 7tOA.A.cl 'tel E'lSA.oya Kai a auvtOCoV lCOAa~El 
autouc;, OUK t.x0poc; iilv OUOE ilno µfoo'llc; auto 15pc'i>v OUOE tfiv veoA.afov 'tll<; 
TtoA.eooc; drij napavaAiaKoov, &A.A.cl KaptEptKootato'llc; Kai 7tavtoc; 15Ewoii 
Kpehtovac; al;tc'i>v dvm touc; aci>~Etv µEllovtac; tfiv natp\15a. Kahot Kliv µ-it 6 
A'llKoupyoc; efon, t.vvoEtc;, oiµm, Kai. autoc; cbc; ouK dv 7tO't£ A.11cp0El.c; 6 totoiltoc; 
t.v Tto'A.iµcp d7tOpPTJt6v n t.l;e\7to1 'tfjc; I7tap'tTJc; aiKt~oµevoov tc'i>v t.x0p&v, dA.A.cl 
Kata.yeA.&v autc'i>v µaanyot'to liv .Xµ1A.A.cOµEVoc; 7tpoc; tov 7tafovta, cbc; 
1tpO'tEpoc; d7tayopEUOElEV. 
ANAXAPIII · '0A'llKoupyoc;15E Kat autoc;, ib IoA.oov, t.µaanyoiivto t.cp' 'l'}A.tK{ac;, 
ij t.K7tpo0eaµoc; /ilv 'fiOTJ toil dyc'i>voc; ciacpaA.&c; ta totaiita t.veavieuaato; 
IO· IIpeaPu'tTJc; 1115'11 Uiv fypave touc; v6µo'llc; aut0tc; Kpft'tTJ0£v dcptKoµEVoc;. 
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a1tol5e&llµi\1m 15£ 1tapa toil.; Kpijtai;, !Stt i1icou£V euvoµmtatou.; et vat, M iv mo.; 
toii Aioi; voµo0eti\Gavto.; tv autoi.;. 
AN. Ti ouv,.ru l:6Ao>v, oUXi ical. GU tµiµi\Gm Auicoiipyov ical. µa<Jttyoi~ tOU~ 
v£ou~; icaM1 yap ical. taiita ical. ii~ta i>µii)v tcmv. 
l:O· "Ott Tiµiv licava, m 'AvaxapGt, taiita ta yuµvaGta oiicda lSvta · ~11Aoiiv 
15£ ta ~£Vim oU 1tavu a~toiiµEV. 
AN. OOic; aAM1 mlVlT)~. otµai, ot6v ti tcm µa<Jttyoiio0at yuµvov dvm tel.; 
xeipa~ tJtaipovta µ11l5£Vo.; itvem cbcpeA.iµou 1i autcp tm<Jtcp 1i 1C0wti tii 1toA.et. 
ch~ fymyt: iiv 1t0tt: mil511µi\om tfi l:1tapt11 Ka0' 8v icatpov taiita 15pmGt, 15oicm 
µot taXlOta Kataf..t:uo0i\Gt:00at 1511µ00{~ 1tp0~ aUtWV, t1ttyt:A.<i>V tica<JtOl~, 
6Jt6tav 6pm wmoµ£vou~ ica0a7tt:p icAbtta~ ii l..m1tol5Uta~ i1 tt lDJ...o totoiitov 
tpyaoaµ£vou.;. atexvm~ yap Ul..t:~opou 15efo0a( µot 15oicei 1't 1toA.1.; aut<i>v 
icatayEA.aGta \'>qi' a\'>tij~ nooxouGa. 

SOLON: Most of all, [don't laugh] if you see them being whipped at the altar 
and running with blood, with their fathers and mothers standing by, not 
only unmoved by what is happening but even threatening them if they don't 
bear up against the blows and begging them to hold out still longer against 
the affliction and endure the agonies. In fact, many have died in the 
competition because they refused to give up before their relatives' eyes as 
long as they still lived' or even to succumb bodily. You will see their statues 
which were erected at public expense by Sparta being honored. 

So, when you see that, don't suppose they are mad or say that they are 
putting up with hardship for nq compelling reason, as no tyrant is forcing 
them nor enemy laying down the law. For Lycurgus, their lawgiver, could 
tell you the many good reasons he has adduced for chastising them; he is not 
hostile to them and does not do this out of hatred, nor is he squandering the 
city's youth in vain, but thinks that those who are destined to protect their 
country should have supreme endurance and be above all terror. Yet, even if 
Lycurgus does not say so, you yourself understand, I think, that if such a 
man were taken prisoner in war he would never utter any Spartan secret 
under torture by the enemy, but would laugh at them and take the whipping 
in a spirit of competition with the flogger, to see who would yield first. 
ANACHARSIS: Was Lycurgus himself whipped as a youth, Solon? Or did he 
introduce his innovation at no risk to himself, when he was already over the 
eligible age for the competition? 
so: He was already old when he drew up their laws after his return from 
Crete. He had gone abroad to the Cretans because he heard that they had 
the best laws, since Minos, son of Zeus, had been their lawgiver. 
AN: So, Solon, why did you not imitate Lycurgus and whip your young men? 
For this is a fine thing and worthy of you. 
so: Because our own gymnastic practices are sufficient for us, Anacharsis. 
We don't think it right to look to foreign models. 
AN: No? But you do understand, I think, what it is like to be whipped 
naked, with hands raised up, with no benefit either for each individual or 
for the city overall. Oh, if I ever visit Sparta during the time when they do 
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this, I think they will instantly stone me to death in public for laughing at 
them whenever I see them being beaten like bandits or thieves or others who 
do that sort of thing. I simply think their city needs psychiatric help because 
of the ridiculous things it's doing to itself. 

:z.o. Lucian Demon. 46 (Rabe) 
Kai µ£vtot Kai AaKEOatµ6v16v ttvix iorov tov autoii oiKfolV µaanyoiivta, 
"Ilaiiaat," fq>T1, "6µ6ttµov aautoii tov l>oiiA.ov ditoq>aivmv." 

And also, when he saw a Spartan flogging his servant, he said, "Stop making 
your slave equal to yourself." 

:z.r. Schol. to Lucian Demon. 46 
AaKd)mµ6v1ov · £µaan~ov yap fouwuc; AaKmvec; teA.ouµevot Kat t:ic; toilto 
ClUtOV altO<JIC001tt£l. 

Spartan: Laconians used to whip themselves in an initiation ritual, and he is 
making fun of him because of this. 

:z.:z.. Paus. 3.16.9-u 
toiito OE ol A1µviitat l:1tapttatii'>v Kai Kuvoaoupe1c; Kai (ol} £K MEaoac; te Kai 
Ilttavrjc; 9Uovtec; tft 'Apt£µ101 £c; l>taq>opav, dito OE autijc; Kat £c; cp06vouc; Kai 
£c; q>ovouc; 1tpofix.~aav, dito0av6vtmv OE £1tl. tcp pmµcp itollii'>v v6croc; fq>0etpe 
touc; Aot1to'6c;. Kai <Jq>l<JlV £1tl. to-Ut<p y{vetat A.6y1ov aYµatt av0poomov tOV 
pmµov alµaaaetv · 0uoµ£vou OE ISvnva 6 KA.i\poc; £1teA.a.µpave, AuKoiipyoc; 
µe-c£paA.ev £c; tac; £1tl. to1c; £qifipo1c; µacrnyac;, £µn:iitA.atai te o\Stmc; av0poo1tmv 
aYµan 6 pmµ6c;.1'! 0£ l£pe1a to ~6avov fx.oucra <Jq>t<Jtv £q>fotl'IK£ ·to 1)£ fonv 
&A.A.me; µ£v Koiiq>ov un:o aµtKPOtlltOt;, Tiv 1)£ ol µaanyoiivt£c; 1tOt£ un:oq>e106µevo1 
n:aimcrt Kata £qifipou KUAAOt; ii a~imµa, tOtE iil>ll tft yuvatrl to ~6avov yivetat 
papu Kai ouKttt eiSq>opov, ii 1>£ £v aitii;i touc; µacrttyoiivtac; 1tOtE1tat Kat 
n:tE~Ea0at Ot' autouc; q>T1<JlV. 

On the other hand, the Spartan Limnatae and Cynosures, and those from 
Mesoa and Pitane, while sacrificing to Artemis, were drawn into hostilities 
and from there to homicide. Many were killed on the altar, and a plague 
wiped out the rest. After this, an oracle was conveyed to them to stain the 
altar with the blood of men. Though the victim was whomsoever the lottery 
chose, Lycurgus converted it into a flagellation for the youths, and thus the 
altar is satiated with the blood of men. The priestess stands beside them 
holding the sacred effigy; at other times it is light because of its smallness, 
but if the floggers should ever strike sparingly due to a youth's beauty or 
rank, then the effigy becomes heavy and no longer easy for the woman to 
carry. She, for her p~rt, holds the floggers to blame and says that she is 
being oppressed because of them. 

:z.3. Paus. 8.:z.3.1 
(of Alea, near Stymphalos) Kal. £v &1ovucrou tj1 foptfi Kata µavteuµa £K 
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11tMpci'>v µacmyailvtm (at) yuvai:1Cti;, 1Ca0a Kat at :Enapnatci'>v l!cp11~a1 napa 
tf1 'Op0{~. 
And in the festival of Dionysus, in accordance with an oracle from Delphi, 
the women are whipped, just like the Spartan ephebes at the sanctuary of 
Onhia. 

:z.4. Tert. Apol. 50.9 
Certe Laconum flagella sub oculis etiam hortantium propinquorum 
acerbata tantum honorem tolerantiae domui conferunt, quantum sanguinis 
fuderint. 

Certainly, the whips of the Spanans, made harsh beneath the eyes of 
relatives who even give encouragement, grant the family as much honor 
for endurance as they have caused blood to flow. 

:z.5. Tert. Ad Mart. 4.8 
Nam quod hodie apud Lacedaemonas solemnitas maxima est, 
Siaµaat{ycooii;, id est, flagellatio, non latet. In quo sacro, ante aram 
nobiles quique adolescentes flagellis affliguntur, astantibus parentibus et 
propinquis, et uti perseverent adhortantibus. Ornamentum enim et gloria 
deputatur maiore quidem titulo, si anima potius cesserit plagis, quam 
corpus. 

For it is no secret that the most important ceremony among the Spartans 
today is the diamastigosis, "flagellation," that is. In this ritual, all the noble 
youths are beaten with whips in front of an altar with their parents and 
relatives standing by and encouraging them to persevere. For it is reckoned 
an adornment and distinction of greater mark indeed, if the soul rather than 
the body has yielded to the strokes. 

:z.6. Sex. Emp. Pyr. 3.208 
tote dv0pronefrp µia{vew aYµan proµov 0eau nap' T)µi:v µev tai:i; noUai:i; 
&0eaµav, AaKrovei; Se titl. tau proµau tiji; 'Op0roa{ai; 'Apt£µ1Sai; µaat{~avtai 
m1Cpci)i; \Jitl:p tau nalll}v aYµatai; tni. tau proµail tiji; 0eau yevfo0ai puaw. 

Staining a god's altar with human blood is unlawful for many of us, but 
Laconians are whipped relentlessly at the altar of Orthosia Artemis for 
there to be a plentiful stream of blood on the goddess's altar. 

27. AlciphronEp. 3.r8.3 (Schepers) 
1Ca1. Sl} µexpl. y£ twai; dvtfo'tT\v ytvv11Croi; 1Cai tai; cpapai; tci'>v nA.11yrov 
uttaµ£vrov Kat tai; t1Catpacpai; tci'>v Sa1CtuA.rov dvexoµevai;, 1Cat ifµ11v at&. tii; 
:Emxpna'tT\i; dv~p tttl. tou proµau tfii; 'Op0{ai; tuittoµevai;. dA.A.' aulC ~v 
AalCtSa{µrov tv fl tauta un£µevav, dU' 'A0ijvm. 

And for some time I resisted nobly, submitting to the force of the blows and 
bearing patiently the dislocation of my fingers. I was like a Spartiate being 
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whipped at Orthia's altar, but it was not Lacedaemon where these things 
were happening to me but Athens. 

:z.8. Maxim. Tyr. :i:9.5E (908) (Hobein) 
tailta 8p<i>vta tnaw<i> tov 'A'Y11a1Mxov µ<ill.av, ii Ttaamp£pv11v 8tmKovta, ii 
0riPaicov Kpatoi>vta, ii tai; µ&anyai; KaptEpoi>vta · tKEtva µ[v yap ~v tfji; 
t<i>v acoµatcov tpoq>fji; Kal nai8ayroy{ai; · tai>ta 8£ fpya 'lf'UXfli; tifi lSvtt 
1'a1C1]µ£v11i; Kai. µEµacmycoµ£v11i;. 

I praise Agesilaus more for doing this than for pursuing Tissaphernes or for 
defeating the Thebans or for enduring the whips, for those deeds were due 
to physical sustenance and education, while these sprang from a soul truly 
trained and whipped. 

:z.9. Maxim. Tyr. :z.3.:z.D (102.A) (Hobein) 
to 8£ ica0ap<i>i; Inapt1anK6v, lXq>Etov £Kyfji; b'v Kal lSp9p1ov, Kal npoi; 
tAE\J9Epiav tEtpaµµEvov, µaanyouµEvov Kal ront6µ£Vov. 

The pure Spartiate ideal, freed early on from tilling the soil and turned 
toward freedom, whipped and beaten. 

30. Maxim. Tyr. 31.108 (9A) (Hobein) 
µaanyEi; at·mi Kal. 7tAT]yal AaKcovtKai, Kal. 9fjpai, Kal 8p6µ01, Kal l>Emva 
Alta, Kal anPa8Ei; EUtEAEti;. d:U' 6p<i> Kai tOUt(l)V ta tEp7tVa. 

These are whips and Spartan blows, the hunts and races, the frugal feasts, 
and mean sleeping cots; 'but in these things, too, I see delights. 

3 I. Maxim. Tyr. 34.9H (Hobein) 
Bia toi>to 1'i ImxptT] tnl. nA£l<Jtov £A£u9Epa, !Sn tv oul>£ dpT,vn axo)..iw t'Xyei · 
µacmyEi; aui:al. Kal. 7tAT]Y<Xt AaKCa>VlKai, x:al f0ri KUKOOV tati; d:pei:ati; 
d:vaµiyvuµEVa. 

Through this, Sparta is free in the highest degree, because not even in peace 
is she at leisure; the very whips and Spartan blows, even the custom of 
enduring hardships, are mixed with virtues. 

32.. Philostr. VA 6.:z.o 
MEi:a i:aiii:a 6 0EanEairov c'iSaitEp µe9iai:&µevoi; to\Jto\Jl. i:oi> A6you iipeto i:ov 
'AnoUmviov nEpl tfji; AaKrov1Kfji; µaanyoi; Kal El 1>11µoai~ ol AaKE8mµ6v101 
naiovtm· 
- "Tai;£~ dv9pm7tCJJV yE," d7tEV, "ru 8E<J1tEa(cov, aui:ol µaAl<J't<X ol £A.eu9£ptot 
te x:al Eu86K1µ01." 
- "Toui; 1)£ o{Ketai; a81x:o£vtai; ti," fcp1], "£pya~OV'tat;" 
- "OOx:£i:' d:1t0Ktdvoua1v," EtitEV, "<i>i; ~uvExmpEi 1toi:£ o Auicoi>pyoi;, 0:)..)..' 1'! 
autfi Ka\ £1t' £KEtVO'\li; µaan~." 
- "'H 8£ 'EUcli; n<i>i;," fcpT], "itEpi aui:rov yiyvro<JKEt;" 
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- ":Suv{aoiv," d1t£V, "l.601tEp ~ 'ta 'YaKiv0ia Kai. 'tel~ fuµvonai8{~, 
0tao6µ£Vot ~\iv 'fl8ovfi 'tE Kai. 6pµi\ mian." 
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- "Eh' <>UK aiaxuvov'tat," i!<pll, "ol XP110'toi. "EU11v£~ ii 'toU~ aU'tiDv no'te 
l:tp~av't~ 6pcov't~ µaa'tiyouµ£vou~ t~ 'tO KOtv6v, ii dpx0£v't£~ -On' dv0pmnmv, 
oY µaanyoi)v'tat 811µoo{~; a\> 8£ nw~ <>U 8imp0mom 'tau'ta; ipaoi. yap ae Kai. 
AaK£8aiµovimv miµEA.119iival." 
-+""A yE,'' etne, "8uva'tov 8iop0ouo0ai, ~uvej3oi>M:uov µev fym, npo0u~ 8' 
tKE'ivoi 1!1tpa't'tov, 0-£U0Eptm'ta'tot µev yap 'tWv 'EUiivmv dai, µ6voi 8' 
'6n1,KOOl 'tOU £~ ~uµj3ouAEUOV'tO~, 'tO 8£ 'tWv µaa'tl'YO>V ~o~ tji 'Ap-i£µt8l tji 
dno IKU06>v 8pii'tat xpttaµWv, cpaaiv, t~11youµ£vmv 'tau'ta · Oro\~ 8' 
av'tlVOµE\V µav{a, otµat." 
- "00 aoipo~, 'AnoUOivtE,'' 1!1p11, "'tou~ 'tWv 'EU.t,vmv 0eo\i~ efp11Kac;, d 
µao't{ymv tyiyvovto ~uµj3ouA.ot 'toi~ 'tt,v tM:u0ep{av daKOuoiv." 
-"00 µam{ymv," dnEV, "dUcl'tOU aY'µan av0pmnmv 'tOV j3CJ>µ0v ~a{vEtv, 
tnei8Ti Kai. napci Iici'.>0at~ 'toi>'tmv 1'~iou'to, aocpiaaµEVot 8£ ol AaK£8mµ6viot 
'tO dnapal't1\'tOV 'tij~ Ouai~ tni. 'tOV 'tij~ Kapt£p{~ dyeova i1KOUGlV. dq>' ft~ 
tan µiit£ dno0viiaK£lV mi. dnaPXEo0ai tji 0Ecp 'toU ocpoov aY'µa'to~." 

After this, Thespesion, as if to abandon this subject, asked Apollonius 
about the whipping at Sparta and whether Spartans were publicly beaten. 

"As hard as men can, Thespesion," he said, "especially those who are 
noble and of good repute." 

"But when their servants do something wrong, what do they do to 
them?" he asked. 

"They don't kill them any more," he answered, "as Lycurgus once 
permitted, but it's the same whip for them, too." 

"What does Greece think about this?" 
"They assemble, as if for the Hyacinthia or the Gymnopaediae, to watch 

it with pleasure and all eagerness." 
"Then," he said, "aren't the worthy Greeks embarrassed either at seeing 

those who once ruled them being flogged in front of everyone, or that they 
were once ruled by men who are publicly flogged? How it is you did not 
reform this practice? For they say that you took an interest in the Spartans 
too." 

He replied, "What could be reformed, I advised them about and they 
eagerly carried out, for they are the freest of the Greeks, only submitting to 
one who gives sound advice. However, the custom of flogging is carried 
out in honor of Artemis from the Scythians, at the command, they say, of 
oracles, and I think it is madness to go against the gods." 

"You are saying that the gods of the Greeks are ignorant, if they advised 
whipping for those training for freedom." 

"Not whipping, but sprinkling the altar with human blood, since even 
the Scythians thought it worthy of these things. The Spartans modified the 
essential element of the ceremony and progressed to the endurance contest, 
from which there is no loss of life, while the goddess receives an offering of 
their blood." 
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33. Philostr. Gymn. 58 p. 2.93 
cpaO'i 5£ autoi Aa1C£5mµ6vtot µ115£ aycoviac; ~V£1Ca yuµva~£0'9at i:l)v Uieav 
taU'l:TlV, UAM 1Capupiac; µ6VT1c;, 87t£p ~ µaO"l:ty<ruµEvCllV tO"l:{V, t7t£l~ voµoc; 
autoii; tni toU pc.oµoi> ~atV£0'9at. 

They say that the Spartans themselves exercise in this style, not for the sake 
of competition, but only for endurance, which is a quality of those who are 
whipped, since the law is for them to be lacerated on the altar. 

34. Libanius Or. i:.2.3 
i:l)v K6pw9ov et5ov oo cp£i>ymv ou5£ auolC(l)v, a;\.Aci vi>v µ£v tcp' topi:l)v 
Aax:wvucf,v, tac; µciGnyac;, me1y6µevoc;. 

I saw Corinth not as an attorney for the defense or the prosecution, but at 
one time when I was hurrying to the Whips, a Laconian festival. 

3S· Schol. to Libanius Or. :i:.2.3 
ol Aax:e5a1µ6v101 npoc; x:aptepiav yuµva~6µevo1 i:l)v "Apteµw ( num tji 
'Apt£µt51?) ropi:i)v tnoiouv, tv TI tµciO"l:t~ov aUilAo~, mi av5piav ttva tic: 
toutcov tnai5euovto, Yva av5pt1C&>c; lxoiev nepi touc; noA£µouc;. 

Training for endurance, the Spartans used to hold a festival for Artemis in 
which they whipped one another, and they learned some courage from this 
so that they would be brave in war. ' 

36. Themist. Or. u.2.50A 
Aax:eaaiµoviouc; a£ lyw nuv9avoµat tau dUa tbv Aux:oupyov aix'\)vew 
x:al. mi tov pmµOv tfic; 'Op9{ac; 6µoimc; µev aouAo\lc;, 6µoimc; lie tA.eu9£pouc; 
avayetv, t6v u e'lA.cata, d tuxoi, t6v t£ Eupunii>vt{&\v ii 'Ayia&\v. ii tout6 
ye fowc; OUK ano tp67tO'I>. µaO"l:{ymv yap to aymvtO"µa x:ai 6 O'tecpavoc;. 

I know that the Spartans dishonor Lycurgus in other ways too, but 
especially in bringing to the altar of Orthia slaves and free men in the same 
way, either a helot, if it so chances, or a Eurypontid or Agiad. Well, perhaps 
at least this is not unreasonable; for the contest and the garland are of the 
whips. 

37. Greg. Naz. Or. 4.70 (Bernardi) 
6 toi>c; AalCwvix:ouc; maw@v tcpilpauc; ~atvoµevouc; taii; µaO"l:t~t x:ai to 
tmpooµiov alµa tepnvov Oeav Qyvliv ~ai nap0£vov. 

[You] who praise the Laconian ephebes lacerated by the whips and the 
blood on the altar to delight a goddess, holy and virgin. 

38. Greg. Naz. Or. 4.:i:o3 (Bernardi) 
x:ai toUtO etvat 0eou nµilv tclc; de; autov Aotaopiac;; ii Taupoic; to 
~OK'tOV£lV it AaK:COO'l to mipooµia ~aive0'0at; 
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And is this honoring a god, this abuse of him? Is the Taurians' killing of 
strangers? Or the Spartans' laceration at the altar? 

39. Greg. Naz. Or. 39.4 (Moreschini) 
ouS£ Ta\>p(l)V ~EVOKtov{at Kai AaKO>VlKcOV tipfip(l)v tmpc:Oµiov atµa, 
~atvoµ£vrov tatc; µ&att~t icai toi>to µ6vov Kaicc'Oc; civopi~oµ£vrov, otc; nµ&tai 
9ea, Kai tai>ta 7tap9£voc;. 

Nor the Taurians' killing of strangers and the Laconian ephebes' blood shed 
on the altar when they are torn by the whips and only in this way basely 
become men, with which practices a goddess is honored, and a virgin at that. 

40. Greg. Naz. Carm. 2..2..7.2.72.-73 
Kai <JU, AaKatva taAatva, oiaataoov, ~v9a Kat llv9a I teµvoµ£voov µaan~i 
VE(l)V titipc:Oµioc; ci).ri). 

And you, wretched courage of Spartan youths beside the altar being cut one 
by one with whips here and there. 

4r. Eunapius VS 48 5 
6 0£ civ9\>7tatoc; to µ£v StroKoµevov µ£poc; t~EA9Etv JCEAefoac;, toii 0£ 
Stroicovtoc; tov SiMaKaAov µovov, Etta cittoMProv tov 0EµtcrtoK).fo Kai 

. touc; Aaicrovac;, tc'Ov tv AaKESa{µovi µacrt{yoov un£µvncre, 7tpocr0dc; autotc; 
icaltc'Ov 'A9i\vnai. 

After the proconsul had ordered the departure of all the accused and, of the 
accusers, the teacher alone, he then took Themistocles and the "Laconians" 
aside and caused them to remember the whips in Sparta, with some of the 
Athenian sort for good measure. 

42.. Synes. Ep. 41 (Garzya) 
Ilofot Taupoaic\>9at, ttvec; AaK£Oatµ6viot tocroiitq> tij'> Sui tc'Ov µaat(yrov 
a~µatt tl,v 7tap' autotc; tt{µ11cmv ,, AptEµtv; 

What sort ofTauroscythians, what Spartans honored the Artemis in their 
midst with so much blood from their whips? 

43. Simp. In Epict. c. 5 (Diibner) 
Ol 0£ AaKeoaiµov{rov vfoi, ota tl,v q>tAottµfov µovnv, tl,v µaat{yroatv 
t1CELVTJV tl,v q>opepav U7tEµ£VOV, lixpi 9avatO\l crxeSov tl,v Kaptep{av 
fotOEtKVuµevot. Kat Sfj).ov lStt Euq>oproc; Kat 1'\Mµevoi · ou yap 8.v ticovtec; 
Eic; tOtOUtOV ciyc'Ova Kat£Patvov. 

The Spartans' young men submitted to that fearsome flogging because of 
their competitive spirit alone, displaying their endurance to the point of 
death. And it is clear that they did so easily and gladly, for they would not 
otherwise enter into such a contest willingly. 
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44. Simp. In Epict. c. 8 (Diibner) 
[lbate], x:liv 7tpoc; O;).:yr1<>6vac; [yuµva~11ta{ tlc;], tov ~haµaatlyroaeroc; ay&va 
t&v tv Aax:e8a{µov1 virov euyev&v ~11A.oilv, x:al tel 7tpoc; tx:etvov 'tOV ayii>va 
yuµvaata 7tavta a:>i.yewa lSvta. 

[So that] if [someone trains] for suffering, he emulates the flagellation 
contest of well-born youths in Lacedaemon, and all the painful exercises 
associated with that contest. 

45. Schol. to Pl. Leg. 633A (Greene) 
tf.taptov · tac; 8laµaatlycOOelc;, tac; yuµvo7tai8iac;, ta x:pu7tna · tailta yap 
7tpoc; av8p£iav tetVEl. 

The fourth: the Flagellations, the Gymnopaediae, the krupteia; for these 
aim at courage. 

46. Schol. to Pl. Leg. 6338 (Greene) 
Kaptepfiae1c; · tac; 81aµaattyroae1c; qi11aL tyf.vovto 8' autat 7tpoc; tcp proµcp tile; 
'Op0roatac; 'Apt£µ18oc;, tile; tiiv 7t0Attdav avop0oilCJ1)c;. 7tape1atfix:e1 yap f) 
taut11c; lEpeia q>tpouaa ti tn:l tile; XElpoc; icex:puµµ£vov, B µ£xp1 toil vilv 
dyvroatov fott, x:al ei µ£v fittov toil 8fovtoc; tµaattyoilto· nvetv yap tac; 
xet:pac; oux: tto:>i.µa, ~xrov tautac; t7tl tile; x:eq>aAiic; 6 µaat1~oµevoc; · tpapel:to 
tx:dv111'.in:o toil q>£poµ£vou, 8eovtcoc; 8£ tliv 8{1C1)v El 1'.in:et:xev, x:ouq>coc; Ti 
lEpEta 8t£ti0£tO. 

Endurances: He means the Flagellations. They took place at the altar of 
Artemis Orthosia, who restored the constitution. Nearby stood her priestess 
carrying in her hand something hidden, which remains. unknown until now. 
And if the person being flogged was whipped less than he should (for he was 
not allowed to move his hands, which he held on his head), she was weighed 
down by what she was holding, but if he suffered the proper punishment, 
the priestess felt a light weight. 

47. Schol. to Od. 4.245 (Dindorf) 
icaAii>c; o~v Aaice8mµov101 7ta18euoucn tliv µaat{yrocnv tooc; vfouc; x:aptepetv 
ta 8ewa t0i~ovtec;. 

Well, therefore, did the Spartans teach their young men to endure 
flagellation, accustoming them to terrible things. 

48. Ps. Nonn. In Greg. Naz. Or. 4 II (Smith) 
'Ev8etc&t11 fotlv latop{a Ti tcata touc; Aatcrovttcouc; tqifipouc;. fon 8£ aiSt1). 
Ol Aatce8mµov101 pouA.Oµevo1 tcaptep1x:oi>c; teal av8peiouc; dvm touc; taut&v 
7tOAttac; teal 7tat8ac;, tyUµva~ov tatc; 8laµaanyroaea1, x:al tcp tn:l 7tAEov 
x:aptepoilvtt &0A.ov t8{8oto. 

The eleventh historia concerns the Laconian ephebes. It is this: 
The Lacedaemonians, who wanted their own citizens and children to be 
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hardy and courageous, trained them with the Flagellations, and a prize used 
to be given to the one who endured the most. 

49. Ps. Nonn. In Greg. Naz. Or. 4 58 (Smith) 
IlEVTI\tCocnii 6yS°'1 fo-ti.v l.crtopia io io\ic; Aaxwvac; ~aivmOai n:apa iouc; 
pcoµouc;. l!<rtt 1)£ aiSTI\ tn'JOtfoa µ£v xai. il&i n:p6itpov, xal viiv Se AEyt'tat. 
Ol Aax£Sa1µ6vioi xapitptxouc; iooc; fouirov n:atSac; tlvai txS1MaicoV'ttc; 
iaic; Staµaauy<l>arotv txproV'tO, txStSaCJ1COV't£c; auiouc; U1toµOV11'tl1Ciilc; lXElV, 
xal io<>iouc; l!~atvov 'taic; 1tA'11yaic; n:apa 'toic; pcoµoic;, xal 'tijl µi) dAtycoP1taavn 
Ulla ytvvaiwc; tv£YtC6V'tt &011.ov tSiSoaav. 

The fifty-eighth historia is about lacerating the Laconians beside the altars. 
The same subject has already been discussed previously, and is referred to at 
this point. 

The Lacedaemonians, in teaching their own children to be hardy, used 
the Flagellations, teaching them to bear it patiently, and they lacerated them 
with lashes by the altars, and they gave a prize to the one who did not 
despise it but bore up nobly. 

50. Ps. Nonn. In Greg. Naz. Or. 39 8 (Smith) . 
'Oyl>Ori tmlv tmopia io 'trov Aaxwvixrov tcpiipCDV tn:ipmµwv atµa. l!G'tt S£ 
aiSTI\. 
Ol Aaictl>atµovtot 1tpoc; xap'ttpiav yuµva~6µ£Vot oop'tftv tn:ofouv tv TI 
tµ&.mt~OV <illt,Ao\lc;. tCat civSpdav nva £1C io\>'tou tJtatl>EUOV'tO '{va 
xaptepixroc; l!xoiev n:epl tooc; no;\.£µouc;. t'tiµCDV S£ ol Aax:covtc; tv tj\ foptj\ 
'tWV µamtyii)v 'ti)v "Apteµw. 'taUTI\V yelp AEYEt 1tapO£vov Ot6v. xapttp1xi) 
yap x:ai. u11:tpavco n:aCJ1lc; StiAiac; xai. tµn:aOdac;. 

The eighth historia is about the Laconian ephebes' blood on the altar. It is 
this: 

Training for endurance, the Spartans used to hold a festival in which they 
whipped one another. And from this they learned some courage so that they 
would be brave in war. The Laconians honored Artemis in the festival of the 
whips. For they call her a virgin goddess. For she is patient and above all 
cowardice and sentiment. 

5:1. Hesych. s.v. cpooa~tp. 
1'! tn:i. 't'fic; xmpac; awµaaxia 'tWv µellOvtwv µaattyoiia0at. 

Phouaxir: Training in the country of those about to be whipped. 

51. Suda s.v. A'llxoiipyoc;. 
't'fiv 't£ Siaµam{ywaw, cipE'tijc; yuµvaaiav, civ'tl cp6vou alC'll0pCOJtoii · l'P'!ll3oc; 
yelp ltpOtEpov tOuttO tj\ 'AptEµtSt tj\ 'OpOwai~. 

Lycurgus: The Flagellation, an exercise in virtue, in place of gloomy 
murder; for previously, an ephebe used to be sacrificed to Artemis Orthosia. 
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The Status of Amyclae 

In the preceding chapters, I have often emphasized how much the later agoge 
served as a treasure house of traditional culture for the Spartans of the Roman 
period. Modern scholars too have viewed the agogic inscriptions as essentially 
reliable evidence for Spartan society in the Archaic and Classical periods. How
ever, an important consequence of the reevaluation of the evidence I have pre
sented here is that many reconstructions of early Spartan history that are based 
almost entirely on this late evidence need to be reexamined. 

The obai, the communities whose amalgamation formed Sparta, are a case in 
point. We have met them as the names of the teams of ballplayers in the sphaireis 
tournament. Although the inscriptions in which this term appears all come from 
the Roman agoge, they have figured prominently in discussions of Sparta's for
mation and early constitutional structure. Orthodoxy on this aspect of Spartan 
history was established in the years between the two world wars.1 Its essence is as 
follows: Sparta had originally consisted of four villages (obai) until it absorbed 
the nearby settlement of Amyclae, either peacefully or by conquest, early in the 
expansion of Spartan power over Laconia-perhaps as early as 7 50 B.C. Amyclae 
thus joined Sparta's other constituent communities as the fifth oba. This fivefold 
constitutional structure was reflected in the five ephors and, most importantly, in 
the five lochoi of the early Spartan army. A sixth oba, the Neopolitae, was added 
in the late third century B.C. to accommodate Cleomenes ill's newly enfranchised 
Spartiates. The final change took place by the first century B.c., when Amyclae 
gained a form of semi-independence. From that time on, Sparta consisted, once 
again, of five obai-Mesoa, Limnae, Pitane, Cynooura, and the Neopolitae. 2 

The question of Amyclae's status is in fact intertwined with that of the oba of 
the Neopolitae. Early in the third century· A.D., the victorious sphaireis of the 
Neopolitae erected a stele bearing a relief.1 The stone was unfortunately lost in a 
fire at the Sparta museum before Walter Kolbe, the editor of the Laconian fascicle 
of the corpus, had a chance to examine it. The inscription's first editor, however, 
left a precise description of the relief, here given in full: "Fragment of an inscrip
tion in Sparta ( r 84 7) in the house of the governor there. It is adorned above with 
a triangular frame in which there is a standing female figure in crude relief, 
frontally presented, with four arms; the upper arm on the right holds an olive 
sprig, opposite to which a snake rears up; the upper arm on the left holds a bow, 
the lower arm on the same side holds a shallow bowl. To the left of the figure sits a 
big ball, on the right behind the snake stands a sort of amphora."4 

Although Ross mistakenly identified the relief's subject as a woman, others 
soon realized that it represented one of the oddest local variations of Apollo 
known, Apollo Tetracheir (Apollo Fourhands).5 The scrappy extant testimonia 
indicate that Tetracheir was worshiped at Amyclae.6 Although some have identi
fied Tetracheir as a hybrid of Hyacinthus and Apollo worshiped together with 
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Apollo of the Amyclaeum, whose statue and throne so fascinate archaeologists, 
this god has attributes quite different from those Pausanias enumerates.7 Since 
nothing, either in the testimonia for Tetracheir or in Pausanias' description of the 
Amyclaeum, supports that identification, I prefer to keep the two divinities sepa
rate and to locate Tetracheir in Amyclae town. 8 In any event, whatever the precise 
location of this unusual god's shrine, there is no reason to question his ties to 
Amyclae. 

A sphaireis team erecting an inscription has a logical connection to the subject 
of its relief; consequently, the sphaireis of the Pitanatae mentioned previously 
adorned their victory stele with a relief of the Dioscuri. As the sanctuary of Castor 
and Pollux at Sparta was evidently in Pitane, these sphaireis naturally chose them 
as team patrons.' Parallels can be found with modern sports teams who advertise 
their origins by their names or with mascots and emblems. For instance, the lion 
symbolizes the United Kingdom to most of the world, but during World Cup 
competition only the English team wears this emblem; Scotland, Wales, and 
Northern Ireland each have their own. To other Greeks, then, the Dioscuri may 
well have been associated with Sparta as a whole, but in the matches between the 
young Spartan ballplayers they were the patrons of the Pitanatae. We should 
expect a similar correlation between the ball team of the Neopolitae and Apollo 
Tetracheir of Amyclae, and indeed there is. Thus, the Neopolitae were the inhabi-· 
tants of Amyclae and not Cleomenes' sixth oba, invented to hold the new Sparti
ates he had enfranchised. More than this is gained, though, since the stone shows 
that Amyclaean youths competed in one of the contests of the agoge in the third 
century A.D. By this time the cult ofTetracheir seems to have been integrated into 
the agoge, and the youthful Amyclaean god's priesthood was now held by a 
suitably aristocratic Spartan ephebe.1° Consequently, Amyclaeans must have 
been Spartan citizens long after they are supposed to have separated from the city. 

If Amyclae was not "quasi-independent" from Sparta in the Roman age, then 
the question of Amyclae's status in previous centuries needs reopening. That 
Amyclae had ever been part of Sparta before the Roman conquest rests solely on 
JG V.1 26, a decree dated to the end of the second century B.c. or the beginning 
of the first and emanating from the "oba of the Amyclaeans." The text is as 
follows:11 

~oyµawypaq>oov Aucnv{Kou toil l:rot1lptl5a, NT)ICA.foc; 
toil 'ApiotoKpattoc;, IlamKpattoc; toil IlaoucA.Eoc; · 
to 15ox0£v -Ono 'AµuicAai£oov. 
'End Ka[t]aota0£vttc; fcpopoi de; tov fnt NiKfo fviautov IlaoitEAT)c; 

5 Tetaptou, Eil0uµoc; AuaiKpatEoc;, ~aµial5ac; aaµial5a a~{roc; 
aVEO'tpEq>T)O'aV aUtWV 'tE Kat tcxc; fvXElpio0£loac; auto\c; 1tlo
tECJl<;, fµ 1tUO'lV aKEpl56.lc; Kal iiµ£pooc; 'tOV fv{autov 15iE~a
yayoVtEc;, 15tl56X0ai to\c; 'AµuKA.<xi£oic; f?tmvfoai fqi6pouc; 
touc; 1tEpl IlaO'ltEAT) tij> KaAfiic; tav apxav BlE~ayYT)KEvat. 
7tOlOUV'tO> 15£ auto\c; Kat f1tl tcxl 1tpoatp01tCXl ad µEpll5a, llroc; 
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IO ii.v ~root, &tcoc; d~(l) a cbJ\u µvaµoveuou<J(a) 'tWV yeyo(vo)'tcov cpt
(/..)av0pcim:mv de; a'l'l'tuv dnol>tl>oi><Ja cpaivTt'tat 'tcii; Ka'ta~iouc; 
nµac;. lyl>6)1£V l>f: 'tooc; Ka'ta<J'ta0£V'tac; G'tal..av l..10ivav, 
de; liv dvaypacpi)ae'tat 'to Myµa, ml G'taaa1 de; [ 't Jo lepov 'tac; 
'Al..e~avl>pac;. 'tUV l)f: de; 'tQU'tav l>anavav l>o'tco a cbJ\u Kai l..Oyov 

1 s lvEYJCOV'tco nepl 'tac; Y£"fEVTtJ1tvac; l>anavac; 'tooc; l7tl 'taii'ta 
Ka'ta<J'ta0mac;. t7ta.1vi<Ja1 l)f: Kai 'tov ypaµµa'tta mhmv 

KaUtdi}. 

Dogmatographoi: Lysinicus son of Soteridas, Necles son of Aristocrates, Pasi
crates son of Pasicles. 
Decreed by the Amyclaeans that: 
Whereas the ephors in office for the year under Niceas, Pasiteles son of Tetar
tus, Euthymus son ofLysicrates, Damiadas son of Damiadas, conducted them
selves in a manner worthy of themselves and of the pledge entrusted to them, in 
all ways carrying out their year without thought of gain and in a civilized way, 
it was decided by the Amyclaeans to praise the ephors around Pasiteles for 
carrying out their office well. Let them always make a portion for them in the 
Supplication, as long as they shall live, so that the oba, in remembrance of the 
benefits that came about for it, might appear to give back fitting honors. That 
those appointed contract for a marble stele, onto which the decree will be 
inscribed, and erect it in the sanctuary of Alexandra. Let the oba pay the 
expense for this, and let those appointed for this submit an account of the 
expenses arising. And, moreover, to praise their secretary, Callicles. 

This same inscription doubles, ironically, as evidence for Amyclae's later au
tonomy, and so we are faced with the anomalous situation of a single testimony 
being used to support two apparently contradictory states-amalgamation into 
Sparta and independence.12 This methodological problem has been papered over 
with the hypothesis that, while Amyclae had once been a part of Sparta, it had 
gained a form of independence at an unknown date before the passage of IG 
V.1 2.6. 

In spite of never having been set out explicitly, this argument rests on two 
features of the document-the Amyclaeans styling themselves as an oba, and 
their apparent independence of action. Amyclae's independence, or more accu
rately, autonomy can be seen in the array of public officials the oba enjoyed: three 
dogmatographoi (lines 1-1), three ephors (lines 4-5), and their secretary (lines 
16-17). More important are the public funds, for whose supervision ("the pistis 
entrusted to them") the ephors were praised, and which were to be used to pay for 
the erection of the stele.13 This situation contrasts with the only other evidence for 
an oba's internal activity, a stone set up by the Cynooureis in honor of An
tamenes, a water commissioner; on one side of the stone is a list of the subscribers 
who paid for its erection.14 Clearly, unlike the Amyclaeans, the oba of the Cyno
oureis had no public treasury to draw on for such an expenditure and probably 
lacked all but a minimal bureaucracy. 
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IG V.1 2.6 does indicate that Amyclae had a degree of autonomy from Sparta, 
but that autonomy was something less than the outright independence enjoyed by 
cities of the former perioeci. These cities had been detached from Spartan control 
upon the defeat of the "tyrant" Nabis in 19 s B.c. and placed under the tutelage of 
the Achaean League until they became fully independent after 146. At some time 
during this period they formed themselves into a league, the League of Lace
daemonians or, as it became known later, the League of Free Laconians. Thanks 
to a list provided by Pausanias, we know that Amyclae, although separate from 
Sparta, was not a member of the league.15 

Amyclae's ties to Sparta are indicated by the use of the name of Sparta's 
eponymous magistrate in the dating formula identifying the ephors praised in the 
decree (lines 4-5). Pasiteles, Euthymus, and Damiadas are called "the ephors in 
office for the year under Niceas." Although no office is indicated for Niceas, we 
can soon supply it through a process of elimination. Niceas was not among the 
officials to be praised, so he was not the eponymous ephor of Amyclae. The cities 
of the League of Lacedaemonians dated documents by the league's stratigos; 
since Amyclae was not a member, Niceas cannot have been a strategos.16 Within a 
Laconian context, the only possible official remaining is the Spartan patronomos, 
who had earlier replaced the ephor as eponymous magistrate.17 Niceas, then, 
must have been the patronomos of Sparta, whose name also appeared on docu
ments at Amyclae.18 Amyclae was evidently a Spartan possession at this time, 
allowed a certain amount of internal autonomy but still dependent on the city in 
matters of substance. 

Prevailing opinion, though it can be proved correct as regards Amyclae's status 
at the turn of the first century B.c., has a far weaker case regarding that commu
nity's earlier position. The only evidence, or "proof" as it has been called, that 
Amyclae had ever been a Spartan oba is the word's appearance in the Amyclae 
decree.1' Since the city's constituent communities were called obai, its appearance 
here is taken as a relic of Amyclae's previous status as a Spartan "ward." Attrac
tive though this reasoning seems, it is fatally flawed by its dependence on the 
assumption that the word oba was always used exclusively to denote a unit of the 
Spartan citizenry, and nothing else. In the mountain of literature on the obai of 
Sparta, this assumption has hardly ever been questioned, even though it lacks any 
basis in ancient evidence. No lexical citation, no gloss, no scholion, not even the 
Great Rhetra itself supports this limitation. 

With the exception of the Great Rhetta (if we assume that Plutarch's version 
accurately reflects a genuine Archaic original), all the evidence for obai is found in 
sources from the Roman period. We have already seen that, in some inscriptions, 
obai are associated with teams of ballplayers, whose names were the same as 
those of the city's archaic constituent communities. These names were also given 
to Sparta's civic tribes: there are references to a "tribe of Cynooureis" and a "tribe 
of Limnaeis. "10 Evidently, in the Roman period, at least, there was no difference 
between a Spartan oba and a Spartan civic tribe. The lexicographical sources, 
when read in this light, present a clear and consistent picture: an oba could be a 
village (komi) or a civic tribe (phule).21 The villages whose amalgamation gave 
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birth to the city of Sparta changed in the course of time into the equivalent of civic 
tribes, whose activities seem to have been confined mainly to the agoge and 
athletics in general.22 Nothing, however, compels us to believe that the word oba 
had ever lost its original meaning. Like its synonym kome, oba could be used for a 
unit of citizenry.23 But, just as no one would assume that all appearances of the 
word kome have precise constitutional significance, so none should assume that 
the word oba was used only for Sparta's constituent communities. Surely, it is 
much more likely that, although the word acquired a secondary technical mean
ing at Sparta, it was at bottom the Laconian for "village," as the lexicographers 
have been trying to tell us for centuries.24 

The appearance of oba in IG V.1 :z.6 tells us nothing about Amyclae's earlier 
history. That Amyclae was an oba simply means it was, as Pausanias character
ized it, a village and not a fully fledged polis like the former perioecic commu
nities who now formed the League of Lacedaemonians. 25 

If, as I have argued, all Spartan constituent communities were obai, but not all 
obai were constituent communities of Sparta, a nagging irritant disappears in the 
bargain. The oba of the Arkaloi has received scant attention and less respect since 
the inscription in which it appears was published in 1951.26 The reason is not 
hard to find: since all obai were supposed to have been parts of Sparta, the oba of 
the Arkaloi simply could not exist and had to be explained away. Now that the 
existence of non-Spartan obai can be countenanced, the Arkaloi may be rescued 
from oblivion and placed back in their Laconian village. 

Although IG V.1 :z.6 constitutes the sole explicit testimony for Amyclae's sta
tus, other material has been pressed into service to bolster the view that Amyclae 
was part of Sparta. The most commonly cited is a passage in Xenophon's Helle
nika, in which Agesilaus allowed Amyclaeans from all the Spartan army to go 
home to celebrate the Hyacinthia.27 It received its relevance from the contention 
that perioeci and other non-Spartiates were brigaded into separate, distinct mili
tary units. 28 If Amyclaeans were spread throughout the army, the argument went, 
in the same units as Spartiates, they too must have been Spartiates. However, it 
has been convincingly argued that by the late fifth century perioeci served in the 
same units as Spartiates.29 Thus, a distribution of Amyclaeans throughout the 
army signifies nothing about Amyclae's constitutional status. 

The Hyacinthia was one of the most significant festivals in the Spartan calen
dar. That the Hyacinthia was celebrated at the Amyclaeum after a sacred proces
sion from the city might be thought to indicate that Amyclae was part of Sparta.30 

On the contrary, all it shows is that the sanctuary of Apollo Amyclaeus was under 
Spartan control, as we would expect of such a prominent Laconian shrine. Politi
cal unity is not suggested by the procession linking the two places. Such proces
sions out of a city to a notable sanctuary outside the walls, often a considerable 
distance away, were very common elements of civic festivals, but imply nothing 
more than political control of the outlying areas in question. 31 

In the eyes of modern scholars, Amyclae's most important role has probably 
been as the "fifth oba," whose presence accounts for the five lochoi of the early 
Spartan army and the five-member colleges, such as the ephorate, which pepper 
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the Spartan constitution.32 Logical as this correlation may seem in the case of the 
ephorate, we simply know too little about dassical Sparta's constitution to as
sume that any magistracy was structured in this way. On this subject, it has been 
sensibly suggested that the existence of boards of five "no more proves a five-fold 
division of Sparta, than the nine archons or the Eleven prove a nine-fold or 
eleven-fold division for Athens. "33 

How many divisions, or lochoi, the early Spartan army had, and whether these 
divisions were raised according to obai has bedeviled students of Sparta since the 
fifth century B.c. Of course, if Amyclae was not part of Sparta in the Classical 
period, then either the lochoi were not connected with the number of obai or, if 
they were, the army had not five, but four "obal lochoi." Relevant to this is the 
notorious question of the "lochos of Pitane," whose existence would confirm the 
obal basis of the lochoi.34 This consideration has caused a majority of scholars to 
side with Herodotus, even in the face of Thucydides' forceful denial that there 
had ever been such a unit. Apart from the passage in Herodotus, the link between 
obai and lochoi depends upon a list of five names for the Spartan lochoi preserved 
in two scholia and thought to derive ultimately from Aristotle's lost Constitution 
of the Lacedaemonians. In one, a note on a line from Aristophanes' Lysistrata, 
the names are Edolos, Sinis, Arimas, Ploas, and Messoages; in the other, on a 
section from book 4 of Thucydides, they are Aidolios, Sinis, Sarinas, Ploas, and 
Mesoates. 35 Modern writers have seized upon the last name as proof positive that 
lochoi were raised according to obai. 36 While the other four are considered to be 
nicknames or "fancy names," "Mesoates," as it appears in the Thucydides scho
lion, seems to clinch the argument since it is the adjectival form of Mesoa, one of 
the Spartan obai. A lochos called "Mesoan" is thought quite logically to consist 
of men from Mesoa. Moreover, if one lochos was raised from a single oba, then 
the other four lochoi may reasonably be assumed to have been raised in the same 
manner. 

We must ask, however, why the lochos of the Mesoatae alone had no nick
name. Toynbee conjectured that it was punishment for Mesoan involvement in 
the plot of the Partheniae, an unconvincing suggestion, to say the least.37 On the 
other hand, surely either all lochoi had nicknames or none did. The other names, 
while unusual, are not completely devoid of significance.38 "Sinis" means "rav
ager" or "plunderer" and was used as the name of Theseus' murderous opponent 
on the Isthmus of Corinth, while "Sarinas" is clearly derived from the Laconian 
word for a palm branch, sarir.3' In other words, "Sinis" and "Sarinas" are equiva
lent to such titles as rapax and victrix given to Roman legions. The remaining two 
names, "Aidolios" and "Ploas," are more reticent, though it is hard to avoid the 
impression that "Ploas" had a connection with the marines. In light of this, there 
is no reason why "Messoages" should not be the correct form, perhaps referring 
to the central unit of a Spartan battle formation.40 "Mesoates," then, may just as 
likely have resulted from an educated misreading as "Messoages" from an igno
rant one. Moreover, the chaos of the sources, where the number of lochoi ranges 
from four to sevCif, cannot furnish support for accepting one reading over an
other beyond satisfying the desire to match five lochoi with five obai. 41 
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Finally, the canonical view of Amyclae's status begs questions of historical 
probability and has, moreover, led to internal contradiction. To take the second 
point first, a recent study has averred, on the basis of Pausanias' account of the 
whipping contest at the altar of Artemis Orthia, that the Amyclaeans did not 
participate in her cult.42 Leaving aside the dubious authenticity of this evidence, 
we know from archaeology and epigraphy that ephebic activity in general and the 
contests of the agoge in particular centered on the shrine of Orthia.43 Plutarch 
states categorically that passage through the agoge was mandatory for Spartan 
citizens.44 If the Amyclaeans did not join in worshiping Orthia, then they could 
not enter the agoge and, consequently, could not have become citizens. 

The historical questions hinge on determining the circumstances for so drastic 
an action as the separation of Amyclae from-Sparta, an action tantamount to the 
partial dismemberment of the city. While hypothesizing that such a separation 
did take place, scholars have been notably reticent about suggesting when it may 
have happened. Obviously, a time when Sparta suffered a severe reversal of for
tune is needed, hardly difficult to find in the years from Leuctra to the first century 
B.c. But Epaminondas, first of all, did not concern himself with breaking up 
Sparta itself.45 Although the catalog of defeats the Spartans suffered in the years 
following shows the dismal state of their military prowess, the city's integrity was 
never in doubt. Direct intervention in Sparta's internal affairs first came on the 
heels of Cleomenes Ill's defeat at Sellasia in :u.2. But the victorious Antigonus 
Doson, Polybius tells us, did no more than restore the "ancestral constitution" so 
battered by Cleomenes' reforms. 46 In 19 s, the Romans, after defeating the tyrant 
Na bis, took the maritime perioeci from Spartan hands and made them protecto
rates of Rome's ally, the Achaean League, while leaving Sparta itself alone.47 

Later, when the Spartans reluctantly joined the Achaean League in 192 they 
entered with all their laws and constitution intact. 48 Sparta reached the nadir of 
its fortunes in 18 8 when the Achaean general Philopoemen punished the city after 
an abortive rebellion by forcing the Spartan constitution into an Achaean frame
work and suspending the agoge, without, however, any hint that he went so far as 
to split the city up.49 

Wade-Gery was alone in tentatively suggesting that Amyclae separated as part 
of what he termed "the reorganization after 146 B.C. " 50 Unfortunately he misun
derstood Sparta's situation following the Achaean War: as the provider for Rome 
of a casus be/Ii and a friendly noncombatant, the city was rewarded with rein
statement of the "Lycurgan constitution," regained full autonomy, and was free 
from tribute. This was scarcely the moment for the Romans to demand the 
removal of one oba. Moreover, he mistakenly thought that Amyclae "got the 
same sort of independence as the towns of the perioikoi," since he erroneously 
believed that the perioecic towns still dated their documents by the Spartan ep
onymous magistrate, whereas they actually dated according to the strategos of 
the League of Lacedaemonians. s1 

The earliest extant evidence for Amyclae's status, the inscription IG V.1 2.6, 
shows it was semiautonomous in the late Hellenistic period, with no evidence 
that it had ever previously been a part of Sparta. All the earlier· evidence is 
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consistent with Amyclae being a Spartan possession, in Spartan territory, but not 
yet politically amalgamated with the city itself. On the other hand, the Tetracheir 
relief of the third century A.D. shows Amyclaean youths in the agoge, so Amyclae 
must have become a part of Sparta at some time between the dates of the two 
inscriptions. A suitable historical context for this unification can be found in the 
late first century B.c. I suggest that Augustus allowed Sparta to incorporate Amy
clae during the rule of the Spartan privateer C. Julius Eurycles, whose ships were 
virtually alone in mainland Greece in having fought on the right side at Actium. 52 

Before his downfall, sometime between 7 and 2. B.c., Eurycles had succeeded in 
reestablishing Spartan control over the cities of Laconia.n The absorption of 
nearby Amyclae into Sparta would have fitted neatly into such an expansionist 
policy. 
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ol £'lA.catec;. 

60. See Chapter l., 
61. The Bude text of Ph.-E. Legrand (1954) retains the mss. readings; the 

emendations are those ofL. Valckenaer (1763). 
62.. Cf. Garland, "Religion and Power," pp. 77-8:r. 
63. Willetts, "Herodotos IX 85, 1-1," pp. l.71-77. 
64. Ai~et' 'Hpo86-rou, s. v. elpi,v, in Stein, Herodoti historiae, 1:46 5. 
65. Thuc. 5.68.1, 5·74-3-
66. den Boer, Laconian Studies, pp. 194-98, who went on to argue from the 

problematic passage, Plut. Lye. :z.7.3, that the names of the fallen in the first group 
had been inscribed on a grave marker. This is unnecessary; Herodotus could just 
as easily have obtained the names from an oral source. Compare his memoriza
tion of the 300 names of the heroes ofThermopylae: Hdt. 7.u4.1. 

67. E.g., Dumezil, Ideologie, esp. pp. 7-33. 
68. X. Lac. 11.3; Arist. Rhet. 1.9 [1367A l.8-31]; for a later parallel, see 

Kennell, "Women's Hair and the Law," pp. 516-36, esp. 531-36. 
69. X. Lac. 11.3; Dumezil, Ideologie, pp. 16-:z.7; Benveniste, Le vocabulaire, 

l.::z.79; Puhvel, Comparative Mythology, pp. 159-60. 
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70. Puhvel, Comparative Mythology, pp. I4I-43; Fowler, "Separate Func
tions," pp. I93-101. Lycurgus' loss of an eye in the course of reforming Sparta 
(Plut. Lye. n.1) echoes Odin's loss of an eye in the pursuit of wisdom (Puhvel, 
Comparative Mythology, pp. I93-94) and is all the more reason to consider 
Lycurgus divine rather than mortal (Hdt. I.65; Plut. Lye. 3I.4; Paus. 3.I6.6; cf. 
Piccirilli, "Licurgo e Alcandro," pp. I-Io). 

7I. On the Jndo-European attitude to slaves, see Benveniste, Le vocabulaire, 
1:355-6I. On the Messenian wars and the enslavement of the Messenians, see 
Cartledge, Sparta and Lakonia, pp. n6-I9. 

71. Paus. 3.1.7; Hellanicus, FGrHist 4 FI88; Ephorus, FGrHist 70 Fn7. 
73. Cartledge, Sparta and Lakonia, pp. 96-99, 347-56. 
74. Critias in Diels and Kranz, Fragmente der Vorsokratiker10 88b F37; Tyr

taeus F 5, 7; Thuc. 4.16.6, 7. On helots in general, see Lotze, Me-raev 'EJ..ev9£prov, 
pp. l.6-47. 

7 5. Talbert, "Role of the Helots," pp. 11-40. 
76. Antiochus, FGrHist 5 5 5 FI 3. 
77. Chrimes, Ancient Sparta, pp. l. 76-77; Cartledge, Sparta and Lakonia, pp. 

I16-I9. 
78. The long-simmering debates over the work's date and unity need not 

concern us. For an overview, see Breitenbach, "Xenophon"; Nickel, Xenophon, 
pp. 60-61. On Xenophon's attitude to Sparta, see Tigerstedt, Legend of Sparta, 
I:I59-79. . 

79. D.L. 1.54. But see the cautionary remarks of Higgins, Xenophon the 
Athenian, p. 160 n. 46. 

80. X. Lac. 1.5, 1.II. 
8I. X. Lac. 1.5, ait6v yr. µiJv &a~e toaoutov fxovta cruµpoAe-Oetv tov e[peva: 

this is the generally accepted reading of a confused passage in the manuscripts, 
even though it requires the creation of an otherwise unattested verb, cruµpo
A.eueiv; l..I 1, f9r11ce 'tii<; ti..Tt<; t1eaCJ'tTl<; tov iopci>taiov iiDv etp£vcov c'ipxeiv. 

82.. X. Lac. l..1, 6 li£Au1e0upyo<; ..• c'M)pa tnEainae xpaieiv <riiwv t~ &vnep at 
µEyta"tat apxai. ica0(mavtat, 8<; aTJ lCQl 1Catliovoµo<; mA£l'tat. 'toU'tOV l)£ xUplOV 
tno{nae xai. a0poiteiv 'toU<; nailia<; xai. tntaiconoi>vta, er tt<; ~~litoupyo(n, taxupii><; 
xoA.&.teiv; 4. 3, a{poiivtat toivuv auiii>v o{ fcpopot tic iii>v cb:µat6vtmv tpei<; c'ivlipa<; · 
~tot lie mnayp£tat lCaAoUV'tat. 'toU'tCOV li' 1!1eamo<; c'ivlipa<; tica'tOV icataA.£yet. 

83. X. Lac. 3.5, 4.3, IO.I. cptA.(itov is a variant of the more familiar cptlii'ttov 
(common mess); cf. Plut. Lye. 12..I. 

84. x. Lac. II.4-Io. See the remarks of Oilier, Xenophon: la republique des 
Lacedemoniens, pp. xxiii-xxv. 

8 5. Plut. Lye. 17 .1, xai xai' ay£A.a<; auioi npo(mavto tii>v A.eyoµ£vcov etp£vcov 
del. iov amcppov£maiov xal. µaxiµWtaiov. On the relationship between Xeno
phon's iii and Plutarch's agele, see Chapter 6, at note 14. 

86. On this phenomenon, see ligerstedt, Legend of Sparta, 1:I3-94. 
87. The fragments of Critias' Politeia are best consulted in Diels and Kranz, 

Fragmente der Vorsokratiker10 88 F31-37. Beginning the description at concep
tion: Diels and Kranz, Fragmente der Vorsokratiker10 88 F31; X. Lac. I.3. 
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88. Plut. Lye. l.2.; 5.u; 6.4; 2.8.2., 7; 31.4; Tigerstedt, Legend of Sparta, 
2.:2.36-37. 

89. The exception is his account of the krupteia preserved in Plut. Lye. 2.8.2.-6. 
90. Arist. Pol. 8.r.4 (1337A), 8.4.1 (133 SB); cf. 7.1.9 (1314B), 8.5.7 (1339A

B). 
91. The fragments are collected in Rose, Fragmenta F531-45, 6n.9-13; with 

English translations in Dilts, Excerpta, pp. 16-19; cf. 1igerstedt, Legend of 
Sparta, 1:2.80-87. 

92.. Rose, Fragmenta F6n.13, -tpe<p<>ucn Se 'ta -teicva l6cne µ11SE7tO't£ 7tA.11poiiv, 
Yva t0{~mV'tQ\ S\ivaa0a1 7t£\V£lV. t0{~oua1 Se au-toi>c; 1Cal W7t't£\V. 1Cal 'tOV UAOV'ta 
1CoA.a~oua1 7tA.11ya\c;, Yv' tJC -tou'tou 7tOVE\v JCa\ dypu7tVe\v S\ivmv'ta1 tv 'tole; 7toA.
eµfoic;. µeA.E"tma1 Se t:u0uc; tJC7taiSmv ppaxuA.oyt:\v, d'ta tµµt:A.ii>c; JCal aKromew JCal 
G1C007t'tt:a0a1. 

93. Bloch, "Herakleides Lembos," p. 3 7; Dilts, Excerpta, p. 9. 
94. Cf. X. Lac. 1. 5-8. Aristotle's account may be related to Xenophon's, since 

the technical term "to keep night vigil" (dypu7tVe\v) appears in both. 
95. Bloch, "Herakleides Lembos," p. 33. 
96. Inst. Lac. x-41 (136F-140B). 
97. ligerstedt, Legend of Sparta, x :2.8 5. Spartan sensitivity regarding the ago

ge: Apopbtb. Lac. Anon. S4 (135B). The agoge, if anything, was surely at the 
heart of what Thucydides (5.68.1) called "the secrecy surrounding the constitu
tion" ('tile; 7tOA1'teiac; 'to icpu7t't6v). 

98. Tigerstedt, Legend of Sparta, 1:144-76; Oilier, Le mirage spartiate, x: 
u7-93. 

99. For an example of Platonism's effect on Spartan historiography, see Schii
trumpf, "The Rbetra of Epitadeus," pp. 44 x-57. 

xoo. Martini, "Dikaiarchos (3)," 546-p; Wehrli, "Dikaiarchos"; Flashar, 
Pbilosopbie der Antike, :13:535-39. 

xor. Suda, s. v . .L\1Ka{apxoc;, oo'toc; ~paljfe 't'fiv 7toA.1-teiav I:7tapna-tmv · JCa\ v6µoc; 
t't£0,, tv AaKESa{µov1 JCa0' l!icaa'tov f'toc; dvayivwmcea0ai 'tov A.Oyov t:ic; -to -tmv 
tip6pmv dpxt:\ov, -toi>c; Se 'tfiv T\PllnKilv fxov-tac; f\A.1iciav dKpoaa0a1. ml. -toii-to 
tKpam µexpl 7toUoii. 

101. Taiphakos, ".L\11Ca1aPXOU Tp17toA.{-t1Koc;," pp. u4-19, dates the official 
adoption of the text at Sparta to the fourth century B.c. and attempts to link it to 
constitutional struggles between the ephors and the kings. Cartledge and Spaw
forth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, p. 198, argue for a Hellenistic date, since 
the work would have had no relevance to the Roman-era constitution. 

103. Kennell, "Where Was Sparta's Prytaneion?," pp. 4u-u. 
:104. See Chapter 2., at note 4; Diller, "New Source," pp. 499-50:1. 
105. The fragments are collected in Nauck, Aristophanis Byzantii fragmenta, 

pp. 87-u,; Slater, Aristophanis Byzantii fragmenta, pp. 2.8-71. On Aristopha
nes' lexicon and its influence, see Tolkiehn, "Lexikographie," 2.4 39-40. 

:106. Cohn, "Aristophanes (14)," 995; Sandys, History3, pp. u6-31. On the 
Library at Alexandria, see the lively account by Canfora, Vanished Library. 
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Io7. JG V.I n20, with the improved text of Bingen, "TPIETIPHl:," pp. 105-
7. See Chapter 6, at note I5· 

108. Nachstadt, Sieveking, and Titchener, Moralia, pp. 65-167; Fuhrmann, 
Plutarque: oeuvres morales, pp. 132-:33. Plutarch's note-taking habits: Plut. De 
tranq. I (464F); cf. Tigerstedt, Legend of Sparta, 2:232-34. 

Io9. Inst. Lac. 42 (239E-240B). 
no. Tigerstedt, Legend of Sparta, 2:91, 37I n. 422. 
III. Inst. Lac. 42 (239E-240B), d7tdpT]tO s· auto\c; vautatc; Eivm Kat vauµa

XElV' ilatepov µ£vtot evauµ&.xr1aav, Kat tfic; 9aA.at'CT]c; Kpa'tfiaavtec; 7tUAtv U7tEa
'CT]OllV, Sta<p9etp6µeva ta i1°'1t&v7toAttiiiv 9eropouvtec;. &Ucl 7taA.tv µetePaA.ovto 
Ka9am:p ev to\c; &Uotc; Jtftat ..• to\c; µ£v o~v AllKOupyou XPCOµEVTJ v6µotc; 1' 7t0Atc; 
Kal tote; !SpKotc; eµµdvaaa £7tpW'tEllE tfic; 'EA.A&.Soc; euvoµ{~ Kat M~n xp6vov ttcl>v 
7tEV'CllKO<JlCilV" Kat' ol..{yov Se 7tapapmvoµ£vrov x:al 7tAEOVE~iac; x:al <ptAo7tAolltiac; 
7tapeiaSuoµivT]c;, Kat tel tfic; Suvaµeooc; T\AattOU'CO' Kat ol auµµaxoi Sta tailta 
Suaµev&c; elxov 7tpoc; autouc; ..•. ~roe; OU 7tllV'Ca7ta<'JtV U7tEptS6vtEc; tfiv Aux:oopyou 
voµo9eaiav u7to tiiiv iSirov 7toA.tti.Ov etupavveu9T]aav µT]S£v ~t aci>~ovtec; tfic; 
7tatpci>ou ciyCilyfjc;, Kat 7tapa7tA.1Jaiot tote; dUotc; yev6µevot 't'1lv 7tp6a9ev eiSKA.etav 
x:al 7tllPPTJ<JlllV a7t£9evto Kat Eic; Soul..eiav µEtEa'CT]<JllV, Kill vuv U7t0 'Proµaiotc; 
x:a9a7tEp ol &AA.ot "EAATtVEc; ty£yovto. 

n2. Tigerstedt, Legend of Sparta, 2:370 nn. 418, 419. 
113. Nachstadt, Sieveking, and Titchener, Moralia, p. 215; Fuhrmann, Plu

tarque: Oeuvres morales, 3:346-47 n. I. 

n4. Tigerstedt, Legend of Sparta, 2.:91-92, attributes it to the source's care
lessness. Gomme, Historical Commentary, p. 18 n. I, suggested that Plutarch 
may have arranged apophthegmata in the order he wanted to use them in the 
Lives. This is an attractive suggestion but does not account for the manner in 
which the Institutiones are disordered. 

1I5. Conveniently listed in Tigerstedt, Legend of Sparta, 2:90. 
n6. On Laconian apophthegmata in particular, see Tigerstedt, Legend of 

Sparta, 2:16-30. 
II7. Inst. Lac. 42. (:z.40B), x:al vuv ... ey£vovto was originally x:al vuv ... Eiatv. 

Inst. Lac. I3 (237E) violates the sequence of tenses in having a subjunctive (lv' 
e9i~rovtm) depend on a verb in the imperfect tense (yA.foxpov 1'v ). Although this is 
possible in certain vivid constructions, one is not called for here; cf. Kuhner, 
Blass, and Gerth, Ausfuhrliche Grammatik3, 2:553+ The other mistake occurs 
in Inst. Lac. 14 (238A) where two nouns and a participle that belong in the 
accusative appear in the nominative: Nachstadt, Sieveking, and Titchener, Mor
alia, p. 208 app. crit., "neglegenter excerpta"; Fuhrmann, Plutarque: Oeuvres 
morales, 3:238 n. 2. 

n8. Inst. Lac. 3 (237A), u (237D-E), 25 (23 SF), 26 (239A), 28 (239A), 40 
(239C-D). 

119. Plut. Lye. I7-2I. 
120. On this question, the prudent will echo the "non liquet" of Tigerstedt, 

Legend of Sparta, 2:233-45. 
12.I. Boy and fox: Plut. Lye. 18.1. Endurance contest: Plut. Lye. 18.2. 
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122. On the use of different tenses, see Wheeldon," 'True Stories,'" pp. 45-
46. 

123. Some examples of these uses: Plut. Lye. 1.1-18 (a survey of scholarship 
on Lycurgus); 4.4 (oral tradition about Lycurgus' sojourn on Crete); 12.n (a 
definition of the Laconian word 1mcaBBio0cu); 12.1 (on the Spartan word cptSt
'ttov; cf. IG V.1 128; SEG XI [19 54), nos. 598-601, for the word's survival into 
Roman times); 13.1, 4 (on the word pii'tpa; cf. IG V.1 20); 22.6 (a comment on 
the beneficial effects of ritual and music on Spartan soldiers). 

124. Plut. Lye. 17.3-18.2. 
125. E.g., Plut. Lye. 16.10 (Inst. Lac. 4 [237A]); Plut. Lye. 16.12 (Inst. Lac. 5 

(237B)); Plut. Lye. 16.13-14 (Inst. Lac. 6 [237B)); Plut. Lye. 17.7 (Inst. Lac. 13 
[237E-F]); 18.1 (Apophth. Lac. Anon. 35 [234A-B]); 21.1-2 (Inst. Lac. 14 
[237F-38A]). 

126. Plut. Lye. 17.6 (Inst. Lac. 12 [237D-E]). 
127. Plut. Lye. 17+ 
128. Eipfiv: IG V.1 279 (Artemis Orthia, no. 31). µ£A.Adp11v: 296 (Artemis 

Orthia, no. 41). 
129. Plut. Ages. 19.10-n. 
130. Plut. Lye. 16.1-2. 
131. Pliny Ep. 10.65.3. 
132. Cameron, "E>PEilTm::," pp. 27-62, esp. 48-54. 
l 33. Battle at the Platanistas grove: Pa us. 3. 14. 8-10. Endurance contest: Pa us. 

3.16.7-II. 
134· Paus. 3.16.9-10. 
135· Hyg. Fab. 261; Plut. Arist. 17.10. For an examination of these origin 

stories, see Chapter 4, at note 41. 
136. For testimonia on the whipping contest, see Appendix l. 
137· Jones, Culture and Society, pp. 6-23. 
138. On Lucian's intent in this dialogue, see Kindstrand, Anacharsis, pp. 65-

67. 
139. LucianAnach. 38-39. 
140. Lucian Anach. 39 (the ephebes are naked, with their hands raised). 
141. Platanistas: Lucian Anach. 38; Paus. 3.14.8-10. Statues: Lucian Anach. 

3 8. On the title bomonikes (altar victor), see Chapter 4, at note 3 8. 
142. Philos. VA 6.20; IG V.1 290 (Artemis Orthia, no. 37). This alone vitiates 

Chrimes' attempt (Ancient Sparta, pp. l 34-3 6) to Platonize the endurance con
test. On Philostratus, see Bowersock, Greek Sophists, pp. l-16. 

143. E.g., Hesych. s.v. JCa'ta npIDtdpac;. Phot. s.v. npco'tEtpai; cruv£cp11Poc;. 
144· Collected in IG V.1 and SEG XI (1954), nos. 456-884. Ephebic victory 

dedications were also treated by Woodward, in Dawkins and others, Artemis 
Orthia, pp. 287-377. The lengthiest discussions are in "Excavations at Sparta. 
The Inscriptions," ABSA 12 (1905-6) through to ABSA 15 (1909) and ABSA 26 
(1923-25) through to ABSA 30 (1929-30). The excavator's final remarks are 
contained in Woodward, "Afterthoughts," pp. 209-59. The absence of large
scale excavation until recently had slowed the flow of inscriptions to barely a 
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trickle. Happily, the renewed British excavations on the acropolis and the joint 
British-Dutch survey of Laconia will help reverse this trend; see French, "Archae
ology 1989-90," p. 2:z., and "Archaeology 1990-91," p. :z.8. 

145· Fifth century: IG V.1 :z.13, I120. Fourth century: IG V.1 :z.55 (Artemis 
Orthia, no. l). . 

146. On invented tradition, see Hobsbawm and Ranger, Invention. On its 
applicability to Roman Sparta, see Cartledge and Spawforth, Hellenistic and 
Roman Sparta, pp. 190 and :z.64 n; I. 

CHAPTERlWO 

r. Sickle dedications: IG V.1:z.55-3 56 (Artemis Orthia, nos. l-13 5). Sickle as 
prize: I G V. l :z.64 (Artemis Orthia, no. 4 ). Endurance contest: I G V. l 290 (Artemis 
Orthia, no. 37), 65:z., 653, 653A (Artemis Orthia, no. 142), 653B (Artemis 
Orthia, no. r 4 3 ); Artemis Orthia, no. 144· Sphaireis inscriptions: I G V. l 67 4-8 8. 

2. On age grades generally, see Gulliver, "Age Differentiation," pp. l57-6:z.. 
On the term's use relative to the ag6ge, see Cartledge, Agesilaos, p. 25. 

3. Plut. Lye. 17.3. See subsequent discussion, at note 35. 
4. Ai~E1~ 'Hpoo6wv, s. v. Elpi)v, in Stein, Herodoti historiae, 2:46 5, nap a Aaice-

5aiµovfotc; tv -rep npcl>'tcp lvta'l>-rep 6 natc; pmpi5ac; icaA.et-rat, -rep 5ru-r£pcp 11:poµ1-
ic1~6µevoc; [ms. npoicoµi~oµevoc;], -rep -rphcp µ1n~6µevoc;, -rep 'tE'tap-rcp nponaic;, -rep 
n£µit-rcp itatc;, -rep ~ic-rcp µeA.eip11v, £q>11Peue1 1)£ itap' aihotc; 6 na\c; dito t't&v 5e
ica-reaaapmv µ£xp1 ical dicoaiv. 

5. Diller, "New Source," p. 499, e!pfiv, µeU.dP1Jv, 11:apa Aaice5a1µov\o1c; 6 
µiUmv Elpfiv foea0ai. £q>11Pe\m 1)£ nap' Aaice5atµovfotc; £11:' £-r&v IA' µixpi K'. 
1CaA.e\-rat 1)£ -rep µ£v 11:pcl>'tcp tvta'l>'tql pmpi5ac;, -rep 1)£ 5ru-r£pcp 11:poµl1Cl~6µevoc; [ms. 
11:poicoµ1~6µevoc;], -rep -rphcp µ1ic1~6µevoc;, -rep !J.' np6itatc;, -r<!> E' na\c;, -rq, c;' µMAf'.lPTJV, 
-rep Z' Elp/iv. 

6. Bingen, "TPIETIPH:E," pp. 105-7. The refer~nces to eirenes in Herodotus 
and Xenophon are modern conjectures: see Chapter l, at note 59. 

7. Tazelaar, "UAIAEl: KAI E«l>HBOI," pp. n.7-53. In the following pages I 
focus on Tazelaar's article because;. it so nicely represents the traditional syn
chronic approach in the highest degree and has had an acknowledged influence 
on later works. Three studies of recent years have accepted his conclusions: 
Hodkinson, "Social Order," pp. 245-51; Cartledge, Agesilaos, p. 2.5; Kukofka, 
"1tat5lO'ICOt," pp. 197-:z.05. 

8. Tazelaar, "UAl/J.El: KAI E«l>HBOI," pp. 149, 152-53, is emphatic that Spar-
tans became eirenes on the very day marking their twentieth birthday. 

9. Ibid., p. 149· 
IO. JG V.1 279 (Artemis Orthia, no. 31). 
II. Tazelaar, "IIAIAEl: KAI E«l>HBOI," pp. 140, 147-48. 
l:Z.. X. Lac. 3.1, 6-rav ye µfiv tic itai5mv de; -ro µe1paic1oua0at ticpaivmai. 
13. Hippocr. Hebd. 8.636 (Littre). For a discussion of the meanings of µeipa

ictov, see Roesch, Etudes beotiennes, pp. 320-21. 
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I4. Plut. Lye. r6.12., yev6µevo18£ 8oo8eicaete~. dveu xitiilvoc; ti81181etEA.ouv, i:'v 
lµcltiov de; tov tviautov l.aµp&.vovtec;. 

Is. The phrase yev6µevo18ooe1CCX£'t£i<; appears by itself, out of context, as one 
of the "most important indications as to age" in Tazelaar, "IlAI.:\El: KAI EC2>H
BOI," pp. 127-18. 

r6. Tazelaar, "IlAl.:\El: KAI EC2>HBOI," p. I4 7: "It remains to be seen, however, 
if elsewhere in Greece fourteen-year-old boys and older ones were no longer 
superintended, which would be the case according to Xenophon. Moreover, no 
change at all takes place in the training of the Spartan boys at that age: this 
change took place two years earlier, as I have expounded before." 

r7. Cobet, Novae lectiones, p. 718. 
r8. [Plut.] De lib. ed. r6 (12.A), noWicic; yap JCateµeµw&.µ11v touc; µox&ripiilv 

t9iilv yeyov6tac; dmi'Y'lt&.c;, oYnvec; to~ µEv naiai. nat8ayooyo\>c; icai. 818aaic&.A.ouc; 
t7tEatrtO'CXV, -riJv 8£ tOOV µetpaic(oov 6pµi)v d<p£tOV £faaav v£µea9at, 8£ov CX~ tOOVaV
tiov 7tA.eioo 1t0u:ia9a1 toutoov euA.&.p£1.Uv mi. cpul.aici)v if tiilv 1tai8oov: see Pl. La. 
1.179D. 

r9. Plut. Lye. 16.n. 
:z.o. See Chapter 1, at note ro8. 
1r. Inst. Lac. s (137B). 
11. Plut. Lye. r6.12.. 
13. E.g., Ins. Priene, no. 112., lines 57-59, [au]lloyia&.µevoc; 8£ to npoc; ~pav 

[ te9]11a6µevov I [ liJieiµµa 'tiic; te t8iac; OO'IC d~iov laro[9]ai 1Cpia£(1)c; /Kai noA.A.ouc; 
81a!CA.£iCJ£\V 'tiic; q>\l.av9pooniac;; no. II3, lines 54-56, npoc; -riJv tOU aKpatiCJ/
µato<; q>tl.av9poo7tiav -riJ[v 7t]pcimtv t[f\c; dpxf\c; 'l'tµ£p]av mwo7t0T1CJaµevoc;; SEG 
XIII (19 56), no. 158 (Gytheum), lines 3 8-39, pouA.6µa1 8£ JCai. touc; 8ouA.ouc; 'tiic; 
tou [ciA.eiµµatoc; q>t/A.av9p(l)1t]iac; µetEXEt(v). 

14. As discussed in Chapter I, at note 93. 
15. X. Lac. 1.4, Kai dvti ye to'ii lµatiotc; lita9pu7ttea9ai tv6µ1aev ~vi. tµaticp 81' 

ltouc; npoae9i~ro9ai. 
16. E.g., X. Lac. r.3-4 (the rearing of girls), r.5-6 (marriage customs), 1.1-1 

(slaves or free men as instructors, children with or without shoes). 
:z.7. X. Lac. :z..r, amµata 8£ lµatioov µetaPol.aic; 81a9pu7ttoua1. 
18. For instance, a lµcltwv xeiµampov was a thicker version worn in the 

winter, according to Pollux 7.61: see Amelung," 'lµ&.nov." 
• 19. A possible reason may be found in the association between Sparta and 
philosophers, since a himation without a chiton was considered virtually the 
philosophers' uniform; D. Chr. Or. 71.1; Bremmer, "Symbols of Marginality," 
pp. 106-7. There is, admittedly, a slim possibility that ephebes in the agoge 
resurrected by the Stoic philosopher Sphaerus were required to wear quasi
philosophlcal attire; on Stoicism and the Hellenistic agoge, see Chapter s. 

30. X. Lac. :z..4-8, 12.-14; Inst. Lac. S (137B), 7 (137B-C). 
31. For Plutarch's consultation of Xenophon, cf. X. Lac. 1.8 and Plut. Lye. 

- . 
r.5. 

31. Puberty: Hesych. liVllPoc;; schol. to Theocr. 8.J. Pederasty: Anth. Pal. 
(Strata) 12..4; Buffiere, Eros adolescent, pp. 609-n. Athletics: Paus. 6.:z..10; 
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Klee, Zur Geschichte der gymnischen Agone, pp. 4 8-s 6; Ebert, "IIAIAEl: IIY01-
KOI," pp. 15:z.-56. 

33. Delvaux, "Retour aux sources," pp. :z.7-48, esp. 40; Pelling, "Truth and 
Fiction," pp. l9-5:z., esp. 35-43. 

34. Hodkinson, "Social Order," pp. :z.49-si, follows Tazelaar in accepting 
Cobet's emendation and suggests that the Spartan term for those just entering 
adulthood was 'ltatSia1C01. On this term, see Chapter 6, at note 3. 

Cobet, NoJ!_ae lectiones, p. 7:z.8, rejected the passage£~ 'to µeipanoiia9ai 
because the word µe1pa1Ctoiia9a1 "non est probae et antiquae notae vocabulum" 
and because tKJ3aiveiv did not fit well with the preposition e~. Although the first 
word does only appear in late writers such as Philo ( l. S3 l) and Aelian ( VH u. l ), 
Xenophon's own words in the Cyropaedia (1.:z..8) refute the second objection: (ol 
'ltaiSe~) tK 'tOU'tou S£ d~ 'tou~ tcpi)J3ou~ t~pxov'tat. 

35. Plut. Lye. 17.3. 
36. Tazelaar, "IIAIAEl: KAI ECl>HBOI," pp. l:z.8-2.9. 
37. Plut. Lac. 17.4, ~i:o~ ~v 6 dpi)v, eYKoaiv f't11 yeyovro~. 
38. Plut. Lye. 17.3; Tazelaar, "IIAIAEl: KAI ECl>HBOI," p. 140. 
39. Tazelaar, "IIAIAEl: KAI ECl>HBOI," p. 137· 
40. E.g., Plutarch's Lives (tr. Perrin), l.B::z.59, "those who had been for two 

years out of the class of boys." The "class of children" is an age category used in 
athletic festivals: see Chapter 3, at note 91. Cf. Tazelaar, "IIAIAEl: KAI ECl>HBOI," 
p.137. 

41. Teles (Hense2) p. 50, ti; tcpi)J3rov tad; Lucian ]Tr. 2.6, 'ltpo'ltaAal µ£v ~ 
tcpfiJ3rov yeyovm~; Pollux l. s 9, tnl Sli't~ S£ 1'J3aa1Cmv 6 t; tcpi)J3mv Suo f'ttl; Philostr. 
Her. 147.9, 6't' avfip tuaiSrov fv11CanaA.11v; IG 11/1112 956, line 64, ['tfi1A.aµna]S1 
'toU~ tq1fiJ3ou~ ol ~ tcpi)J3mv; IG VII 2.12. (Aegosthena), ['t]oiSe t; tcpi)J3mv; cf. JG 
VII 2.15-18, uo, 2.:Z.2.; JG XII.3 330 (Thera), line 138, yevoµE\lo~ tK 'tmv tcpfiJ3mv. 

4:z.. Pollux l.57. 
4 3. Plutarch's usage conforms exactly to the principles noted by Smyth, Greek 

Grammar, Is 8 s, who says that the accusative is used with an ordinal number to 
mark how much time has elapsed since something happened. In this construction, 
the calculation includes the current day or year; d. Kiihner, Blass, and Gerth, 
Ausfuhrliche Grammatik3, :z..1:314-1 s. This is not noticed by MacDowell, Spar
tan Law, p. l6:z.: "There seems to be no parallel for this form of expression." 

44: Misconstruing this passage, Tazelaar ("IIAIA~l: KAI ECl>HBOI," pp. l 3 8, 
148) regards the supposed hiatus between the melleiren and eiren grades as 
caused by the conflict between years reckoned as divisions of calendrical time and 
years as calculated from a fixed date within the calendar year. Underlying this is 
an assumption that the end of the melleironeia did not coincide with the end of 
the Spartan civic year. Some cities did not coordinate their educational and civic 
years: e.g., Hellenistic Miletus (Ziebarth, Schulwesen, pp. 16-17), Beroea (SEG 
XXVII (1977], no. 2.61A, lines 34-35: see Sontheimer, "Peritios"), and Roman 
Athens (Pelekidis, Histoire de l'ephebie, p. 2.17 n. l; on the pre-Hadrianic period, 
see Graindor, Chronologie des archontes athiniens, pp. 15-16). But at other 
places the two sorts of year ran concurrently; e.g., Sestos (JSestos, no. l, line i: 
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and p. 43); Iasos (Ilasos I, no. 99, line 3); and Teos (SIG3, no. 578, lines 8-ro). 
Evidence indicates that officials in charge of the contests of the agoge entered and 
left office on the same dates as other civic magistrates: e.g., SEG XI (1954), nos. 
605, 609, 6u, all lists of biduoi dated by eponymous magistrate, the patro
nomos, whose main duties were to preside over the various agogic ceremonies: 
see subsequent discussion, at note 96. 

45. Tazelaar, "IlAMEI: KAI Ecl>HBOI," p. 148; followed implicitly by Hodkin
son, "Social Order," p. 2.4:z.. 

46. In dismissing attempts to establish continuity between the two age grades, 
Tazelaar, "IlAIAEI: KAI Ecl>HBOI," p. 137, says, "If, however, this continuity is 
taken for granted ... , the indication of length of time especially added is not 
acknowledged adequately, for without the words liditepov 'fic51'1 fto~ Plutarch 
might have said as clearly that a boy becomes an eiren as soon as he ceases to be a 
melleiren." Plutarch made precisely this point, but has been misunderstood by 
modern scholars, e.g., Kukofka, "n:aic5{aico1," p. 197 .. 

47. See the discussion in Tazelaar, "IlAIAE:E KAI Ecl>HBOI," pp. u8-34. 
48. For an example of the word's ambiguity and the confusion it may cause, 

see Bowersock, "Zur Geschichte," p. 2.83. 
49. Pl. Lg. 4.72.IB, en:etliav £'tOOV n tl~ 'tplcl1COV'ta, µEXPl £'tWV l1:EV't£ ical 'tptcx-

1COV'tll. 
50. Pl. Lg. 4.7:z.rD, µ111ie yaµ&v f'tfl tpu%Kovta yeyovoo~ Ka\ n:Evte. 
51· Pl. Lg. 8.833D, tai'~ lie 'tptaKatli£KE't£('.Jl µEXPl yaµou. 
52.. Pl. Lg. 6.771C, itµei'~ lie ouv· vilv q>aµev op06ta'ta n:po11pfla0at tov t&v 

l1:£VtaJct<JXl/..{rov Kat 'tEttapaKOV'tll dpt0µ6v, 8~ ll:cl<Jll~ 'tel~ litavoµa~ fXEl µExpl tOOV 
MilieKa dn:o µta~ dp~aµevo~ nl..itv tvlieKalio~. If Plato had used µExpt exclusively, 
he would have been claiming that the highest number by which 5,040 was divis
ible was ro: see Pl. Lg. 5.738A. 

53. Pl. Lg. 7.793E, tptetei' lie Bit Ka\ 'tEtpaetei' ical n:evtaetei' ftt t~etei' -ij0et 
'l/UXfl~ natlit&v lifov liv dT); 7. 79 4A, dn:o 'tpte'tou~ µEXPl t&v l:~ et&v; 7. 794 C, µE'tll 
lie tov t~E'tfl Kilt 'fitv t~fov. 

54. Arist. Po/. 7.133B; [Pl.] Ax. 366D; Marrou, Histoire de I' education, p. 16. 
In the real world, however, this applied only to boys. 

55. See Stalley, Introduction to Plato's Laws, p. 132.; Morrow, Plato's Cretan 
City, p. 32.9; Pierart, Platon et la cite, p. 363. 

56. Tazelaar, "IlAMEI: KAI E<I>HBOI," p. 12.9 and n. 5. Plato's usage here 
conforms to Tazelaar's principles for expressing age: e.g., Pl. Lg. 7.793E, 'fitv 
['toil] tptetf\ 'YEYOVO'tO~ Til..tK{av. 

57. While not completely novel, this scheme does accord with all the relevant 
evidence. Some earlier studies of this question: Marrou, "Les classes d'age"; 
Billheimer, "Age-Classes"; Michell, Sparta, pp. 165-:z.03; den Boer, Laconian 
Studies, pp. 2.33-38; MacDowell, Spartan Law, pp. 159-67. Largely outdated: 
Gilbert, Staatsalterthumer, 1:69-71; Nilsson, "Die Grundlagen des spartanisch-
en Lebens." . 

58. Cf. the treatment of age grades in Cartledge and Spawforth, Hellenistic 
and Roman Sparta, p. 2.03. 
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59. Hesych. s.v. 13oiia· a:yEATI na\Srov, AaJCroVEc;. 
60. Hesych. s.v. 13ouay6p· a')'EMpXT1c;. 6 ·die; d.y£l.T1c; iipxrov; e.g., IG V.1 :z.:z.3 

(Artemis Orthia, no. 33); :z.88 (Artemis Orthia, no. 45); 194 (Artemis Orthia, no. 
51); 306 (Artemis Orthia, no. 59). 

61. Cartledge and Spawforth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, pp. 103-4. 
61. The post of bouagos was probably instituted as part of the Hellenistic 

agoge, on which see Chapter s. On the evocation of the past in the later agogi, see 
Chapter4. 

63. Chrimes, A'!cient Sparta, pp. 131-33; Woodward, "Some Notes," pp. 
191-99. 

64. LucianAnach. 38. 
65. Woodward, in Dawkins and others, Artemis Orthia, pp. 185-86; JG V.1 

674-88. 
66. Paus. 3.14.6, ~ Ououow ol a<patpEic;· ol S£ daiv (ol) tJC -rmv t<piil3cov tc; 

iivSpac; d.PX6µEvot CJW'tEAEiv. On the meaning of CJUV'tEAEiv, see Isoc. u.111. 
67. On tJC-rmv f<piil3rov, see previous discussion, at note 41; Forbes, NEOI, pp. 

18, 59-60. 
68. Paus. 3.u.1. 
69. Lucian Anach. 38. 
70. The sphaireis inscriptions' dating formula proves the game was only held 

once a year: e.g., JG V.1 676; cf. SEG XI (1954), no. 493, lines 1-3. 
71. Ziebarth, Schu/wesen, pp. i:8-19; Marrou, Histoire de /'education, pp. 

2.2.6-17; Nilsson, Die hellenistische Schute, pp. 47-48. For an example of a list of 
victors in an d.noSEt~tc;, see Keil, "Das Unterrichtswesen," p. 331~ 

71. vucaaaV'tE<; -rcXc; c.bl3ac;; e.g., IG V.i: 674, 675. 
73. Limnaeis: IG V.i: 676, 682., 686. Cynooureis: IG V.1 68i:, 684. Pitanatae: 

IG V.1 675, 685. Neopolitae: IG V.1 [677], 683. Mesoatae: Paus. 3.16.9. 
On the ancient obai, see Ehrenberg, "Spartiaten und Lakedaimonier," pp. 18-

19; "Obai," 1696. The oba of the Neopolitae is usually thought to have been 
created by Cleomenes III to hold his newly enfranchised citizens: e.g., Busolt and 
Swoboda, Griechische Staatskunde, 1:64 s n. 3. But see Appendix 1. 

74. E.g., Jones, Public Organization, pp. u9, 111. 
75. IG V.i: 480 (a gymnasiarch is honored d.no <pUAijc; Kovooup£rov), 566 (hon

ors for a a<patpm Kovooup£a), 663 (a dedication by a Aa!CESaiµ6v[t]oc; llt-ra
Va'tllc;, victor in the youths' wrestling): see SEG XI (19 54), no. 493. 

76. JG V.i: 31A, 31B; SEG XI (1954), no. 493. On the diabetes, see subsequent 
discussion, at note u 5. 

77. Cbrimes, Ancient Sparta, pp. 163-68. 
78. IG V.1 16, a late Hellenistic decree from the oba of the Amyclaeans, is a 

different case: see Appendix 1. The mutilated lost inscription, JG V.1 688, con
tains a variation on the sphaireis victory formula - [ tav] c.bl3av fv11Ca- for which 
reason Kolbe correctly classed it with the other sphaireis dedications. I believe it 
commemorates a victory in a lesser intraobal version of the ball tournament. 

79. Paus. 3.i:6.9. 
80. See Chapter 4, at note 68. 
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8I. X. Lac. 2..Io. 
82.. IG V.I 2.86 (Artemis Orthia, no. 46). 
83. Bouagoi coeval with sunephiboi: Marrou, Histoire de I' education, p. S•H 

Woodward, review of Chrimes, Ancient Sparta, p. 6I8. Older: Kahrstedt, Grie
chisches Staatsrecht, x:343; Chrimes, Ancient Sparta, p. 96; Brelich, Paides, p. 
I Is n. 8; Calame, Les choeurs des ieunes filles, p. 3 7 S. 

84. Cartledge and Spawforth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, p. 2.04; Spaw
fortb, "Sparta and the Family of Herodes Atticus," p. 2.09. 

8s. Plut. Lye. I7.4, outoc; oiv 6 t:Lpfiv, t:ficoatv &rt yt:y0vO>c;, lipxt:t 'tt: 'tOOV ~lt0-
'tt:tayµ£vcov tv -iaic; µaxaic; ml icat' oticov ~mip£taic; xpij-ia1 xpoc; -io 8t:iJtVov. 
tn:itaaat:t 8£ tole; µev li8potc; 1;'6A11 cp£pt:w, -ioic; 8£ µiicpotipoic; A.cixava. 

86. Paus. 3.16.u. 
87. li8poc; clearly signifies "big" in this passage (see Thes. Gr. Ling. I s.v. 

li8poc;), but its root meaning of "full-grown, ripe" also comes into play. 
88. On Plutarch's statement in the previous paragraph, to the effect that the 

members of each ageli "used to appoint" (xpo·{atavto) the best eirin as their 
leader (Lye. I7 .2.), see Chapter s, at note 66. On the paidonomoi, see Chapter 6, 
at note 2.7. 

89. Base: IG V.I s64, Miip(icov) Mp(filtov) A&µapxov/ Ilap8aAa, xp£aj3uv/ 
'tiic; Atµva£cov q>u/li;c;, ci.v8pdac; xaptv. Sphaireis: e.g., IG V.I 676, aq>atpt:ic; Atµ
va£cov ol vtic[a]/aavtt:c; tac; cl>[J3a]c;, qiv xp£[a(j3uc;)]/ 'Enaya9oc; Imicpatouc;. Cour
age (iiv8pt:ta) was a virtue characteristic of Spartan ephebes, e.g., IG V.1 s66, 
6S2., 653: see Chapters, at note 99. 

90. See IG V.I 686, where a presbus of the sphaireis was also a bouagos. 
9I.IGV.I 653A. 
92.. IG V.I 653A, 653B; SEG XI (1954), no. n6, j3ouay0c; ical auv£cp-rij3ot at 

the bottom of the catalog. 
93. Oliver, "Athenian Lists of Ephebic Teams," pp. 66-74; Cartledge and 

Spawforth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, p. 2.04. 
94. Cartledge and Spawforth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, p. I67. 
9S· x. Cyr. I.2..IS· 
96. On the composition of this magistracy, see Kennell, "Spartan Patrono

mate." 
97. 8ta tt: -rltv nt:pl ta Auxo\ipyt:ta f°'1 1tp00taa£av, e.g.: IG V.1 543, S44· 

AuKOi>pyt:ta f°'1: IG V.1 soo, S2.7, s54, s69; SEG XI (1954), no. 79I: see Plut. 
Pyrrh. 2.6.2.I. 

98. The gymnasiarchy and patronomate are the only Spartan offices known to 
have been held simultaneously: IG V.1 48I, 53s, 539; SEG XI (I954), no. 803. 
Elsewhere, the gymnasiarchy was often held in conjunction with another office: 
Ohler, "fuµvaaiapxoc;," I994· 

99. Robert, Etudes anatoliennes, p. 3 8; Documents de I' Asie Mineure, p. 8 3 n. 
7: see IG V.I 2.o, lines s-6. 

Ioo. IG V.1 s6o, 'tiic; tt: mta ti\v yuµvaawpxiav Al1µ/itp[6t]TJtoc; ical 'tiic; 
tmv Auicoupydcov [~]~mv npoataaiac; ... ~t:~t:v; sos, yuvaatapxoilvta ci.l;imc; 
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'tfi<; n6M:ro<; EUVOta.<;/ xaplV ·/ ol auvapxovtE<; 'tfi<; 1ta.tpovoµia.<;/ npocr£5el;a.vto to 
a.val..coµa.. 

IOI. Substitute patronomoi (1ta.tpovoµoiivtE<; iln[p tov 5Etva.): IG V.I 2.75 
(Artemis Orthia, no. 30), 2.80 (Artemis Orthia, no. 2.9), 29I (Artemis Orthia, no. 
47), 2.95 (Artemis Orthia, no. 48); SEG XI (1954), no. 631 (agogic), 542. (non
agogic). Epimeletai: IG V.1 3n, 312, 542., 683 (agogic/gymnastic), 541 (non
agogic). On this type of epimeletes, see Robert, "Recherches epigraphiques," pp. 
2.94-96 (OMS, 2.:810-u). 

I02.. Agogic texts: JG V.1 3 II (Artemis Orthia, no. 66), [£nl. na.]tpov6µro crEro 
Auv:.ouffYro/ [to 5'), £~1µEl..coµivro t&.p na.tpov/[oµ{a.p] IJ(onA.iro) lylEkJ,(µiro) IJpc;t
fQ~~[ro]: see JG V.1 3u (Artemis Orthia, no. 68), 541, 542., 683; Kourinou
Pikoulas, "Em1pa.q>E<;," pp. 96-97, no. 5. Nonagogic texts: JG V.I 130 (SEG 
XXXIV [1984), no. 3n) [iipl;a.<; tfiv tc7iv li.1opa.]/v6µrov apx~v· o[l enl. na.tpo
v6]/µou 0Eoii Auv:.oup['You to. cr1Jva.p]/xo1; IG V.1 45; SEG XI (1954), no. 496. 
The same is true of inscriptions from the year of Tirnomenes: his substitute ap
pears in IG V.I 2.9 5 (Artemis Orthia, no. 48), a sickle dedication, but not in a list 
of gerontes, JG V.1 109 (SEG XI [1954], no. 588}. 

103. Only one substitute patronomos is known to have appeared in a non
agogic text, P. Memmius Sidectas, mentioned as the stand-in for L. Volusenus 
Aristocrates in a list of nomophulakes (SEG XI [1954], no. 542.). He appears in 
the dating formula above a list of biduoi for that year, but not in a catalog of 
gerontes (SEG XI [1954], nos. 569, 631). 

104. IG V.I I8B, lines 3-4, Ei 5£ ti<; li.vnl..£101 trov ~11µ1ro0ivtrov, v:.p1voiicnv 
6µ6cra.vtE[<; ev/ lEp]ij> ol 1tE1ta.tpovoµ11v:.6t£<;. On the Leonidea, see Cartledge and 
Spawforth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, pp. 192.-93. 

105. IG V.1 137. The first (incomplete) list lacks a heading but the number of 
secretaries attached to it is consistent with the patronomate rather than with the 
Gerousia: see Kennell, "Public Institutions," p. 97; Cartledge and Spawforth, 
Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, pp. 2.0I-2.; pace Bradford, Prosopography, s.v. 
Apollonidas (2). 

106. Paus. 3.n.2.. 
107. See Cartledge and Spawforth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, p. 2.02, 

where the patronomate's liturgical character is stressed. 
I08. Collignon, Quid de collegiis, p. 43; Forbes, Physical Education, p. 207. 
Io9. JG V.I 136-40, 556; SEG XI (1954), nos. 605-n, 617 [63I?]. One list 

of biduoi contains only five names (SEG XI [I954] no. 6n). However, from the 
arrangement of names on the stone it seems that the last name was simply omitted 
either deliberately or by accident, for the fourth and fifth names are inscribed on 
the same line, leaving sufficient space on the block for one more name. 

no. See Cartledge and Spawforth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, pp. 2.0I 
(biduoi), I44-46 (sunarchia); Kennell, "Synarchia." 

III. SEG XI (1954), no. 6IO. 
II2.. IG V.1 137. On the boule, see Kennell, "JG V 1,16." 
n3. SEG XI (1954), no. 6IO, J3iauo1 e~[t ----], /eq>' &v na.vl·····YEl ..... 

o----/J311cra.v A1ovucr15E<; 5£v:.a.5fo; Paus. 3.13.7. 
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114. Cartledge and Spawforth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, pp. 205-6, 
where other evidence for girls' contests is considered. Scanlon, "Virgineum gym
nasium," pp. 18 5-216, goes far beyond what the evidence can support. 

l l 5. Diabetai appear as the last element in the dating formula of sphaireis dedi
cations. Forbes, Physical Education, p. 3 9, rendered ~haP£tr1.; as "annual officer," 
evidently associating it with !!toe;. Tod and Wace, Catalogue, p. 15, on the other 
hand, thought it was connected with l!tr1.;, "clansman," which is probably correct. 

II6. oiaP£tr1c; autertayyeA.toc;: IG V.r 677, 679, 680, [687]; Szanto, "ata
P£tr1.;." On volunteering for liturgies, see Jones, Greek City, p. 184. 

n7. IG V.1 32B, lines 3-7, ical -Ortep/ tov [-O]ov aaµov~{/ICTl ou~P£tr1c; At/
µva£rov. The phenomenon was not unknown elsewhere: e.g., IGR III 648, lines 
10-15; Balland, Xanthos, 2:232-33; Robert and Robert, La Carie, 2:no-n; cf. 
Lib. Or. 14.6. 

n8. SEG XI (1954), no. 493, lines 2-3, [ota]p£tTJ.; £rtl 'Epµoy£vou.;, £<p' of>/ 
£vi1C11aav KovooupEt.; 01' £trov tea(a)EpaKovta. On the interpretation of this last 
phrase, see Woodward, "Excavations at Sparta, 1924-1925. 3-The Inscrip
tions," p. l 81. 

II9. Teachers: IG V.1 500, [ol OtO]~aKaA.ot aµ,[<pl ta/ AllKOUpyE1]a ll~; 542, 
[ol £]~l ta~[~]. Drill instructors: IG V.1 542; Lucian Salt. 10. Trainers: IG V.1 
542, 543, 569. On hoplomachoi, see Grasberger, Erziehung und Unterricht, 
3:139; Wheeler, "Hoplomachoi," pp. 1-20. 

l 20. On athletics in Greek education, see Nilsson, Die hellenistische Schule, p. 
4 3. On Sparta's curriculum, see Cartledge and Spawforth, Hellenistic and Roman 
Sparta, pp. 204-5. 

121. Cartledge and Spawforth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, pp. 176-84. 
122. Delorme, Gymnasion, pp. 421-80. 
123. Paus. 3.14.2-14; cf. JG V.1 20A, line 3; SEG XI (1954), no. 492, lines 

10-12. 
124. Forbes, NEDI, pp. 1-20. 
12.5. IG V.r 159, lines 33-43; Forbes, NEDI, pp. 61-62. 
12.6. Gauthier and Hatzopoulos, La loi gymnasiarchique, pp. 51-52, adduce 

evidence for thirty years old as a common upper limit for neoi. Forbes, NEDI, p. 
2, on the other hand, held there was no upper limit. · 

127. JG V.1 32A, 33, 34 (SEG XI [1954], no. 486), 247, 479, 541, 568; SEG 
XI (1954), nos. 492, 783; Hesych. s.v. Yrtrtapxo.;· 6 tciiv VE<iiv £7ttµEA.T1tii.; 1tapa 
AaJC(l)(Jtv. Cartledge and Spawforth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, pp. 2n-12., 
assign the hipparch to the agoge. 

12.8. JG V.1 479, 541. · 
129. ·E.g., IGR IV 915 (Cibyra), lines 5-7, £xapfoato of. t'fi 1tOM11Cai. Ei.; tliv 

µEta tai>ta yuµvaa1/apxiav tiiv airov1ov µupiaoa.; opaxµciiv 'Pooirov tea/aapa
Kovta, cbc; yuµvaatapxEfo0a1 EiC t&v toKrov; Robert, "Recherches epigraphiques," 
pp. 294-95 (OMS, 2:810-n); Jones, Greek City, pp. 226,J 53 n. 30. 

130. Forbes, NEOI, pp. 21-33. Processions: SIG3 589 (Magnesia), line 38; 
SEG XI (19 54), no. 923 (Gytheum). 

131. JG V.1 37 (bis) (SEC XI [1954], no. 481), 44 (SEG XI [1954], no. 486). 
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131. Thuc. 5.66.3; X. LAc. II+ 
I 3 3. Herodian 4. 8. 3; Cartledge and Spawforth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, 

pp. II8-19. On neoi in imperial campaigns, see Jones, "Levy at Thespiae," pp. 
45-48; SEG XXXIX (1989), no. 456. 

CHAPTER THREE 

I. Foreign visitors are attested as early as the Classical period: Hdt. 6.67.3; X. 
Mem. r.1.61; Cic. Tusc. l..14.34; Plut. Cim. 10.6; Ages. l.9.3; De tranq. l.O 
(477C); LucianAnach. 38; Philos. VA l.O. 

2.. For an example of this, see the notice of a Hellenistic ephebic law from 
Amphipolis in Lazarides," 'Avamcaq>~," p. 37 no. 13. 

3. See Chapter 1, at note 100. 
4. Dawkins, in Dawkins and others, Artemis Orthia, p. 34; Grunauer-von 

Hoerschelmann, Munzpragung, pp. 14-16. 
5. On the sanctuary's history, see Dawkins, in Dawkins and others, Artemis 

Orthia, pp. 1-51. 
6. µCila, iceM>ta, and ica00t,pat6piov: Artemis Orthia, pp. l.85-353, nos. 1-

13 5. 1Ct1vay£tai;: Artemis Orthia, nos. II, 16, 18, 84. clJ36.:>..1CT1i;: Artemis Orthia, 
nos. 16, 18, 84. Sepoi;: Artemis Orthia, no. 16. 

7. The contests are usually grouped together as the nmSt1coi; iJ.yrov, a modern 
name coined in 1904 by Tod, "IImSucoi; "Ayrov," pp. 50-56. In the publication of 
inscriptions from the first season's excavation, they were called, correctly, "the 
boys' contests": Tillyard, "Artemisium," pp. 353-55. 

8. Ar. Lys. u97, µroa µ6:>..£ µ6:>..£ Aaicmva; Hesych. s.v. µroa· cbST, noia: see 
Woodward, in Dawkins and others, Artemis Orthia, p. 2.88. 

9. Artemis Orthia, no. 4, ~crtoµov eutpox.a:>..ou/ y:>..O:imrrii; t6S' iiE9M>v adpai;. 
10. Chantraine, Dictionnaire, l.:5 II, s.v. iceM>ta, pessimistically states, "ni le 

sens exact ni l' erymologie ne sont conn us." 
II. E.g., ice:>..euro, icEM>µm, icE:>..aSoi;, ice:>..aSero, ice:>..apu~ro. Pokorny, Worter

buch, 1:548, s.v. 6 kel-. 
12. E.g., icEM>µm, icE:>..11i;, ice:>..i)tiov; Lat. celer is cognate. Chantraine, Diction

naire, 2:513, s.v. ice:>..:>..ro; Pokorny, Worterbuch, 1:548, s.v. 5 kel-. 
r 3. It is well recognized that lSµaSoi;/6µaSero and ice:>..aSoi;/icE:>..aSero are analo

gous formations: Buck and Peterson, Reverse Index, p. 4 3 6; Chantraine, Diction
naire, 1:511, s.v. 11:£:>..aSoi;; p. 796, s.v. lSµaSoi;; pp. 799-800, s.v. lSµoi;. 

If keloia is an adjective, it would support the restoration [ta ice:>..]Ql~ ~l?~t1J
a~[i;] for Artemis Orthia, no. 8. 

14· Schol. to Hom. II. 16.183 (Erbse), ice:>..aSeivfii; Se Sia tai; tv tati; 0i)pmi; 
ticJ3oi)aeii;; An. Bachm. 1:2 7 5, JCt:>..aSeivi) · 1Ct1v11yoi;. 96puJ3ov icata tai; liypai; itoi
oiicra. 

15. x. Cyn. 6.20, tav µ£v tv t{j> rxvei cDGl, 7tpOGGtavta fy!Ct:>..e{mv, toiSvoµa 
µ£taJ3a:>..M>vta tKaGtT]i; tfii; 1CUV6i;, OltllCJaX.fl otov t' iJ.y TI toui; 'tOVOUi; tfii; q>cOVT]i; 
7tOtouµEVOV, O~u, J3apu, µ111:pov, µ£ya. 
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16. Liban. Or. 2.00.23. 
17. See also Woodward, in Dawkins and others, Artemis Orthia, p. 2.88; 

Chrimes, Ancient Sparta, p. 12.0. 
18. Although it is tempting to see a connection with Kei..ofo and the KaA.a

oi~ha/KaA.apoUha, hymns in honor of Artemis Dereatis (Hesych. s.v.), they can
not be etymologically related. 

19. Baunack, "Kaa011pat6pw," p. 2.95; Woodward, in Dawkins and others, 
Artemis Orthia, p. 2.8 8; Chrimes, Ancient Sparta, p. 12.4; Chantraine, Etudes, pp. 
73-74 n. 2.. 

2.o. Hom. II. 9. 5 44, noWoov tic noA.ioov 6tJpi\topar; lM)par; ayEipar;. The word 
occurs only here. 

2.I. Buck and Peterson, Reverse Index, p. 46. On Kata-/1Ca0- see Buck, Greek 
Dialects, pp. 81-82. 

2.2.. Woodward, in Dawkins and others, Artemis Orthia, pp. 2.88-89; pace 
Chrimes, Ancient Sparta, pp. 12.6-2 7. 

2.3. See Cartledge and Spawforth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, pp. 190-
211. 

2.4. Picket, "Collegium iuvenum," pp. 2.91-94. Hunting traditionally had the 
imprimatur of Lycurgus: X. Lac. 4.7; David, "Hunting." 

2 5. Chrimes, Ancient Sparta, pp. 126-2 7. Woodward, in Dawkins and others, 
Artemis Orthia, p. 2.89, argued for the identification of the euPaA.1CT1t; with the 
endurance contest. For the names of various dances, see Poll. 4.99-106. 

26. Artemis Orthia, nos. 2., 10. 
2 7. Bourguet, Le dialecte laconien, p. 4 8. 
28. Chantraine, Etudes, pp. 92-95. 
29. Artemis Orthia, no. 1, from the fifth century B.c., does not mention the 

name of any contest. On contests dating from the Roman phase, see Cartledge 
and Spawforth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, pp. 204-5. 

30. Cartledge and Spawforth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, p. 2.05. On the 
festival of Artemis associated with the endurance contest, see Chapter 4, at note 
3 2. There is no reason to think that this festival had anything to do with the boys' 
contests. 

31. Multiple victories: Artemis Orthia, nos. 11, 16, 52, 55, 57, 67-70, 8 5, 91, 
107, 108. The order is reversed in Artemis Orthia, no. 70, a text comprising two 
noncontiguous pairs of fragments. 

31. Bouagoi as dedicants: Artemis Orthia, nos. 33, 36, [42), 45-46, 49-54, 
[58), 59-61, 64, 67-68, 71-72, [73], 74-75, [85], 88, [99). 

33. For a discussion of this earlier view, see Woodward, in Dawkins and 
others, Artemis Orthia, p. 287. 

34. Artemis Orthia, nos. 44, 45. Aristocrates was sunephebos ofEurycles; on 
this term, see Chapter 2, at note 84. 

35. Contest only: Artemis Orthia, nos. 2, 6-8, 25A and B, 41, 46, 50, 53, 5 5, 
57, 59, 60-62, 65, 67-71, [85), [87), 91, 94, 107, 108. Contest and age grade: 
Artemis Orthia, nos. 3 I (npatonaµnaiooov, atponaµnalBoov, elp£voov), 44 (µl1ClXl
~oµ£voov), [49?] (µmxi~oµ£voov), [63?] (µmxi~oµ£voov), 87 (7tpato7taµnaiooov). 
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Contest and to 1t<Xl0llcov: Artemis Orthia, nos. 4, ro-23, 26-30, 32-36, 39-40, 
43, 45, [47], 48, 5r-52, [84?], 88-90, 92, [95], 96, 98 [99], ro5, [ro9]-[nr], 
[r31]; Kourinou-Pikoulas," 1E1ttypacp£c;," pp. 96-97, no. 5. Woodward's text of 
Artemis Orthia, no. 49, lines 4-5, poayoc; vtid\a~c; KEA.oi'av(?)/ µunxt~6µ£[voc; 
KtA..], is unparalleled; for µmxt~6µ£[voc;] read µmxt~oµe[vrov]. 

36. Woodward, in Dawkins and others, Artemis Orthia, p. 187, who, how
ever, believed that contests between all age grades were the only sort to exist. 
Chrimes, Ancient Sparta, p. 92, took the opposite position, arguing that to 1t<Xl0t
KOV was merely the generic name for all contests among members of single age 
grades. 

3 7. Mie, "Ober oux 1tavtoov,'' pp. 6-9; Robert, "Deux concours," p. 2.I (OMS, 
5:662); Worrle, Stadt, pp. 229-30. 

38. Artemis Orthia, no. 8 [Auto]c; ~· tuav[t]cpv auv/[£'9'fiPoov £n~Y [li]£9A.oy. 
39. Paus. 3.14.8, 3.20.2, 3.20.8; LucianAnach. 38; Cic. Tusc. 5.27.77. 
40. Paus. 3.r4.9. 
4I. Paus. 3.14.ro. 
42. Paus. 3.20.8. 
43· Pa us. 3.14.8, Kat xoopfov IIA.atavtat&c; fotlV alto trov o£vopoov, ai: of) U'l"'\

A.al. Kat (JUV£X£i'c; lt£pt auto al ltMttaVOl lt£q>UKa<Jtv. auto OE to xoopfov, ~v9a toi'c; 
tcpiiP01c; µaxea9m Ka9fot1lK£, !CUKA.cp µ£v rlSpmoc; 1ttpt£xet Kata tauta Kai d 
vi}aov 9aA.aaaa, ~cpooo1 OE t1tl. yecpuprov dat. y£cpuprov OE t<p' ~Katepq. tft µ£v tanv 
liyaA.µa 'HpaKA.fouc;, tji 0£ dKrov AuKoupyou. 

44. Lucian Anach. 3 8, 'ISOatt 1t£pty£Ypaµµ£vov. 
45. Paus. 3.14.ro, µaxovtm OE Kat tv xepat 1Cal. tµitTJOCilvtec; A.a~. MKVoua( t£ 

Kai to{ic; o<p9aA.µo{ic; avtopuaaouatv. avi\p µEv of\ itpoc; livOpa tOV dPTJµtvov 
tp6itov µaxetm · ci9p601 OE tµitfatoua1 Piafo>c; Kai tc; to 'ISooop cb9oi>aw cilliiA.ouc;; 
LucianAnach. 38. 

46. Cic. Tusc. 5.27.77. 
47. LucianAnach. 38. 
48. Lucian Salt. IO-II. That Lucian is describing the aftermath of the Plata

nistas battle is evident from the words at the beginning of his account here, !Stav 
yap a1CPOX£tp1aaµtvo1 Kat 1tataavttc; alliiA.ouc; Kat 1t<Xl<J9tvt£<; tv tcp µep£t 1taU
(JO)Vt<Xl, which complement those at the end of his description of the battle in the 
Anacharsis, to yap a1tO 'tOUtO\l dpiiv11 AolltOV Kat OU0£t<; 6.v ~tl 1tata£l£. 

49. Cartledge and Spawforth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, pp. r29-30. 
50. Theater: Paus. 3.14.r. Dromos: Paus. 3.r4.6-7. Platanistas: Paus. 3.14.8. 
SI· Stibbe, "Beobachtungen," p. 82. 
52. Ibid.; Armstrong, Cavanagh, and Shipley, "Crossing the River,'' pp. 306-

7 .. 

5 3. This is the tentative solution proposed by Armstrong, Cavanagh, and 
Shipley, "Crossing the River,'' p. 3 07. 

54· Delorme, Gymnasion, pp. 332-36. 
5 5. Such invented or fictive portraits, as they are called, of long-dead historical 

personages are attested as early as the fifth century B.c.: Richter, Portraits, r:5. 
However, a sculpture of Lycurgus at Sparta can hardly be any earlier than the 
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portraits of other Greek sages such as Solon and Periander, which Richter, Por
traits, 1:81-91, assigns to the fourth century B.c., and was very probably erected 
much later. 

5 6. On the pairing of Heracles and Lycurgus at Sparta, see now the statue base 
of Octavia Agis, to be published by A. J. Spawforth with other new inscriptions 
from the University of London's excavations at Sparta inABSA 89 (1994). 

57. Torelli, in Musti and Torelli, Pausania, pp. 217-18. However, his attempt 
("Da Sparta," p. 230 n. 46) to associate construction of the amphitheater at 
Artemis Orthia with this building cannot stand. Inscriptions from the mid-third 
century A.D. were built into the amphitheater's foundations: see Dawkins, in 
Dawkins and others, Artemis Orthia, p. 34. The excavation of the complex is 
described briefly in Wace, "Laconia. II-Excavations, 1906," pp. 407-14. Cart
ledge and Spawforth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, p. 130, identified it as the 
gymnasium built by the wealthy Eurycles Herculanus because of several herms of 
Heracles found nearby. These have recently been tentatively assigned to the city 
theater: see Palagia, "Seven Pilasters,'' pp. 122-29. 

5 8. Torelli, "Da Sparta," pp. 22 5-33. For this identification, first proposed by 
Sebastiani, see Winnefeld, Die Villa, pp. 60-61; Ueblacker, Das Teatro Marit
timo, p. 52. 

59. SHA Hadr. 26.5, Tiburtinam villam mire exaedificavit, ita ut in ea et 
provinciarum et locorum celeberrima nomina inscriberet, velut Lycium, Acade
mian, Prytanium, Canopum, Picilen, Tempe vocaret. 

60. Paus. 3.n.2. 
61. Plut. Lye. 17.4, ofito<; o-Ov 6 Eipfiv ... lipxe1 te trov '67t0t£tllyµ£vrov tv tilt<; 

µaxai<;; on eirenes and ephebic tribes, see Chapter 2, at note 8 5. Sources e:Xplicitly 
on the Platanistas are less helpful: e.g., Cic. Tusc. 5.77 (greges); Paus. 3.14.8 
(µo1pll, ta~iv); Lucian Anach. 3 8 (ipaA.ayya, cruvtayµa). 

62. On the tribes in the Roman period, see Appendix :z.. 
63. JG V.1 677, 679, 680, 687. 
64. JG V.1 679, lhll~Eteo<;/ (lie aute7tay]yEl..tro Kai a(p1/ativliou]; 680, apt· 

adv/liou S£ Kai li1a~£teo<; au~e/itllyyO .. tou; SEG XI (19 54), no. 501, raio<; 'Iou
A.io<; 'Apirov, ap1ativliT1<;, auvli11Co<;/ t7tl ta ~0r). 

65. As Woodward, "Sparta, 1926. Inscriptions," p. 234, pointed out. 
66. Hesych. s.v. ap1ativOT1<;· 6 ti\'. trov apfotrov ttleA.eyµivo<;. 'AptativliT1<; is 

Musurus' emendation of aptatiiliT1<;· In his edition, Latte, p. 24 5 (cf. p. XVII n. l ), 

condemned the form ap1ativl>T1<; as spurius nominativus ab Hesychio fictus. 
67. JG V.1 680, 681, 682, 685. 
68. On the evidence for Spartan tribes in the Roman period, see Appendix 

2. On the significance of av£ipelipo1, see Woodward, Review, p. 62.1, arguing 
against Chrimes' contention, Ancient Sparta, pp. 163-68, that there were only 
four ephebic tribes. 

69.LucianAnach. 38. 
70. Poll. 9. 107, ~~ean Se Kai aipaipoµaxiav efae\v ti)v titicrlC'llpov tfi<; mpllipa<; 

7tlllli1av; Eustath. on Od. 9.3 76, Kill C1t£X<OPill~E q><X<J1 A<X1C£limµoviot<; aywv ta 
crq>mpoµaxm. Spartan invention: Athen. Deipnos. 1.2 5 ( 14D-E), opxficre1<; a· Elcrl 
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7tap' 'Oµilpcp µev twee; trov 1CUf3tat11tilrov, al Se Sux tile; mpaipac;· Tic; tT,v £\Speaiv ... 
<ivati0riaiv ... "I7t7taaoc; Be AaiceBmµovioic; tautTlv te ical ta "(\)µvaaia 7tpootoic;. 
The connection was first made by Woodward, "Some Notes," p. 199, who con
fused Pausanias' account of the Platanistas battle with the sphaireis tournament. 

71. Poll. 9.104, ~v Be tile; £v mpaip~ 7tatBiac; ovoµata £7tta1CUpoc;, cpmvivBa, 
d7toppal;ic;, oupavia. ical. 'i\ µ£v foiairopoc; ical. £cpflf3ucfi ical £7tt1Cotvoc; £1tt1CAT\V f:x;ei, 
7tai~etm Be icata 7tA.ij0oc; Biaatavtrov farov 7tpoc; foouc;, e\ta µe<Jflv ypaµµ'fiv A.atu-
1tTI tA.lCUaavtrov, flv acipov icaA.ouaiv £cp' flv icata0£vtec; tT,v acpa\pav, ttepac; ouo 
ypaµµai; icat67tiv ticatepai; tile; tal;eroc; icataypawavtec;, u7t£p toui; ttepoui; ol 7tpo
aveMµevoi pi7ttouaiv, oic; fpyov ~v £7ttBpal;aa0ai t£ tile; acpa{pai; cpepoµevflc; ical 
<ivnf3aA.e\v, ~c; llv ol ~epoi touc; ttepouc; u7tep t'Tiv icatomv ypaµµ'fiv d7tmarovtm. 

71. SEG XI (1954), no. 493: see Chapter l., at note 118. 
73. For more on rites of passage at Sparta, see Chapter 4, at note 16, and 

Chapter 6, at note 48. 
7 4. On rites of passage and ephebes, see Jeanmaire, Couroi; Vidal-Naquet, Le 

chasseur noir. 
75. Paus. 3.14.9, l.o.8. On the Platanistas, see the earlier discussion, at note 

39· 
76. Palagia, "Seven Pilasters," pp. 122-29. 
77. SEG XI (1954), nos. 773, 810. The third base is unpublished: see Spaw

forth, "Notes," p. l.75· On the phrase "near Lycurgus" (7tapa tcp Auicoupyq>), see 
now Charneux, "Du cote," pp. l. II-I l.. 

78. On assemblies meeting in theaters, see Kolb, Agora, pp. 88-99, esp. 88 n. 
9. As a consequence of this, many theaters were also places of display for impor
tant documents: see, e.g., Reynolds, Aphrodisias and Rome, pp. 36-37; Heber
dey, Niemann, and Wilberg, Das Theater, pp. 96-103 (Ephesus); Kolb, Agora, p. 
9on. 14· 

Sparta's assembly also met at a building called the Skias: Paus. 3.12..10, (fi) 
x:aA.otlµEvT\ l:iciac;, fv0a ical vuv fn £x:icl..Ttata~otlaiv. Following the consensus, 
Seiler, Tholos, p. 35 n. ll.3, suggests Pausanias means that the so-called Little 
Assembly met here, since the Skias could not have accommodated the full assem
bly. This is anachronistic, as there is no evidence for the continued existence of the 
Little Assembly down into Roman times and every likelihood that it had been 
replaced, probably by the boule: see Kennell, "JG V 1,16," pp. l.OI-l.. Kolb, 
Agora, p. 111, identifies the Skias as the theatron of Classical Sparta and the site 
of the celebration of the Gymnopaediae. 

79. Pelekidis, Histoire de /'ephebie, pp. 217-19, 256. 
80. JG V.1 674, while not preserved in its entirety, still has the top and bottom 

of the catalog and only lacks the first letters of the six names after that of the 
presbus, which does not affect the calculation since each line contains only one 
name. The next-best preserved catalog, in JG V.1 676, which has lost its lower 
portion, preserves thirteen names. · · 

81. Forbes, Physical Education, pp. 173-76; JG II/III2 2.048, lines 14-16, 
fyevov/to fcpflf301 Biaico/aiot x:al Bfo. 

82. E.g., JG V.1 543, 544, 560. 
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83. Collignon, Quid de collegiis, p. 3:z.; Kleijwegt, Youth, pp. 91-9:z.. 
84. Artemis Orthia, nos. 45, 46, 50, 5:z.-54, 58, 59, [63], 64, 67-69, 71. They 

range in date from A.D. r 34/ 5 (no. 4 5) to shortly after A.D. :z.:z.o (no. 67). 
8 5. Woodward, in Dawkins and others, Artemis Orthia, p. :z.87. 
86. Artemis Orthia, no. 48. 
87. See previous discussion, at note 3 5. 
88. Spawforth, "Herodes Atticus," p. :z.04. 
89. E.g., the gymnasiarchal law of Beroea provides for an cbro8£t~u; of chil

dren to be held by the paidotribai every four months: SEG XXVII (1977), no. 
:z.61B, lines :z.4-:z.6: see Ziebarth, Schulwesen, pp. 136-47; Gauthier and Hatzo
poulos, La loi gymnasiarchique, pp. 7 5-76. 

90. On these festivals and agonistic spectacles in Spar~ generally, see Cart
ledge and Spawforth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, pp. 184-89. 

91. Eligibility for the Leonidea: Paus. 3.14.1. 
9:z.. E.g., IG V.r 19 (Leonidea), line 6 (xa~), line 8 (d:y£v£1oc;, dv~p). On the 

subdivisions of the boys' class at the Leonidea into xat&c; mOapo{ and xat8ec; 
icp\a£mc; tile; 'AYllatMou, see Robert, "Inscriptions grecques," pp. :i.39-44. 

9 3. IG V. r 66 3, f a(toc;) 'APi81oc; 'Aya0avy£/'>.oc;, v1~aac; dy£/v£\mv 11:aA.11v t.11:\/ 
dymvoOiwu -c{9v/ µtytiA.mv Eupuw[i]/mv f~{(ou) 1ou(A.\ou) 'Avnna/i:pou -co~ 
Auaticpa/i:ouc;, Aaice8a1µ6v[1]/oc; Illi:ava'CTI<;· 

94. Artemis Orthia, no. 4r, lines 8-14, icai dxo µ/1ic1x1~oµtyO>V/ µ£xpt µeA.
A.Etpo/vr:\ac; -caii(c;) fa~6/xouc; 1Cat 'Aaav£a/-rlJv -cmv xa\8mv/ naMv. 

9 5. Frisch, "Klassifikation," pp. 179-8 5; IG IV :z.06, lines 3-4, xa~ xaA.a1a
~c;. dat/ovEi'ICl'lc;, ftmv t11'; cf. llasos I, no. rro, lines 3-8, fcpTl/pap~aavta A.aµ
xpii>c;/ 1Cai atecpavm0£vi:a xat/8ac; 1C18apqi8aiic; -cov t.v/ 'Ecp£acp 'ICOtvov tile; 'Aa(/a<; 
lepav dymva. 

96. There is more evidence for the age categories in festivals open to non
Spartans. Urania: IG V.r 659, 667. Euryclea: IG V.r 666. For more on foreign 
victors, see Cartledge and Spawforth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, pp. :z. 3 :z.-

33 · 
97. IG V.r 2.09, line z.o, 4>tA.mvi8ac; 4>1A.O>v{8a Kapveovdmc;; 586; 587, lines 

4-6, -coil aeµvo/m-cou dymvoc; -cmv 'Ya1Ctv8(/mv; cf. 455; Lactantius Placidus on 
Stat. Theb. 4.u3; Philos. VS 2..12.. 

98. Sosibius, FGrHist 595 F3; Jacoby, FGrHist, 3b.r:637-38; Hellanicus, 
FGrHist 4 F85-86. Note also the shadowy citharoedus Periclitus, a victor in the 
Carnea, who is supposed to have lived in the eighth century: [Plut.] De mus. 6 
(rr33D). 

99. Burkert, Griechische Religion, pp. 354-58. 
roo. On the dedication, see Skias," 'Ava1C01vmae1c;," p. 34 no. 8, who dated it 

by letter forms. His transcription can be restored [---]c; tcp 'Adll[O>Vt]/[---]v µ' 
av£0,,1Ce/ [ax<>] Vl1Ciic;. The version of SEG I (r9:z.3), no. 87, is unreliable. On 
Polycrates, see FGrHist 588 Fr; Jacoby, FGrHist, 3b.1:6:z.4-:z.5. 

ror. Antiochus, FGrHist SSS F13, tote; 'Ya1Ctv0iou; t.v -ccp 'Aµudaicp auv
uA.ouµ£vou -coii dymvoc;. 

i:o:i.. Mellink, Hyakinthos, pp. u-:i.3. 
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Io3. Choral music is implied by SEG I (1923), no. 88, a dedication from the 
Amyclaeum honoring a ~hMmcaA.oc;; Cartledge and Spawforth, Hellenistic and 
Roman Sparta, p. I94· Discus: de Ridder, Catalogue, no. 530. The inscription is 
discussed by Mellink, Hyakinthos, p. 23. 

Io4. This has not stopped anyone from attempting a solution. For a short 
precis of relevant scholarship, see now Pettersson, Cults, pp. 12.-14, 44-45, 59-
60, the most recent attempt at using the evidence synchronically. 

Io5. Polycrates, FGrHist 588 FI; X. Ages. 2.I7. 
Io6. For the ancient testimonia on the Hyacinthia, see Wide, Kulte, pp. 28 5-

93. 
Io7. On this problem, see the extensive treatment by Roesch, Etudes, pp. 

323-46. 
I08. Reisch, "Chor," 23 8I-81, 2393. 
Io9. X.1.Ac. 9.5;Ages. 2.I7;Apophth.1.Ac. 208D. 
I IO. On the age grades of the later agoge, see Chapter 2. 
I I I. Worrle, Stadt, p. IO, lines 6 5-66, 6µo{roc; alptfo0m Ult' mhoii ciyeMpxac; 

W tic 'trov tuytvt<Tta[trov]/ itaiorov, o\'.ttvec; tlttA.£~oucn civa ita\oac; ic', [o\lc; liv 
a]i'>i;ol Oouµacrrocn, touc; cicricficrovtac; op6µov lOcrtE A.aµnaooopoµt\v; and pp. 
210-22. 

u1. Athen. Deipnos. 4.14IF. 
u3. Ehrenberg, "Spartiaten," pp. 24-25. 
I14. Anecdota Graeca (Bekker), 1:305. 
u5. Burkert, Griechische Religion, pp. 355-57· 
I I6. See Chapter 1, at note I 26. 
n7. IG V.I 650, 651. 
n8. His role in the preservation of the epigraphic record at Sparta has long 

been controversial: see Dodwell, Tour, 1:405-6; Robert, "Deux inscriptions," p. 
153 n. I; Spawforth, "Fourmontiana," pp. I39-45. Indeed, there is a danger that 
the staphulodromoi inscriptions are themselves forgeries because the name Ari
standros (IG V.I 6 5 I) also ominously occurs in the abbe's counterfeit Amyclaean 
decree (IG V.I 515). I thank Antony Spawforth for drawing this to my atten
tion. 

n9. See previous discussion, at note 93. 
uo. Forbes, NEOI, pp. I8-I9; on neoi at Sparta, see Chapter 1, at note 12.4. 
I.2.I. Hesych. s. v. crtacpul..oop6µoi · ttvEc; trov Kapveatrov, itapopµrovttc; toi>c; tit\ 

'tpum; icapvtiitm· ol dyaµot· iceici..1\pC11µ£vot OE tit\ -rllv Kapvdou A.ettoupy{av. 
7tEvt£ OE cicp' ticcicrt1\c; ... ml tEtpaetiav tAEttoupyouv. 

12.2. Hesych. s.v. fcpl\Pot; X. Eph. I . .z..2, where fcp1\Pot are equated with nap-
0tvot. 

I 2 3. Plut. Ages. 29.2. As usual, inquiries into the Gymnopaediae have used the 
evidence synchronically: see jeanmaire, Couroi, pp. 5 3 I-40; Brelich, Paitjes, pp. 
I39-40, I7I-73, I87-91; Pettersson, Cults, pp. 41-56. 

12.4. Paus. 3.I1.9, tv tautmc; ouv [sc., talc; yuµvonmoimc;] ol ~<i>1\Poi x;opouc; 
lcrtiicrt tip 'A7t6/J..covt: see also Anecdota Graeca (Bekker), 1:32, 134; Etymo
logicum Magnum s.v. yuµvoitmO{a. 
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1.2+ Bolte, "Festen," pp. 126-2 7, reconstructed an elaborate scheme for a five
day celebration with three choruses every day for each of the "obai" of the Classi
cal period. On obai and their number in the Classical period, see Appendix 2. 

126. Xop6c;: Paus. 3.rI.9. 0eatpov: Hdt. 6.67.3; Plut. Ages. 29.2. On the 
theater, see Woodward, "Sparta, 1927. Theatre," pp. 3-36. 

r27. Sosibius, FGrHist 595 F5, xopol. !>Et:iatv to µev t?tpooco?tcd!>cov ... to I>' t~ 
cipfotout civBp&v, yuµv&v opxouµEvcov icat q.Mvtcov 0aA.11tu ical. 'AA.icµuvoc; 
~oµata icat touc; AtovuooMtou tou Aaiccovoc; 1t1xtuvac;. No accurate translation of 
the fragment is possible at present without making what I consider unfounded 
assumptions about the identity of these choruses with the trichoria. For instance, 
Wyttenbach in the eighteenth century restored the text, 6 µ£v 1tp6oro ?tawcov, (61)' 
tic Be~tou yep6vtrov}, 6 I)' t~ ciptotEpou civBp&v. On the trichoria, see my subse
quent discussion. 

128. Plut. Lye. 2r.3, tpt&v yap xop&v Kata tac; tp£l<; f\A.tictac; O\JVtutaµEV(J)V tv 
talc; foptalc;, 6 µev t&v yep6vtcov cipx6JL£Voc; nBev · "" AµµEc; 1toic' -?lµec; iiA.ictµoi 
veaviat," 6 1)£ t&v ciicµa~6vtcov ciµet~6µevoc; fA.eyev· ""Aµµec; 1)£ i eiµEc;- a{ 1)£ 
A.fie;, 1t£tpav A.a~E," 6 1)£ tpitoc; 6 t&v ?taiBcov· ""Aµµec; BE y' foo6µe0a 1tOAAfp 
icappovec;." Inst. Lac. 15 (238A-B); Poll. 4.107. 

129. Compare the fragment of Sosibius, FGrHist 595 F8, 'Aµ£c; 1tot' -?lµec;· 
Aaiccovtidi fonv atstTJ, µEµv11tat 8£ mhijc; Icocri~toc; tv tip Ilepl. 'E0&v, icai q>TJcrtv 
!ht ol 1tpecr~utepot [Aaice8aµ6vt01) xopruovtec; touto ff..eyov, "aµec; 1tOK' -?lµec;." 
Plutarch's much fuller version (Lye. 2.I.3) depends~on Inst. Lac. 15, which it 
follows almost word for word. Both it and the Sosibian version reproduce the 
Laconian dialect of the old men's song accurately, and the Institutions' styling the 
chorus of adult men ol ciicµa~ovtec; echoes authentic Spartan usage as reported 
by Xenophon in his Constitution of the Lacedaemonians 4.3. See also. Jacoby, 
FGrHist, 3b.1:649. 

130. The verb he uses is the imperfect n8ev. On the significance of the tenses 
Plutarch uses in the Lycurgus, see Chapter 1. 

131. X. HG. 6+16, yuµvo1tatB1&v te oiSO"TJc; tf\c; t£AEUtaiac; ical. tou civ8p1icou 
xopou fv!>ov ISvtoc;; Plut. Ages. 29.3. 

l 3 2.. A change in the celebration of the Gymnopaediae was cautiously offered 
as a possibility by Hiller von Gaertringen, "Gymnopaidien," 2088. 

CHAPTER FOUR 

I. Dawkins, in Dawkins and others, Artemis Orthia, p. 34. 
2. Ibid. On Sparta in the third century A.D. and later, see Cartledge and Spaw

forth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, pp. 120-2.6. 
3. Refer~nces in this form are to the testimonia collected in Appendix l. 
4. On Christian use of pagan exempla, see Carlson, "Pagan Examples," p. 98. 

On Tertullian's use of them, see Barnes, Tertullian, pp. 217-19. 
5. On the epigraphical remains, see Dawkins, in Dawkins and others, Artemis 

Orthia, pp. 35-36. 
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6. A date in May or June may be inferred from Libanius, Or. 14.S, where 
he says that, upon his return through Corinth from Sparta (after viewing "the 
whips" [T34]), he first saw his friend Aristophanes paraded around (napanEµ
noµEvov) in the full regalia of a duovir, to the acclamations of the crowd. He 
watched, "marveling that one so young should be obtaining high office from the 
city" (µaicap{~rov ~£ tcp 't11Aticoiltov lSvta ict&a0ai tT,v napa tile; n6A.Eroc; ttµftv). 
Libanius witnessed Aristophanes' acclamatio populi and so must have been at 
Corinth during the duoviral elections, which were probably still held in July, as 
they had been in the first century A.D.: West, Corinth, S.2:p; Liebenam, Stiid
teverwaltung, p. 273 and n. 2. Therefore, the endurance contest must have taken 
place not long before. 

For the force of napanEµn6µevov, from napan£µnro and related to napan6µnn 
(prosecutio), words customarily used of official escorts for emperors in their 
travels, see Halfmann, Itinera principum, pp. 7S-S1. 

7. Paus. 3.I6.9. 
S. I take the ipoual;tp as a development of the earlier krupteia, on which see 

now Levy, "La kryptie," pp. 251-52. · 
9. Artemis Orthia, p. 3 7 and no. l4I. 
IO. On the total number of ephebes in the agoge in any one year, see Chapter 3, 

at note So. 
II. Dawkins, in Dawkins and others, Artemis Orthia, p. 37. 
I2. These measurements have been calculated from Artemis Orthia, pl. I: 

"Sanctuary of Artemis Orthia, Sparta I9Io." 
I3. This may account for bouagoi or their families paying for statues to altar 

victors: seen. 39. 
14· On Lucian at Sparta, see Chapter I, at note I37; on Philostratus, see 

Cartledge and Spawforth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, p. 209. 
I5· LS] s.v. ano0vnmcro. The anonymous emendation lvano0vnaicovtac;, 

adopted by Ziegler (I973) and by Manfredini and Piccirilli (19So), would vitiate 
this interpretation. 

I6. Frazer, Pausanias• Guide, 4: 34 I-4 3. On initiation rituals, see van Gennep, 
Les rites. 

I7. Turner, "Betwixt and Between," pp. 339-40; van Gennep, Les rites. 
IS. On "mitigation" as it relates to the endurance contest, see the cogent 

summary in Hughes, Human Sacrifice, pp. 79-SI, 22S. On the interpretation of 
this and the other mythic accounts of the. contest's beginnings, see my subsequent 
discussion, at note 4I. 

I9. Brelich,Paides,p. Son. S3. 
20. Turner, "Betwixt and Between," p. 342. 
21. On the contest as initiatory rite, see the references in Hughes, Human 

Sacrifice, p. 2.2.S. These works and the many other anthropologically influenced 
studies of the agoge's rituals are without exception synchronic and ahistorical in 
their approach to the evidence: e.g., Vernant, "Entre la honte," pp. 269-300. 

22. Burkert, Griechische Religion, p. 393. ' 
23. Pueri/na'l~Ec;: T1-3, Ts, TS (liberi), Tn, T1S, T4S-49. Adulescentesl 
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~<pT1Po1: T6, T9, T16-17, Tn-2.3, T2.5, T37, T39, T48, T5o, T52.. Neoi: T19, 
T4o, T43-44, T47· "Avopec;: T27. 

2.4. See Chapter 1, at note 5. 
2.5. IG V.1 493, ncx\Sec; aviiccxto1, a0evcxpoi, icpan:pol auvtq>T1Po1. 
2.6. Plut. Lye. 17.3: see Chapter 2., at note 44. 
2.7. On the ball tournament, see Chapter 3, at note 67. On the sphaireis 

dedications, see Chapter 1, at note 6 5. 
18. Wernicke, "Artemis," 1346; Burkert, Griechische Religion, pp. 136-37. 
19. See Chapter 1, at note 64. 
30. For eirenes competing in the boys' contests, see Artemis Orthia, no. 31. 
31. This transition did not of course depend on the endurance contest occur

ring precisely at the end of the ephebic year. 
32. Liban. Or. 5.23, l>T1Mit 0£ 1' trov Acxiceomµovirov n6A1c;· µ&.A.1ata Oft ooicou

acx <ppovtfocx1 (tIDV) ltOAeµticciiV µaAt<YtCX Oft <pcxiVEtCXl <ppovtfocxacx tciiV 1tEpl 0TipcxV. 
v6µoc; youv cxuto\c; £v tft 'Apttµtooc; foptfi tOV iiicovtcx £nl to 6£t1tVOV OU tE~pEU
ic6tcx 601CElV tE ao1icdv iccxl 0166vm 6i1CTIV ·"' 6£ OilCTI. aµ<popfo ttc; {Socxtoc; icoµiaac; 
IC<Xt<X:Xet 'tile; toU 1tCX100c; ICE<pCXAtlc;, i!V 1tCXtc; O~toc; TI• avop(ii; 6£ tile; :XEtpoc; 6 Ocl!CtUAoc; 
tOUtO \JnoµEVEl, ical fot1v £v Acxice6cxiµov1 tOUtO to iSorop anµ{a. Since Libanius 
went to Sparta specifically to see the endurance contest, there can be no doubt 
that this festival was associated with it. 

33. Parker, Miasma, p. 1r3 n. 3 7. 
34. Burkert, Griechische Religion, p. 102. 
35· Athen. Deipnos. I.JI (18A). 
36. Plut. Lye. u.4. 
37. Vidal-Naquet, Le chasseurnoir, esp. pp. 169-72. 
38. E.g.,IGV.1 554. 
39. Bases: Artemis Orthia, nos. 142-44: see T19. All were erected by the city, 

at the expense of either the victor's bouagoi (142), the mother of the victor's 
bouagos (143), or the victor's brother (144). IG V.1 653, a second base for the 
victor of Artemis Orthia, no. 142, not found in Orthia's sanctuary, was erected at 
public expense; why this victor should warrant such an honor is unknown. 

On erecting public statues at private expense, see Robert, "Inscriptions 
grecques," pp. 130-34; ISestos, no. 1, lines 102-4; SEG XXXV (1985), no. 744, 
lines 49-51; Worrle, Stadt und Fest, p. 10, lines 66-68. 

40. See Chapter 6, at note 69. 
41. Inscribed dedications from the early sixth century have been found at the 

site: see Woodward, in Dawkins and others, Artemis Orthia, pp. 3 67-71 (cf. pp. 
187-88). For a revision of the dates, see Boardman, "Artemis Orthia and Chro
nology," pp. 1-7. 

42. Inst. Lac. 40 (239 C-D) (T18). On this redating of the Institutions, see 
Chapter 1, at note 113. 

43· x. Lac. 2..9, iccxl. chc; nA.datouc; Oft ap1tcXGCX1 tupouc; nap' 'Op0{cxi; ICCXAOV 0dc; 
µaanyouv toutouc; aA.Ao1c; Entt<X~E, toUtO 6ft 0TIAOOCX11CCXl £v toutq> PouA.6µevoc;, 
ISti fottV oA.iyov :xp6vov aA.'Y'laavtcx 7COAUV :xp6vov EUOOICtµouvtcx eucppcx{vea0cx1. 
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44· Pl. Lg. I. 633B, tv apKaya~ 'tlOlV ~ui no'}.J.Jj,v fr.A'll'YWV; Plut. Arist. 17.10 
(T17). 

4S· Cf. Paus. 3.16.10-11. 
46. Tigerstedt, Legend of Sparta, 2.:453 n. 49. 
4 7. Suggested by Cartledge and Spaw forth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, p. 

2.07. The place of the endurance contest in Sphaerus' program is discussed in 
Chapter S· 

48. Cf. Starr, Essays, pp. 107-10. 
49. Wade-Gery, Essays, p. 7S n. 2.. Followed by Kiechle, Lakonien, p. 1p; 

Oliva, Sparta, p. 81; Cartledge, Sparta and Lakonia, p. 107. 
so. On the date of Amydae's political amalgamation with Sparta, see Appen-

dix 2.. 
SI· Carter, "Masks of Ortheia," p. 381. 
s 2.. E.g., Wade-Gery, Essays, p. 7 s n. 2., "It was before Lycurgus." 
s 3. E.g., Cartledge, "Early Lakedaimon," p. s s, who calls it an "antiquarian 

mythological detail preserved by 'Baedeker' Pausanias." 
s 4. On the Fabulae's author and his disputed identity, see Desmedt, "Fabulae 

Hygini" (1970), pp. 2.6-35; and "Fabulae Hygini" (1973), pp. 2.6-34. Contra, 
Rose, Hygini Fabulae, p. xii. 

SS· Tigerstedt, Legend of Sparta, 2.:9s-160. 
s6. Polyb. 6.10-19.s. 
S7· Tigerstedt, Legend of Sparta, 2.:109. For a modern-day rehearsal of the 

same arguments, see Perotti, "Roma e Sparta,'' pp. 74-79. 
s8. Cicero Rep. 2.2. 
S9· Posidonius, FGrHist 87 F S9· 
60. D.H. 2..49.4; cf. Plut. Num. 1.s. 
61. Prop. 3. 14.1-4, 2.1-2.4. The concluding couplet makes explicit Propertius' 

intentto satirize the hunt for parallels between Sparta and Rome (33-34), quod si 
iura fores pugnasque imitata Laconum, I carior hoc esses tu mihi, Roma, bona. 

62.. Servius onAen. 8.638; Hyginus F9 (Peter); Ovid Fasti 1.160, 3.130; Tiger-
stedt, Legend of Sparta, 2.:99, 141. 

63. Flaceliere, "Quelques passages," p. 400. 
64. Cartledge and Spawforth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, pp. 191-93. 
6s. Paus. 3.14.1. 
66. Robertson, "A Point of Precedence," pp. 88-102.. 
67. The catalogs of the different magistracies, considered as a single set, barely 

outnumber the sickle dedications. 
68. On Lycurgus at the Platanistas battle and the ball tournament, see Chapter 

3, at notes 4S and 78. Lycurgus' altar: Paus. 3.16.6; Dickins, "The Great Altar,'' 
pp. 2.9 s-302.. Stibbe, "Beobachtungen," p. 87, identifies the remains as those of 
Lycurgus' temple. 

69. The full title occurs first in an inscription from the joint reign of Marcus 
Aurelius and Lucius Verus (IG V.1 soo). A cr6v~uc~ fxl. -ta~ is attested early in 
the second century (IG V.1 6s). 

70. mhpwc; d.ycay{,: Apophth. Lac. Anon. S4 (235B); Inst. Lac. 11 (237D); 
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Agis 4.2.. Aaiccovuca it0rt: Plut. Pyrrh. 16.u. On the use of ancient Laconian in the 
agoge, see subsequent discussion, at note IOO. 

71. For a modern etiological myth with an equally dubious claim to veracity, 
see Siskind, "Invention of Thanksgiving," pp. I69-74. 
· 71. On present-day engagement with the past, see Lowenthal, Past. On civic 

eli,tes and the past, see Bowie, "Greeks and Their Past," pp. I66-109; Rogers, 
Sacred Identity, pp. I36-p. On traveling historians, see Chaniotis, Historie, pp. 
369-72.. On "natio~alist" scholarship, see Robert, "Documents I-IV," pp. 12.0-

31; Chaniotis, Historie, p. 3 u E28. 
73. On the Amphictyonic Council, see Cartledge and Spawforth, Hellenistic 

and Roman Sparta, p. I I 1. On the Panhellenion, see Spawforth and Walker, 
"World of the Panhellenion I-II." A new inscription has clarified some of the 
questions of the Panhellenion's early development: see Worrle, "Neue lnschrif
tenfunde," pp. 337-49. 

74. Spawforth and Walker, "World of the Panhellenion I," pp. 82.-94· 
7 5. Ibid., pp. 8I-82.; Graindor, Athenes, pp. Io1-I 1. 
76. Woodward, "Sparta and Asia Minor," pp. 868-83, with the cautionary 

comments of Robert and Robert, La Carie, 1:88; Robert, "Documents XXIll
XXVIII," pp. 562.-67; Spawforth and Walker, "World of the Panhellenion II," 
pp. 9 5-96; Strubbe, "Griinder," p. 2.64. 

77. On coinage: Imhoof-Blumer, Munzen, 2.:3 5 5 no. 1, 'Aµpi..aS£cov Aa-ic£Sat
µovi(cov). On city walls: ISelge, no. 6, 6 Sfjµoc; 6 Aaic£Satµovicov/ [1hdµ11<J£v] 1'0V 
Sfjµov tov l:eA.y£[cov]. On official nomenclature: IGR I 418, 'it KtPupatrov 7t6A.t<; 
li7to1ico<; A[ ax:£Sa1µovicov x:al]/ <JUyy£vlc; 'A0rtvaicov. 

78. E.g., IGR IV 9I5c, lines 5-7 (Cibyra); Ins. Magnesia, no. n3, lines n5-
16. 

79. Coulton, "Oinoanda," pp. 76-88. See Hall, "Diogenes," pp. I60-63. 
80. IGR III 500.I, lines I-Io. 
81. ITralleis I, no. l4I, lines 8-10, vtx:fi<Javta/ tov lepov dyrova trov l:xap/na-· 

tiiiv; no. 141, lines I-3, v1x:fi<Javta 'f[ov ]/ !Epov tov l:7tapn.X't'll[v ]/ ayiiiva (both 
dated f.Ilp-in.Illp). On relations with Sparta, see Woodward and Robert, "De
crees," pp. 7I-71. 

82.. E.g., it appears in the list of local Trallean festivals in Ruge, "Tralleis (2.)," 
1n9-2.2.. 

83. Robert, "La titulature de Nicee," pp. 12.-33. 
84. Spawforth, "Severan Statue Group," pp. 317-31. 
8 5. In calling the Spartans of his day "Spartiates," Pausanias follows his mod

els Herodotus and Thucydides; cf. Strid, Ober Sprache, pp. 99, Io3. 
86. Reynolds, "Hadrian," pp. III-1I. 
87. The fragment contains references to dycoyav ical. <Joq>[iav], itatSdav, and 

xapa Aaic£Satµovicov: Reynolds, "Hadrian," pp. n8-I9; Cartledge and Spaw
forth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, p. II 3. 

88. [Aa]is:covucfi/ <Jroq>po<JUV'll x:al. iimcl][<Jt<;]: Reynolds, "Hadrian," p. n3, 
lines 41-43; Robert, "Inscriptions grecques," p. 135; Spawforth and Walker, 
"World of the Panhellenion II," p. 97. 
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89. On the Cyrenean ephebate, see Luni, "Documenti," pp. z.z.3-84. 
90. SEG XX (1964), no. 741; Luni, "Documenti," pp. z.46-49, no. 15; SEG 

XX (1964), no. 74z.; Luni, "Documenti," pp. z.54-5 5, no. 19. 
91. The process is easily traced. E.g., the ephebic leaders called 'tptaica'tuiPXat 

in the earlier inscriptions (e.g., SEG XX [1964), nos. 739, 741) become bpfi
PaPXO\ tptaicatuiPXa\ (e.g., SEG XX [1964], no. 74z.) in the second century and 
end up as t!piipapxoi (SEG IX [1944], no. 12.8) in the third. Other positions, such 
as that of ciltoputtaCcov, simply disappear. 

On an inscription attesting to an ephebic reform in the late second century 
A.n., see Mohamed and Reynolds, "Some New Inscriptions," pp. 116-17. 

9z.. Tigerstedt, Legend of Sparta, 1:z.37-41. 
93. Cartledge and Spawforth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, pp. 180-82., 

2.07-II. 
94. Ibid., p. II 3. Philos. VS z.. 1 ( 5 64 ), icpmaCouaa 1\xt'o. 
95. See Chapter z., at note 96. 
96. Woodward, "Afterthoughts," pp. z.57-59; Cartledge and Spawforth, 

Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, pp. II3-I4· 
97. On Charax, see now Andrei, A. Claudius Charax. 
98. Paus. 2.9.1; Shimron, "Original Task," pp. 155-58. 
99. Kennell, Public Institutions, pp. 101-5. 
100. Mommsen, Romische Geschichte, z.58; Woodward, "Sparta, 1908. In

scriptions," p. II7i Ehrenberg, "Sparta (Geschichte)," 1451-5z.; Chrimes, An
cient Sparta, pp. 8 5, 160-61; Tigerstedt, Legend of Sparta, z.:163; 

xo1. Kennell, "Public Institutions," pp. 74-148; Cartledge and Spawforth, 
Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, pp. 14 3-76. 

1oz..JGV.x 139, Pi8u(ot) bti.K~[au8(ico) 'Apt]/<J'topouA.co;SEG XI (1954), nos. 
499, <JUvayopav6/µoc; A0..ico/ 'AJ..mv8pi8a; 500, <JUV1ta'tpov6µoc; Oem AulCOUP'YCO· 

103. Sphaireis: JG V.1 679. Sickle dedications: Artemis Orthia, nos. 31, 39, 
43, 45, 46, 50, 51-71, 73, 75-76, 84-85, 87, 91, 94, 99, '101, 105, 109, III, 
113-14. Bomonikai: Artemis Orthia, no. 141. 

104. The latest sickle dedication (JG V.1 314 [Artemis Orthia, no. 71]) uses 
koine forms throughout, with only one archaizing form. For the date, see Spaw
forth, "Notes," p. z.85. 

105. Buck, Greek Dialects, pp. 56-57; Bourguet, Le dialecte laconien, p. 6. 
106. E.g., JG V.1113. 
107. On Aristophanes' later influence, see Tolkiehn, "Lexikographie," 1440. 

On the section dealing with Laconian, cf. Hesych. s.v. Ilou<J'taicouc;. ~ 'Ap1a
'tocpavT1c; q>tl<rtv tv t~11'Y'iaet Aaiccovticwv. See also Chapter 1, at note 103. 

108. Bourguet, Le dialecte laconien, pp. 15-z.8; Buck, Greek Dialects, pp. 
z.72-73; Zgusta, "Die Rolle des Griechischen," p. 12.4; Cassio, "Continuita," 
p.145. 

109. Pernot, Introduction. 
no. By "doricizing koine," I refer to the appearance of a very few Doric 

elements, usually alpha in place of eta, in texts otherwise written in ordinary 
koine. On Doric koine, see Buck, Greek Dialects, pp. 173-80. 
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II l. On the possible survival of Doric in remote parts of the Peloponnese, see 
Zgusta, "Die Rolle des Griechischen," p. l 2. 3. 

l 12.. IG V.1 2.96 (Artemis Orthia, no. 41); Chrimes, Ancient Sparta, p. 46 5. 
l l 3. Bourguet, Le dialecte laconien, p. 2. 5, points to these solecisms and incon

sistencies as signs of a living language, not one resuscitated by academics. He 
was, however, unaware of the distribution of the archaizing inscriptions in the 
epigraphy of Roman Sparta. 

l 14. Bourguet, Le dialecte laconien, p. 2.6. 
n5. IG V.1 2.94 (Artemis Orthia, no. 52.). 
II6. IG V.1 309 (Artemis Orthia, no. 62.). 
II7. The tendency is extremely common in papyri: see Gignac, Grammar, 

1:2.5-2.9. For an epigraphical example, see Dagron and Feissel, Inscriptions de 
Cilicie, p. 3 l, no. 11, lines 8 and 2. 3 (fepovnc;, fuµvao-tc;). 

II8. Artemis Orthia, nos. 43, 85. The process of transformation was as fol
lows, IIo7tA.toc;- IIo7tA.ioc;- IIo7tA.i:c;- II67tA.i:p- II61tA.T1p; 'Apto"tot£A.eoc; (Buck, 
Greek Dialects, p. 177)- 'AptcnotEA.toc;- 'AptatotEA.i:c;- 'Aptatot£A.i:p- 'AptO"
totEAT'IP· See also Bourguet, Le dialecte laconien, p. 12.8. 

II9. Artemis Orthia, nos. 67, 69. See also Bourguet, Le dialecte laconien, pp. 
l,3I-32.; Gignac, Grammar, 1:82.. 

12.0. Kao-O"T1patop1v: Artemis Orthia, nos. 52.-53, 55, 57, 59, 61, 67-71, 8 5, 
94. Bo(u)ayop: Artemis Orthia, nos. 46, 50-54, 60, 61, 64, 68-69, 72., 75. On 
this change, see Gignac, Grammar, 1:2.13. 

12.1. Artemis Orthia, nos. 69 (cf. JG V.1 649), 66 (cf. IG V.1 1317). 
12.2.. Artemis Orthia, no. 142.. ·· 

. 12.3. E.g., anµ&al>T'I for anµ&~ei; £tt&v for etc; -rf)v; µ£µ\jl'attat for µEµljfao-9at. 
See Wilamowitz-Mollendorf, Timotheos, pp. 70-71. 

12.4. See Chapter 2., at note 5. 
12.5. See Chapter 11 at note 38. 
r:z.6. On 7tpato-/7tpO>'to- and &.tpo-/ttepo-, see Buck, Greek Dialects, pp. 9.j, 

2.72.. 
r:z.7. IG VII, 1764 (Lebadia [Roesch, Etudes, p. 32.2. n. 70]), line 13, 7taµ-

7tatl>ac;; 2.871 (Lebadia [Roesch]), line 2.1, 7taµ7tatl>ac;; IG XIl.9, 952. (Chalcis) 
col. l, 7tai'Sac; mxµ7tatl>ac;. 

r:z.8. Bourguet, Le dialecte laconien, p. 104. On the significance of-t~oµevoc;, 
see Jannaris, Historical Grammar, p. 301. 

12.9. Bowie, "The Greeks and Their Past," pp. 170-72.. 
130. Apsines Rh. I (468); Philos. VS r.82. (52.2.), 1.2.5 (542.), 2..5 (573); Ken

nedy, "Sophists," pp. 17-18, 2.0. 
13 l. Cf. Outlet, "Images d'Athenes," pp. 101-7. 
132.. Vermeule, Greek Sculpture, pp. 1-2.5. For an example of archaism in 

architecture, see Spawforth and Walker, "World of the Panhellenionll," pp. l00-
101. 

l 33. Plut. Per. l 7. 1-3. A connection was first seen by Oliver, Marcus Aurelius, 
pp. 94, 132.· 

134· Paus. 3.n.3; Waywell, "Excavations," p. 14. 
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135. Cartledge and Spawforth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, pp. u5, u8-
r9. 

r36. Herodian 4.8.r-3; Millar, Cassius Dio, p. r51. 
r37. Hdt. 9.53; Thuc. r.:z.o; Cartledge and Spawforth, Hellenistic and Roman 

Sparta, p. u8. 
r38. Plut. Alex. 16.18. 
139· This sophistic bias even imposes itself on current research. A new book 

on the Second Sophistic mentions Lycurgus but once and Sparta not at all: Ander
son, Second Sophistic, p. 109. 

140. Cf. Elsner, "Pausanias," p. 5. 
14r. Philos. VS 1.:z.5 (58 5); Apsines Rh. 1 (469). 
142. Apsines Rh. I (498). 
143. Philos. VS 1.16 (50I); Paus. u.3:z..10. 
144. Cf. Anderson, Second Sophistic, pp. lOI-32 .. 
145. For instance, in his notice on the succession of world empires, Ampelius 

(Lib. Mem. Io.I) places the Lacedaemonians' empire immediately before that of 
the Athenians. 

146. The germ of the story is Hdt. r.82. 
147· Ehrenberg, "Othryadas," I87I-72. 
148. Lucian Rh. Pr. r8; cf. Aristid. Rh. 1.6. 
149· Paus. 3.u.10. 
150. Plut. Lye. 6.7. 
151. Cartledge, Sparta and Lakonia, p. 134; Marasco, "La leggende di Poli

doro," pp. 1I5-:z.7. 
I52.· Paus. 3.3.2, teal Kata yvc0µ11v AaKt8mµov{mv µ<l)..1crta lSvta tlfi a~µcp

oihe yap fpyov j3{mov oihe u~p1atiJv 'J...Oyov 7tapdxeto tic; ou8£va, tv 8£ talc; 
Kpfoea1 -ra 8{Kma tq>uMaaev ouK liveu qi\)..av0p0l7t{ac;. 

153. Cf. Apsines Rh. 5 (510). 
154. Philos. VS I.24 (528). 
155. Philos. VS 1.20 (514), 2.9 (583). Aphthonius (Prog. 13 [Io9]) set it 

during Xerxes' invasion of Greece. 

CHAPTER FIVE 

1. Oilier, "Le philosophe sto'icien," pp. 547-62. 
2. SVF r (Sph.) F630 = Athen. Deipnos. 4.I9 (14IC). 
3. SVF I (Sph.) F62.2. = Plut. Cleom. 2.3. 
4. SVF 1 (Z.) F1 = D.L. 7.2. 
5. SVF I (Z.) F1, F41 = D.L. 7.:z.. Sandbach, Stoics, p. 24, accepts that it was 

early; Erskine, Hellenistic Stoa, pp. 9-15, argues that it is a mature work .. 
6. Erskine, Hellenistic Stoa, pp. 18-20. 
7· SVF I (Z.) F259 = D.L. 7.32, fv101 µ£vto1, ti; mv eia1v ol 7tepi K6.aa1ov tOV 

crKt7tnK6v, tv 7tcUoic; Ka't'Tlyopouvtec; tou Z~vmvoc;, 7tpii1tov µEv tiiv tYK'6d1ov 
7tm8e{av liXPTICJtov a7toq>a{ve1v uyovta tv apxn tiic; II0)..1tdac;. Diogenes' source 
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is late and avowedly hostile to Zeno but the information it contains on the 
contents of his Republic is essentially sound, since the existence of other points 
for which Zeno was criticized by the same authors (alienation of wise men from 
friends and family; sharing of wives; and banning of temples, lawcourts, gym
nasia, and coinage) is corroborated by other sources (SVF 1 [Z.] F:z.64-66, 2.69). 

8. Pirc, Stoi'cisme, p. 2.:z.. 
9. Marcou, Saint Augustin, pp. 2.Io-3 5, esp. 2.14. 
Io. Marcou, Histoire de l'education, pp. 2.66-67. On the curriculum in the 

third century B.C., see Marcou, Saint Augustin, p. 2.16. 
II. Epicur. F163 (Usener), 1tatl5Eiav 15£ 1tUO'aV, µaicapi£, q>EU'YE tdicanov apa

µevoc;. 
12.. SVF 1 (Z.) F41 = D.L. 7.4; Pirc, Stoi'cisme, p. 23. 
I3· SVF 1 (Z.) F:z.47-50, esp. F:z.50, Zi)vmv ~ ta1c; 15iatpi!Ja1c; q>TIO'l 1tEpl 21:ai

l5mv dycayijc; lCtA.. X. Lac. 2..13; Inst. Lac. 7 (2.37 B-C); cf. Plut. Lye. 18.8-9. 
Schofield, Stoic Idea, pp. 3 5-4:z.. 

14. SVF 1 (Z.) F:z.61 = Plut. Lye. 31.:z.; De stoic. 3 (1033F). 
15. Schofield, Stoic Idea, pp. 2.2.-56; Ollier, "Le philosophe stoicien," p. 548. 
16. Persaeus: SVF 1 (P.) F43S = D.L. 7.36. Herillus: SVF 1 (H.) F409 = D.L. 

7.165. 
I7· SVF 1 (Z.) Fx = D.L. 7.I. 
I8. SVF I (P.) F442. = Paus. 2..8+ Since Erskine views the early Stoics as 

essentially anti-Macedonian, he brands Persaeus as a "renegade": Hellenistic 
Stoa, pp. 75-Io2., esp. p. 97 n. 2.7. 

I9· SVF x (P.) F435 = D.L. 7.3 6; Ollier, "Le philosophe stoicien," p. 556. 
2.0. Ollier, "Le philosophe stoicien," p. 543. 
2.I. SVF 1 (Sph.) F62.2. = Plut. Cleom. :z..3, 6 15£ l:q>atpoc; fv -rote; 21:pclitoic; 

tyeyOvti tmv Ziivmvoc; toi> Km£coc; µa9ritmv; SVF I (Sph.) F6:z.8 = Cic. Tusc. 4. 5 3, 
Sphaeri, hominis in primis bene definientis, ut putant Stoici. 

2.2.. SVF I (Sp~.) F6:z.o = D.L. 7.I77. 
2.J. Several anecdotes link Sphaerus with a Ptolemy of Egypt: SVF 1 (Sph.) 

F62.1 = D.L. 7.I85; SVF I (Sph.) F62.4 = Athen. Deipnos. 8.50 (354E); SVF I 
(Sph.) F62.5 = D.L. 7.I77. According to the last in the series, he was Ptolemy 
Philopator. This would render unhistorical the first anecdote, which describes a 
summons from Ptolemy to Cleanthes either to attend the king himself or to send a 
substitute, because Philopator ascended the Egyptian throne in :z.2.2. or 2.2.I, well 
after Cleanthes' death in 2.32. B.C. 

2.4. SVF 1 (Sph.) F2.7 = Plut. De stoic. 2. (1033B). 
2.5. SVF 1 (Sph.) F62.2. = Plut. Cleom. 2..2.. 
2.6. Chrysippus became scholarch soon after Cleanthes' death in 2.J2. B.C.: von 

Arniin, "Chrysippos (14)," 2.505. Cleomenes' coup took place in 2.2.7 B.c.: Cart-
ledge and Spawforth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, p. 50. · 

2.7. SVF 2. (Chr.) F6 = D.L. 7.183. 
2.8. SVF 2. (Chr.) F16 = D.L. 7.198, npoc; to 'Ap1C£0'WXOU µe9615iov npoc; l:q>at

pov a'. 
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2.9. SVF 3 (Chr.) F738 = D.L. 7.12.9, eUXpll<TtE'lv Shai.'ta ty1cincA.ux µa0f\µa.ta 
cp11oiv o Xpuotitnoc;. 

30. On Sphaerus as a Zenonian, see Schofield, Stoic Idea, p. 4:z.. 
3r. See Chapter 2., at note 4. 
3:z.. See Chapter r, at note ro8. 
33. The average word-count of Institutions r-r7 is 46.3, that of Institutions 

I 8-4 r is only 2. s. 6. The first seventeen contain a total of 80 5 words, but the next 
twenty-four (r8-4r) only 576. I exclude Inst. Lac. 42. because it was written by 
the epitomator himself and therefore does not reflect his habits of excerption: see 
Chapter r, at note n :z.. 

34. Simpleminded: Inst. Lac. 33, where it is claimed that the Spartans pro
hibited comedy and tragedy because they could not endure the breaking of laws 
even in pretense. Obscure: Inst. Lac. 3 8, "They reprimanded the youth from the 
gymnasium ['iov t1C 'toU yuµvao\ou vmvio1Cov] for knowing the road to Pylaea." I 
doubt that anyone but a Spartan would have understood the reference to "the 
road to Pylaea" or have been absolutely sure who "they" were. 

35· Inst. Lac. :z.r (:z.38E) (agogiand citizenship), 30 (:z.39A) (display of drunk
en helots to children), 40 (2.39C-D) (endurance contest). 

36. On this point, see Chapter r. 
37. Inst. Lac. r3 (2.37F), voµi~ovtE<; •.. -iac; yap iaxv~ mi Sux1C£vouc; l!~tc; 

mtalCOUEtv npoc; tfiv Suip9pmotv, tac; Se 11:0A.utp0cpouc; Sta p&poc; av'ttPaivEtv. 
38. x. Lac. :z..5, Kai Eic; µij1Coc; S' liv tfiv ~aStva 'tel owµa-ia 1tOtouoav tp<><pfiv 

µ&A.A.ov ouUaµpavEtv 1\Y'1oa-io ii tfiv Sta11:A.ati>vouoav -icp ot-icp. 
39. E.g., Hp. Aff. 1:z..9; Viet. :z..59.r, 3.8r.2.9; Gal. on Hp. Acut. :z..ro (5:z.8, 

SJI, ,532.); on Hp. Medic. 2..9 (75o);De plac. Hp. et Pl. 8+5 (675); Dealim. fac. 
r.ro.2. (504); Debonis mal. sue. 12..4 (8ro); De prag. 6.r3 (634), 8.:z.o (647). 

40. Gal. Def. med. 95 (37:z.), l!~tc; t<Tti. KVEiiµa. ouvf.xov Kai ouy1Cpatoi>v ta 
µ£p11. Stoic definition: Long, "Soul and Body," p. 4r; Hahm, Origins, p. r64. Cf. 
SVF 2. (Chr.) F458 =Philo Leg. alleg. :z..:z.:z.; SVF 2. (Chr.) F449 = Plut. De stoic. 
43 (ro53F). 

41. Cf. Ast, Lexicon Platonicum, s.v. ~tc;. 
42.. Inst. Lac. 4 ( 2. 3 7 A), ypaµµata i!v£1Ca 'tijc; xpd~ tµav9avov · -iii>v S' lf>J..mv 

KatSEuµci.'tCDV ~EVTIMOiav t1t0toUVtO, OU µiiUov av9pcmtCDV ii MyCDV. Xpda is 
usually misconstrued as "necessity," obscuring its precise significance here. Fuhr
mann's version in his Bude edition, Plutarque: Oeuvres morales, 3::z.3 5, is typical: 
"Leur etude des lettres se bornait au stricte necessaire." Cf. Perrin, Plutarch's 
Lives, 1::z.57. 

43. Sandbach, Stoics, pp. :z.8-3:z.. 
44. SVF 3 (Chr.) F12.6 = D.L. 7.105, tfiv Shtvatµ£011v-itvaSuvaµivflxpdav 

ouµPaUoµ£v11v 11:poc; tov mta cpuotv p\ov. 
45. SVF 3 (Chr.) F135 = D.L. 7.ro7, l!n 'tmv 11:po11yµ£vmv ta µ£v Si' a<ita 

npoijlC'tat, ta Se lit' l!upa, ..• lit' auta µ£v, lSn mta cpuotv t<Jti, St' i!tEpa li£, lSn 
11:Ept11:oi£i XPEiac; oolC oA.i~ • 

46. SVF I (Z.) F~o9 = D.L 7.:z.2., µfi tac; cpmvac; Kai. 'tac; l.£~£tc; SEW a11:oµv11-
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µOVEUElV, au.a 7tEpi. itiv lha0EO'lV 'tiic; xpdac; 'tOV vouv daxoA£ia0at, µit cbanep 
l:!ljl'l'la{v 'ttva ii aKEuaaiav dvaA.aµpavoV'tac;. 

47. Pire, Stoi'cisme, pp. :z.3-:z.4; cf. SVF I (Z.) Fso = Plut. De stoic. 8 (Io34F). 
Zeno's division of philosophy: D.L. 7.39; SVF I (Z.) F46 = D.L. 7.40. 

48. Inst. Lac. :14 (:z.38A), KtV'tpOV s· EtXE 'taU'ta tY£p'tl1COV 0uµoii Kai cppovi)
µa'toc; icai napaa'ta'tt!COV 6pµfic; tv0ouaul>Souc; Kai npaicn!Cijc;. 

49. Inst. Lac. I6 (:z.3 SB), Kai ol tµpa'ti)p101 Se in>0µoi. napopµ11't11e0i-ijaav npoc; 
dvSpdav Kai 0appaAoo'tll'ta Kai. un£pcppoV110'tv 0ava'tou. 

50. On this sequence, see the full discussion in Inwood, Ethics, pp. I8-IoI. 
5I. SVF 3 (Diog.) F68 = Phld. Mus. p. I5, (fx£1v) cpUO'El'tO µEA.oc; 1C(tv1l'tl1Co)v11 

Kai napama(nKo)v npoc; 1clc; npa~£1c;. 
5:z.. Inst. Lac. II (:z.37D); on the use of agoge, see my subsequent discussion. 
s 3. Dionysius: 7t£pi dPXaimv paa1A.Emv; 7t£pi pappapt!CcOV tecilv (SVF I [Dion.] 

F4:z.:z. = D.L. 7.I66). Persaeus: 7t£pi Paa1A.Eiac;; 7tOAt'tEia AalC(l)Vt!Ci) (SVF I [P.] 
F43S = D.L. 7.36). Cleanthes: dpxa10A.oyia; noA.mic6c;; 7t£pi v6µmv; 7t£pl. PaO'l
A.Eiac; (SVF I [C.] F48I). Herillus' work, voµo0t'tllc;, was probably of this type as 
well (SVF I [H.] F409 = D.L. 7.I65). , 

54· SVF I (P.) F454 = Athen. Deipnos. 4.I8 (I40E); SVF I (Sph.) F630 = 
Athen.Deipnos. 4.I9 (I4IC);cf. SVFI (P.) F455 = Athen.Deipnos. 4.17 (140B). 

s s. On the epitomator's identity, see Chapter 1, at note 113. 
56. Inst. Lac. 6 (:z.37B), tica0£ul>ov Se ol v£o16µoU Ka't' tA.11v icai 1Ca1' dy£A11v 

tnl. O"ttPaScov. 
57. Hesych. s.v. pouay6p; Poiia. See Chapter :z., at note 60. 
58. x. Lac. :z..11. 
59. Plut,Lyc. 17.:z.. 
60. Plut. Lye. 16.7, 16.8, I6.13, 17.:z.; Ages. :z..I. There is at least one other 

anachronism in the Agesilaus: cf. Ages. r.I, on which see subsequent discussion, 
at note ro9. 

6r. Hesych. s.v. dyEAac;, pouay6p, Poua. 
6:z.. Inscr. Cret. I, p. 84 (Dreros) IA, lines :i:o-n, 'taSE i/Jµoaav/ dy£Aciot; p. 90 

(Eltynia) :z., line 6, iiv dy[£]A.a[1]; CIG :z.89:z. (Miletus), line 8, v£mv d[y]c[A.]ac;; 
CIG 33:z.6 (Smyrna), d10£mv [li]A.11e0c; t~ dyEAac;; SEG XXXV (:1985), no. n65, 
(Kula [Lydia]) t~ dy£A.11c; n£/Scov (= naiSmv); Varinlioglu, "Inschriften von Stra
tonikeia," pp. 79-82, r, line r3, [dy]£A.11v 'tcOV naiSmv; Robert, "Sur des inscrip
tions de Chios I-Ill," p. SI9(OMS1:487), line :13, [µ]E'ta 'tiic; dy£A.11c; 'tcDV n[ai
Scov]; Heberdey, "Gymnische und andere Agone," p. 197 (Termessus), vEi1C1la[a 
naA.11 ?]/ naiScov t~ dy£A.11c;. 

63. Torch race: Worrle, Stadt und Fest, p. IO, lines 6 5-66; p. :z.:z.r (Oenoanda); 
Balland, Xanthos, pp. 41-4:z.; CIG :z.89:z. (Miletus), line 8, v£cov d[y]£[A.Jac; 
~SpaKEV liY£µova. Age/arches: IGR III 648 (Idebessus); SEG XXXVIII (1988), 
no. 148:z. (Xanthus), lines; Pekary, "Inschriftenfunde," p. u8, no. IS (Miletus). 
Definition: Hesych. s. v. pouay6p • dyEA&pxiic;. 6 'tiic; dy£A.11c; iiPXCOV naic;. Aaiccov£c;. 

64. Plut. Lye. 3.:z. (np6S11Co1), 6.I (~ii'tpa), r:z..1 (cp1Si't1a), r:z..u (KEicooS1a0ai), 
:z.3.r (<>UA.aµ6c;). 

6 s. Cf. Nilsson, "Grundlagen," p. 31 :z.. 
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66. An. Bachm. 1:2.61, rA.ai; · ayH .. ai;. ii ta~e1i;. 
67. Plut. Lye. 16.S, iipxovtcx 8' cxuto\i; 1tCXpfotcxvto tili; ayD..TJi; tOV tcp <ppOVElV 

81cx<pepovtcx Kcxl 0uµoe18fotcx1ov tv tcp µaxro0m. 
68. Plut. Lye. 17.2, Kcxl ICCXt' ayeA.ai; mhol 1tpofotcxvto tiilV A.eyoµevmv dp£vmv 

ael tov am<ppovfotatov Kal µcxxiµrotcxtov. 
69. Plut. Lye. 17.4: see Chapter 2., at note 85. 
70. See Chapter :z., Table l. 
71. On the Classical system, see Chapter 6. 
72.. Klee, Geschichte des gymnischen Agone, pp. 43-51. 
73. Chios: SIG3, no. 959, lines u-14, t<pfiPmv vemtepmv ..• µfomv ... 7tp£a

Putepmv. Teos: CIG 3088, col. A, line l, [1tpeaPutep~ 1'A.1K\cxi;]; line 4, µfoTJi; 
itA.iKicxi;; col. B, line l, VEClltep~ [itA.iK\cxi;]. Heraclea Pontica: Pargoire, "Inscrip
tions," P· 493 n, line s, t<pfipmv VEClltepmv. Halicarnassus: Hula and Szanto, 
"Bericht," p. 19, no. 1, v11CTiacxi; t<pfiPoui; vemtepou[i;]. 

74. Athens: JG II/lll2 956, line 76, [1tcx18ai;] ata81ov tili; 7tpOmJi; itA.1K\ai;; line 
78, [1tcx18cxi; at]a81ov tili; 8eutep~ TiA.1K\ai;; line So, [1t]cx1{1}8cxi; [a]1a8[1ov]. E.g., 
IEphesos N, no. uo1. 

75. Lebadea: IG VIl 1764, line 13, 1taµ1text8cxi;; line 2.1, 1taµ1text8cxi;; cf. Roesch, 
Etudes, p. 3u n. 70. Chalcis: IG XIl.9 952. col. l, 1tcx18cxi; 7taµ7tcx18cxi;. 

76. Samos: SJGl, no. 1061. Athens: IG Il/III2 1986, 2.991, 2.991A. Cf. Peleki
dis, Histoire de l'ephebie, p. 2.09. 

77. Eustath. II. 2. p. 962., 2.o, 6 8£ µet' cxutov (i.e., 7tCXl8cx), 1taAA.a~ Kal Pou1tcx1i; 
ICCXt avti1texti; Kcxl µEAAE<?TJPoi;; Poland, Geschichte des grieehisehen Vereinswe
sens, p. 97. 

78. Nilsson, Die hel/enistische Schule, p. 41. 
79. Collignon, Quid de collegiis epheborum, pp. 3 1-3 :z., 69; Ziebarth, Schul

wesen, p. 145· 
So. Nilsson, Die hellenistisehe Sehule, p. 41; Hp. Hebd. p. 9. 
Sr. Plutarch's contention (Lye. 16.7) that boys entered the agoge at age seven 

belongs with the Classical phase; cf. X. Lac. 1.2., 
8 2.. Inst. Lac. 14 ( :z. 3 7 F), ta1tou8cx~ov 8hcxl 1tEplta µeA.ri Kcxlt<li; ~8ai; ou8ev0i; 

ftttov. 
83. On the position of music in Hellenistic Greek education, see Nilsson, Die 

hellenistische Schule, p. 4 5. 
84. Classical (early fourth century B.c.): Artemis Orthia, no. I. Roman (late 

second century B.c.): Artemis Orthia, no. 2., e.g. 
85. The earliest evidence for ball games in the Roman period is IG V.1 674; 

Woodward, "Some Notes," p. l 9 3. On the sphaireis game in the Classical period: 
X. Lac. 9. 5; see Chapter 6, at note 9 5. 

86. Pl. Lg. r.633B-C; Cic. Tusc. 5.2.7.77. On the antiquity of the contests of 
the Roman agoge, see Chapter 3, at note 2.6, and Cartledge and Spawforth, 
Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, pp. 2.06-7. 

87. See Chapter 4, at note 71. 
88. Cic. Tusc. 2..34 =Tr. 
89. Inst. Lac. 40 (2.39C-D) = T18. 
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90. On the ritual in Xenophon, see Chapter 4, at note 43, and Chapter 6, at 
note 69. 

91. E.g., Cartledge and Spawforth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, p. 2.07. 
92.. IG V.1 6 53a (Artemis Orthia, no. I42.). • 
93· D.L. 6.15. 
94. E.g., SVF 3 (Che.) F2.64 = Stob. Eel. 2..60.9. 
95. SVF l (Sph.) F628 = Cic. Tusc. 4.53, Fortitudo est igitur "adfectio animi 

legi summae in perpetiendis rebus obtemperans," vel "conservatio stabilis iudici 
in eis rebus quae formidolosae videntur subeundis et repellendis," vel "scientia 
rerum formidolosarum contrariumqu.e aut omnino neglegendarum conservans 
earum stabile iudicium." 

96. SVF 3 (Chr.) F2.74 = Sext. Emp. Adv. Math. 9.I53. 
97. SVF I (Sph.) F62.8 = Cic. Tusc. 4.53; Dyroff, Ethik, pp. 79-80. 
98. Cf. Dyroff, Ethik, p. 79. 
99· X. Lac. 2..2-II. 
Ioo. E.g., Lucian Anach. 2.4; Ins. Olympia, no. 5 5; Robert, "Inscriptions 

cl.'Aphrodisias," pp. 42.9-30. 
IOI. ISestos, no. I (OGIS, no. 339), lines 7I-72., t~&v al 'tOOV VEfll'ttprov 'lfllxal 

Ttpoc; avlipEtaV aµtWlµEV/at KaMDc; lfyOV'tat 'tOtc; it0£CJtV Ttpoc; apEtilV. 
102.. Ephebes honored for avl>pda: IG V.1 472., 564-66, 660(?). Bomonikai: 

IG V.I 652., 653, 653B (Artemis Orthia, no. 143). 
103. Pl. Lg. I.633B. The "thefts" are an allusion to the cheese-stealing contest 

at the altar of Artemis: see Chapter 6, at note 69. On the krupteia, see Levy, "La 
kryptie," pp. 2.45-52.. On the Gymnopaediae, see Chapter 3, at note u4. 

104. Tigerstedt, Legend of Sparta, 2.:26-2.7. 
105. Apophth. Lac. Anon. 54 (2.35B), Yva µ.q aitat5£u'tot yevrov'tat, tile; Tta-

'tptou ayroyijc; a'truic'tfiaav-r£c;• cni/)£ ltOAt'tat yap lJ.v d-r1aav. 
106. Teles (Hense2) p. 2.8; on this speech, see Chapter I, at note 49. 
107. See Chapter l, at note 40. 
108. Plut. Agis 4.2, ical A.ey£tv ~ o-U5£v Sfot-ro tile; J3cxati..Etcxc;, d µn lh' au-rnv 

av"a.A.fivot'tO 'to-lie; voµouc; ical ~v Ttll'tptov <iyroyfiv; Cleom. I6.3 (mhptov axfiµa); 
16.6 (mhptov itoAt'tdav); 18.4 (itcx'tptrov t0rov). Cf. Phylarchus, FGrHist 81 F44. 

109. ltcl'tptoc; ayroy{i: Apophth. Lac. Anon.'54 (2.35B); Inst. Lac. II (2.37D), 42. 
(z.40B); Plut. Agis 4.2.. Auicoupy£toc; d:yrorfi: Plut. Phil. 16.8; Hesych. s.v. &<pop'toc;. 
Acxicrovticil <iyroy{i: Polyb. 1.32..I. ayrorfi: Inst. Lac. 2I (2.38E); Sosibius, FGrHist 
595 F4; Polyb. 24.7.I; Plut. Cleom. n.3, I8.4, 37.14; Lye. 2.2..I; Phoc. 2.0.4; 
Ages. 1.I, 3.3. 

CHAPTER SIX 

I. Recent exceptions are Hodkinson, "Social Order," pp. 2.4 5-5 l, and Powell, 
Athens and Sparta, p. 2.30, who calls it "detailed and believable." 

2.. X. Cyr. 1.2.8, 1.2.9. 
3.X. Lac. 2..1-4.7. 
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4. X. HG 5+32, nai:c; t£ ~v Kat naioioKoc; Kal. iiPii'iv. 
5. Thuc. 4.132; Schwarz; "Damonon," pp. 177-78; IG V.1 :z.i3, line 39; cf. 

Apophth. Lac. 2.I5B. 
6. Phot. s.v. ouv£qnipoc;; Ar. Lys. 983, 1248; Hesych. s.v. 1CUpcraviac;; cf. 

01CUp0aA.ia. 
7. x. Lac. 2.1, £1t£tOav taxiota m'itoi:c; ol nal0£c; ta A.q6µ£Va OUV\OO<J\V, £u0uc; 

µ£v ~· autoi:c; 1tatOaycayouc; 0£pa!tOVtac; t<pt<rtao\V. On school age, see Marrou, 
Histoire.de /'education, p. 161. 

8. Plut. Lye. 16.7. 
9. On this age for paidiskoi (= meirakia), see Chapter 1, at note 12. Cf. 

Hesych. s.v. 1tatOtoKot · ol £K 1ta\orov de; dvopac; µ£taPa\vovt£c;. 
10. X. Lac. 4.6. On this point, see subsequent discussion, at note 3 l. 
II. X. HG 5.4.13; Plut. Lye. 26.1. 
12. X. Lac. 1.6 (marriage); 4.7 (political office); 11.3 (hair), misinterpreted by 

Plutarch, Lye. 22.2; Plut. Lye. 25.1 (economic, political activity). Xenophon's use 
of aJCµll~rov: Teles (Hensel) p. 50; Poll. 2.II, dta av{ip tTJV µaxiµov T\Atnav fxrov, 
tTJV <rtpat£U<rtµov iiA.uciav ~xrov, tc'ilv tK icataA.Oyrov, aKµa~rov, o<ppiyrov. 

l 3. Cf. Rhodes, Boule, p. 1. 
14. Teles (Hense2) p. 50, £~ £<pfiProv fott Kat -f1ori £r1Co<rt tt&v · ~n <popei:tai Kat 

napa'tT'lp£t lC(Xl yuµvacr{apxov Ka\ <rtpa'tT'l'YOV. 1tapa1COtt£tV d 1t0U 0£l, o-fitot 1tapa-
1COttoilot · <pUAattEtV Kat aypU!tVEtV, o-fitot <pUAattOU<JtV• de; ta 1tAota £µPatV£tV, 
ottot tµpaivouotv. aviJp yf:./ov£ Kat a1Cµa~£t. <rtpat£U£tat Kat 1tp£crPeuet U1tEp tfic; 
1t0A£Cll<;, 1t0Att£U£tat, Otpa'tT'ly£i:, xopriyei:, ayrovo0etei. 

15. IG V.1 1120; better text in Bingen, "TPIETIPHE," p. 106, line 5, tptetipec; 
£6v. 

16. IG V.1 1386; Bingen, "TPIETIPHE," p. 106. 
17. Hesych. s.v. Kata 1tpCllteipac;; Phot. s.v.1tp0tei:pai. 
18. See Chapter 5, at note 72. 
19. Hom. II. 8.p8, 1taioac; 1tpro0iiPac;; Od. 8.261-63, 1Coilpot/1tpro0fiPac;; Poll. 

2.9, to yap 1tpro0fiPric; noirinKov; cf. Luc. DMort 15(5 ).2, 1tpro0fiPric; jev6µ£Voc;. 
20. Hesych. s.v. Kata 1tpCllteipac;· 1'1A.t1C\ac; lSvoµa ol 1tprotei:pec; 1tapa Amceoai-

µovfotc;; Phot. s. v. 1tp0tei:pat · ol 1tepl. eYJCocrt ~'tT'l 1tapa AaKrocri. · 
21. Call. F487 (Pfeiffer), aU' avtt ppe<p£rov 1tOAtov vfov dp£Va µfooov. 
22. Unaware of the epigraphical evidence, Forbes, "Medial Intervocalic -po-," 

pp. 25 2-53, postulated that the original form of dpfiv was •tipriv. She is followed 
by Cotter, "Etymology," pp. 31-34. 

23. Cf. Hesych. s.v. dpfiv. 
24. X. Lac. 2.II. 
25. X. Lac. 2.II, tov topootatov t&v app£vrov. On this reading, see Chapter l, 

at note 80. On the number of obai in the Classical period, see Appendix 2. 
26. X. Lac. i..10. 
27. X. Lac. 2.2; cf. 4.7. 
28. X. Lac. 2.:z.; Lebessi, "Flagellation," pp. II8, 121-22, erroneously identi

fies the mastigophoroi with the youths who defended the altar in the cheese
stealing ritual. On this ritual, see subsequent discussion, at note 61. 
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2.9. Glotz, "Hellanodikai," pp. 60-64, esp. p. 63; Saglio, "Agonothetes II," 
p. 150. 

30. On the lack of public education in the Classical period, see Ziebarth, 
Schulwesen, pp. 30-34; Marrou, Histoire de /'education, p. 163. Education in 
Classical Athens was a private affair, although schools were regulated by law: 
Golden, Children, p. 6:z.. Sparta: Arist. Pol. 8.r.4 (1337A), tit<XlVEcJElE 8' av ·nc; 
Kata wiho AaKwatµoviouc; · Kal yap itAdcrt11v xotoilvtat crxou8fiv xepl wile; 
xai8ac; ical icowfi t<XUt11V. 

31. X. Lac. 4.6. 
3 :z.. Agatharchidas, FGrHist 86 Fro. 
3 3. X. Lac. 4. 3. For more on the hippeis, see subsequent discussion, at note 80. 
34. Ael. VH 3.10. 
35. On this magistracy, see Chapter :z., at note 108. Striano, "Laconien Pt-

8£oc;," pp. 40-47, argues that it derives from Myc. wid-wos-jo. 
36. X. Lac. :z..5, crit6v y£ µfiv fta~£ tocroiltov fxovta cruµpoAEU£lV tov iippeva, 

cl>c; uito itAT)crµovijc; µ£v µ{)note papuvecr9at, toi> 8£ tv8e£crtepCilc; 8tay£w µ1, &it
EtpCllc; fXElV. On the reading appEV<X instead of Efpeva, see Chapter l, at note 80. 
On the clause cl>c; ... pap{iv£cr9at, alrno'st always mistranslated, see Smyth, Greek 
Grammar, 2.:z.67. 

37. X. Lac. :z..7~ 
3 8. Apophth. lac. Anon. 3 5 (:z.34A-B), ~t£pov itm8&.ptov, fael itapijv 6 K<Xl

p6c;, tv cp tleittew v£v6µtcrto to.Uc; t;\.£u0£pouc; naiBac; IS ti ttc; 8uvatto icat µfi 
AIX9£tv aicrxpov ;;\v, cl>c; ol auv mhij) nai8£c; ~rov ticA£1jfav dACiliteictov ical f8ocrav 
a-Utij) q>UAatt£tv, itapay£voµEvCllV tc'Ov ditoACilMlCOtCilv fol ~lit11crlV, ftux£ µ£v uno
PaA.Oiv to dACilitElClOV UltO to autoil lµ&ttov, &ypta\vovtoc; 8£ toil 0rJpiou Kat tiiv 
ltAEUpav mhou Kat£cr9iovtoc; µ£xpl tcOV <J1tACJ."(XV(J)V npeµEl, Yva µfi y£v11tm K<X
tmpavflc;. cl>c; I)' ilcrtEpov tKdvoov dit£A06vtoov t9£acravto to yqovoc; ol itai8£c; Kat 
tµ£µcpovto, AEyOVt£c; aµewov dvm <p<XVEpov 1tOtijcrm to dAroltEK\OV Tl µ£xpt 0ava
tOU KpUltt£lV, "OU µev o~v." dit£V, "&AM KpElttOV taic; a)..111B6ai µfi tv86vta t£
A£Utav Tl it£p\cpropov y£voµ£vov Bux µIXAaic\av to ~ijv aiaxpc'Oc; n£pmmf)cracr9cii." 

39. den Boer, Laconian Studies, p. :z.70. 
40. Paus. 3.16.9; Hesych. s.v. <poua~ip, <pouaBB£t. Cf. Vernant, Mortals, p. 

:z.41. 
41. Hesych. s.v. nAaytaB8ovt£p; Ar. Pax 1067-68, aACilx£ict8rucrt nfo£ta9£; 

Lys. 12. 70, alµuAa.v dACiliteicCilv itaua'lµ£9a. 
4:z.. On the Spartan origins of many apophthegmata, see Tigerstedt, Legend of 

Sparta, :z.::z.8. 
4 3. E.g., Roussel, Sparte, p. 46; Jones, Sparta, p. 35; Forrest, History of Sparta, 

p. 54; Parker, "Spartan Religion," p. 148. 
44. E.g., Plut. QG 55 (303D); Athen. Deipnos. 14.44-45 (639B-40A). 

Michell, Sparta, pp. 177-79, makes some similar points. · 
45. X. Lac. :z..9. 
46. X. Lac. :z.+ 
47. Frazer, Golden Bough, 3:310-13. Andania: IG V.1 1390, line 15, Elµa

ttaµou. ol t£Aouµevot ta µucrtl,pta &vux68£tot fotrocrav; Lycosura: IG V.:z. 514, 
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lines 1-7, µfi ff,fotro/ !tO.pEp7tT1V ~ovta.<; tv to lEpOV t'&.<;/ dEG!tOtVa.<; ... µT18£ 
uito/8nµa.ta. 

48. Burkert, Griechische Religion, pp. 367-68. 
49. On the initiatory character of the Athenian ephebate, see Jeanmaire, Cou

roi, pp. 308-2.1; Vidal-Naquet, Le chasseurnoir, pp. rp-75. 
50. Inst. Lac. 6 (237B). The detail, from Sphaerus' study of the Spartan consti-

tution, is consistent with ephebic traditions of the Classical period. 
51. Burkert, Griechische Religion, pp. 174-76. 
5:z.. X. Lac. 2.1:z.-r4. 
53. Sergent, I.:homosexualite, pp. 11-71. 
54. Compare the description of Cleonymus, beloved of Agesilaus' son Archi

damus, X. HG 5+25: i'tA.udav t£ ~xrov tfiv dpn tic ita.i8rov, x:a.l liµa x:&Utato<; tE 
x:a.l Eu8oictµwta.to<; tii'>v i'ti..ix:rov. 

55. X. Lac. 3.1-5, esp. 3.:z.. 
56. X. Lac. 3.5. In Plutarch's time (Lye. 18.3), this custom was subsumed 

under the agoge, with the eiren asking questions of the younger ephebes. 
57.X.Lac. 3+ 
5 8. On this subject, see Boring, Literacy. 
59. Arist. Pol. 8.4.2 (1338B). 
60. Marrou, Histoire de I' education, pp. 31-44. 
61. X. Lac. 2.9: see previous discussion, at'note 1. 
61. Plut. Arist. 17.1 (T17): see Chapter 4, at note 43. 
63. IG V.1 255 (Artemis Orthia, no. 1), frop0da.i ta8' 'Ap[n]E;,mito<;/ vtx:ii'>v 

dvf.GT1KE/ tv auv68ot<; ita.[{]8rov it'&.htv hopijv q>a.vEpa. 
64. See previous discussion, at note 24. 
65. See Chapter 1, at note 44. 
66. See Chapter 4, at note 26. 
67. Vernant, Mortals, pp. r98-99. 
68. On the identification of Artemis with Orthia, see subsequent discussion, at 

note 126. 
69. Pl. Lg. 1.633B-C. 
70. Wyss, Die Milch, pp. 58-61; Sokolowski, Lois sacrees, nos. 62 (line 12), 

89 (line 15), 135 (lines 71 and 79); Alcm. F17. 
71. Plut. QG 55 (303D); Hdt. 3.48.2-3. The classic modern study is Rose, 

"Greek Rites," pp. 1-5, whose explanations are now completely obsolete. 
72. Cf. Sokolowski, Lois sacrees, no. 50 A, lines 8-9, [tav 8£ n]<; ita.pa ta.iita. 

itpaE;.n Ti Ptc:XGT1ta.t fatro x:[a.t' a.utoi5/ ~v8£tE;,t]<; 1tpoc; tfiv PouA.Tiv; no. 5 5, line 8, tav 
8£ n<; Ptaa11ta.i, d1tp0a8£1Cto<;/ i't 0ua{a. ita.pa toi5 0£oi5; no. 178, lines 7-9, tav 8U 
[t]t<; Pia.~oµEvoc; 1ttVT1t, d1totiv/[e]v 1tf.vt£ 8pa.xµc:Xc;. 

73. On sacrifice as an act of killing, see Burkert, Homo Necans, pp. 8-20. 
74. Burkert, Griechische Religion, pp. 101-5. 
75. On this point, see Vernant, Mortals, pp. 235-36. This incongruity was a 

commonplace in accounts of the endurance contest: Mus. (Hense) 513 (T:u); 
Luc. Demon. 46.9 (T20); Philos. VA 6.20 (T30). 

76. Burkert, Griechische Religion, pp. 351-52, 390-94. For an interesting, 
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albeit flawed, attempt to find this ritual's origin in Bronze Age self-flagellation, 
see Lebessi, "Flagellation," pp. 99-12 3. 

77. X. Lac. 4.1-7. 
78. X. Lac. 4.6. 
79. Cartledge, Agesilaos, pp. 204-5. Both he and Lazenby, Spartan Army, p. 

12, agree that the bippeis were drawn from men between twenty and thirty years 
of age. 

80. Ephorus, FGrHist 70 F149, p. 87. On the reason for this, see the subse-
quent discussion, at note 173. 

81. Cartledge, Sparta and Lakonia, p. 294; Lazenby, Spartan Army, pp. 7-8. 
82.. X. HG 3.3.4-11, esp. 3.3.8-9; Cartledge, Sparta and Lakonia, p. 275. 
83. Hdt. 1.67.5. 
84. Arist. Pol. :z..9.31 (1:z.71A). 
85. Arist. Pol. :z..9.31 (12.71A); Dosiades, FGrHist 458 F:z.. 
86. Plut. Lyc.,12..9; Hodkinson, "Social Order,'' p. 253. 
87. I take the number of members of a pbidition from Plut. Lye. 12..3. A much 

larger number (300) can be derived from Agis 8.4, but it is probably not valid for 
the Classical period. 

88. Hesych. s.v. t81a1po1yo1µ6p. 
89. Xenophon, Lac. 5. 5, stresses the value of the older men's experience in the 

education of young men in the phiditia. 
90. Dicaearchus, FGH, 2:242 F23 (= Athen. Deipnos. 4.19 141A-C) and 

Plutarch~ Lye. 12.3, give two slightly different versions of their shopping list. For 
more on this subject, see Figueira, "Mess Contributions,'' pp. 87-109. 

91. X. Lac. 5.3. Athenaeus, 4.17-19 (140C-141F), brings together a large 
collection of ancient scholarship on Spartan eating habits. 

92. Molpis, FGrHist 5 90 Fl.. Xenophon, Lac. 4. 7, characterizes hunting as the 
main occupation of those above the age of bebon. 

93. X. Lac. 2.2: see previous discussion, at note 18. 
94. Jeanmaire, Couroi, p. 5:z.6. On these festivals, see Chapter 3, at note 97. 
9 5. x. Lac. 9· 5, KOUa10c; 8' {) 'fO\OU'tO<; ical 81a1pooµ£vcov 'fOU<; aV't\O'q>a1p1o\iv

'fa<; axmpta'foc; Ktp1y{yv£'tai. 
96. X. Lac. 5.1: oYav 8£ Kat KfL0"1 8w1'fav m'fooiceuaae, vi>v K£tpaaoµa1 8111-

ytiO"Oat. 
97. Pl. Lg. 1.633B-C; schol. to Pl. Lg. 1.633B. 

8 L, "Lakry . " 9 • evy, ptie, pp. 245-52. 
99. Plut. Lac. :z.8.1-7; Levy, "La kryptie," p. :z.50. 
xoo. Cartledge, "Politics," p. :z.:z.; Plut. Lye. :z.5.1. On the specialized Spartan 

vocabulary for such relationships, see Cartledge, "Politics," p. 31 n. 18. 
rox. X. Lac. x.6, Kpoc; 8£ ioU'toic; ml <i'lto'ltauaac; 'foii l>Koi:t 1Jo,)A.o1vi:o l!mai:o1 

yuvaiica iiY£0"0a1 l!i:a~EV tv <iicµalc; 'fOOV amµ&imv io~ yciµooc; 11:01t\a0a1, icai 'foUto 
a\lµq>£pov 'tft e~yov(~ voµi~mv. 

ro:z.. X. Lac. 2..2., 4. 3, 4. 7. On akmazontes, see previous discussion, at note 12.. 
103. Apophth. Lac. :z.:z.7E-F; Plut. Lye. 15.:z.-3. This practice may have been 

the inspiration for Plato's setting the age of marriage in his city_at between thirty 
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and thirty-five (Lg. 4.7:z.xB-D), with penalties for those who remained unmar
ried after that point. 

104. X. Lac. 1.5; Apophth. Lac. u8A; Plut. Lye. q.4-10. For a completely 
different interpretation of these sources, see Hodkinson, "Social Order," p. :z.41. 

105. Teles (Hense2) p. 28; Plutarch Ages. 1.1.4. 
106. X. An. 4.8.15. On sickies, see subsequent discussion, at note 180. 
107. Parker, Miasma, pp. 104-43. 
108. On boys' mess contributions, see X. Lac. 2.5 and my earlier discussion, at 

note 36. Adult contributions: Arist. Pol. 2.9.31 (117rA), ISpoc; abiic; xoAitei~ 
o~t6c; fot\V auioic; 6 1taipioc;, "COV µfi 8uvaµEvov 'toU"CO "CO tei..oc; cpepElV µfi j.L£1:EXE\V 
aui:iic;. 

109. x. Lac. 3-3-
IIO. The term appears only in X. HG 3.3.6; Cartledge, Sparta and Lakonia, 

pp. 313-15. 
III. x. HG 3.3.5. 
II2.. Bizos, Xenophon: Cyropedie, r:xiii; Carlier, "L'idee de monarchic," pp. 

141-43, rightly draws attention to the differences. 
II 3. X. Cyr. 1.1.r5, au' ~au 1tfun Ilepaaic; xeµ1t£1v iouc; tauiii>v 1tai8~ de; 

'ta lCO\Va tile; 811ca\OaUV'11<; 8iOOa1CaMia. aU' ol µev oovaµEVOl tpEcpElV touc; 
xai8~ apyoUV't~ JtEµJtOUGlV, ol 8£ µfi 8uvaµEVOl oU JtEµJtoUGlV. o\: li' iJ.v JtatliEU-
9roa\ 1tapa tole; 811µoafo\c; li1C>aa1CaAol<;, l~EG'l'lV UUtO\c; tv toic; tcpi)potc; VEUV\G-
1CEUEG9ai, "CO\c; ()£ µfi li1a1taiC>ru9EtG\V oiStClli; oUIC f~EG'tlV. o\: a• iJ.v a~ tv "CO\c; 
tcpi)po1c; C>tatUEa(l)G\ ta v6µiµa ltOlOUV't£c;, f~G"C\ tOU"COtc; de; touc; 'tEAEfouc; dv
lip~ auvaAl~Ea9at !Cal ciPXii>v ICUl 'tlµci)V µE"tExElV, o\: 8' iJ.v µ-iJ lhayEvCllVta\ £v toic; 
tcpiipoic; OUTC fpxovtat E~ wuc; i£Miouc;. 

114. For a new view of the problems of Spartan land tenure, see Hodkinson, 
"Land Tenure," pp. 378-406, who argues that the system of inalienable equal 
lots of land (kleroi1 thought to obtain in Archaic and Classical Sparta was an 
invention of.Hellenistic propaganda (pp. 383-86). See also Schiitrumpf, "The 
Rhetra of Epitadeus," pp. 441-57. 

1I5. Finley, Use and Abuse, pp. 170-71; Oliva, Sparta, pp. 174-79. 
II6. Arist. Pol. 2.4.17-19 (12.70A); Cartledge, Sparta and Lakonia, pp. 307-

16; Lazenby, SpartanArmy,p. 17. 
1I7. X. HG 5.3.9; Ehrenberg, "Tp6cp1µoi," 675-76. For a simila'r usage in the 

Roman period, see Jones, "Tp6cpiµoc;," pp. 194-97. · 
1I8. Phylarchus, FGrHist 8 r F43. There are·also a number ofother testimonia 

(e.g., schol. to Ar. Pl. 279; Hesych. s.v. µ69a1C£c;, µ69CllvEc;), of doubtful value 
because of the degree to which they interpret the Spartan institution in terms of 
societal conventions of the Hellenistic and Roman periods. The dearest way 
through this maze of evidence is shown by Cartledge, Agesilaos, p. 28. See also 
Lazenby, Spartan Army, pp. 19-11. 

119. Phylarchus, FGrHist Sr F43· 
uo. On kasens, see Chapter 2, at note 94. 
12.1. Plut. Cleom. 8.1. 
12.1. Plut. Ages. r.4. 
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123. Jalabert, "Syntrophoi," p. I590· Chrimes, Ancient Sparta, p. u1, com· 
pletely misinterprets this passage. 

I14. E.g., Marrou, Histoire de l'education, pp. 45-60; Michell, Sparta, pp. 
I64-65; Oliva, Sparta, p. 19. On the other hand, Lazenby, Spartan Army, p. I7, 
appreciates its religious and social significance. 

12 5. Cartledge, Agesilaos, p. 15. 
126. Cartledge, Sparta and l.Akonia, p. 358; Carter, "Masks of Ortheia," pp. 

374-75. 
127. IG V.I 177 (Artemis Orthia, no. 15). 
128. Grunauer-von Hoerschelmann, Munzpriigung, table I, group 3. 
129. Ibid., pp. I3-I6. 
I30· On the date of the l.AconUin Institutions, see Chapter I, at note I08. 
I 3 I. Pipili, 1.Aconian Iconography, p. 44. Wace, in Dawkins and others, Arte

mis Orthia, p. 18 3, came to the same conclusion, drawing attention to a increase 
in dedications of lead deer in the sixth century and a concomitant reduction in the 
number of lion figurines, which he considered to be sacred to Orthia. 

I 31. A bracingly skeptical account of this process is given by Finley, Use and 
Abuse, pp. I 6I-77. See also Cartledge, Sparta and Lakonia, pp. I 54-57. 

I33· The excavators (Dawkins and others, Artemis Orthia, p. I7) dated the 
renovation, which included laying down a layer of archaeologically significant 
sand over the site, to 600 B.c. Some years ago, Boardman, "Artemis Orthia," pp. 
I-7, successfully argued for 576-60 B.c., while there have been recent hints that 
the pendulum might swing back to a date closer to the beginning of the century: 
see Carter, "Masks of Ortheia," p. 374. On the limitations of the excavators' 
chronology, particularly regarding the "pre-sand" strata, see Cartledge, Sparta 
and Lakonia, pp. 3 57-6I. 

I34· The precise number of figurines found is Ioo,773: Wace, in Dawkins and 
others, Artemis Orthia, pp. 1p-51. Of these, 16,561 date from before the site 
was refurbished, 15,390 were dedicated after 500 B.c., and 68,82.2. come from 
the sixth century. On decline, see Bosanquet, "Excavations at Sparta, 1906," p. 
3 10; Cartledge, Sparta and l.Akonia, p. 3 59. 

13 5. Dickins, in Dawkins and others, Artemis Orthia, pp. 164-66. 
136. Wace, in Dawkins and others, Artemis Orthia, p. 183. 
:r37. Pipili, l.AconUin Iconography, p. 79. 
138. Dickins, in Dawkins and others, Artemis Orthia, pp. 163-86; Vernant, 

Mortals, pp. u6-17. 
:r39. Jeanmaire, Couroi, pp. 510-2.1. 
140. Vernant, Mortals, p. u5. That some, at least, of the customs associated 

with Spartan warrior initiation were even older is suggested by two bone figurines 
from prerenovation layers: a nude boy with short hair and a nude man with 
waist-length hair (Dawkins and others, Artemis Orthia, p. 140, pl. CLXX, :r and 
s ). Dawkins's identification of the boy as a bomonikes is anachronistic; the stria
tions on his back and the hole piercing his head from side to side show that the 
carving was worn as an amulet. 
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141. Huxley, Early Sparta, pp. 63-65. Rolley, "Probleme," pp. 12.5-40, sur-
veys Laconian art in the sixth century. 

14z.. Cartledge, Sparta and Lakonia, pp. 136-48. 
143. Vernant, Mortals, pp. 195-206. 
144. Sanders, "Dioskouroi Reliefs," pp. z.05-10, who bases her argument 

upon a comparison of the hoplite virtues praised by Tyrtaeus and the behavior of 
Castor and Pollux in myth. A much stronger case can be made, as will become 
apparent. 

145. Tod and Wace, Catalogue, pp. II3-18; Sanders, "Dioskouroi Reliefs," 
pp. z.06-8; Grunauer-von Hoerschelmann, Munzpriigung, p. 20, group 7. 

146. Pi. N. 5z.-54, EUP'llXOPO'll taµim Iitap-t~ a:yoovmv/ µotpav 'Epµ~ 1cal auv 
'Hpa/dtt l>tiitovtt 0&.M:tav. Pindar elsewhere alludes to their athletic qualities: 
0. 3.34-38; I. 1.19-z.4. 

147. Paus. 3.14.7, 3.13.6. On the dromos, see Chapter 3, at note 49. 
- 148. Pau_s. 3.14.9, 3.z.o.z.. On the Platanistas, see Chapter 3, at note 39. 

149. X. Cyn. 3.1. The other was thought to have come from a highly unlikely 
cross between a dog and a fox, hence its name, rather suggestive in the context of 
Spartan ephebes, Vulpine (dA.ooitEKtc;). 

150. Pl. Lg. 7.796B; schol. to Pi. P. 5.12.8; cf. Luc. Salt. 10; Theogn. 1.1087. 
151. Burkert, Griechische Religion, p. 3 2 5; Plut. Lye. u.4; [Plut.] De mus. z.6. 
15z.. Diod. 6.6. 
153. Carlier, "La vie politique," p. 76 n. 4z.. 
154. Hdt. 7.75.z.. 
15 5. Kiechle, Lakonien, pp. z.1-u. Fellow citizens: X. HG 6.3.6. 
156. Stob. 4.1.138, a fragment from a work spuriously ascribed to the early 

fourth-century Pythagorean Archytas of Tarentum; Wellman, "Archytas (3)," 
601; cf. Hesych. s.v. dpfiv. 

157. JG V.1 457, [tol] 1C6pot 0to1CA.£ Naµ[----ave&TlKav---]. 
158. Wace, "A Spartan Hero Relief," p. 2.19. 
159. Tod and Wace, Catalogue, pp. 1oz.-13; Stibbe, "Dionysos," pp. 1-44. 
160. Wide, Lakonische Kulte, p. 357. 
161. Theocles relief: Dressel and Milchhoeffer, "Die antike Kunstwerke," pp. 

314-15, no. 15; Tod and Wace, Catalogue, p. 104, fig. 4; Blilmel, Griechische 
Skulpturen, p. 13, A13 and pl. z.5. On single standing figures, see Stibbe, "Dio
nysos," pp. 41-42, group C. 

16z.. On the hippeis as infantrymen, see previous discussion, at note 80. 
163. E.g., Stibbe, Vasenmaler, p. 138, pl. 75, 1; "Dionysos," p. 43, ar5, a16. 

The hoplite type for bronze statuettes may have originated in Laconia: see Jost, 
"Statuettes," pp. 358-63; Rolley, "Probleme," p. 130. 

164. Schroder, "Archai'sche Skulpturen," pp. 44-46; Stibbe, "Dionysos," p. 
41, C.2. 

165. Bethe, "Dioskuren," 1091-92; Alcm. 2 (Page), itooA.oov c.li1Ceoov l>µa:nJptc;, 
l1t1t6tm ampoi. 

166. For the iconography of the Dioscuri, see Hermary, "Dioskouroi." 
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167. Burkert, Griechische Religion, p. 44; on other Indo-European aspects of 
Spartan life, see Chapter r, at note 67. 

168. Theocr. l.1.13-14, cb dµq>ro 0VT}tofot ~0T106ot, cb q>tAot dµq>ro,/ lmtilec; 
·ict0a.ptata.t rie0Afltiipec; fiotl>ol. 

169. On Spartan piloi, see Lazenby, Spartan Army, p. 46. For the Dioscuri 
with chlamudes and spears, see Tod and Wace, Catalogue, nos. 356, 575; Pipili, 
Laconian Iconography, pp. 54-5 8; Hermary, "Dioskouroi," p. 569, nos. :z.-4. 

170. Paus. 4.:z.7.1; cf. Polyaen. 1.3 r+ 
171. Tod and Wace, Catalogue, p. 158, no. l.OI. 
17:z.. In fact, Wagner, "Dioskuren," pp. :z.:z.6, :z.3 8, followed by Burkert, Griech-

ische Religion, p. 3 l. 5, sees the Dioscuri as divinized reflections of young warriors. 
173. Thuc. 5.71.4. 
17 4. Jeanrnaire, Couroi, pp. 307, 310; Vidal-Naquet, Le chasseur noir, p. r 60. 
175. Engelmann, "Helena II," 1931-34. 
176. Dawkins and others, Artemis Orthia, p. 157. This equine association is 

itself sufficient to call into question the thesis of Carter, "Masks of Ortheia," pp. 
3 74-78 (accepted by Morris, Daidalos, pp. r 35-3 6) that Orthia was originally a 
purely Phoenician deity. 

177. Droop, in Dawkins and others, Artemis Orthia, pp. 87, fig. 59(1); 89, fig. 
6o(n); Stibbe, Vasenmaler, no. 105. 

178. Stibbe, Vasenmaler, nos. 306, 307; Pipili, Laconian Iconography, pp. 
76-77. 

179. Pipili, Laconian Iconography, p. 76. 
r 80. Vernant, Mortals, pp. :z.:z.9-3 5. The custom of Spartan ephebes carrying 

sickles sometimes had dire consequences: X. An. 4.8.25; Apophth. Lac. Anon. 34 
(13 3F-2.34A): see previous discussion, at note 106. 

181. Ar. Pax 871-76; Lloyd-Jones, "Artemis and lphigeneia," pp. 87-102. 
181. On the divinity of Lycurgus and a possible foundation myth for Spartan 

warrior initiation, see Piccirilli, "Licurgo e Alcandro," pp. 1-10. 

CONCLUSION 

r. As he himself admits: X. Lac. 15.1-7. 
:z.. Jeanmaire, Couroi. 
3. Ibid., p. 164. 
4. Cf. Cartledge, Agesilaos, pp. :z.4-25, following Finley, Use and Abuse, pp. 

II6-17. 
5. Cartledge, Agesilaos, p. :z. 5. 
6. Jeanrnaire, Couroi, pp. 160-61. . . 
7. Curtin, Precolonial, p. 43; Ranger, "Invention," pp. 149-50; Iliffe, Modern 

History, pp. 313-24; Willis, "Makings," pp. 199-204. 
8. Ranger, "Invention," pp. 2.47-48. 
9. Oliver, African &cperience, pp. 147-48; Curtin, Precolonial, p. 43; Iliffe, 

Modern History, p. 323; cf. Geschiere, "Chiefs and Colonial Rule," pp. 151-75. 
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Io. Iliffe, Modern History, p. 313. 
II. Ranger and Kimambo, Historical Study, pp. 1-3. 
Il.. Ambler, "Renovation," p. I40. 
I3· Cf. Cohn, "History and Anthropology," p. 2.I8. 
I4· Baxter and Almagor, Age, p. i:. 
Is. Keiser, Vice Lords, p. Is. 
I6.Arist.Pol. 8.I.4 (I337A). 

:z.xs 

I7. As early as I91I, Roussel (review of Brenot, Recherches) criticized this 
assumption. 

I8. Rogers, Sacred Identity, esp. pp. I36-49. 

APPENDIX TWO 

I. Ehrenberg, "Spartiaten," pp. 18-19; "Sparta (Geschichte)," I437; "Obai," 
I696. 

1. Michell, Sparta, pp. 97-99;Jones, Sparta, pp. 3 I-32.; Jones, Public Organi
zation, pp. II9, 12.I. Sealey, History, pp. 67.:..68, well represents the communis 
opinio, "The city of Sparta arose from the union of four neighboring villages, 
Pitana, Mesoa, Limnae, and Conooura, and from an early stage it included the 
town of Amyclae." For Parker, "Some Dates," p. 4 s, Amyclae's early annexation 
is "undoubted." 

The single dissenter is Lazenby, Spartan Army, pp. s I-S 1, who argues against 
Amyclae's "obal" status. 

3.IGV.I 675. 
4. Ross, "Epigraphische Nachlese,'' pp. 12.8-19. 
S· Furtwiingler, "Apollon," 449; Hofer, "Tetracheir," 398-99; Kruse, "Tetra

cheir,'' 1070; Ziehen, "Sparta (Kulte)," 146I; Mellink, Hyakinthos, p. 11 n. 4. 
6. Artemis Orthia, no. 6; Liban. Or. II.104; Hesych. s.v. 1CUVa1dac;; Sosibius, 

FGrHist S9 s F2. s; Diogenian. 1. s. Cf. Wide, Kulte, p. 9 5. 
7. Farnell, Cults, 4:I17. 
8. Greve, "Hyakinthos," 1763-64; Mellink, Hyakinthos, p. 11 n. 4; Jacoby, 

FGrHist, 3b.3:378 n. 1I7. On Apollo ofthe Amyclaeum, see Paus. 3.18.9-19.5; 
Lambrinudakis, "Apollon," p. I96. 

9. Paus. 3.14.6. On the location of Pitane, see now Cartledge and Spawforth, 
Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, pp. I 31-31 and 114-15. 

10. IG V.I 159 (Artemis Orthia, no. 6). On the god's youth, see Hesych. s.v. 
icoupUhov. For a similar ephebic priesthood, see Robert, "Le dieu Fulvus,'' pp. 
37-41. 

II. IG V.1 p5, another inscription referring to Amyclae, has been shown to 
be a forgery by Spawforth, "Fourmontiana," pp. I39-45· · 

12.. Cartledge, Sparta and Lakonia, p. Io7, "An inscription of Roman date ••• 
proves that Amyclae became one of the 'obes' of Sparta"; Parker, "Some Dates,'' 
p. 45 n. 1, "Amyclae was in fact a Spartan obe: IG V I.26." Chrimes, Ancient 
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Sparta, p. 166, "It is clear that Amyklai enjoyed some kind of municipal organi
zation which was conceded by Sparta." 

13. On 1tiattc;, see Panagopoulos, "Vocabulaire et mentalite," p. 225; Mi
geotte, L'emprunt public, p. 26. 

I 4· Peek, "Artemis Eulakia," pp. 29 5-3 02. Side A: tot Kovohoupiec; avfonicav 
'Avtaµivriv/ tai Eui..mdm hu5payov yevoµevov ictA.. Side B: lQi~t: gvy£5roicav ~ 
l*Y icaaic~&v ictA.. 

IG V.1 27, often cited as evidence for an oba's internal structure (most recently 
by Jones, Public Organization, p. 1u) is too fragmentary to be of much use; the 
oba's name is missing and key passages, most notably the anomalous reference to 
sitesis in the oba's prytaneum (lines 19-20), have been restored. 

15. Pa us. 3 .21. 7. On the league's history, see Cartledge and Spawforth, Helle
nistic and Roman Sparta, pp. 77, 90, 100-101. 

16. On dating by strategoi, see subsequent discussion, at note 51. 
17. The creation of the patronomate by Cleomenes III: Paus. 2.9.1. Epony

mous patronomoi: e.g., IG V.1 32b; SEG XI (1954), no. 495. On the number of 
patronomoi, see Kennell, "Spartan Patronomate," pp. 131-37. 

18. A patronomos also appears at Cardamyle, a Messenian town given to 
Sparta by Augustus: IG V.1 1333; Paus. 3.26.7. 

19. Cartledge, Sparta and Lakonia, p. 107. 
20. IG V.1 480, 564. I assume that these names, which appear in ephebic 

contexts, are also those of Sparta's civic tribes. 
21. Hesych. s.v. <Dae;· tac; icooµac; icai tac; 5up6£pac; o'IStCJ> cpacri. mPai· t01t0\ 

µeyai..oµepei:c;. cbp1hac;· touc; cpui..£tac;. ouai· cpui..ai. Ilttavatnc; atpatoc;· fon 5£ 
1' Ilitavn qmM. Kuvoaoupa· cpuA.1, Aaicoovuc{i. Steph. Byz. s.v. Meaaoa. t67toc; 
Aaicroviicijc;. l:tpaprov oy56n. fon icai cpuA."1 Aaicrovud1. 

u. Jones, Public Organization, p. 12.3. 
2 3. On kome as a unit of citizenry, see Jones, Public Organization, pp. 114-15 

(Argos), 248-49 (Lindos). 
24. As recognized by Hammond, CAIP 3.1:740-41. 
25. Paus. 3.19.6. 
26. Beattie, "Lex Sacra," pp. 46-58; cf. Jones, Public Organization, p. 12.8 

n.4. 
27. X. HG 4.5.11, ol 'Aµuiclafot dei 7tote d7tipxovtm Eic; ta 'Yanv0ia tn\. tov 

1tatava, tav tE atp<lt07t£5EUOµEVO\ 'tU"fl'.aVCJ>G\V tav tE iii..A.CJ>c; 1tooc; d1to5nµouvtEc;. 
ica\. t6te 511 touc; tic 7ta<Jflc; tile; atpatiac; 'Aµuici..aiouc; icatiA.me 'AyeaiA.aoc; tv 
Aexaiqi. 

28. Ehrenberg, "Spartiaten," pp. 2.8-29; Chrimes, Ancient Sparta, p. 318; 
Toynbee, Some Problems, pp. 365-68; Cartledge, Sparta and Lakonia, p. 2.86. 

29. Cartledge, Sparta and Lakonia, pp. 25 5-56. 
30. Hyacinthia procession: Polycrates, FGrHist 588 F1; Wide, Kulte, pp. 2.8 5-

93. 
31. Nilsson, "Die Prozessionstypen," pp. 309-39. 
32. Jones, Sparta, p. 32; Michell, Sparta, p. 98. 
3 3. Lazenby, Spartan Army, p. 5 2.. 
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34. Hdt. 9.53; Thuc. 1.10.4. 
3 s. Schol. to Ar. Lys. 4 s 2-s 4 (Diibner), i:Euapec; A,6xot · cipy6tepov ta AalCO>

vmv lotlCEV t~e1pyaa0a1 6 no111tili;. AOxoi yap o~JC eta\ i£uapec; tv AaJCel>aiµovi~. 
d.Ucl e', "El>mJ..oi;, Iivti;, 'Apiµac;, IIA.oac;, MeaaocX-rrJc;. Schol. to Thuc. 4.8.9 
(Hude), AOxmv· A6xo1 AaJCooaiµov{mv n£vte, Ail>mA.toc;, I\vic;, Iapivac;, IlAOac;, 
MeaoU't'll'i· Cf. Rose, Fragmenta, F541. 

36. E.g., Toynbee, "Growth of Sparta," pp. 256-57; Andrewes, Greek Ty
rants, p. 71; Wade-Gery, Essays, p. 77; Kiechle, Lakonien, p. 147 n. 4; Cartledge, 
Agesilaos, p. 431. 

37. Toynbee, "Growth of Sparta," p. 257 n. 44. 
3 8. They are neither "odd and generally meaningless names" (Lazenby, Spar

tan Army, p. 51) nor "unintelligible to us" (Andrewes, Greek Tyrants, p. 71). 
39. LS] s.v. a\vtc;; Chantraine, Dictionaire etymologique, 4.1:1005; Hesych. 

s.v. aapip· 0..cll>oc; ipoivucoc;. For the formation, see Buck and Peterson, Reverse 
Index, p. 417, 7 µupic;/µup(p)ivric;. 1C£vtp{c;/1C£Vtp\v11c;, JCerxp\c;/K£YXpivric;. 

40. For similar interpretations, see Chrimes, Ancient Sparta, pp. 316, 391, and 
Lazenby, Spartan Army, p. s 1, who argue the names may refer to the files of an 
enomotia. 

41. See the passages in Rose, Fragmenta, F s 41. 
41. Cartledge, Sparta and Lakonia, p. 106; cf. Parker, "Some Dates," p. 45. 
4 3. Woodward, in Dawkins and others, Artemis Orthia, pp. 2.06-3 s 8. 
44. Plut. Ages. 1.1.4. . 
4S· X. Ages. 2.15; Plut. Ages. 31.1-35.4; Cartledge, Agesilaos,pp. 134-36. 
46. Polyb. 2..70.1; Shimron, Late Sparta, p. S7· 
47. Livy, 35.13.1; Cartledge and Spawforth, Hellenistic and Roman Sparta, 

p.77. 
48. Livy, 35.37.1-3; Plut. Phil. 15.4; Aymard, Les premiers rapports, p. 310. 
49. Livy 38.34.1-3; Paus. 8.p.3. The Spartan ambassadors to Rome later 

had many complaints about the Achaeans, but this does not seem to have been 
one of them: Polyb. 11.12..3; Livy 39.33.6. On Philopoemen and the Spartan 
constitution, see Kennell, "IG V 1,16," pp. 201-1. 

so. Wade-Gery, Essays, p. 75. 
sr. Ibid., pp. 75-76. Dating by stratigos of the league: e.g., IG V.1 IIIO 

(Geronthrae), lines 12.-13; rr4s (Gytheum), line 4S· Geronthrae as a member of 
the League ofLacedaemonians/Eleutherolaconian League: Paus. 3.11.7. 

51. Plut. Ant. 67.3-4. 
s 3. On the date and circumstances of Eurycles' disgrace, see Bowersock, "Eu

rycles," pp. rn-r8; "Augustus and the East," pp. 169-88. 
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ryclea; Hyacinthia; Leonidea; 
Urania 

Athletics, 46, 110 

Ball games, 59-63; Spartan invention 
of, 6; described by Lucian, 39; as 
apodeixis, 40; byes in, 60; identifi
cation of, 6o-6I; in Hellenistic pe
riod, 110-11; in Classical period, 
I3I 

Ballplayers (sphaireis), 19, 43, 87, 89; 
status of, 38-40, 41, 59; teams of, 
40, 63; team leaders of 41-43 

Biduoi, 39, 58, 59, 60, 12.I; duties of, 
45-46 

Bomonikes, 16, 77-78, So, 87, 89 
Boua, 38, 4I, 55, 85; phule and, 41-

43; in ball games, 41-43, 59-60; 
leader of, 43; size of, 63; ageli and, 
Io8, Io9. See also Agele; Ile; Oba 

Bouagos, 38, 67, 9I, Io8, Io9; age.of, 
4I-41; in ball games, 41-43; in 
boys' contests, 5 5 

Doule: Spartan, 4 5 
Boys' contests: moa, 51, S3, 54, IIo-

11; keloia, 51.-51, n. 54, 5 5; kath
theratorion, 51-53, 54, ss;deros, 
n. 54; eubalkes, 53. S4i kunagetas, 
S3-S4; order of, 54-ss; victories to 
paidikon in, ss, 63, 64. See also 
Laconian dialect 

Callimachus, 119 
Caracalla, 94-9 5 
Carnea, 65, 66-67, I3I 
Castor. See Dioscuri 
Cato the Elder, 8I 

INDEX 

Charax, A. Claudius, 86 
Cheese-stealing ritual, 79, 81, III, 

I13,I16-19 
Chios, I09 
Chlamus (cloak), I4I 
Choruses. See Gymnopaediae: cho-

ruses at; Hyacinthia: choruses at 
Chreia (utility), I05 
Chrysippus, IOI, Io1 
Cibyra, 84 
Cicero, 6, 70, 86; on battle at 

Platanistas, 5 6; on endurance con
test, 70, 73, Ill; on Stoic definition 
of courage, 111 

Cinadon, I19-30 
Cleanthes, IOI, I01 
Cleomenes m, II-I1, 79, IOI, II4, 

I68; patronomos and, 11, 87; Neo
politae and, I61, I63. See also 
Sphaerus of Borysthenes 

Clothing: of ephebes, 31-34, 12.I, 12.3 
Commodea, 64, 8 5 
Common messes: in reforms of 

Cleomenes III, 11, 12.; in Classical 
period, 77, 12.5, I30-31; in Stoic 
texts, 99, Io7 

Crates the Cynic, 99, 111 
Critias, I7, 86, 95 
Cynicism, 99, Ioo 
Cynooureis,40,46,58,6o;endurance 

contest and, 71, 74; as constituent 
community of Sparta, I 64 

~rene, 8 5-86 

Damonon, 117 
Demetrius of Scepsis, 66 
Deras. See Boys' contests: deros 
Diabetes, 46, 60 
Diaita, 116, 147 
Diana ofNemi, 8o-8I. See also En

durance contest: foundation myths 
of 

Dicaearchus, I9 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus, 8I 
Dionysus: "daughters of,'' 4 5-46 



INDEX 

Dioscuri, q8-42, I63; Indo
European elements of, I5, I4I; as 
patrons of Sparta, I 3 8-3 9; hippeis 
as, 14I-4:z.; Artemis Orthia and, 
14:z.. See also Hippeis 

Dogmatographoi, 164 
Dromos, 56, 138 "· 

Eirenes, 20, :z.4; in Roman period, :z.9, 
64, 75-76, 78; in Hellenistic period, 
3I, 39, Io9; age of, 35-37, 4:z.; in 
ball games, 41-4 3; in Classical pe
riod, II 8-19. See also Ballplayers; 
Endurance contest; Hebontes 

Ek paidon, 3 6 
Eleutheria games, 82 
Endurance contest (ho tes karterias 

agon), 6, 23, 26, 71-78; date held, 
7I; participants in, 7'-• 75-76; 
death in, 73-74; as rite of passage, 
7 4-75, 77; foundation myths of, 
74-75, 78-83; earliest evidence for, 
79, 11 I; in Hellenistic period, 111-
13 

Enkuklios paideia, IOI, 105 
Enyalius, 56, 138 
Epaikla, 130 
Epaminondas, 168 
Ephebate, 61, 76, 110, 111.-13; at 

Athens, 63, 146; atThuria, 118-19 
Ephebos, 36, 68, 75-76, 119. See also 

Age categories; Sunephebos 
Ephoreia: as cultural center, 19 
Ephors, 11, I'-, 19, 81, 121; at 
Amyda~, I 64 

Epimeletai. See Patronomos: deputies 
of 

Equals, 130, 133 
Erastes, 121, 115, 126, 131-.Seealso 

Pederasty 
Eromenos, 12 5. See also Pederasty 
"Eternal" magistracy, 47 
Eubalkes. See Boys' contests: eubalkes 
Euryclea, 64 
Eurydes, C. Julius, 169 

137 

Euryclids, 82. 
Ex ephebon, 36, 39, 118 

Food: contribution of, 16, I7-I8, 104, 
122, 134; theft of, 18, 24, 71, 123; 
gathering of, 2 3, 4'-· See also Cheese
stealing ritual; Common messes 

Foxes, 122. See also Phouaxir 

Galen, 104 
Geronthrae, 89, u8 
Gerousia, 8, n, 45, 81, u7 
Girls: in agoge, 4 5-46 
Gregory Nazienzus, 71 
Gymnasiarch, 44 
Gymnasium, 47, 57 
Gymnopaediae, 6, 49, 65, 69, 113; 

choruses at, 67-69, I 31; bachelors 
barred from, 13 2 

Gytheum,89 

Hadrian, 84, 8 5-86 
Hatropampaides, 29, 31, 39, 93 
Hebontes, 117-I8, 121, 129-32. See 

also Eirenes 
Heilotai. See Helots 
Helen, 139, 141, I42 
Hellanicus, 6 5 
Helots, 7, 15-16 
Heracles: sphaireis and, 39, 43, 6:z.; 

statue of, at Platanistas, 56, 57; 
herms of, at theater, 62; Dioscuri 
and,I38 

Herillus (Stoic philosopher), IOI 
Hermes, 138 
Herodes Atticus, 86 
Herodotus, I4-I6, 95 
Herodotus, gloss on: age grades in, 20, 

32, 3 5, 36, 102; and Aristophanes 
of Byzantium, 29; and Plutarch's 
Lycurgus, 3 8. See also names ofspe
cific age grades 

Hesychius, 26, 89; aristindes in, 60; 
staphulodromoi in, 67; agele in, 
108; protiraiin, 119 



Hieronikai, 8 5 
Hippagretai, 12.I, I2.9 
Hipparchis, 47 
Hippeis, I2.I, 12.9. See also Koroi 
Homoioi. See Equals 
Homosexuality. See Pederasty 
Horace,7I 
Hormi (impulse), 106 
Hunting, 52.-54, 76-77 
Hupomeiones. See Inferiors 
Hyacinthia, 49, 13 I, I66; choruses at, 

65-66 . 
Hyginus, :z.5, 8o-8I 

Jli, I07, I08, I2.0, I2.I, I:Z.6 
Inferiors, I 33 
Inscriptions: as evidence for agagi, 2.o, 

2.7, 2.8; as evidence for boys' con
tests, 51-5 5; as evidence for endur
ance contest, 7I; Laconian dialect 
in, 87-89. See also Laconian dialect 

lphigeneia, 80 
Irenes, I4, 119, I2.0. See also Eirenes 

Jonathan (high priest of Maccabees), 
II 

Karteria (endurance), II2., 113 
Kasen, 43, 67 
Kaththiratorion. See Boys' contests: 

kaththiratorion 
Keloia. See Boys' contests: keloia 
Koroi, I39-42. 
Krupteia, 113, I3I-3:z. 
Kunagetas. See Boys' contests: 

kunagetas 
Kursanioi, 117 

Laconian dialect, 87-92., 93; in in
scriptions, 87-89; characteristics 
of, 90; koini and, 91-9:z.; as official 
language of agagi, 92. 

Laconian Institutions, 2.1-:z.3; descrip
tion of agdgi in, I8; as source for 
Plutarch, 2.1, 2.:Z., :z.4, 33-34; date 

INDEX 

compiled, :z.:z.; sources of, :z.2., Io2.-
7; Stoic elements in, Io4-6; educa
tion in, Io6; Artemis Orthia in, I36 

League of Free Laconians (League of 
Lacedaemonians), 89, I65, I68 

Leonidas, 94, 96 
Leonidea, 45, 64, 8:z. 
Libanius, 70, 77, 86, I95 (n. 6) 
Limnae (district of Sparta), 50, 6I 
Limnaeis, 40, 58, 60, 72., 74 
Literacy, I:z.5 
Livy, IO 
Lochagos, 47-48 
Lochos, 47-48, I66-67; "of Pitane," 

48,95,I67 
Lucian, 56, 60, 73, 96; Anacharsis of, 

2.5-:z.6, 39 
Lycosura, I 2. 3 
Lycurgus, 6, :z.:z., 96, IOI, I:z.4; as foun

der of endurance contest, 2. 5, 40, 
75, 82, 83; as founder of ephebic 
contests, 49; statue of, at Platanis
tas, 56, 57, 62.; statue of, in theater, 
6:z.; title "new Lycurgus" and, 62.; as 
totemic figure, 78, 80; in Herillus' 
The Lawgiver, IOI 

Lydians, parade of, 75, 8I, 12.9. See 
also Cheese-stealing ritual; Endur
ance contest 

Lysander, 95, 96, :134 

Marcus Aurelius, 94 
Marriage, I 32. 
Masks, I36-37 
Mastigophoroi, 12.0, I3I 
Meirakion, 3:z.-33, 3S 
Melleirenes, 2.4i in Roman period, :z.9, 

35-37, 64; in Hellenistic period, 39, 
Io9, 110; status of, 76, I:z.6, I:z.7. 
See also Age grades 

Mellephiboi, 110 
Mesoatae, 40, 60; Platanistas battle 

and, 58, 60; endurance contest and, 
72., 74; names of lochoi and, I67. 
See also Lochos 



INDEX 

Mikizomenoi, 29, 3I, 93, ro9. See 
also Age grades 

Mikkichizomenoi, 29, 3 r, 5 5, 63-64; 
form of, 9r, 93; status of, u7. See 
also Age grades 

Moa. See Boys' contests: moa 
Mothax, r34 
Music, r7, 65-66, ro6, IIO, r3S. See 

also Boys' contests: keloia; Boys' 
contests: moa 

Nabis, 7-S, r65 
Neaniskarches. See Neoi 
Neaniskoi, 66. See also Neoi 
Neoi, 47, 4S, 66-67 
Neopolitae, 40, 5S, 60, 72, r62 
Nomophulakes, 43 

Oba: as ball team, 40, 41, 42-43, 59-
60; as constituent community, 40, 
So, uo, 165-66 

Oenoanda, 66, S5 
Orestes, So 
Orthia. See Artemis Orthia 
Othryadas, 95-96 
Ovid, S1 

Paides: ~sage grade, 3I, 39, 93, ro9; 
in endurance contest, 7 5-76; as age 
category, 93, 109; in Classical pe
riod, u6-27, 132. See also Age cat-
egories; Age grades . 

Paidikos agon. See Boys' contests 
Paidiskoi, 117, u5-29; in cheese

stealing ritual, r 26 
Paidonomos, rI7, 120-21, r26, 13r, 

132 
Pal/ekes, 1 Io 
Pampaides, 93, 109 
Panhellenion, 84, 90 
Partheniae, I67 
Parthians, 94 
Patronomos: Cleomenes III and, II, 

S7; in dating formula, 29; deputies 
of, 44; duties of, 44-45; former, 

2.39 

and Leonidea, 45; foreigners as, 86-
87; at Amyclae, 16 5 

Pausanias, Sr, S2 
Pausanias (periegete): onagoge, 6, 20, 

2 5; on restoration of constitution, 
Io; on endurance contest, 25, 73, 
80; on ballplayers, 39; on obai, 40, 
60, 80; on Platanistas, 5 6-57; on 
public seal, 96; on false Dioscuri, 
141 

Pederasty, 35, Ioo, u4 
Perioeci (perioikoi), 7-8, 165 
Persaeus (Stoic philosopher), 99, Ior, 

107 
Persian Stoa, 6 
Phidition!Philition. See Common 

messes 
Philopoemen, 8-9, IOI 
Philostratus, 26, 73 
Phoebeum, 56, 62 

· Phoenicians, So 
Photius, 26 
Phouaxir, 7I, 74 
Phule: as civic tribe, 40, 4I; as ephebic 

division, 40-4I, 42, 43, 58, 67. See 
alsoAgele 

Phylarchus, n4 
Piloi, 14I 
Pitanatae, 40, 5S, 60, 64, I63; endur

ance contest and, 72, 74 
Plataea, r4, 15, SI, 82 
Platanistas: battle of ephebes at, 2 5, 

45, 5 5-59; biduoi and, 45, 5S; loca
tion of, 56-57, 62; euripos of, 57; 
Hadrian's villa and, 57; in Hellenis
tic period, II r; Dioscuri and, I 3 S 

Plato, I9; Laws, 37-38, 79, 82, III, 
u8 

Plutarch: on Agis Iv, 13; on origin of 
endurance contest, 25, 79, 81-82; 
on Cleomenes Ill, 134-3 5 · 

Plutarch, Life of Lycurgus: age grades 
in, I7, 3 r, 3 2-3 6; description of 
agoge in, 20, 23-25; sources of, 23; 
importance to study of agoge, 32; 



Laconian Constitution of Xeno
phon and, 34-3 5; description of tri
choria in, 68-69; description of 
endurance contest in, 73, 8:z.; agelai 
in, I07-9 

Pollux (deity). See Dioscuri 
Pollux (lexicographer), 6I 
Polybius, 9, I3, 8I, I68 
Polydorus, 96 
Posidonius, 8 I 
Pratopampaides, 3 I, 3 9, 9 3. See also 

Age grades 
Presbus (captain of ball team), 4:z.-4 3, 

58 
Priesthood, 14 
Promikizomenoi, :z.9, 3I, 3:z.,93, Io9 
Propaides, 31, 39, 93, I09 
Propertius, 81 
Pratopampaides, :z.9, 3 I 
Proteirai/Proteirenes, n8, n9 
Pyrrhus, I3 

Rhobidas: in Hellenistic period, :z.9, 
3I, 37, Io9; age of, 3:z.-35; aban
donment of, 93; paidiskos and, u7. 
See also Paidiskoi 

Rites of passage, 6I, 7 5. See also En
durance contest 

Rome, 8, IO-II 

Sabines, 8I 
Selge, 84 
Sestos, n3 
Sickles: dedications of, 6, 70, 83, 89; 

as prizes, :z.8, 5 5; used in murder, 

I33 
Sideunai, u7. See also Paidiskoi 
Solon, :z.6 
Sosibius, 65, 68, 69 
Sparta: as civitas libera, 7, Io; later 

constitution of, 9-n; Rome's debt 
to, 8I; "colonies" of, 84-85; cul
tural influence of, 84-86; visitors 
to, 86; in declamations, 9 5; in sixth 
century, I 3 7 

INDEX 

Spartiatai: contest of, 8 5 
Sphaerus of Borysthenes: Cleomenes 

III and, II, I:Z., 99, IOI, Io:z.; books 
on Spartan constitution of, 98, 99; 
Zeno and, 99, IOI, Io2; as inventor 
of agoge, IOI-:z., I I4; as source for 
Laconian Institutions, Io:z.-7, Io8; 
age grades and, Io9, II8, I:z.o, I:z.7; 

· endurance contest and, I I I; Stoic 
definitions of, n:z. 

Sphaireis. See Ballplayers 
Staphulodromoi, 66-67, I3I 
Stibades, I :z.4 
Stoicism: early teachings of, 99; views 

of, on arete, Ioo; views of, on 
Sparta, IOO-IoI; elements of, in 
Laconian Institutions, Io4-6; ele
ments of, in endurance contest, II:Z., 
I I 3. See also Herillus; Persaeus; 
Sphaerus of Borysthenes; Zeno of 
Ci ti urn 

Strabo, scholion of: age grades in, :z.o, 
:z.9, 3I, 3:z.; Aristophanes of Byzan
tium and, :z.9; date of, :z.9; ages of 
melleirenes/eirenes in, 35-37; Plu
tarch's Lycurgus and, 3 8; Hellenis
tic agoge and, Io:z.. See als<? 
Ephebos 

Strategos (of League of Free Laco-
nians), I65, I68 

Street gangs, 146 
Sumpatronomoi, 44 
Sunarchia, 4 5 
Sunarchoi, 44 
Sunephebos,4I,43,63,67,75 
Sungeneia, 84 
Suntrophoi, I34-35 
Synnada,84 

Teles the Cynic, I:Z., I14, n8 
Teos, Io9 
Terpander, 65 
Tertullian, 7I 
Thales, 68 
Theater: as site of ball games, 6, 3 9, 
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6I-6:z., 76; location of, 56, 59, 6I-
6:z.; herms of Heracles in, 6:z.; in
scriptions in, 6:z.; statue of Lycurgus 
in, 6:z.; precursor of, 68 

Theatron, 68 
Thermopylae, 8:z. 
Theseus, 14i:-4:z. 
Threptoi, :z.5 
Thucydides, I4, 9 5 · 
Thyreatis, 94 
Timotheus (fifth-century poet), 9:z. 
Tralles, 85 
Trichoria, 68-69 
Trietires, 3 I, n8-I9. See also Eirenes 
Tritirenes/Triteirenes, n 8, I I9· See 

also Eirenes 
Trophimoi, i.34 

Urania, 64 

Water: at festival of Artemis, 76-77 

Xanthippus, I3 
Xenophon: on hunting, s :z.; Hellenica, 

69, I33. I67; Oyropaedia, IOI, 
n7, I33 

Xenophon, Laconian Constitution: 
date of, 6, I6; on Spartan educa
tion, 18, 34, II:Z., n6-I8, I:Z.O-:z.6; 
Plutarch's Life of Lycurgus and, 34; 
on cheese-stealing ritual, 78, 8:z.; on 
youths' diet, Io4, u:z.; on youths' 
teams, 107; on hippeis, u9; on he
bontes, u9, I 3 :z.; on failure in Spar
tan education, I33; nostalgia of, 
I 3 5. See also Cheese-stealing ritual; 
Hebontes; Hippeis; Paides; 
Paidiskoi 

Zeno of Citium, 99-Ioo, IOI, IOS:-6, 
II:Z. 

Zomos (black broth), I30 


